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ABSTRACT
This two phase, sequential exploratory study focused on mathematics teachers’
disposition toward challenge and its impact in their teaching practice and students’ performance.
This heavily qualitative study employed a mixed methodology to answer the following guiding
research question: how do teachers’ disposition towards challenge affect teaching practice and
what is the nature of that relationship?
During the initial phase (quantitative), two teachers who were enrolled in a graduate
mathematics at a University in the southwestern U.S. were selected for the study (N=5). The goal
of the class was to increase the participants’ mathematical knowledge for teaching. The
purposive selection was based on the contrasting nature of the participants’ self-reported
cognitive, affective, and conative dispositions and their students’ perception about the teachers
using the Mathematics Dispositional Functions Inventory (MDFI) instrument (Beyers, 2011).
Participants selected for phase II (mixed methods) had a previously acquired disposition
toward challenge but a developing mathematical knowledge for teaching. The second phase of
the study (qualitative) consisted of the investigation of the participants’ mathematical knowledge
for teaching (Ball et al., 2008) and how it impacted their disposition toward challenge. Sources
of data collection included: 1) pre and post problem solving interviews; 2) lesson planning and
delivery, 2) classroom observations, 3) student work, and 4) teachers’ self-reflections. Student
work of the selected teachers was analyzed to examine the relationship between teachers’
acceptance/ avoidance of challenge and student performance as one of the indicator of teaching
practice. Meaning coding and linguistic analysis were utilized as primary methods of analyzing
qualitative data collected during the second phase of the study.
Major finding of the study suggests that the participants’ disposition toward challenge
was affected by their mathematical knowledge for teaching. Considering habitual nature of the
disposition, teachers’ disposition toward challenge impacted the expectations that they held for
their students. It was also observed that it impacted their tendency to be reflective teachers and
their tendency to “cover-up” mathematical errors.
Further research is suggested to uncover how these results compare to other countries,
especially those who outperform American students in mathematics. This study contributes to the
newly emerging discussion on mathematics teachers’ disposition and provokes new questions as
we attempt to understand the complexities involved in conceptualizing this construct as a
measure of teacher effectiveness.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1

OVERVIEW
Chapter 1, The Introduction, presents an overview of a research titled Secondary

Mathematics Teachers’ Disposition Toward Challenge and its Impact on Teaching Practice. The
chapter begins stating the purpose of the study and a definition of key terms that were employed
for this study. Next, a conceptual framework is presented, offering clarity on the roots of
disposition toward challenge. This is followed by a detailed description of the significance for
the study including international testing results, and the need for the development of productive
dispositions in math. A description of my perspective as an author and researcher as well as my
philosophical stance and motivation for the study is narrated. A brief description of the context
where the research was held is presented in this first chapter and revisited in Chapter 3, The
Methodology. Finally, this chapter culminates offering transparency by outlining the limitations
that I found in this study.
Chapter 2, The Literature Review, offers an exhaustive examination of the most relevant
and current discussion on mathematics dispositions (NTCM, 2011; Beyers, 2008; 2011; 2012).
Chapter 2 begins with a historical overview of the issues found in American mathematics
education. A historical overview sets the context of the study and situates it in the current
discussion on mathematics dispositions. A review of the literature revealed that mathematics
dispositions are closely linked to the type and amount of knowledge that teachers possess. For
this reason, I have included three types of teacher knowledge: Mathematics Content Knowledge
(Ball et al., 2008), Pedagogical Content Knowledge (Shulman, 1986), and Mathematical
1

Knowledge for Teaching (Ball, et al., 2008). Because mathematics anxiety and dispositions are
intimately related, mathematics anxiety is examined as it affects disposition toward challenge.
Finally, The Literature Review explains the psychological perspective in which mathematics
dispositions will be investigated. These include conative, cognitive and affective dispositional
functions (Beyers, 2008; 2011; 2012). In the framework that I adopted for this study, Beyers
(2005) defines conative disposition as the tendency that an individual will have to invest effort or
persevere in mathematics; cognitive disposition as the tendency that an individual will have to
develop mathematical arguments or justifications; and affective disposition as beliefs, attitudes,
feelings, emotions, moods or temperaments with respect to mathematics.
Chapter 3, The Methodology, begins with a subjectivity statement followed by a
description of the mixed methods approach that will be used to answer the research question.
Chapter 3 presents a lengthy description of the research methods that were employed for the
study and the rationale for their selection. Unlike the first chapter, Chapter 3 offers a complete
description of the setting where study was held and a detailed description of the potential
participants. As its title indicates, The Methodology chapter closes with an exhaustive description
of the methods for data analysis. All data analysis was guided by a theoretical framework which
was specifically developed for this study. In this last section, sources of data and the strategies
that were employed to enhance validity at each phase are outlined.
Chapter 4, Results and Discussion, is the longest of all chapters, providing a detailed
description of the products generated from this study. It begins by providing a rich description of
each one of the participants (N=5) followed by a comprehensive narration of the quantitative
2

selection of only two of those participants. Although the initial sample included only five
participants, a quantitative approach was employed given the nature of the instrument
(Mathematics Dispositional Functions Inventory) that was used for the purposeful selection of
two cases. The two case studies that were selected describe the participants’ disposition toward
challenge as it related to their mathematical knowledge for teaching before the study, during the
study, and after the study. Throughout this chapter, multiple sources of data (e.g. pre and post
evaluations, teacher-developed lesson plans, classroom observations, teacher reflections, and
student work) are analyzed and triangulated to enhance the validity of the findings.
Chapter 5, Conclusions, culminates this dissertation by comparing and contrasting the
case studies selected during the quantitative phase. It begins by describing the participants’
mathematical knowledge for teaching and the role it played in the participants’ disposition
toward challenge. Then, it presents the implications that each of the participants’ disposition
toward challenge had in their teaching practice and in their students’ performance. The chapter
closes by suggesting new routes for future research.
1.2

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
This study focused on mathematics teachers’ dispositions toward challenge. It

investigated teachers’ experiences while enrolled in a graduate mathematics course. Although
there is an ample research which has focused on dispositions with respect to mathematics,
sometimes called mathematical dispositions (Macintosh, 1997; Moldavan & Mullis, 1998) or
dispositions toward mathematics (NRC, 2001), there is no research that has investigated
experienced (5 years or more in the classroom) secondary teachers’ disposition toward challenge.
3

or on the impact that such disposition has in their practice. Presently, there is no research-based
guidance that exists for teachers, students, parents or institutions that describes the role that
mathematics teachers’ disposition toward challenge has in teaching practice. Mathematics
teachers’ dispositions is a complex construct. It cannot be attributed to one sole factor.
Researchers have conceptualized mathematics dispositions in many different ways.
Mathematical dispositions (Macintosh, 1997; Moldavan & Mullis, 1998; Royster, Harris, &
Schoeps, 1999) or dispositions toward mathematics (Fernandez & Cannon, 2005; NRC, 2001)
have been given various definitions. For example, McClain & Cobb, (2001) defined
mathematical dispositions as the ability to discern mathematical explanations while Royster,
Harris, & Shoeps (1999) defined mathematical dispositions as confidence, perseverance, and
interest. Therefore, because I wish to provide a comprehensive examination of mathematics
teachers’ dispositions toward challenge, I adopted a more comprehensive model which provided
a common language and framework that would guide this study. This is, Beyers (2005) model for
mathematical dispositional mental functions. In this model, Beyers offers what others had not
captured, that is a comprehensive framework that explores several nuances of mathematics
dispositions (affective, cognitive, and conative). Unlike other studies that have investigated
preservice mathematics teachers’ dispositions toward challenge (Beyers, 2008; Fernandez &
Cannon, 2005), this dissertation investigated the mathematics disposition toward challenge of
individuals who had at least five years of teaching experience and a mathematics-related degree.

!
!
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1.3

RESEARCH QUESTION
This study focused on the following guiding research question: How do teachers’

dispositions towards challenge affect their teaching practice and what is the nature of that
relationship? Numerous studies have focused on mathematics teachers knowledge (Hill et al.,
2004; Ball et al., 2008; Shulman, 1986) and its role in teaching practice and student performance.
However, only a handful of studies have documented the importance of dispositions in learning
and very few have narrowed down their research interests to the importance of fostering
productive dispositions toward mathematics (Moldavan & Mullis, 1998; Royster et al., 1999;
Beyers, 2008; NCTM, 2011). I intend to study the disposition toward challenge of experienced
mathematics teachers at various points in time.
1.4

DEFINITION OF TERMS
Avoidance of Challenge: In this study I refer to avoidance of challenge as a response

mechanism built up by individuals who lack the affective, cognitive, or conative disposition
(Beyers, 2008) to tackle a mathematics task until success is achieved.
Mathematics Teaching Anxiety: Although there is no one concept with which I can define
this construct, it has been known for a long time as the state of emotion underpinned by qualities
of fear and dread (Lewis, 2014). In this study, mathematics anxiety is described as the fear of
math, and the panic that comes with solving mathematics problems. Chapter 2, The Literature
Review, includes the large body of literature that addresses anxiety in mathematics.

5

Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching: I employ Ball’s and her colleagues’ (2008)
definition of mathematics content knowledge as the knowledge of mathematics concepts, ideas,
procedures and how they work. This type of knowledge represents the blending of content and
pedagogy into an understanding of how particular aspects of subject matter are organized,
adapted, and represented for instruction. In their framework, Ball, Thames, and Phelps (2008)
divide mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) in two main categories: subject matter
knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge. Subcategories of subject matter knowledge
include: common content knowledge (CCK) and specialized content knowledge (SCK).
Subcategories of pedagogical content knowledge include: knowledge of content and students
(KCS), knowledge of content and teaching (KCT), and knowledge of curriculum (KC).
Common content knowledge (CCK): In the framework that I adopted for this study, Ball
and her colleagues (2008) defined common content knowledge as the knowledge that a typically
well educated adult would possess (Ball et al., 2008). This knowledge is necessary to determine
the correctness of a student response when solving a mathematics task.
Specialized content knowledge (SCK): Unlike CCK, this content knowledge is unique to
the profession of teaching and it is not typically needed for non-teaching purposes (Ball et al.,
2008).
Knowledge of content and students (KCS): This is defined as a type of knowledge that
combines knowing about students and knowing about mathematics (Ball, et al., 2008). This
includes the mathematics teachers’ ability to listen to their students mathematical language and
understand them.
6

Knowledge of content and teaching (KCT): This is defined as knowledge about
mathematics that is specifically related to instruction (Ball, et al., 2008). This type of knowledge
is necessary in selecting appropriate representations and activities, etc. for teaching mathematics.
Knowledge of curriculum (KC): This is defined as all the knowledge interconnected with
curriculum and its pedagogy (Ball, et al., 2008). This knowledge is important for mathematics
teachers to be able to move freely around the scope and sequence of their discipline.
Pedagogical Knowledge: I employ Shulman’s model (1986) as the knowledge of
students’ understandings of mathematics. Pedagogical knowledge refers to the understanding of
what makes learning specific concepts easy or difficult for learners.
1.4.1

Disposition Toward Challenge: Theoretical Framework
Because the term disposition toward challenge is relatively new in the literature and

researchers have given the term mathematics dispositions various definitions (NCTM, 1989,
2000; Royster, Harris, & Schoeps, 1999), Figures 1.1 & 1.2 describe the framework I
developed in response to the absence of a consistent definition. This framework, is the result of
the adaptation of Beyers’ mathematical dispositional mental functions (2008) and Ball and her
colleagues’ mathematical knowledge for teaching (2008). Figures 1.1 & 1.2 offer clarity to the
construct of disposition toward challenge. As I will explain in Chapter 2, The Literature
Review, mathematics dispositions toward challenge can influence the way in which teachers
may or may not take opportunities to learn mathematics. These dispositions will influence the
nature of the mathematical knowledge that teachers will develop throughout their careers.

7

When looking at these diagrams, it should be noted that several conceptualizations of
dispositions are out of the scope of this study. Examples include cultural, environmental, and
ethical dispositions (Schussler, 2005). These do not focus explicitly on the relationship between
dispositions and mathematics.

Teacher Knowledge

Subject Matter Knowledge

Pedagogical Content Knowledge

high

high

Common mathematical knowledge (CCK)
Specialized mathematical knowledge (SCK)
(Ball, et al., 2008)

Knowledge of content and students (KCS)
Knowledge of content and teaching (KCT)
Knowledge of curriculum (KC)
(Ball, et al., 2008)

low

low

Focus on Facts
and Procedures

Unproductive
Disposition
toward
Challenge

Understanding Mathematics
Engaging in Mathematics
Reasoning in Mathematics
Problem Solving in Mathematics

Knowledge of the Assessment
Knowledge of Mathematics Curriculum
Knowledge of Students Learning
Knowledge of Instructional Strategies

Mathematical Knowledge
for Teaching

Productive Disposition
&
Acceptance of Challenge

Figure 1.1: Teacher Knowledge and its impact on Disposition Toward Challenge
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Figure 1.2: Cognitive, Affective, and Conative Dispositions and their impact on Disposition
Toward Challenge
1.4.2

Learning Theory
The term dispositions in mathematics has been given several inconsistent

conceptualizations. It has been defined as the ability to discern mathematical explanations
(McClain & Cobb, 2001). It has also been defined as an individual’s confidence, perseverance,
and interest (Royster, Harris, & Shoeps, 1999). Finally, it has been defined as “habitual
inclination to see mathematics as sensible, useful, and worthwhile, coupled with a belief in
diligence and one’s own efficacy” (p. 5) (NRC, 2001). My response to these inconsistencies was
to develop a framework that would guide the data collection and analysis as this study
progressed. In this framework, I considered two main contributing factors to disposition toward
challenge. These are as follows: mathematical knowledge for teaching (Ball, et al., 2008) and
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disposition mental functions (Beyers, 2008). Other factors that might also impact teachers’
disposition toward challenge are out of this scope of this study. An example of this is learning
theory. It is possible that theory of learning that the teacher participants adopted or were imposed
by their school (i.e. curriculum) also impacted their disposition toward challenge. This study did
not expressly focus on the investigation of the theory of learning that teacher participants
employed in their teaching practice. Hence, the inclusion of learning theory in the limitations
section (see section 1.9). The next few paragraphs describe the learning theory of the graduate
mathematics class where the research was conducted.
Teachers in the graduate mathematics class controlled their learning. This simple fact lies
at the heart of the constructivist approach to education (Jaworski, 1995). Mathematics teachers
who enrolled in this class constructed their knowledge from within. I observed that this was
accomplished by engaging in problem solving in a social environment (e.g. teachers discussed
multiple methods for solving one same task while justifying their own method). The graduate
class placed teachers as the center of the learning process. I observed that each lesson began with
the professor activating the teachers’ prior knowledge. Using a constructivist approach for
instruction, the professor focused on problem solving and critical thinking. Teachers generated
knowledge through collaborative group work. Learning in the graduate mathematics class was
exploratory in nature. Given the constructivist nature of the class, learning was social and
emphasized in experiential contexts. The teachers’ points of view were valued. Teachers shared
ideas about the development of classroom lessons. The conversations that teachers engaged in
were relevant to their individual interests (i.e. the needs of their student populations). The
professor encouraged teachers to construct knowledge that challenged their suppositions.
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Therefore, learning was likely to occur. The graduate class recognized that if teachers found
relevance in the topics that were taught, their interest in learning would grow. I observed that the
professor structured lessons around a broad concept rather than narrow bits of information.
Teachers demonstrated their knowledge in a variety of ways. Assessments in the graduate
mathematics class were not paper-based. Instead, they were given a series of tasks that provided
valuable information about their mathematical knowledge for teaching as the semester
progressed. I will describe these activities in more detail in Chapter 4.
Teacher participants differed significantly in their perspectives on learning. These
perspectives influenced and shaped the instructional design that I observed in their classrooms.
An example of this is the type of assessments that each teacher developed in order to measure
their students’ achievement (among many others). I will describe this in more detail throughout
chapters 4 and 5.
1.5

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND SIGNIFICANCE
The controversial publication A Nation at Risk (1983) initiated a series of discussions on

what mathematics teachers need to know and be able to do to do their job well. One may ask: A
nation at risk? How can such a pessimistic descriptor be given to a nation based solely on the
domain of mathematics education? The answer lies behind the significance for the learning of
mathematics. The significance of holding a productive mathematics disposition is philosophical
question that has not been satisfactorily answered (Gowers, 2000). The idea that not every citizen
must hold a productive disposition toward mathematics and learn mathematics is outdated and
harmful for a nation’s advancement. Developing a productive disposition toward mathematics
has been identified as one of the government responses to low student performance in math
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(NRC, 2001). This is truly indicative that research in teachers’ dispositions toward challenge is
needed.
Much research has been developed to assist high school mathematics teaching. However,
results from the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) indicate that
our students’ performance in the area of mathematics has generally not changed (TIMSS, 1995;
1999; 2003; 2007; 2011). Some have suggested that in the United States, high school
mathematics teachers typically attempt to cover everything in their textbooks and, consequently,
rarely teach any topic in depth (Fernandez & Cannon, 2005). Countries who outperform
American students share one thing in common: their teachers focus on the development of
productive dispositions in their students (Fernandez & Cannon, 2005). The lack of in-depth
content has required American teachers to spend a tremendous amount of class time reviewing
and reteaching topics. Therefore, the amount of thinking that is called for in American’s
mathematics classrooms is minimal. School districts are feeling more pressure than ever before
to produce better student outcomes in math. Hence, the need for well prepared teachers who hold
productive dispositions toward mathematics. In today’s mathematics classrooms the significance
of this study is urgent.
1.5.1

International testing results stress the need for this study
Much change has happened in mathematics education reforms and yet American’s

international student achievement has generally not changed (TIMSS, 1995; 1999; 2003; 2009;
2011). The Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study has collected data from
students at grade 4 and 8 since 1995 every 4 years. Despite the series of reforms developed for
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the betterment of math education (NCTM, 1989; 1991; 2000; 2006), findings of the TIMSS
studies reveal that the American mathematics curriculum is unfocused. American curriculum
contains many more topics than most countries' curricula, and involves much more repetition in
teaching than that found in other countries (Fernandez & Cannon, 2005). American teachers
typically attempt to cover everything in their textbooks and, consequently, rarely teach any topic
in depth (Empson, 2004). The lack of in-depth content has required teachers to spend a
tremendous amount of class time reviewing and reteaching the topic.
In the 2006 International Program for Student Assessment (PISA), American students
ranked 35 from 57 participating countries. In 2009, American students ranked 31 from all 74
participating countries. More recently, data from PISA 2012 documented that from 65
participating countries, American students ranked 35 in mathematics assessments. The truth is
that year after year the TIMSS and PISA results continue to shed light on the need for research in
mathematics education, specifically for development of a productive disposition toward
mathematics in both teachers and students. As I will narrate in Chapter 2, The Literature Review,
history has taught us to become selective on the skills that mathematics teachers will support
their students to develop. Equipping teachers to develop a positive disposition toward challenge
is one of them (NCTM, 2006; 2011; NRC, 2001).
1.5.2

The significance for developing a productive disposition toward mathematics
The importance of equipping mathematics teachers with a productive disposition toward

challenge may be attributed to society’s needs for the learning of mathematics. It is the need of
teaching mathematics to students not so they may become mathematicians, but rather to use their
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training in mathematics to contribute to the nation’s economy. These include the needs of citizens
in both urban and rural settings. Examples include the mathematics that a homemaker needs,
which is different from the mathematics needed by a lawyer, a chemist, a football player, a chef,
etc. These mathematics share one common characteristic: they all require the use of mathematics
in a situation where an immediate answer is required; to pay the bus, to calculate the expiration
date of a contract, to calculate the number of eggs needed for a proportional recipe, to calculate
an angle before a kick, etc. It is unlikely that a pencil and paper or a calculator will be available
at the time the mathematical calculation is required. If fact, it is a very similar to the skill
described by Mason & Spence (1999) when they spoke about the ability to Act in the Moment
when knowledge is required. Another characteristic these individuals share is their lack of
awareness of their use of mathematics. It is certainly different to the use of mathematics in a
school setting where a problem is selected from a textbook and plenty of time is given to work
through a problem, reach for help, etc. This practice has little to do with the use of everyday
mathematics. This unique type of mathematical knowledge is one that is essential for survival.
Such as crossing the street, seeing the time, understanding a map, etc.
More specific types of mathematics are also necessary for society’s advancement (Civil,
2013). These include a set of mathematics concepts and skills which are required to effectively
perform a specific job. Examples include engineers, chemists, computer scientists, and other
professions in the science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) field. Although all
these are highly skilled professions which require specific knowledge in mathematics, the
mathematics required for a chemist to determine a substance pH is not the same as the
mathematics required by an engineer to determine an angle.
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It is unlikely for young children to know the type of work they will do as adults. What is
known however, is that regardless of the job they will perform in their adult life, they will require
the use of mathematics to make effective decisions. Does this mean we should expose students to
all possible disciplines in mathematics? It is not uncommon to hear that American curricula is a
mile long and an inch deep when compared to curricula from other countries. Gowers (2000)
said it would be foolish to suggest that all knowledge, or even all mathematical knowledge, is of
equal value. However, even practical everyday mathematics does not exist in isolation from the
rest of mathematics. So what must we teach to our students? What should we emphasize on? My
answer to this question brought me to conduct this study. Fernandez & Cannon (2005), who
documented that Japanese teachers compared to US teachers spend more time teaching students
to become problem solvers and embrace challenges instead of attempting to cover a large
curriculum, suggested that we must equip students with positive attitudes and create interest in
the learning of mathematics so they may become effective problem solvers. This means that
rather than limiting students to learning basic mathematics topics such as proportions, basic
geometric figures, the use of formulas, etc., teaching students to develop a productive disposition
toward mathematics will lead to learning that will last (NRC, 2001). Logically, only well
prepared, knowledgeable teachers will be competent at this task. Hence, the need to switch our
attention from focusing on students’ dispositions to investigating teachers’ dispositions.
1.5.3

Why focus on Mathematics Teachers?
If I had attempted to answer this question five years ago, I would have given a

completely different answer. Perhaps, if I am asked the same question five years from now, my
answer will be again completely different. Why focus on mathematics teachers’ dispositions
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instead of students’ dispositions? It seems such an elemental question when the audience for the
present study is composed not only of advanced mathematicians, but also of accomplished
educated non mathematicians. Then again, complexity arises from simplicity.
The idea that mathematics teachers are taught only so they can transfer knowledge to
students is flawed. Instead, the graduate mathematics class where the study took place
encouraged teachers to see value in learning as a construction of knowledge (Jaworski, 1995).
Teachers actively constructed meaning by building on their background knowledge, their
experiences and reflecting on those experiences. Developing a productive disposition toward
toward math is a significant challenge itself. In order to accomplish this, teachers were given the
freedom to discuss, to question, to reflect, and to interact with other teachers to construct
knowledge in a social environment where they felt safe to take risks.
1.6

RESEARCHER’S PERSPECTIVE
For the past eight years, I have served as a STEM educator at the secondary level.

During this time I have witnessed students who entered the mathematics classroom with fear
and lack of motivation. Some sit at the back of the classroom, pretending to be unnoticed,
while others warn me that math has never been their strongest subject. They looked for an
adjustment to the expectations they would be held responsible for. Some students appear to
have negative attitudes toward math and others seemed apathetic. Some students attempt to
avoid the class altogether. Despite the predominance of students who held negative or apathetic
behaviors in the mathematics class, I observed students who were enthusiastic and persisted in
the face of mathematical challenges. I wondered where these differences in dispositions were
rooted and why some students had a better disposition toward mathematics since day one. I
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wondered about the impact that these varied attitudes had in my students’ performance and
suspected that some students had learned helplessness ( G r i m e s , 1 9 8 1 ) toward the
abstraction which characterizes mathematics. I noticed that many mathematics students
tended to believe that they had no control over the outcome of their performance in
mathematics. This belief de-motivated them and eventually drove them to give up whenever
confronted with a mathematical task in which they had a prior experience of failure.
Throughout my teaching career, I witnessed how this self imposed construct of unproductive
disposition toward challenge discouraged students in their mathematics education for the years
to come. When I asked my students why they decided not to pursue a math/science path in high
school the most prevalent reason for students not continuing their mathematics education was
the perceived difficulty of the subject. Previous studies support my observations (Brady &
Bowd, 2005). In a study on the dispositions of college students, Royster and his colleagues
(1997) found that the beliefs that students held about the subject impacted their choices when
enrolling into more rigorous mathematics courses. Furthermore, it has also been reported that
the learning experiences that the students have in the mathematics classrooms plays an
important role on the affection that they will develop towards the subject (Moldavan & Mullis,
1998). Such affection will impact the inclination that students will have towards approaching
math (Beyers, 2011).
Before I began a lesson, I noticed that some students already had negative expectations
about their performance and that those expectations were rooted on past experiences in similar
situations. I thought that perhaps students were covering their mathematics anxiety with
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negative attitudes, pessimism and apathy. My tacit theory was that past failures in
mathematics had caused the students’ mind to block information regarding mathematics. In
order to help these high school mathematics students overcome their negative or fearful
attitudes toward mathematics and become successful, I needed to confront the effects of
previous failures. But most importantly, I needed to find the roots of these unproductive
dispositions toward mathematics. I decided to conduct an initial pilot study (Valverde &
Tchoshanov, 2013) with the intention of finding other possible contributors to students’
dispositions.
My classroom observations in 2013 revealed that mathematics teachers displayed similar
behaviors to the ones observed in their students (anxiety, learned helplessness, etc.). Having
conversations with some mathematics teachers revealed that some had taken the minimum
number of mathematics courses that were required for licensure. Several of these mathematics
teachers were identified as math anxious individuals who were constantly preoccupied with
their personal aptitude and performance in mathematics. These math anxious teachers devoted
a great deal of cognitive energy to their worries and insecurities and distracted themselves from
the mathematics task at hand.
1.7

A POST-POSITIVIST PERSPECTIVE
The emergence of the post-positivist paradigm occurred as a response to the

dissatisfaction with the ontology and epistemology of positivism (Ryan, 2006). With the rise of
post-positivism also came the popularity of constructivists paradigms, which I also adopted for
this study. This section describes my philosophical stance as I conduct this study.
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My epistemology and the methods selected for the study are intimately related. When
most people think about a scientist, they picture “a person who wears a white coat and works in a
laboratory” (p. 256) (Chambers, 1983). Scientific research is often thought of as a cut-and-dry
process with an objective researcher. Many of these stereotypes are rooted in the period where
the hard sciences dominated research philosophies. I took a post-positivist approach for this
study (Ryan, 2006). In other words, I recognize that mathematics dispositions toward challenge
might never be fully understood due to the hidden variables and the lack of absolutes in social
sciences. I intend to describe the roots of mathematics dispositions toward challenge, knowing
that all understandings of the ever-changing human are proximal. I also adopted a constructivist
stance. Truth therefore, is defined as the best informed construction of reality of which there will
be a consensus (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). In the positivist paradigm, a singular, objective reality is
assumed to exists, and exists independently of individuals (Guba and Lincoln, 1994). In other
words, I will conduct this study in light of the philosophy that I will only approximate
explanations for teachers disposition toward challenge as opposed to knowing the roots. My
philosophy is that even with the use of mixed methods and the use of multiple sources of data, I
will have a limited ability to accurately interpret reality regarding mathematics dispositions.
Because I wish to capture behaviors, emotions, thoughts, and other complexities that may
reveal more about mathematics teachers’ dispositions toward challenge, a post-positivist view
seemed suitable for this study. My goal is to contribute to the existing discussion of mathematics
dispositions (Beyers, 2011, NCTM, 2007, Fernandez & Canon, 2005) , while understanding that
due to the complexity of human nature it might never be fully explained. This is why I
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emphasized multiple measures and observations, each of which possesses different types of
limitations which will be outlined in the relevant section.
1.8

THE RESEARCH CONTEXT
In order to study mathematics teachers’ disposition toward challenge I decided to look

for a place where I could study mathematics teachers with similar demographics such as
ethnicity, years of teaching experience, mathematics coursework completed, etc. I decided to
study experienced mathematics teachers’ dispositions in the context of a graduate mathematics
course. A graduate mathematics class (at a university in the Southwestern United States) for
mathematics teachers provided the perfect location for this study. Mathematics teachers who
are enrolled in a graduate mathematics course have met the pre-requisites for the class. In other
words, they have completed a similar number of mathematics courses. Mathematics teachers
enrolled in a graduate course are also likely to have acquired some teaching experience
throughout their career. The graduate course where I conducted my study is a required course
for the completion of a Masters degree as Instructional Specialist in Mathematics at a
university in the Southwestern United States. This graduate mathematics course provides a
solid ground to increase mathematical knowledge and pedagogical knowledge, essential
components to successfully teach mathematics (Shulman, 1986). A m o r e d e t a i l e d
e x p l a n a t i o n a b o u t g r a d u a t e c l a s s d e s i g n a n d o b j e c t i v e s is throughly
explained in Chapter 3, The Methodology.
1.9

LIMITATIONS
Sample Size. This study focused on a purposefully selected sample of mathematics high

school teachers from a graduate mathematics class at university in the Southwestern United
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States. Findings of this study provided an in depth description of various mathematics teachers’
disposition toward challenge before, during and after a mathematics graduate course. Given the
qualitative nature of this study, findings did not provide generalizations. As a post-positivist, I
believe there are many ways by which researchers can gain knowledge. If knowledge cannot be
formally generalized, it does not mean that it cannot enter the collective process of knowledge
accumulation in a given field (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005).
I aim to describe mathematics teachers’ dispositions toward challenge through the use of
multiple case studies. A case study approach was chosen because it allows for the in-depth look
at specific experiences in a specific context. Case studies allow for extended observations and
investigations surrounding each case (Flyvbjerg, 2006). A case study approach seemed suitable
for this study because it is directly dependent upon a certain place and time. Findings of this
study will help to cut a path toward understanding teacher disposition in various ways: by
conceptualizing experienced mathematics teachers’ dispositions toward challenge and by
documenting the experiences of mathematics teachers when confronted these challenges and
how these impacted their teaching practice.
Context. Throughout this dissertation I will compare and contrast two case studies. As I
will mention in Chapter 4 (Results and Discussion), a carefully thought quantitative analysis led
to the selection of two case studies: a public school teacher and a private school teacher. It is
possible that the context (private vs public school) will impact the teachers’ disposition. This is
especially true because private schools are generally not as well funded as public schools. Lack
of school funds make the teaching job more laborious. For example, much of the time that would
have otherwise been dedicated to lesson preparation is used for other purposes that the schools
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require (i.e. lunch duty, substituting, etc.). It is also possible that in turn, the private school
teacher will be unmotivated to do his/her job. Therefore the differences in the school contexts in
which the participants taught is considered a limitation.
Learning Theory. As a part of the graduate mathematics class where this study took
place, teachers were asked to develop and deliver a lesson plan that would expose their students
to a new concept in a way that gradually increased in rigor. I recorded fieldnotes that captured
how the information was processed by their students and how they retained it during learning. I
also captured cognitive, emotional, environmental influences, and other factors that played an
important part in how students developed an understanding of the new concept. Although I
captured and developed thick descriptions of many of the behaviors that pertained to the theory
of learning that the participants selected for their instruction, learning theory is not a part of the
theoretical framework that guided the data analysis. Therefore, it is considered another
limitation.
1.10

SUMMARY
This two-phase, sequential exploratory mixed methods study investigates the experiences

of five mathematics teachers who enrolled in the same graduate mathematics course at a
university in the southwestern U.S. Participants in this study enrolled in the course with a
previously acquired disposition toward challenge but a developing mathematical knowledge for
teaching. In light of an extensive review of the literature, I developed a framework to study
disposition toward challenge that considered teacher knowledge its main contributing factor. In
this framework, I adopted Ball (2008) and her colleagues’ framework for mathematical
knowledge for teaching and Beyers’ (2008; 2011) definition of dispositional mental functions. In
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the next chapter, The Literature Review, I provide a more ample description of each one of these
frameworks, their motivation, and how I integrated them to answer my research question.
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CHAPTER 2: A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

!
2.1

OVERVIEW
This chapter begins with a historical overview, situating the present study within the

existing literature on mathematics dispositions. An overview of the major events in the history
of mathematics education sets the context where the present study takes place. This is followed
by a comprehensive examination of indicators of mathematics teachers’ disposition toward
challenge. These include teacher knowledge and three mental disposition functions (cognitive,
conative and affective). The study, and consequently literature review is guided by the
following research question: How do teachers’ disposition towards challenge affect teaching
practice and what is the nature of that relationship?
2.2

HISTORY OF DISPOSITION IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
Mathematics education has a longstanding history. The study of dispositions toward

mathematics has evolved throughout the history of American education, gradually placing
more emphasis on its significance. Several publications released have addressed the importance
of dispositions (NCTM, 2011; NRC, 2001), yet little research has been conducted in this area.
The next few pages offer a chronological report of major mathematics education reforms that
have addressed the importance of granting attention to mathematics dispositions. This narration
will help the reader understand the significance for this research and situate this study within
the literature.
The revolutionary publication A Nation at Risk (1983) presented by President Reagan’s
National Commission on Excellence in Education, served as the commencement of a series of
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reforms to come in the history of American education. No other publication has created that
much controversy in American education. It demanded attention to mathematics and science
instruction. The controversial publication documented student achievement as declining. A
Nation at Risk perceived low student achievement as a threat to the nation’s economy. It
demanded an imperative need for reform for the betterment of the notable deficiencies.
Government responses to this controversial publication include documents which for the first
time granted attention to developing a productive disposition toward mathematics. The National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM), founded in 1920, has published a series of
educational documents addressing mathematics dispositions as a response to low student
achievement in international examinations. These documents, funded by the National Science
Foundation (NSF), have provided United States mathematics education guidance for curriculum
development but have also brought a great deal of discussion and debate.
The Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (1989) document was
the first in the history of American education that granted attention to the importance of students’
attitudes towards mathematics. According to these standards, students’ attitudes toward
mathematics play an important role in the learning and in the instruction that takes place in the
classroom. Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics emphasized the need
for teachers to improve and assess their students’ mathematics dispositions. However, this
educational reform was widely critiqued for its emphasis on conceptual understanding. Much
attention was given to concepts, losing the importance of procedural fluency and learning of
formal algorithms. Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics substantially
decreased attention to the learning of precise answers and other basic mathematical skills.
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The next NCTM publication, Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics (1991),
represented the NCTM vision for teachers who are well prepared to teach mathematics
effectively. Its purpose was to complement The Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School
Mathematics (1989), reiterating the role of teachers’ in the development of positive attitudes
towards mathematics. It stated that students who will become mathematically literate will be
those who have an appreciation of the value and beauty of mathematics (NCTM, 1991). The
document highlighted the importance for students to develop the ability to solve mathematics
problems and develop a positive disposition to tackle them.
Unlike the 1989 reform, the Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (2000)
reform was more balanced offering six principles: equity, curriculum, teaching, learning,
assessment, and technology. It focused on five content standards: number and operations,
algebra, geometry, measurement, and probability. This more balanced approach emphasized five
student learning processes: problem solving, reasoning, proof and communication, connections,
and representations. Another aspect of this vision, knowledgeable teachers, has been object of
debate as researchers attempt to define what it means (Shulman, 1986; Ball et al., 2008; Hill, et
al. 2004). Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (2000) emphasized the need for well
supported teachers, identifying teacher knowledge as an indicator for effective teaching,
including the development of productive disposition.
In 1986, Shulman emphasized the need for teacher education programs to equip future
teachers with a new type of knowledge, one that includes subject content knowledge and
pedagogical content knowledge. Adding it Up (2001) addressed concerns expressed by many
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Americans, that too few K-12 students have the confidence they need to learn mathematics
efficiently. The document followed Shulman (1986) recommendations of what teachers should
know to teach mathematics proficiency. Unlike prior reforms, in Adding it Up (2001), the
National Research Council recognized disposition as one of five components necessary to teach
and learn mathematics successfully. These also include conceptual understanding, strategic
competence, adaptive reasoning, and productive disposition. These components do not function
independently. Instead they are interconnected and are of equal importance for the learning of
mathematics. Figure 2.1 illustrates this model.

!
Figure 2.1: Productive Disposition as a Strand of Mathematics Proficiency (NRC, 2001)
Adding it Up (2001) defined productive dispositions in mathematics as a “habitual
inclination to see mathematics as sensible, useful, and worthwhile, coupled with a belief in
diligence and one’s own efficacy” (p. 116). This publication dedicated an entire chapter to the
examination of the relevance of disposition in mathematics. Time after time, standards have
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changed but one thing has remained and become more significant with each new reform. That is,
the importance of having the belief that steady effort in learning mathematics pays off (NRC,
2001). This last item, is very relevant for the present study since students who view their
mathematical ability as pre-destined are likely to avoid challenging problems (NRC, 2001).
Furthermore, the National Research Council (2001) emphasized the need for teachers who can
expose students to challenging work while stressing the expandability of their ability. Hence, the
need to study teachers’ disposition toward challenge, among other factors.
It would be unreasonable to suggest that all mathematical knowledge is of equal value
(Gowers, 2000). Focal Points (2006) served as a step in the implementation of the previously
developed standards. It addressed critiques of the 2000 publication, suggesting to emphasize
mathematics instruction on three critical areas of mathematics at each grade level. The NCTM
advised that emphasizing on Focal Points while teaching the processes outlined in Principles
and Standards for School Mathematics (2000) will generate learning that will last. Focal Points
(2006) represented what mathematics students should know while highlighting the skills that
must be developed to acquire such knowledge, among which is the development of productive
dispositions towards the learning of mathematics. This raises a new question: What should
mathematics teachers know and be able to do to develop productive dispositions towards the
learning of mathematics in their students? Next, I present a review of the literature that supports
the view that the more knowledgeable the teacher, the more likely they are to hold a productive
disposition toward mathematics.

!
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2.3

TEACHER DISPOSITIONS
During the past decades, mathematics educators and researchers have become aware of

the importance of students’ attitudes towards mathematics. In 1989, the NCTM recognized
students’ attitudes towards mathematics play an important role in the learning and in the
instruction that takes place in the classroom. Effective mathematics teaching involves more than
the teaching of mathematical concepts and procedures: it includes helping students develop their
dispositions and attitudes toward mathematics. Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School
Mathematics (1989) emphasized the need for teachers to improve and assess their students’
mathematical disposition. Furthermore, Professional Standards for Teaching of Mathematics
(1991) emphasized the role of teachers in the development of positive attitudes towards
mathematics. According to this publication, “teachers model their disposition to do mathematics
and demonstrate the value of mathematical thinking to students” (p. 233). Dispositions can affect
the learning of mathematics content. Those dispositions influence the way individuals may or
may not take advantage of opportunities to learn mathematics. It is important to consider that
dispositions with respect to mathematics deserve considerable attention, as those dispositions can
influence the nature of the mathematical knowledge teachers develop throughout their teaching
careers.
This section is concerned with three disposition mental functions in mathematics:
cognitive disposition, affective disposition, and conative disposition (Beyers, 2008). Each of
these categories is divided into subcategories. Next, I present a description of each mental
disposition function and its respective categories.
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2.3.1 Teachers’ disposition toward mathematics challenge
Disposition with respect to mathematics has only been studied with regard to students,
preservice mathematics teachers, but not experienced teachers. Fernandez & Cannon (2005)
studied elementary students’ disposition toward mathematics. In this study, Japanese (N=25) and
U.S. fifth- to eighth-grade teachers (N = 36) participated in pre and post lesson interviews to
assess what they thought about when constructing mathematics lessons. To understand the details
of teacher thinking and how it might support classroom instruction, Fernandez & Cannon (2005)
structured interviews around a specific lesson which teachers taught in their classrooms.
Findings indicated that Japanese teachers’ thinking was more focused on ensuring that students
discovered concepts and developed productive dispositions toward learning, whereas U.S.
teachers’ thinking tended to emphasize that students learned specific mathematical topics.
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (1989), defined students’
mathematical dispositions as “not simply attitudes but a tendency to think and to act in positive
ways” (p. 233). This definition is very broad, and consequently, it is open to a wide variety of
interpretations. McIntosh’s interpretation (1997) is “one‘s usual mood; temperament, a habitual
inclination, tendency” (p. 93). She described students’ dispositions by exploring the possible
components of students’ mathematical disposition. According to McIntosh (1997) the elements
of mathematical disposition are: attitudes, beliefs, persistence, confidence, cooperative skills, and
rejection of stereotypes about mathematics. McIntosh‘s description of mathematical disposition
resembles the definition given by the NCTM (1989). Both publications speak about the
importance of students‘ attitudes and tendencies toward certain ways of thinking and doing
mathematics. McIntosh believed that rejecting negative stereotypes about mathematics was vital
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for the learning of mathematics and described this was rooted on the students’ tendency to think
in positive ways. Beyers (2008) proposed that “to act in positive ways could be thought of as
persisting and cooperating” (p. 16). This study will expand on McIntosh’s (1997) definition of
disposition by narrowing the construct to disposition toward challenge and follow the NCTM’s
advice to deepen teachers’ understanding of motivation and disposition in mathematics (NTCM,
2011).
Royster, Harris, and Schoeps (1999) interpreted the NCTM definition as the confidence,
perseverance, and interest are also indicators of students‘ mathematical dispositions. That same
year, the NCTM published Fostering a Good Mathematical Disposition. Authored by its
president Lappan, it emphasized the need for students to develop dispositions that will enable
them to persevere in more challenging problems. Lappan (1999) recognized the importance of
conducting research in this area through a series of questions that are raised in her publication.
Her questioning primarily focuses on students’ mathematics dispositions. However, the questions
she posed are also relevant to teachers. How do teachers respond to mathematical challenges?
How do teachers see themselves as mathematics learners? Are teachers willing to persevere in
attempting to make sense of a problem, a procedure, a concept, or some other important aspect of
mathematics disposition toward challenge? These questions speak about the amount of effort and
perseverance which are thought of as conative dispositions (Beyers, 2008).
For McClain and Cobb (2001), one important aspect of students’ mathematical
dispositions is discerning mathematically acceptable explanations. The process of creating
explanations in math is a cognitive mental function (Beyers, 2008). This means that mathematics
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dispositions are not merely rooted in attitudes and beliefs but also in cognitive thinking.
Furthermore, McIntosh’s description of disposition (1997) as persistence or diligence in
mathematics implies that disposition is a purposeful action instead of an involuntary mental state.
This means that disposition toward challenge is also rooted on the individual’s conation or
persistence. All of these questions speak about effort and perseverance which are thought of as
the importance of a productive conative disposition in teachers.
The research mentioned earlier suggests that dispositions toward mathematics are rooted
in three mental states: cognitive, affective and conative. Next, I will describe each one of these in
more detail. Figure 2.2 illustrates this.

Dispositional Mental Functions

Cognitive Disposition

Connections
Argumentation

Affective Disposition

Usefulness
Worthwhileness
Sensibleness
Mathematics Self Concept
Attitude
Math anxiety

Conative Disposition

Effort
Persistence

Figure 2.2: Disposition toward mathematics: A psychological perspective (Beyers, 2008).
2.3.2

Dispositional Mental Functions
It has been shown that the beliefs, attitudes, anxiety (Gresham, 2008; Brady & Bowd,

2005) and fears that a mathematics teacher brings to the classroom are learned by their students
and affects their math achievement (Beilock , 2010). It has also been reported that these attitudes
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will impact the teachers’ likelihood to learn (Brady & Bowd, 2005). One of the goals of this
study is to investigate what has not been reported yet. That is, whether mathematics teachers’
disposition toward challenge also play a role in their students’ achievement and find if
mathematics dispositions (like anxiety) are also learned from teachers.
Cognitive Disposition. In the theoretical frameworks that I adopted to study mathematics
teachers’ dispositions, Beyers (2008) breaks down cognitive disposition in two main
subcategories: the mathematics teachers’ ability to make connections in mathematics and their
ability to develop mathematical arguments. Cognitive disposition can be defined to be an
intellectual process by which one becomes aware of, perceives, or comprehends ideas. It
involves all aspects of perception, thinking, reasoning, and remembering (Segen, 2010). It
includes perceiving, recognizing, conceiving, judging, reasoning (Beyers, 2008). If a person has
a tendency or inclination to engage (or not) in a particular cognitive mental process associated
with perceiving, recognizing, conceiving, judging, reasoning, and the enjoyment in mathematics
(McIntosh, 1997). For example, if a student was learning about rationalizing denominators, the
student could be inclined to reason why the operation calls for multiplying by the denominator’s
radical. Another student, as many do, could simply accept the final answer, memorize the steps
involved and have no inclination to engage mathematical reasoning in order to understand how
the algorithm works. Consequently, reasoning may be considered a dispositional cognitive
function.
Affective Disposition. In the theoretical framework that I adopted to study mathematics
teachers’ dispositions, Beyers (2008) breaks down affective disposition into eight subcategories:
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the beliefs regarding the nature of mathematics, its usefulness, its worthwhileness, the
sensibleness of mathematics, their self concept in the area of mathematics, their attitudes toward
mathematics, and finally mathematics anxiety. Affective mental functions are feelings, emotions,
moods, temperaments that result as a response to a stimulus. It is generally the reaction to
something that is liked or disliked. McLeod (1992) suggests that attitudes toward mathematics,
beliefs about mathematics as well as about one’s self (in relation to mathematics), and emotions,
belong to the affective domain. According to McLeod (1992), “affective issues play a central role
in mathematics instruction” (p. 575). If a person has a tendency or inclination to have or
experience particular attitudes, beliefs, feelings, emotions, moods, or temperaments with respect
to mathematics, the person is said to have a dispositional affective function (Beyers, 2008; 2011).
Individuals who experience mathematics anxiety and tend to avoid challenging mathematics
tasks fall under this category. Such individuals have a tendency to experience anxiety when
engaged in mathematical activity which posses a threat to their self esteem. Consequently, the
affective function of anxiety can be thought of as dispositional.
Given McLeaod (1992) definition, mathematics teaching anxiety is an affective
disposition. No one factor explains what causes mathematics anxiety. Some scholars believe that
mathematics anxiety has its roots in the teachers and teaching of mathematics and suggests that
mathematics anxiety results more from the way the subject is presented than from the subject
matter itself (Brady & Bowd, 2005). It has been reported that a large percentage of teachers
experience significant levels of mathematics teaching anxiety (Walshaw, 2012) which might lead
to doubts about their potential effectiveness in teaching mathematics to students. Mathematics
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teaching anxiety is very real (Brady & Bowd, 2005). Math anxious teachers are more likely to
use avoidance techniques such as devoting less time to teaching abstract mathematical concepts.
However, little is known about how experienced mathematics teachers actually engage in
avoidance techniques and avoid the strategies that may be implemented to solve challenging
math problems.
According to Tobias (1991) mathematics anxiety begins with a particular incident. She
described it as “a moment of sudden death” (p. 50). Tobias (1991) documented that individuals
experienced anxiety when they were encountered with a mathematics task that they were unable
to do. They felt vulnerable to public display of their mathematics ineptitude and felt afraid that
others would discover their weaknesses. These feelings of vulnerability paralyzed them and
prevented them from learning mathematics and reach for help. Tobias proposed that one of the
reasons why mathematics students are unable to overcome their fear of mathematics is that they
focus on obtaining correct answers rather than questioning and understanding procedures. When
mathematics students were not successful solving a mathematics task, they experienced feelings
of shame and embarrassment which prevented them from finding help. Tobias also documented
that students who struggle in the mathematics classroom are those who believe they were not
pre-destined to be good at it. Interestingly, mathematics anxiety is found more often at lower
level mathematics classes (Trujillo et al., 1999). These findings could be interpreted as follows:
mathematics anxiety decreases as students progress in their mathematics lives or students with
high levels of anxiety do not pursue higher levels of mathematics.
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This means that in spite of the their awareness of the importance of mathematics, many
intellectually capable, math-anxious students avoid taking math courses in high school and in
college. Mathematics anxiety occurs among thousands of teachers and thus, thousands of
students (Walshaw, 2012). Due to the math anxiety that many teachers feel (Beilock, et al.,
2008), it is important to investigate their disposition toward mathematical challenges. Much of
this math anxiety happens in the classroom due primarily to the lack of teachers’ solid content
knowledge (NCTM, 2011). The NCTM 2011 yearbook: Motivation and disposition: Pathways to
learning mathematics states that when teachers understand concepts in depth in mathematics, it
enables them to reduce their own anxiety and not transmit it to their students.
Teachers who lack a strong sense of mathematical knowledge for teaching are more likely
to feel the highest levels of anxiety in evaluation settings (Fernandez & Cannon, 2005). These
include both evaluations of their own mathematics teaching and learning. Math anxiety is
experienced when a task posses a threat to the person’s self-confidence. (Trujillo & Hadfield,
1999). In fact, Lee (2009) suggested that high levels of mathematics anxiety occur among
students in nations which perform high in mathematics such as Korea and Japan (Lee, 2009).
These findings reinforce the view that math anxiety is triggered when individuals face a threat to
self-confidence.
When mathematics teachers are presenting content about which they are not as well
informed, they experience anxiety and discomfort feeling vulnerable to public display of their
ineptitude in the subject. Brady & Bowd (2005) documented that teachers who experience
anxiety due to their lack of mathematics knowledge for teaching, tend to avoid tackling higher
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mathematics problems. Findings indicated that when teachers address topics about which they
are mathematically confident, they encourage student questions and mathematical conversations,
spend less time on unrelated topics, encourage discussions to move in new directions based on
student interest, and present topics in a more coherent way (Brady & Bowd, 2005). In other
words, when mathematics teachers feel confident about the material they teach, they encourage
their students to embrace mathematical challenges.
Interestingly, research indicates that mathematics anxiety is particularly prevalent among
teacher education students (Trujillo et al., 1999). This is true especially with teacher education
students interested in teaching primary grade levels. It has been found that female elementary
pre-service teachers have the highest level of mathematics anxiety among all college majors
(Beilock et al., 2010). These findings raise a number of other important questions: Do education
students select elementary education because they have high mathematics anxiety? Mathematics
anxiety in education students has been associated with negative attitudes about mathematics and
required mathematics courses (Grottenboer, 2008). For teachers or potential teachers,
mathematics anxiety is more than simply disliking mathematics but is feeling reluctant to teach it
and avoiding the challenge that comes with doing so (Grottenboer, 2008).
It has been found that mathematics anxiety was correlated with mathematics teaching
anxiety (r = .42, p < .001) (Hadley and Dorward, 2011). Teachers who are anxious about
mathematics, but comfortable with teaching in general, are more likely to adhere to scripts and
approved lessons (Hadley and Dorward, 2011).
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Conative Disposition. In the theoretical framework that I adopted to study mathematics
teachers’ dispositions, Beyers (2008) defines conative disposition as the amount of effort or
persistence that mathematics teachers exhibit when confronted with mathematics tasks. Because
effort and persistence can be thought as one sole concept, Beyers’ (2008) framework for
dispositional mental functions does not break down conative disposition into any subcategories.
This last item its the most relevant disposition category for the present study. This is because
avoiding math challenges is an action that is purposefully acted upon. For example, if a teacher
has a tendency or inclination to purposively strive, exercise diligence, effort, or persistence in the
face of mathematical challenge, he/she is said to have a high dispositional conative mental
function. In other words, the teacher’s likelihood to exhibit high or low levels of persistence or
effort, and purposively strive in the face of challenging mathematical tasks is partially dependent
on the level of dispositional conative mental function he/she possesses. Consequently, the effort
devoted to solving a challenging mathematics task can be thought as conative disposition.
2.4

TEACHER KNOWLEDGE: AN INDICATOR OF DISPOSITION
Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (2000) highlighted the importance of

knowledgable teachers. This initiated a new series of discussions as researchers attempted to
conceptualize what teacher knowledge means (Hill et al., 2004; Ball et al., 2008). In this section,
I examine various models of teacher knowledge. These models were selected by virtue of their
relevance to mathematics dispositions. The models for teacher knowledge that I present next,
support the view that mathematics teachers’ disposition toward challenge is dependent, among
other factors, on the type and amount of teacher knowledge. They include Shulman (1986)
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Specialized Knowledge for Teaching,, Mason & Spence (1999) importance of Knowing to Act in
the Moment; and Ball, Thames, & Phelps (2008) Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching.
The previously mentioned models for teacher knowledge offer a rich perspective on what
mathematics teachers should know and be able to do in order to accept mathematics challenges
and approach those challenges effectively. The fact is, teachers must know the subject they teach.
However, just knowing mathematics does not mean effective teaching will occur. It is unlikely
that only knowing mathematics well will satisfy the necessities for student learning (Ball et al.,
2008). Knowledge in the mathematics discipline tends to be aligned towards the discipline itself
rather than toward teaching and learning. In fact, subject matter knowledge has little to do with
the day to day experiences in the mathematics classroom. This is the problem that was addressed
by Shulman and his colleagues in the 1980’s.
Multiple types of knowledge are necessary for teaching school mathematics. In 1949,
Ryle distinguished knowledge in three categories: knowing-that as factual knowledge, knowinghow as procedural knowledge, and knowing why as knowledge of explanations. Forty years later,
Shulman (1986) proposed different components of teacher knowledge. Shulman (1986)
suggested the knowledge teachers required to do their job well was a combination of subject
knowledge and pedagogical knowledge. He introduced the notion of pedagogical content
knowledge as the knowledge that “goes beyond knowledge of the subject matter per se to the
dimension of subject matter knowledge” (p. 9). In the theoretical framework that I adopted to
study mathematics teachers’ knowledge, Ball and her colleagues (2008) elaborated on Shulman’s
model by adding that pedagogical content knowledge is composed of knowledge of content and
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teaching, knowledge of content and students, and knowledge of curriculum. According to them,
the subject matter knowledge that Shulman (1987) once proposed is made up of three categories:
common content knowledge, specialized content knowledge, and knowledge at the horizon.

Figure 5
Domains of Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching
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The collection of work that researchers have conducted in mathematics teacher education
support the view that specialized knowledge for teaching serves as the best indicator for student
achievement (Mason & Spence, 1999). Since productive disposition toward mathematics
depends among other factors, on the type and amount of mathematics knowledge an individual
possess, it could be claimed that the more knowledgeable the mathematics teacher, the more
productive disposition toward challenge they are likely to have. In the next three sections, I
expand on mathematics content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge, and mathematical
knowledge for teaching as they relate to disposition toward challenge.
2.4.1

Mathematics Content Knowledge and Disposition Toward Challenge
In Adding it Up (2001), the NRC described “mathematical knowledge for students as

knowledge of mathematical facts, concepts, procedures, and the relationships among them;
knowledge of the ways that mathematical ideas can be represented; and knowledge of
mathematics as a discipline” (p. 371). It described how mathematics proficiency is produced.
The document recognized teachers’ content knowledge of mathematics as a vital tool for
effective teaching to occur. Mathematics content knowledge for teachers includes being able to
understand concepts, perform procedures accurately (NRC, 2001), create connections between
them (Tchoshanov, 2011), and recall those concepts at the time they are required (Mason &
Spence, 1999). Mathematics content knowledge (Hill et al., 2008) is a main component of
mathematics knowledge for teaching, which is an indicator of student achievement (Mason &
Spence, 1999). Teachers with limited subject knowledge have shown to focus on memorization
and procedures rather than on creating connections, and challenge student’s ideas (Washlaw,
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2012). On the other hand, teachers who possess a strong mathematics content knowledge are
more likely to provide their students with opportunities to learn challenging tasks, which is also
considered an indicator for student achievement (NRC, 2001). Providing opportunities to learn is
greatly dependent on the teacher’s disposition toward challenge. According to the NRC, “just so
students may develop a productive disposition toward mathematics such that they believe that
mathematics makes sense and that they can figure it out, so too must teachers develop a similar
productive disposition” (p. 384). In other words, teachers need to see themselves as capable of
confronting mathematical challenges themselves in order to develop progress in their students’
mathematics proficiency. The tasks chosen by a teacher as well as the cognitive demand they
expect from their students are also dependent on the teachers’ mathematics content knowledge
(NRC, 2001). Closely associated with the expectations that teachers hold for their students is
their own perception toward mathematics. The NRC (2001) claims that “what is learned depends
on what is taught” (p. 333). Successful teachers not only have high expectations for their
students but have a productive disposition to help students meet those expectations. In fact, the
NRC claims “less successful teachers lack confidence, either in themselves as instructors or in
their students’ potentials” (p. 338). On the other hand, teachers with a productive disposition
“appear more confident in the classroom ... and to be more accepting and effective in responding
to challenges from students” (p. 338). These effective mathematics instructors possess
knowledge that goes beyond what most well educated adults are expected to possess (Ball et al.,
2008). Numerous studies have documented a positive relationship between teachers with a strong
content knowledge and student learning (Ball et al., 2008; Chapman, 2013; Hill et al., 2004).
Mathematics proficiency is acquired by individuals with productive dispositions (NRC, 2001). It
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is dynamic and readily available to come fore in the moment it is needed (Mason & Spence,
1999). On the other hand, static knowledge is likely to be possessed by individuals with
unproductive dispositions toward math (Renkl, 1996). The accumulation of static knowledge
(Renkl, 1996) is insignificant if it is not handy when it is required.
Knowledge of content is of critical importance for teachers. The cost of teachers not
possessing a deep and comprehensive understanding of the content they teach is
counterproductive for students. Teachers with low content knowledge are more likely to teach
facts and procedures, training students to solve routine problems. According to Walshaw (2012)
“teachers who are unclear in their own minds about particular mathematical ideas may struggle
to teach those ideas and may resort to examples that prevent, rather than help, student
development” (p. 185). In short, teachers who are weak about some mathematical ideas avoid the
challenge of teaching them altogether. This creates a vicious cycle. Students who are taught by
someone who has low content knowledge, and by consequence avoids challenges, will learn to
solve mathematics problems and yet not fully understand them (Mason & Spence, 1999). For
example, a student might know the addition theorem such as that for an exponential functions.
Students who are taught by an individual who tends to avoid challenges will be able to know-how
(Mason & Spence, 1999) and obtain a mathematically correct response for the addition theorem.
However, they will be unlikely to know-why (Mason & Spence, 1999) and explain the logic
behind why exponents added. These students are unlikely to explain that the addition theorem
expressed a particular function f (x+y) in terms of f(x) and f(y). Furthermore, it will become even
more unlikely for these students to understand more advanced topics which build upon the
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addition theorem such as an algebraic addition theorem where F and G are vector values and
have several components.
Possessing a profound content knowledge in math, makes it more likely for teachers to
accept challenges (NRC, 2001; Renkl, 1996). Teachers who embrace mathematics challenges,
are more likely to have a positive disposition towards the learning of new concepts, keeping their
mathematics content knowledge alive and preventing it from becoming inert knowledge (Renkl,
1996). Embracing mathematics challenges enables teachers to act creatively, intentionally
executing a well thought strategy when confronted with a challenging task rather than reacting to
a stimulus by repeating a series of procedures. Although teachers with a low mathematics content
knowledge believe they are teaching their students well, teaching mathematics proficiency
includes more than procedural fluency (NRC, 2001). It includes modeling productive
dispositions toward mathematics, including the acceptance of math challenges. Those that teach
unaware of the unproductive dispositions they display to their students, teach towards inert
knowledge (Renkl, 1996) as a trained behavior. In the review of the literature on inert knowledge
three explanations are given for it: the disturbance to access what is needed, missing pieces of
what is known, and failure to situate the knowledge that is required (Renkl et al., 1996). As a
result, students display the behavior they are explicitly specified without generating an
understanding of their own. These set of events, conditions students to acquire inert knowledge
(Renkl, 1996). A negative disposition toward challenge creates an unfavorable chain of events
for students’ learning. Individuals who avoid challenges also avoid exposure to higher levels of
mathematics. As a result, they possess a limited understanding of the mathematics discipline.
Unproductive dispositions toward challenge leads to the avoidance of tasks which involve higher
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cognitive demand (Tchoshanov et al., 2008) and the use of active-dynamic knowledge (Renkl,
1996). Ironically, challenge-avoidance teachers who know-about (Mason & Spence, 1999)
mathematics are likely to identify their students inability to recall knowledge in the moment it is
needed, but are unable to see their own inability to know-to-act while they are teaching (Mason
& Spence, 1999).
2.4.2

Pedagogical Content Knowledge
The importance of teachers' understanding more than just subject knowledge became

evident in the research. In 1986, Shulman presented this type of knowledge as Pedagogical
Content Knowledge. Pedagogical content knowledge refers to the understanding of what makes
learning specific concepts easy or difficult for learners. It is the awareness of what concepts are
more fundamental than others, and knowledge of ways of representing and formulating subject
matter to make it accessible to learners. Pedagogical content knowledge goes beyond subject
knowledge. It is concerned with subject matter knowledge for teaching. This is the category that
has become of central interest to researchers and educators because it represents content ideas as
well as an understanding of what makes learning a topic difficult or easy for students.
In mathematics education, this knowledge refers to the knowledge of students’
understandings of mathematics. This is sometimes known as knowledge of students (Ball et al.,
2008). This accumulation of knowledge that teachers are expected to possess explains Shulman’s
(1986) quote: “those who understand, teach” (p. 14), suggesting that the teaching profession calls
for a specialized type of knowledge. Like mathematics content knowledge, pedagogical
knowledge also influences the connections that teachers make among various mathematics
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topics. With a limited subject knowledge comes a restricted pedagogical content knowledge
(Shulman, 1986). It is important to acknowledge this last item. Students acquire mathematics
proficiency through their own experiences while building upon prior knowledge (NRC, 2001).
Since these experiences are provided by their instructors, only challenge-accepting teachers will
have the disposition to offer experiences with a high cognitive demand to their students. Teachers
with a positive disposition toward mathematics are more likely to engage their students in
college level preparation and higher thinking (Fernandez & Cannon, 2005).
2.4.3

Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching
It is widely agreed that a new type of professional knowledge for mathematics teachers is

needed. That is, a kind of mixture between subject matter knowledge and pedagogical content
knowledge (Ball et al., 2008). Studies from over 15 years have suggested that the mathematics
knowledge that many teachers hold is notably thin (Ball, 2003). Some have suggested to increase
the number of mathematics coursework that mathematics teachers are required for licensure.
However, the goal is not to produce teachers who know more mathematics, but to better their
mathematical knowledge for teaching with the ultimate goal of producing student learning. After
all, teachers need to know mathematics in ways that enable them to help students learn (NRC,
2001). This means that mathematics content knowledge is not sufficient for teaching
mathematics effectively. The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) data also
supports this view. Results from the 1996 administration revealed that students who are taught by
teachers who majored in mathematics education outperform students taught by teachers with any
other major, including mathematics. Mohammad, (2004) documented that mathematics teachers
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who had followed an eight week university course addressing mathematics teaching and learning
made little to no difference in their practice. Among their findings, it was reported that the
teachers’ limited conceptual understanding of mathematics negatively impacted their planning,
their teaching, and their ability to analyze a lesson beyond their textbook. Mohammad suggested
that limitations of mathematics content knowledge is a big threat for the confidence and desire
that teachers will have to develop professionally.
Mathematical knowledge for teaching positively predicts gains in student achievement
(Hill, et al., 2004). In fact, student’s knowledge is paralleled with teacher’s knowledge
(Tchoshanov & Lesser, 2008). Teaching mathematics well calls for an increased, in-depth
understanding of the mathematics being taught. It is important to encourage teachers to increase
their knowledge mathematical knowledge for teaching (NCTM, 2000; Ball, et al., 2008). The
knowledge that beginning teachers bring to the classroom is insufficient for them to teach
mathematics effectively (Lannin, et al. 2013). Some of these teachers predominantly draw on the
mathematics they learned at primary and secondary school. However, increasing the quantity of
teachers' mathematics coursework is not sufficient (Gresham, 2008). Studies have indicated that
teachers are equally likely to engage in traditional teaching methods regardless of how many
hours of professional development they attend (Sullivan, et al., 2008). Ball and her colleagues
(2008), described that what teachers need is defined as Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching.
According to them, the improvement of mathematics teaching, among other things, “the
improvement of our understanding of its mathematical nature and demands, and the provision of
opportunities for professionals to acquire the appropriate mathematical knowledge and skill to do
that work well” (p. 15). Mathematics teachers require a type of professional knowledge that is
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different from that demanded by other mathematics-related professions such as physics,
engineering, accounting, etc. The fact is, it takes knowledge over and above what the common
adult possesses to understand the specialized mathematics that is needed to teach. Teacher
knowledge is fundamental to teaching practice.
Given that mathematics knowledge for teaching includes concepts, algorithmic
operations, the connections among different algorithmic procedures, understanding classes of
student errors, and curriculum presentation; teachers' ability to respond to student ideas and
guide them to construct their own understandings of mathematics is required (Ball et al., 2008).
Only knowledgable teachers will extend students’ thinking and drive alternative methods for
resolving mathematical dilemmas. Shulman (1986) suggested that only teachers who possess a
special type of knowledge will challenge students by scaffolding through high level questioning
(Shulman, 1986). Questioning students in a manner that elicits discussion includes articulating,
justifying, and debating. These cannot be attained without a deep understanding of the subject
matter as well as understanding of student learning of mathematics. However, acquiring
mathematical knowledge for teaching requires effort and perseverance. In other words, it
requires a productive disposition.
2.4.4

Knowledge isn’t everything
Strong standards have been developed (NCTM, 1989; 1991; 2000; 2006), however “no

curriculum teaches itself and standards do not operate independently of the professional who
delivers them” (p. 1) (Ball, 2003). Mathematics knowledge for teaching is vital to the instructors’
ability to plan for their students’ needs. It includes knowledge about the mathematical skills and
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dispositions that students bring to the classroom (NRC, 2001). The NRC (2001) describes this
knowledge as teachers’ ability to make connections within and among their knowledge of
mathematics, students, and pedagogy. However, as mentioned before, it must be acknowledged
that effective mathematics teaching is not fully attributed to the amount of mathematical
knowledge for teaching a teacher possesses. Mathematics dispositions play an important role
(NRC, 2001). I will offer three references to support this last claim.
Walshaw (2012) documented this claim by showing effective teaching includes the
knowledge and skill that an individual teacher brings to the cognitive demands of teaching.
Walshaw investigated the ways in which the strengths and limitations of four teachers’
knowledge influenced the teachers’ selection of teaching activities. Specifically, she wanted to
find out what kind of activities prospective teachers planned for their students when they either
lacked or had secure understanding of the mathematical concept being taught. In her study,
teacher participants planned an introductory lesson and were subsequently interviewed about
their plan and were then provided with four tasks as a way of assessing their content knowledge.
Findings of her study indicated that teachers had merely some understanding of the math
concepts they taught. The more confident and more procedurally accurate teachers planned an
inquiry approach in which students’ own strategies were intended to help them develop
understandings of the concept. According to Walshaw (2012) what a teacher does in the
classroom ultimately depends not only on what they know but also on what they believe about
mathematics.
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Jaworski (2004) states that what teachers do ultimately depends on what they know, and
their intention, motivation or disposition. According to her, the teaching job is more complex
than what is suspected by those who license them or even by teachers themselves. A teacher with
mathematical knowledge for teaching but lacking the disposition to assist students to make sense
of mathematics will not produce student achievement (Jaworski, 2004). By the same token, a
teacher with solely the intention but lacking mathematical knowledge for teaching will also be
unlikely teach effectively (Walshaw, 2012). According to Jaworski (2004), the ability to produce
the appropriate in-the-moment decisions is significantly influenced by cognitive factors (such as
mathematical knowledge for teaching) and sociosystemic factors which include a balance of
mathematics challenge and sensitivity towards that challenge. Furthermore, in a study about
inquiry in the mathematics classroom, she documented the importance of holding a positive
disposition toward mathematics and exhibiting “a willingness to wonder, to ask questions, and to
seek to understand by collaborating with others in attempt to make answers of them” (p. 24). A
study that Jaworski and Potari (2002) conducted investigated this further.
Potari & Jaworski (2002) documented episodes where teachers equipped with
mathematical knowledge for teaching were concerned about offering mathematical challenges to
students. In one episode, a teacher clearly offered challenges in some topics but avoided them in
others. The teacher wanted to challenge her pupils effectively. However, under the stress of a
Friday afternoon lesson, the teacher entered a process where she began giving explanations she
originally wanted students to address. During a post interview with the teacher, she reported that
she was aware of the conflict between her plans and her actions, but she needed closure for the
activity and in the moment she did not see other option. Another teacher who had also planned to
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expose his students to mathematical challenges, suddenly became irritable, creating an
unpleasant atmosphere in the classroom. He changed his plans on the spot. During the post
interview, he reported to be aware of the inappropriateness of the challenge he assigned to his
students and explained he was finding a way to deal with students’ difficulties and avoidance of
the task. Potari & Jaworski (2002) explain these set of events with their teaching triad. (See
Figure 2.4) The teaching triad explains three domains of activities in which teachers had been
seen to engage: management of learning, sensitivity to students, and mathematical challenge.
TACKLING COMPLEXITY IN MATHEMATICS TEACHING DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 1. The teaching triad.
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Jeanette invited someone to come to the board and draw a 2 cm cube.
Michael accepted the invitation and drew a 2 cm square. Some students
said that it was a square (i.e. not a cube).
51 Jeanette acknowledged it as “a
cube facing the front”. Another student came forward and drew a cube.
Jeanette asked him “Can you write your dimensions as Michael has done?”
The teacher then clarified the problem: “You need to make a box to fit 48

moment when it is required. In light of Mason and Spence’s (1999) ideas, I emphasize on the
distinction that exists between knowledge about mathematics in relation to being acquainted with
knowledge of concepts, ideas and procedures to carry out a mathematical problem and
knowledge of doing mathematics consisting of an in-depth understanding of the subject which
enables teachers to apply their knowledge in a variety of contexts and be able to understand
mathematics from their students’ perspectives as learners. My aim in making such distinction is
to focus attention on indicators of teachers’ disposition toward challenge: cognitive, conative,
and affective functions; and mathematical knowledge for teaching.
2.5

SUMMARY
Starting in the 1980’s with the publication A Nation at Risk, mathematics education has

been of particular interest of discussion. With teacher knowledge serving as one of the major
indicators for student achievement, mathematics teachers’ education has been of particular
interest to this discussion. Ball (2008) and her colleagues at the University of Michigan
developed a framework for the knowledge necessary to effectively instruct in mathematics. The
framework includes a specific type of knowledge necessary for the effective teaching of
mathematics. The importance of recognizing the teaching of mathematics as a profession that
constitutes its own, large, and specific body of knowledge became evident in the study of the
literature of mathematics teachers’ disposition toward challenge. It is important to acknowledge
the outdated perspective of teachers as skilled technicians who simply apply bodies of
disciplinary knowledge produced by others. Effective mathematics teaching requires knowledge
that constitutes not only knowledge of the content of the discipline but also of students. In other
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words they require a good combination of pedagogical knowledge as well as content knowledge
(Shulman, 1986). Mathematics knowledge for teaching involves awareness of how topics are
structured over a period of time.
Motivation and disposition in mathematics has also become of interest as recent research
has shown that it takes more than mathematics knowledge for teaching to develop mathematics
proficiency in students (NCTM, 2011; NRC, 2001; Beyers, 2008; 2011; 2012). Mathematics
anxiety has been suggested as an element of an unproductive disposition towards mathematics
(Beyers, 2008; 2011; 2012). Mathematics anxiety has also been shown to interfere with the
teaching of mathematics in high school settings (Brady & Bowd, 2005). A teacher who tends to
experience math anxiety when engaging in mathematical tasks may avoid the perceived source
of that anxiety, and consequently affect his/her disposition to confront the challenge that comes
with the teaching and learning of mathematics. Math-anxious individuals are not likely to take
advantage of the opportunities they are given to learn mathematics. Therefore, mathematics
anxiety ultimately limits teachers’ skills in the content area (Grottenboer, 2008). Math teachers
who teach with anxiety have been shown to be less successful in supporting students to develop
skills that are necessary for academic success (Brady & Bowd, 2005). In other words, math
anxious individuals have been shown to be less likely to employ a constructivist approach
towards learning. Furthermore, these math anxious individuals who teach with minimal to no
mathematics knowledge for teaching are more likely to use avoidance techniques, devoting less
time to teaching cognitive demanding skills. Their lack of mathematics knowledge for teaching
makes them prone to experience anxiety if they step outside of their comfort zone (Tobias,
1991). Such mathematics teachers with poor subject matter knowledge tend to teach in ways they
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were taught. They teach their students in ways that tend to be lower level in nature (Empson,
2004). Teachers with limited mathematics knowledge for teaching present lessons as huge bodies
of knowledge, focusing their attention on vocabulary and procedures while displaying avoidance
behaviors and unproductive dispositions to their students.
In the chapter that follows, The Methodology , I will present a mixed methods research
design that was carefully developed to address the issues presented throughout the past two
chapters. Specifically, I will present the methods selected to answer the following research
question: How do teachers’ disposition towards challenge affect teaching practice and what is
the nature of that relationship?

!
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
3.1

OVERVIEW
The purpose of this sequential exploratory mixed-methods study is to explain

mathematics teachers’ disposition toward challenge and its relationship to their teaching practice.
This chapter describes the design and methods that were used in this study. The chapter begins
with a subjectivity statement, an overview of the research design and a description of the
rationale for the selection of mixed methods. I continue by providing information about the
strategies I employed to enhance validity at each phase. Next, is a description of the setting
where the research was held and description of the participants. I culminate the chapter with a
description of the sources for data collection and an exhaustive explanation of the methods that
were executed to analyze each phase of this mixed-methods study.
3.2

POSITIONALITY STATEMENT
In quantitative studies the researchers’ role is assumed to be nonexistent (Marshall &

Rossman, 1999). Participants would act independently of the researcher. Contrary, in qualitative
studies the researcher is one of the instruments. In this mixed methods research, I am considered
an instrument of data collection. As a researcher I was compelled to engage in conversations with
teacher participants. It is possible that my interactions with them influenced their decision
making, behaviors, etc. Therefore is important that my role as a researcher is well described. I
was immersed in this study. My immersion in the study does not signify that I was merged. In
many ways I remained as an outsider whose interest was to get close to but not become one of
the participants (Emerson et al., 2011). It is very possible that participants in this study
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considered me a partial stranger in many ways. In other words, I conducted non-participant
observations. Although I anticipated to be compelled and become involved at least partially with
the participants, my focus was to remain committed to the exogenous project of understanding
mathematics teachers dispositions toward challenge. My main interest was not to become one of
the participants but to investigate my research interests. My distance as a researcher helped me to
analyze the experiences I captured while sitting in the mathematics class from the outside.
Since data was collected through a human instrument, I will describe my background as
an investigator. I was born and raised in the Northern part of the country of Mexico. As a child I
developed English as a second language and after completing my studies in high school, I
migrated to the United States to continue my university studies. My natural interest in science
and education led me to completing a Bachelor of Science and a Masters of Education. I have
been a private and public high school mathematics and science teacher and currently serve a
local high school at Southwest Texas where part of my student population suffers from math
anxiety and a lack of solid content mathematical knowledge. I specialize in remediating high
school students in the areas of math and science. Having the same cultural background and
having experienced the challenges that Latino students face at the borderland, I relate well to my
students and wish to impact more lives through this research.
Prior to the study, I had no type of connection with the teacher participants or with the
students that they had. This means that there were no “power relations" issues between the
participants and myself as a researcher. Because I did not have a prior relationship with the
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teacher participants or their students, my presence did not greatly influence their behaviors or
responses to this study.
3.3

RATIONALE FOR THE SELECTION OF MIXED METHODS
This section describes the mixed methods approach used to answer the research question.

This section will also describe the approaches for validity and reliability that I executed.
Designing a study that combined methods was a challenging task. I would like to be explicit
about the reasons for the selection of mixed methods. A mixed methods design was selected due
to the complex nature of the mathematics disposition construct. Quantitative methods are
appropriate for some studies, while qualitative methods are suitable for others, depending on the
research questions. To answer the research question: how do teachers’ dispositions toward
challenge affect their teaching practice and the nature of that relationship?, a mixture of
quantitative and qualitative methods was selected. A review of the literature revealed that
mathematics teachers’ disposition toward challenge is rooted in three mental dispositional
functions: affective, conative and cognitive (Beyers, 2008). Furthermore, mathematical
knowledge for teaching (Ball, et al., 2008) was also found as a critical indicator of teachers
dispositions in mathematics. Phase I (Quantitative) evaluated the participants’ pre-existing
affective, conative and cognitive dispositions. Based on the findings obtained quantitatively
using a survey developed by Beyers in 2008 (MDFI), only two contrasting cases were selected
for Phase II (Mixed Methods). Phase II was designed to understand how teacher knowledge and
mathematics disposition toward challenge are related in everyday practice.
When choosing methodologies, I chose what worked to best investigate mathematics
teachers dispositions. This practice is often referred to as the dictatorship of the research question
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(Creswell, 2013). This means that the research question on mathematics teachers’ dispositions is
what guided the choice of the methods that was used in this study. This dictatorship of the
research question (Creswell, 2013) also guided the data that was obtained from teacher
participants and its analysis. Mixing methods offers many advantages and this is why it was
selected. Mixing two methods in this study allowed for an in-depth exploration of mathematics
teachers’ disposition toward challenge in the graduate mathematics class where the study was
held. The mixture of both methods also allowed me to offset the weaknesses that came with each
approach. I combined qualitative and quantitative methods in such way that they minimized their
weaknesses by complementing their strengths. For example, I kept a copy of all algorithms
teachers employed to solve a mathematics problem and scored them employing a numerical
rubric. I also recorded their behaviors, body language, expressions, tone etc. as they solved
mathematics tasks in the graduate class. I ultimately converted these multiple sources of data into
detailed and rich descriptions of the disposition toward challenge observed in the participants.
Next, I provide a detailed list of the reasons for the use of mixed methods based on the nature of
the research question. They are in no particular order of importance as follows.
3.3.1

Triangulation
Triangulation to convey greater validity was a major reason for the selection of mixed

methods. I blent quantitative and qualitative methods to triangulate findings so they mutually
confirmed each other.
Triangulation example in this study. When interviewing teacher participants in this
study, I anticipated that they could report themselves as having a productive mathematics
disposition. This self-report was not considered reliable unless it was corroborated with their
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responses obtained in the mathematics interviews, classroom observations, their students’
opinions, and overall behaviors throughout a longer period of time. The answers provided by a
teacher who reported to have a productive disposition toward mathematics and who planned to
expose his/her students to a challenging mathematics lesson had to corroborate with the
observations made throughout the course of the semester and the decisions made as he/she
developed and delivered a lesson to his/her students. The use of triangulation prevented me from
readily accepting a teachers’ version of what happened and understand the participants’
dialogues as one account rather than the correct version of the events (Emerson, 2011). The use
of triangulation of data sources avoided gross errors when drawing conclusions (Oliver & Allen,
2006). Multiple methods of data collection provided a full picture of the situation. Employing
triangulation methods throughout quantitative and qualitative sources of data provided stronger
evidence to make claims about the participants’ disposition toward mathematical challenges and
its relation to teaching practice. For example, when teacher participants self-reported their
disposition toward math (from a five point likert scale) I did not readily accept their self report as
the “truth”. Instead, I corroborated their self-reported disposition with their observations as they
learned and taught mathematics. I have adopted a traditional triangulation convergence model
(Creswell, et al., 2003). Using this model, I collected and analyzed quantitative and qualitative
data separately. Different results were converged by comparing and contrasting during their
interpretation. I selected this model to corroborate the quantitative results with qualitative
findings. Figure 3.1 illustrates this model.

!
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quan data
collection

QUAL data
collection

quan data
analysis

QUAL data
analysis

quan results

QUAL results

Compare and Contrast

Interpretation
quan + QUAL results

Figure 3.1: Triangulation Design: Convergence Model (Creswell, 1999 as cited in Creswell &
Clark, 2007)
3.3.2

Expansion
Employing two methods in one same study granted me the possibility to provide more

depth and expand on the description of the construct of mathematics teachers’ disposition toward
challenge. Through the use of both methodologies I was better equipped to analyze the data
obtained with one method through the use of data found in another method. Having multiple
sources of data allowed me to create well supported claims about each participants’ disposition
toward challenge and how it impacted their practice.
Expansion example in this study. When teacher participants answered Beyers’ (2008)
survey (the MDFI) they may have selected the following option: In general, math is too
challenging for me to really understand it well. Through the use of qualitative methods,
including classroom observations, conversations, etc. it was possible to find that although a
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teacher believed that mathematics is challenging, he/she had a productive disposition to
counteract this negative mathematics self concept.
3.3.3

Development and complementarity
Results obtained during Phase I (Quantitative), served to develop and inform Phase II

(Mixed Methods) and viceversa. In addition, results obtained at each phase were ultimately
compared for corroboration during a convergent triangulation.
Development and complementary example in this study. Qualitative data served to
illustrate findings of the MDFI. These acted as the meat and bones of dry quantitative findings.
Quantitative results from the MDFI responses were complemented with data collected in the
qualitative portion of the study (observations, interviews, photographs, etc.). Both pieces of data
complemented each other to clarify, interpret data efficiently, and ultimately provide a thick
description of mathematics teachers’ disposition toward challenge and its relation to teaching
practice.
3.3.4

Offset
According to Teddlie & Tashakkori (2011) (as cited in Creswell, 2003), “some contend

that mixed methods design can never be exhaustive due to the iterative nature of MMR research
projects such as new components or strands that might be added during the course of the
project”. (p. 293). Although much critique about mixed-methodologies is found in the literature,
I decided mixed methodology was the most suitable due to the diverse nature of mathematics
teachers’ dispositions and the various ways in which it could be displayed. An important reason
for the selection of mixed methods was offset. Offset implies that both quantitative and
qualitative research designs have their own strengths and weaknesses. Combining two methods
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offsets their individual weaknesses and strengthens to produce a more reliable argument. The use
of mixed methods encouraged me to continuously reexamine the results from one strand of a
study and compare them to the results of another (Creswell, 2003).
Offset example in this study. When completing the MDFI survey, some teacher
participants reported to enjoy doing mathematics outside of school. It was possible that the
participants’ responses from the MDFI did not guarantee that they reported themselves truthfully.
Also, it was possible that although they enjoyed doing mathematics outside of school, they rarely
ever actually did it. Phase II (Mixed Methods) served to verify that teachers did engage in
mathematics outside of school and enjoyed it. Spending a school semester with these group of
teachers (N=5) allowed me to corroborate many of their accounts. Thus, the mixture of both
quantitative and qualitative methods offset the weaknesses of both methodologies, creating a
strong, well founded argument.
3.3.5

Unexpected Results
As I mentioned before, this study was planned as an emergent methods design (Creswell,

2013). Because I anticipated that teacher participants entered the graduate mathematics class
with previously acquired and different dispositions toward challenge, unexpected results were
likely to be generated. Quantitative and qualitative methods were purposefully combined to
address any surprising results that could only be interpreted by employing a mixture of both
methods.
Unexpected results example in this study. Investigating mathematics disposition was a
complex task by nature. As described in the review of the literature, disposition toward math is
rooted in various factors including affective, conative, cognitive dispositional functions. Other
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constructs that could also have an impact in the participants’ dispositions (i.e. ethical,
environmental, cultural, dispositions) were out of the scope of this study. Due to the complexity
of mathematics dispositions, it was possible that unexpected results to presented themselves at
any phase of the study. Employing an emergent mixed-methodology granted me the flexibility
necessary to address unexpected outcomes that emerged during the course of this study.
3.4

RESEARCH DESIGN
The research design that was implemented in this study was two-phase, sequential

exploratory mixed methods. I planned this study as an emergent design where the use of
quantitative and qualitative methods. This means that as the study progressed I continued to seek
for the best methodological choices in order to address the complexities that emerged as the
study took place. I placed a great deal of value on the importance of emergent mixed methods
approaches when trying to study mathematics teachers’ disposition toward challenge. In other
words, I let the data speak and re-adjusted the research design as needed. The research design I
present next is the result of a series of changes that took place as I learned more about the
participants’ disposition toward challenge. The data collection and analysis determined if the
research design required modifications.
The two cases that I will present throughout this dissertation were carefully selected. The
choice of the use of mixed methods was determined by the research question, not by my
preference as the researcher. Quantitative methods were needed for the careful selection of two
case studies. The selection of two case studies (which will be presented later) was obtained using
Beyers (2005) Mathematical Disposition Functions Inventory (MDFI). Reading the literature, it
became evident that the MDFI was most relevant instrument that had been created to measure
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the initial participants (N=5) affective, cognitive, and conative disposition. Given the numerical
nature of the MDFI, Phase I was quantitative. Quantitative researchers often fail to understand
the usefulness of studying small samples. Marshall supports this view by saying that “this is
related to the misapprehension that generalizability is the principal reason for some otherwise
sound published qualitative studies” (p. 523). It might seem unorthodox that I employed
qualitative methods for a sample of N=5, however, “the appropriate sample size for a
quantitative study is one that adequately answers the research question” (p. 523) (Marshall,
1996). The Phase I (Quantitative) of this sequential exploratory design was followed by a
predominantly qualitative Phase II (quan + QUAL). Data from Phase I (Quantitative) built to
Phase II (Mixed Methods). The purpose of using such methodology was to employ the methods
that best served to find answers to the research question (Crestwell, 2008). Phase I (Quantitative)
began with the participants’ completion of the Mathematics Dispositional Functions Inventory
(MDFI) developed by Beyers (2008). Data obtained via the MDFI shed light about the
participants’ pre existing conative, affective and cognitive dispositions. After analyzing data in
the MDFI, two contrasting cases were selected and studied in Phase II (Mixed Methods). During
the Phase II, I collected quantitative data (i.e. a mathematics-based pre-test and post-test) and
qualitative data (i.e. lesson plans, classroom observation, teacher reflection, and student work).
The purpose of this data collection was to gauge the participants’ mathematical knowledge for
teaching. Although I adopted Ball and her colleagues’ framework of mathematical knowledge for
teaching, I decided not to employ their instrument (MKT) to gauge the participants’
mathematical knowledge for teaching in this study. Because of the multiple choice nature of the
MKT instrument, it has been suggested that multiple choice items have too narrow focus and do
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not accurately capture the complexity of teachers’ knowledge (Fauskanger, 2015; Schoenfeld,
2007). Instead, I decided to spend a longer period of time with the participants and capture their
mathematical knowledge for teaching using various sources of data (quantitative and qualitative).
Data gathered in Phase II served to examine the impact that mathematical knowledge for
teaching had on the participants’ disposition toward challenge. Qualitative and quantitative
approaches were used to confirm, cross validate and complement findings within one single
study. Figure 3.2 illustrates the sequence of events that occurred in this mixed methods
sequential exploratory study. (See Figure 3.2).

Phase I (Quantitative)
Quantitative Data Collection
from MDFI

Phase II (Mixed Methods)
Case Selection

quan + QUAL Data Collection

member checking

Interpretation

Figure 3.2: A Mixed Methods Sequential Exploratory Design
3.5

THE SETTING: A GRADUATE MATHEMATICS CLASS
The teacher participants in this study were enrolled in the same mathematics graduate

class offered by the Department of Mathematical Sciences of a university in the Southwestern
United States. The class was a requirement for the completion of a Masters degree as an
Educational Specialist in Mathematics. Classes met once a week for a period of 16 weeks. Each
meeting lasted 175 minutes. During this time, I attended all class meetings, audio recorded,
transcribed, and maintained fieldnotes. The graduate mathematics course in which mathematics
teacher participants were enrolled aimed to fundamentally increase teachers’ mathematical
knowledge for teaching (Ball, et al., 2008) while confronting them to mathematical challenges.
The graduate mathematics course was built upon social and cognitive learning theories, which
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held that students need to learn mathematics by constructing knowledge through meaningful
classroom activities and discussions. The professor of the graduate mathematics class was deeply
involved in the study, chairing the doctoral committee. He developed the pre-test and post-test
questions (see Appendix G) and was involved in the decisions of how to adjust the methodology
as the study unfolded. The professor’s role in the class was to facilitate student learning through
the meaningful selection of mathematical tasks and high quality classroom discussions. These
discussions were designed to build connections between various mathematics topics. The
graduate mathematics course was structured in three main phases: mathematics teacher learning,
mathematics teacher practice, and mathematics teacher reflection. Next, I will provide a
description of each phase.
3.5.1

Graduate Class Phase I: Teacher Learning
During Phase I, I introduced myself and the presented study to the potential participants.

Participant candidates were given a verbal and written description of the study. They were also
given consent forms. Teachers who had at least five years of teaching experience, an
undergraduate degree in a mathematics-related field, had a high school teaching assignment,
were enrolled in their last semester toward the completion of a Masters degree as Instructional
Specialists in Mathematics, and brought a signed consent form by the second class were included
in the study. This accumulated a total of five experienced mathematics teachers.
As a part of the research (and not as a part of the graduate mathematics class) I measured
the participants’ pre-existing dispositions. In order to gauge the participants’ pre-existing
mathematics dispositions, they were asked to complete the Mathematics Dispositional Functions
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Inventory (MDFI) instrument. They were given the freedom of completing the sixty items found
on the MDFI in their own time. To expedite this process, I visited some of the participants at
their schools and verbally administered the MDFI to them. This was done only with teacher
participants that took longer than a week to return the completed survey. I will describe the
contents of the MDFI later in this chapter.
During the first day of the graduate mathematics class teachers were introduced to
various meanings of the word mean in mathematics (i.e. arithmetic mean, geometric mean,
harmonic mean, weighted mean, etc.). The professor explained different applications for the
same concept while making connections between each other. Multiple methods for solving one
same mathematics task were shown. The explanations focused on developing a conceptual
understanding of the new concept rather than the demonstration of formulas and procedures. All
teacher work produced during this class was scanned and saved as a .pdf document in a password
protected file. Original documents were returned to the participants. In order to gauge the
participants’ initial subject matter knowledge, after the first two class meetings of the graduate
course, I scheduled an individual meeting with the teacher participants. These meetings were not
considered a part of the requirements of the graduate class. Therefore they did not take place
during the graduate mathematics class. Instead, they were scheduled at the convenience of the
participants. All meetings were held at the cafeteria of the university. During this meeting,
teachers were asked to complete a pre-test which consisted of a series of three mathematics
problems that gradually increased in challenge. I will elaborate more on the contents of the pretest and how they were scored later in this chapter. Teachers were given about thirty minutes to
complete the pre-test. The tasks involved in the pre-test were similar to the ones that they had
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completed during the first day of the graduate mathematics class. Unlike what they had done
during the graduate math class, they were expected to justify, explain, and make sense of each
algorithm they employed. Furthermore, they were asked to show multiple methods for solving
one same problem. Once teachers completed the pre-test, I used this opportunity to ask teachers
the questions shown below. I refer to this as Interview 1.
• How is the course going for you?
• What have you learned so far in the course?
• What topics are you struggling with? Why?
• What topics are coming easy for you? Why?
• What topics are not coming easy for you? Why?
• What aspects of the class do you think help you learn?
• What did you do to solve the task?
• Is there another method to solve these tasks?
The purpose behind this questioning was to gather information about the participants’
previously acquired disposition toward challenge and about their developing mathematical
knowledge for teaching. The next two class meetings focused on solving the same concepts using
multiple mathematics methods. During this time, teachers were expected to justify, argument,
and make sense of an expanded mathematics task that gradually increased in rigor. I collected a
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copy of all ungraded samples of the participants’ work to gauge their understanding of
mathematics. The collection of their work allowed me to see how the participants were using the
concepts that were taught in the class. All work collected throughout the study was scanned,
turned into a .pdf document, and saved in a password protected folder specifically labeled with
the participants’ pseudonym. After multiple methods to solve a mathematics task that gradually
increased in rigor were taught, teacher participants moved on to Phase II (Mixed Methods). The
second phase of this study is considered mixed methods because (although most of the data
collected during this phase of the study was analyzed using qualitative methods) a numerical
rubric (quantitative) was used to evaluate the mathematical correctness with which the
participants responded to the pre and post tests. In the second portion of the graduate
mathematics class, teachers were asked to create clear connections between their newly acquired
concepts and their curriculum. They were expected to develop and deliver a lesson that gradually
increased in rigor and exposed their students to the new concept.
3.5.2

Graduate Class Phase II: Teacher Practice
The second portion of the graduate course, began the third week of the semester. During

Phase II (Mixed Methods) mathematics teachers no longer met as a group. As a part of the
graduate mathematics class, teachers worked individually towards the development of a lesson
plan that exposed their students to similar and rigorous mathematics tasks. Unlike Phase I, Phase
II took place at the professor’s office. Present at each individual meeting were the mathematics
teachers, the mathematics professor and myself as a non-participant observer. During these oneon-one meetings with the professor, teachers conversed about their ideas for their lessons. This
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provided me with another good opportunity towards uncovering the teachers’ mathematical
knowledge for teaching and how it was reflected in their disposition toward challenge and in
their lesson planning. These conversations were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim.
Transcriptions were coded by line and analyzed for emerging themes. I obtained valuable
information about the teachers affective, and conative dispositions. During these individual
meetings, teachers provided exact days, times and locations for their lesson plan delivery so that
I could attend to observe them as they delivered their lesson. As a part of this research (and not
as a requirement of the graduate class) teachers granted me the opportunity to conduct nonparticipant observations as they implemented their lessons from beginning to end. During my
time observing the participants’ lesson delivery I took fieldnotes that captured teacher-student
interactions, student-student interactions, and other interactions that occurred as the lesson took
place.
3.5.3

Graduate Class Phase III: Teacher Reflection
Phase III was the shortest of all phases, consisting of one class meeting which was

devoted to the teachers’ reflections (a requirement of the graduate class) and a second individual
interview (a requirement of the research only) where a post-test was administered. During this
time, teachers self-reflected on their mathematics learning, their mathematics disposition toward
challenge, and how it affected different components of their teaching practice including lesson
planning and delivery. These reflections provided me with valuable information about the
teachers’ disposition toward challenge and how it impacted their teaching performance. During
this time, teachers were asked to share student products and other items that illustrated their
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experiences. All samples of student work were scanned, saved as a .pdf document in a password
protected file, and returned to the teacher participants. Teacher reflections were audio recorded
and transcribed. These transcriptions were analyzed using the qualitative methods that I will
describe later.
As one of the culminating tasks of the research, teachers were asked to complete a posttest that was followed by a second interview. Like with Interview 1, Interview 2 was scheduled at
the convenience of the participants and was not a part of the requirements of the graduate
mathematics class. The purpose of the post-test was to investigate if the participants’ subject
matter knowledge increased and analyze how this increase (if any) impacted their disposition
toward challenge. The questioning involved in the second interview was similar to that of
Interview 1.
• What did you think about the course?
• What did you learn in the class?
• What topics did you struggle with or are you still struggling with? Why?
• What topics came easy for you? Why?
• What topics did not come easy for you? Why?
• What aspects of the class do you think helped you learn or did not help you to learn?
• What did you do to solve the tasks?
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• Is there another method to solve these tasks?
Like Interview 1, Interview 2 served to corroborate, elaborate, and clarify their answers
to the post-test. I will describe the contents of the post-test in more detail later in this chapter.
The final requirement of the graduate mathematics class was to create a written selfreflection where teachers would provide their experiences throughout the semester. Specifically,
they were required to narrate how their learning impacted their teaching practice. These selfreflections were also analyzed (using qualitative methods) to investigate how the participants’
mathematical knowledge for teaching impacted their disposition toward challenge. Figure 3.3
below depicts the series of events that took place as mathematics teachers progressed in the

Mathematics Graduate Course Timeline

mathematics graduate course.

* Presentation of the project.
* MDFI administration
*Pre-test & Interview 1

Phase I
Teacher Learning

*Teacher-developed lesson plan
*One-on-one meeting
*Classroom observations

Phase 2
Teacher Practice

*Mathematics Post-test & Interview 2
*Teacher reflection

Phase 3
Teacher Reflection

Figure 3.3: A chronological overview of the graduate mathematics course
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3.6

METHODS
As mentioned earlier, teacher participants in this study were enrolled in a graduate

mathematics course at a university in Southwestern United States. I recorded and transcribed all
classes. Audio recording the classes preserved almost all interactions occurring within the school
semester. The transcript of such recordings became the product of ongoing problematic decisions
such as giving emphasis to a particular phrase. Since classes met once a week for a period of 16
weeks, this accumulated a total of sixteen sessions or 48 hrs of classroom observations. I
recorded and transcribed conversations that took place before the class began, during class,
during breaks, and after the class. All recorded conversations provided valuable information
about the teachers’ dispositions toward challenge as well as about their fears, anxieties, etc. and
how these related to their teaching practice. Transcriptions were coded by line to obtain themes.
Besides audio recording and transcribing all the graduate mathematics classes, I maintained
fieldnotes that audio recordings could not capture. These included but were not limited to
gestures, actions, setting characteristics, impressions, assumptions, etc. I also kept field notes to
remember events that had caught my attention as I focused on investigating the research
question. In addition to audio recording all classes and maintaining fieldnotes, I also took
pictures as needed to capture valuable images (i.e. solving approaches, graphing, sketches of the
word problems at hand, graphs on their calculators, etc.). To ensure the protection of the
participants’ identity, I did not take pictures of their faces or other items that would lead to their
identity (i.e. front cover of their notebooks, etc).

!
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3.6.1

Phase I (Quantitative): Mathematics Dispositional Functions Inventory
Throughout this dissertation I present contrasting cases of two secondary mathematics

teachers. The purpose of the quantitative phase of this study was to carefully select those two
cases. From a graduate mathematics class (N=8) that was especially designed to increase
mathematical knowledge for teaching (Ball, et al., 2008), only five teachers were selected based
on their demographics (at least five years of teaching experience, a math-related undergraduate
degree, a current high school mathematics teaching assignment, etc.) Those five teachers were
asked to complete the Mathematics Dispositional Functions Inventory (MDFI). The MDFI
gauged their cognitive, their affective, and their conative disposition. Then, I asked them to
select one of their high performing students and one of their low performing students and
administer them a student-modified version of the survey gauged the students’ perceptions about
their teachers’ dispositions in math. Using this data, two cases were selected based on the
contrasting nature that existed between the teachers’ self reported disposition and their students’
perceptions about them.
The MDFI (developed by Beyers in 2008) was selected over other existing instruments
(i.e. Fennema-Sherman, 1976) due to its close relationship to the research question. The
development of the MDFI was motivated due to the constant, inconsistent conceptualizations of
the mathematics disposition construct found in the literature. Currently, Beyers’ MDFI is the only
comprehensive scale that examines all the dispositional constructs that I adopted as a part of my
theoretical lenses for this study. These include cognitive disposition, conative disposition and
affective disposition. I selected the MDFI as an ideal method for the selection of the case studies
examined in this predominantly qualitative study. All participants in this study were administered
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the MDFI. Then, I asked them to select their highest performing student and their lowest
performing student to administer a student-modified version of the MDFI to them. In this
version, students corroborated their teachers’ responses to the MDFI. The purpose of doing this
was to obtain the students’ perceptions about their teachers’ disposition toward challenge and
verify their teachers' responses instead of readily accepting the teachers’ self-report as a true
account. The items below show how some of the questions found in the MDFI were modified to
meet the needs of this study.
Original MDFI question: In general, when I’m doing a math problem, I look for solutions
to similar problems and try to copy the steps from those solutions to find an answer to my
problem.
Student-modified question: In general, when my teacher was doing a math problem, he/she
looked for solutions to similar problems and tried to copy the steps from those solutions to
find an answer to the problem.
Because students could not possibly corroborate some of their teacher’s responses to the
MDFI, those questions were omitted. The items below show two examples of questions that were
not possible to corroborate with the students.
Original MDFI question: In general, I don’t get stressed when I am doing math in nonschool situations.
Original MDFI question: In high school, I was really good at math.
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Although students could not corroborate all of their teachers’ responses, including their
accounts in this study brought very valuable information about their teachers’ true disposition
toward challenge. As I will narrate in Chapter 4 (Results and Discussion), it was the students’
accounts that provided the most valuable criteria for the selection of two case studies. In fact, the
case studies selected for Phase II (Mixed Methods), was based on the contrasting nature that
existed between the teachers’ MDFI self-report and the students’ unanimous perception about
their teachers’ disposition, regardless of their performance in their class. The figure below
depicts the methods for data collection that I employed during Phase I (Quantitative) to select
two contrasting cases based on the participants’ existing affective, conative, and cognitive
dispositional functions as indicators of mathematics disposition toward challenge. (See Figure
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Figure 3.4: Phase I: The Mathematics Dispositional Functions Inventory (MDFI)
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Dispositional Cognitive Scale
This scale consisted of two subcategories. The mathematics teachers ability to create
mathematics connections and to develop mathematical arguments. This scale was highly relevant
to this study. Teacher participants may not be inclined to make mathematical connections even
when such connections can serve as a basis for the development of new mathematical
knowledge. The argumentation scale provided data on how teachers self reported themselves
about their tendencies to evaluate the mathematical correctness of statements, make
mathematical arguments, and justify mathematical statements. This was corroborated with the
qualitative data obtained during classroom observations, interviews, conversations, etc. When
teachers were presented with the mathematics task, some of them were inclined to question why
a certain procedure (such as a geometric approach or a calculus approach) was suitable to solve
the task, while others had no inclination to question the process undertaken and simply accepted
the methods as a series of steps to be repeated in every mathematics problem.
Dispositional Affective Scale
This scale is the longest one of all three, consisting of eight categories. These include the
nature of mathematics, usefulness, worthwhileness, sensibleness, mathematics self concept,
attitude, and math anxiety. Assessing participants’ beliefs about the nature of mathematics was
vital to investigate their disposition toward mathematics. Teacher participants in this study could
have a tendency to believe that mathematics is composed of unrelated concepts as opposed of
understanding the connections between them. The usefulness portion of the MDFI provided me
information of whether teachers believed that mathematics was useful for their needs outside of
school. The worthwhileness portion revealed the participants’ tendency to believe that the work
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that they completed in the mathematics course had been worth learning and would be worth
learning for their students. The sensibleness items found on the MDFI documented teacher
beliefs that mathematics was composed of ideas that can be made sense to them and to their
students. The mathematics self concept portion of the MDFI scale documented teachers’
tendencies to believe that they and their students can learn mathematics successfully. The
attitude portion of the MDFI measured the teachers’ inclination toward certain emotions such as
like, hate, etc. towards mathematics. The mathematics anxiety scale assessed the participants
tendency to experience anxiety when confronted with mathematics.
Dispositions Conative Scale
This scale consisted of two intimately related categories: Effort and persistence in
mathematics. Because effort could be thought as persistence Beyers’ (2008) MDFI measures
them together as one sole category. This section of the MDFI revealed how teachers self reported
themselves about persisting in the face of a challenging mathematical task. I corroborated the
results obtained in this section with the results obtained in the mathematics interview as the
challenge in the pre-test and post-test items increased.
Table 3.1 depicts the organization of the MDFI developed by Beyers (2008).
Table 3.1: The MDFI scale (Beyers, 2008)
Scale

Subcategory

Sample Item

Cognitive

Connections
Argumentation

I try to see how mathematical
ideas are connected
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Scale

Subcategory

Sample Item

Affective

Usefulness
Worthwhileness
Sensibleness
Mathematics Self Concept
Attitude
Math/Anxiety

I need to learn mathematics,
if I want to be a math teacher
I need to learn math

Conative

Effort
Persistence

!

All the work I have put into
learning math has been worth
it to me
If someone does not do well
in math, they can eventually
do well if they persist

Addressing Experts’ Recommendations
This study followed the recommendations suggested by Beyers (2008) which included
the examination of mathematics dispositions in varying periods of time. I did this by gauging the
participants’ initial disposition (via the MDFI) at the beginning of the semester and once again
(via classroom observations, post-test, lesson plan development and delivery, and selfreflections) at the end of the semester. This study also addressed the implications for research
suggested by Tobias’ (2005) by revealing whether mathematics anxiety could also be found in
teachers who pursued higher levels of mathematics (such at the participants selected for this
study).
The MDFI Validity and Reliability
Beyers (2008) evaluated items in the MDFI for validity. In this section I will briefly
speak about the validity and reliability of the existing instrument. The MDFI was examined to
diminish possible biases, ensure that all questions were relevant and related to review of the
literature, and delete/add words or phrases as needed. Faculty and doctoral students at the
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University of Delaware evaluated items found in the instrument. Table 3.2 depicts an example of
a typical revision made to the items based on feedback received.
Table 3.2: A typical revision of the MDFI (Beyers, 2008)
Before
When I am stuck on a
math problem, I look for
similar problems that
have a solution and
follow the steps.

Feedback
The introductory phrase is
distracting and the response to the
item shouldn’t depend on whether
the student is stuck. Similar
problems that have a solution
doesn’t necessarily communicate
worked out sample solutions (the
intention of the phrase).

After
When I’m doing a math
problem, I look for solutions to
similar problems and follow
the steps for those solutions to
find an answer to my problem.

To further increase the validity of the MDFI, participants in Beyers’ study (2008) were
asked to complete a questionnaire that asked them to provide details regarding the answers
provided in the MDFI. In this questionnaire, participants provided reasons for the answers they
choose. They also reported the items in which they had difficulty answering as well as reasons of
why they had difficulty answering such items.
My proposed framework (described in chapters 1 and 2) guided the analysis of the results
yield by the MDFI survey in order to maintain focus on issues related to mathematics teachers’
dispositions toward challenge. The quantitative phase of the study offered a comprehensive
evaluation of mathematics teachers’ dispositions via the MDFI. It is important to keep in mind
that this study was intended to investigate the participants dispositions through the collection of
multiple sources of data in order to be able to triangulate findings for validity. While Beyers’
MDFI was vital to assess the participants’ pre-existing mathematics dispositions, it did not
consider mathematical knowledge for teaching as an important factor in teachers’ disposition
toward challenge. I intend to provide a comprehensive examination of mathematics teachers’
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dispositions, which also considers mathematical knowledge for teaching as an important factor in
disposition toward challenge. I intend to build on the findings of other experts in the field and
add to the current discussion on mathematics dispositions (Beyers, 2008; 2012) by addressing
some of the implications for research suggested by them. That is, an investigation of
mathematics teachers dispositions toward challenge considering the participants’ affective,
conative and cognitive dispositional functions (Beyers, 2008) as well as their mathematical
knowledge for teaching (Ball, et al., 2008) as indicators of mathematics teachers’ disposition
toward challenge. The claims I will make in Chapter 5 (Conclusions) have been grounded on
multiple sources of data, gathered at different periods in time. The quantitative portion was
conducted not with the aim of generalizing but with the intent of selecting two contrasting cases
which were examined with the use of mixed methods to provide a richer description of
mathematics teachers disposition toward challenge.
My intent in this study is not to make generalizations but to provide a description of two
case-studies: One of a mathematics teacher who embraced challenges and another where the
mathematics teacher avoided challenges. Although this study involved quantitative methods, its
main focus was on the qualitative methods due to the nature of the research question. The
purpose of mixing quantitative methods in a mainly qualitative study was to triangulate, offset,
expand, and complement the qualitative findings with data gathered using a quantitative
instrument (MDFI).
3.6.2

Phase II (Mixed Methods)
Teacher participants were enrolled in a mathematics graduate course where they worked

towards developing a higher mathematical knowledge for teaching through conversations, class
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discussions, lesson plan development, and ultimately delivering the lessons to their students.
Mathematics problems were presented to the participants so they resolved them without the use
of formal algorithms. This way, they experienced the act of solving a mathematical task through
the use of their conceptual understanding rather than a set of memorized procedures. Teachers
were later asked to connect and compare between their methods and relate their methods to
formal mathematics. It was through this process of connection and generalization that teacher
participants moved from their own informal methods to more formal and efficient strategies.
Participants in the graduate mathematics course encountered challenging mathematical tasks
which were represented and solved in different ways, from drawing pictures to using formal
operations. Finding connections between different representations ultimately deepened the
participants’ mathematical knowledge for teaching (Ball, et al., 2008). Making mistakes and
learning from them was an integral part of the learning in the graduate mathematics course. I
anticipated that the mistakes that mathematics teachers would make would occur more often
since they were more likely to be rooted in deeper mathematical misconceptions. These mistakes
and misconceptions were used as opportunities for teacher participants to engage in justification,
evaluation, and inquiry. During the graduate mathematics course, teachers learned to make
connections in the areas of geometry, algebra, and calculus. They were asked to connect these
mathematics topics to an expanded mathematics task found in a pre-test and post test.
One of the central arguments for the selection of qualitative methods was by virtue of
their flexibility allowing for re-adjustments during the course of the study. Because the context
of the graduate mathematics class had such an important role and there was no way to predict
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how the teacher participants would react to different situations throughout the semester, I was
ready to make changes to the research design as needed to fit a particular context.
A Multi-Case Study
A case study approach was chosen because it allowed for the in depth look at specific
mathematics teachers who shared common characteristics such as teaching experience,
educational background, ethnicity, etc. The case studies were bound to a time frame of a one
semester long graduate mathematics course or sixteen weeks. I assumed the position of an nonparticipant observer as I investigated mathematics teachers’ disposition toward challenge. During
my classroom observations, I documented all teacher-teacher interactions, teacher-student
interactions, and other types of interactions that emerged. All teacher interviews and classroom
observations were audio recorded and transcribed. In addition, I took field notes for the duration
of the study. Transcriptions and field notes were coded by line and analyzed in search for themes.
I generated thick descriptions (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Thick descriptions included data that
described in as much detail as possible the observation experiences. These included but were not
limited to words spoken, inflections, actions, tone, timing, gestures, seating charts, and other
forms of body language (Geertz, 1994). Every effort was made to be explicit about the social,
cultural, and environmental patterns that resulted as part of the study; providing a clear
understanding of the context. Some have critiqued the value of case studies as narrow. It has
been claimed that generalizations are more valuable than the knowledge gained from a singlecase study. However, understanding a complex construct, such as mathematics disposition
toward challenge, required a close examination of two contrasting case studies. A case-study
approach provided with a wealth of details rather than rule-governed facts. I do not intend to
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critique studies who aim to generalize. Those studies have been vital for the scientific
development in many fields. My goal is to highlight the limitations that often come when
generalization becomes the only legitimate method of scientific research (Flyvbjerg, 2006). Case
studies have often been critiqued for their bias toward verification of hypothesis. Flyvbjerg
(2006) argued the case study method contains no greater threat towards verification of the
researcher’s own biases more than any other method of inquiry. In this predominantly qualitative
study, a case-study approach was selected by virtue of the strengths that come with this
methodology including the depth, the high conceptual validity, the deep understanding of the
context and the participants’ interactions, and ultimately the formation of new hypothesis and
research questions.
Qualitative Validity
As a post-positivist, I employed multiple sources of data collection. Therefore, I
anticipated to have multiple sources of possible error (Ryan, 2006). As a response to the complex
nature of social interactions, data was interpreted through the use of triangulation across the
different sources of error that I encountered. Methods of data collection were: One-on-one
interviews, classroom observations, teacher-developed lesson plans, and teacher self reflections.
Although data was gained through the lenses of my experiences in the classrooms with these
teachers, it does not mean that I couldn’t hope to translate the experiences that I gathered to
understand other teachers’ experiences. As a post-positivist, I reject the idea of the
incommensurability of different mathematics teachers’ experiences. The commensurability of the
case studies I conducted in Phase II (Mixed Methods) depended upon the cases that were chosen
and how they were chosen. Flyvbjerg, (2006) narrates that carefully chosen experiments, cases,
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and experiences were also critical to the development of the physics of Isaac Newton, Albert
Einstein, and Neils Bohr, just as the case study occupied a central place in the works of Charles
Darwin. In other words, I conducted this study with the belief that we each construct our view of
the world based on our perceptions of it. I adopted a constructivist stance. I constructed detailed
descriptions of the behaviors exhibited by each one of my case studies. I triangulated across
multiple sources of data in order to achieve the highest level of reliability. I approached
objectivity by means of credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability phases. In
the following section I will describe how I strived to achieve the highest level of objectivity I
could in this study.
Transferability. This pertains to external validity, or generalizability (Denzin & Lincoln,
2005). The graduate mathematics classroom (the setting) was an important part in evaluating
transferability because it determined whether or not findings could be applied to other situations.
It is my hope that other experienced mathematics teachers who are pursuing a Masters degree as
Educational Specialists in Mathematics or those who take a similar mathematics classes will be
able to relate to the experiences I documented in this study. In order to provide transferability I
made use of thick descriptions of my participants’ experiences throughout the graduate
mathematics course.
Dependability or consistency. Dependability refers to whether or not a study can be
mirrored (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). To enhance dependability, I used multiple methods of data
collection such as classroom observations, one-on-one interviews, teacher-developed lesson
plans, and teacher self-reflections. This also allowed for multiple methods and sources of
evidence to document the claims I made. I was an instrument of data collection. Given the
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qualitative nature of this study, it was not possible to remove myself from impacting it. To
address the possible impact of my presence it was critical to document my own activities,
circumstances, and emotional responses as these factors could have shaped the process of
observing and recording others’ experiences (Emerson, et al, 2011). To address confirmability, I
made every effort to maintain all of my possible biases as a researcher outside from the
investigation. It is a common misunderstanding that case studies contain bias toward verification
(Flyvbjerg, 2006). However, it is falsification, and not verification that characterize a case study
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3.6.1

Linking Data to the Literature
I conducted a thematic analysis for the qualitative portion of this study. This method was

helpful in recognizing patterns (or “themes”) that I came across as I analyzed each case study.
After one semester, the graduate mathematics class was over. All the data that I had gathered was
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overwhelming. I had an approximate of 450 minutes of classroom observations for each
participant, 2,800 minutes of observations in the graduate mathematics class, piles of student
work from each teacher participant, several pages of teacher reflections and fieldnotes, scored
pre and post-tests for each of the five teacher participants, three MDFI surveys to analyze for
each one of the five teacher participants (teacher, high performing student, and low performing
student), and several dozens of hours of interviews to transcribe.
Once I transcribed interviews 1 & 2 (for each participant) and the recordings of the
graduate class observations (verbatim), I started coding by line. In other to connect the data that I
had gathered to the literature, I assigned codes that emerged from the theoretical framework to
pieces of data that resembled a certain behavior. Table 3.3 below shows the codes that were predetermined based on the theoretical framework. For example, when a line indicated that a
teacher participant was observed not recognizing when his/her students gave wrong answers, this
line was given the code of “low CCK” (common content knowledge) (Ball, et al., 2008).
The data that was coded included interviews, expanded fieldnotes of classroom
observations, written teacher self-reflections, expanded fieldnotes and transcriptions of the
graduate mathematics class, etc. The codes that I developed during the first cycle were short
(usually a word or two) and symbolized the essence of the line. I purposefully kept initial codes
simple and direct. During the first cycle of coding, each line was assigned its own and unique
code. However, after I had finished coding every line I started looking for frequencies in the
existing codes and merging codes that resembled one another. I searched for patterns in the
coded data to categorize them. I grouped items that were very much alike and also items that
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shared something in common. The table below shows an example of how three codes were
“merged” together to form one “theme”.
Table 3.3 : An example of the coding process based on the participants’ mathematical knowledge
for teaching (MKT)

Theme Code Description

Data

PCK

“I also think that if I know this very well, then

KCS Predict what students will
find interesting or boring
(Ball, et al., 2008).

I can get my students more engaged in this
lesson. Because I will be able to create a better
planned lesson”.

KCT Sequence a task for
instruction (Ball, et al.,
2008).

“For example, I will be able to introduce the
concept of harmonic mean gradually by first
reviewing what they already know, arithmetic
means”.

KC

Explaining mathematical
goals to parents (Ball, et al.,
2008).

“I mostly just deal with parents for conferences
and its usually simple questions about what we
do in class”.

Table 3.4 : An example of the coding process based on the participants’ disposition toward math
Theme

Code

Description

Cognitive
Disposiiton

Connections

A tendency to try and connect “I knew the math behind it
ideas with or across
but I could not connect it”.
mathematical topics (Beyers, (Jannette’s interview 1)
2008).

!

Data
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Argumentation

A tendency to evaluate the
mathematical correctness of
statements, make
mathematical arguments,
justify mathematical
statements, etc. (Beyers,
2008).

“No, no. Just give me the
answer, what is the answer?
(Lorenzo’s interview 1)

Nature of
mathematics

A belief about mathematics
being more procedural or
conceptual in nature (Beyers,
2008).

I observed that a participant
purposefully selected
problems that focused.
(Lorenzo’s classroom
observations)

Usefulness

A belief about the usefulness
of mathematics for meeting
future or current needs in or
out of school (Beyers, 2008).

“Oh no! I did not know I was
going to end up being a
teacher when I studied
physics. If I had known I
would not have studied such
a difficult discipline”.
(Lorenzo’s MDFI
administration)

Worthwhileness

A value judgement that the
work put forth in learning
mathematics has been worth
it to the student (Beyers,
2008).

Jannette explained to her
students that “hard work in
math pays off”.
(Jannette’s classroom
observations)

Sensibleness

A belief that mathematics is
composed of ideas that can
be made sense (Beyers,
2008).

Jannette developed a lesson
that would gradually expose
her students to a new
concepts while making
connections to the students’
prior knowledge. She
believed that “if it makes
sense for the students, then
the lesson is more likely to
go smooth”.
(Jannette’s one-on-one
meeting)

!

Affective
Disposiiton

!
!

!
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Mathematics
Self-concept

What the student believes
about him or herself as
learning of mathematics
(Beyers, 2008).

Jannette perceived herself as
“the slow one”
“I did not want to sound
dumb”
(Jannette’s interview 1)

Attitude

The respondent’s emotional
reaction to mathematical
activity in or out school, e.g.
like, hate, etc. (Beyers,
2008).

“In high school I used to hate
math”
(Jannette’s MDFI
administration)

Math Anxiety

Whether or not the students
experiences anxiety in
relation to mathematics
(Beyers, 2008).

Jannette paralyzed when she
was confronted with a math
problem. She made
comments such as “here
come the nerve sweats!”
when she was asked to solve
math in public.
(Jannette’s graduate class
observations)

Effort/
Perseverance

A tendency to persist or exert
if necessary (Beyers, 2008).

During the graduate
mathematics class, I
observed that when Lorenzo
could not solve a
mathematics problem fast, he
gave up and stopped trying.
(Lorenzo’s graduate class
observations)

!
!
!

Conative
Disposiiton

As mentioned in Chapter 1, I developed a framework that adopted Ball and her
colleagues’ (2008) model for studying the participants’ mathematical knowledge for teaching
(MKT) and Beyers’ (2008) model for studying the participants’ disposition toward math.
Therefore, (as it can be seen in Tables 3.3 and 3.4), I employed their definitions to organize the
overwhelming amounts of data that I had collected during the course of the graduate
mathematics class. By merging pieces of data into “themes”, I was able to organize the data in a
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coherent way that allowed me to understand their disposition toward challenge and how it
impacted their teaching practice. A longer list of themes and codes for each participant is
included in the appendix. (See Appendix D and E).
3.7

PARTICIPANTS
This sequential exploratory study took place in a mathematics graduate course at a

university in the southwestern United States. During the first class meeting, I introduced myself
to the potential participants and provided each potential participant with a written and verbal
description of the present study as well as a consent form. To approach similar demographics and
minimize other factors that could play a role in their mathematics dispositions toward challenge,
I ensured that from a class of six mathematics teachers, those who were selected had at least five
years of teaching experience in mathematics, had a current high school mathematics teaching
assignment, had a mathematics-related undergraduate degree, and were enrolled in the final
course toward the completion of a Master’s Degree as Instructional Specialist in Mathematics
Education at a the same university in the Southwestern United States. All participants are
Hispanic. Next, I will provide a brief description of the participants who were selected for Phase
I of this study.
3.7.1

Adam (pseudonym)
Adam is Hispanic. At the time of the study, he had taught mathematics for 18 years. He

held a Bachelor of Business in Accounting. The graduate class where the study was conducted
was the last class Adam needed for the completion of a Masters as an Instructional Specialist in
Mathematics Education. His teaching experience included all high school mathematics and
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college mathematics remedial classes (developmental algebra, basic mathematics, etc). Adam is
married to a nurse who also works full time. They have two children who at the time of the study
were seven and twelve years old.
Adams’ school and student participants. The student participants for Adam included a
class of thirty freshmen students enrolled in a Geometry class at a school where Adam had taught
for the past five years. Adam met his students everyday for 45 minute period classes each day.
Adam agreed to be observed during the graduate mathematics course and also as he delivered the
lesson he prepared in the graduate class for his geometry students. I took fieldnotes at all times.
Field notes were coded by line, then analyzed in the search for themes and explanations for the
research questions. The school where Adam worked has been operating since the 1960’s. His
campus includes six two story academic buildings, a library with more than 25,000 titles and
Internet access on each of its 26 computers, 2 gymnasiums, a football stadium with an allweather track, a fine arts facility, tennis courts, a cafeteria, a horticulture/agriculture building, an
off-campus farm, portable classrooms, and parking lots for both students and school employees.
For many years the school has taken pride in its accomplishments in athletics, music, and the
arts, club activities, academic competitions, and community service. Both girls and boys
participate in sports all year round. The band and orchestra programs have won various local and
state competitions. Adam’s school offers a comprehensive curriculum and a full range of cocurricular activities. Adam reported to be proud of the environment that has been created at his
school, he believes that a diverse, comprehensive education is possible for all students as they
prepare to become productive, contributing members of society. Adam’s school mission is to
“provide experiences that enable students to learn and use their minds well, to demonstrate
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knowledge, to continue to learn throughout the rest of their lives, and to become productive
citizens in the 21st century”. The number for student enrollment is 3,335 students with a student
to teacher ratio of 16.2. The school offers free or reduced lunch to students who demonstrate
financial need.
3.7.2

Jannette (pseudonym)
Jannette is Hispanic. She taught mathematics at a different high school. At the time of the

study, Jannette had seven years of teaching experience in mathematics. She had taught the same
Geometry class at the same school for all seven years. Jannette’s teaching assignment consisted
of a combination of tenth and eleventh graders. She held a Bachelor of Science in Mathematics.
Like Adam, the graduate class where the study was conducted was the last class she needed for
the completion of a Masters as an Instructional Specialist in Mathematics Education. Jannette is
married to a physical education teacher who was employed by same school where she had her
mathematics teaching assignment. She is mother to four children who at the time of the study
ranged from ages of two to seven.
Jannette’s school and student participants. Jannette’s student sample included 17
students who corresponded to her honors Geometry class. Students in her class had tested and
met the district’s criteria to be awarded a seat in her advanced mathematics section. According to
Jannette, students in her class were characterized by their high motivation and excitement to
learn. Jannette’s Honors Geometry classes were associated with families were intimately
involved in their students’ schooling. Jannette shared she felt proud of the environment,
motivation, and comprehensive educational opportunities that her school provided for all
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students. The school was founded in 1990. The school opened with grades 7, 8, 9, and 10. The
school’s first seniors graduated in 1993. Jannette’s school is unique in the fact that it is one of the
few schools in Texas that features many creative programs and innovative teaching practices
have made a model for other schools throughout Texas and the nation. The academic strength of
the services the school’s administrators, faculty, and staff provide to students has been
recognized through accreditation with the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. The
school was built to accommodate 2200 students. The school offers free or reduced lunch to
students who demonstrate financial need.
3.7.3

Kenji (pseudonym)
Kenji is Hispanic. He was a mathematics teacher who held a Bachelor of Science in

Electrical Engineering. For seven years he practiced engineering as a consultant of quality in
product engineering at a famous electronics company. When I first met him I questioned him
about this drastic switch in careers. He expressed to have felt exhausted about the lifestyle as an
engineer. He shared to have worked 12 hour shifts with no holidays or vacations as an engineer.
After the industry where he had worked for seven years closed operations and offered Kenji to
relocate him, Kenji decided to reject the offer and pursue his career in education. Kenji decided
to change his lifestyle and follow the steps of his parents who had been teachers. Being an
engineer, Kenji decided to become certified in mathematics education and at the time of the
study had been a teacher for 9 years. His experience in teaching mathematics included precalculus and algebra II. At the time of the study Kenji was also pursuing a Masters as an
Instructional Specialist in Mathematics Education. Like Jannette and Adam, he was also enrolled
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in the last semester of coursework toward the completion of a Master’s Degree as an
Instructional Specialist in Mathematics. Kenji had a teaching assignment at an alternative school
that specialized in disciplining students with behavioral issues.
Kenji’s school and student participants. As mentioned before, at the time of the study,
Kenji had a teaching assignment at an alternative school. Students at this school were referred by
their home campuses as a consequence of disciplinary action. For this reason, class sizes could
be as small as having only one student in the class. This was the case for Kenji. Given the special
setting where Kenji taught, at the time of the study his student sample included only 1 student
who was 17 years old and was enrolled in an Algebra II class. Kenji’s student was under
academic probation for the possession of illegal drugs in school grounds. Kenji reported that his
student showed significant academic gains at a much faster rate compared to other students he
had taught in the past. He was considered a leader by the rest of the students in school. He was
respected and feared for all the mess and school disturbance he had caused in the past. Kenji
reported that other students referred to him as being an upstanding guy. Kenji’s school is a
student-centered option that supports and embraces the diverse needs of students by providing an
alternative method of delivering instruction and monitoring academic success. Rigorous
curricula, intervention programs, extended learning opportunities, and safe environments are
characteristics of alternative education programs such as the one where Kenji taught.
Collaboration with partner agencies and school districts is integral to providing available
resources to the students at Kenji’s School. Kenji felt proud of providing his students with social,
and emotional needs of his students in a safe and nurturing environment to encourage students to
develop an enthusiasm for life-long learning and pursue post-high school opportunities. This
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school specializes in providing an alternative educational opportunity for students who require a
non-traditional setting for skill acceleration and for positive interactive experiences, by ensuring
that there is a teacher in every classroom who monitors that every student, everyday, learns,
grows, and feels valued. The school offers free or reduced lunch to students who demonstrate
financial need.
3.7.4

Lorenzo (pseudonym)
Lorenzo is Hispanic. At the time of the study he had seven years of teaching experience

in private schools. He held a Bachelor of Science in Physics and had always taught the same
geometry class. His experience included teaching freshmen and sophomore high school students.
Lorenzo is father to a teenager who at the time of the study went to the same school where
taught. Unlike the rest of the participants, Lorenzo had never taught at a public school. He had
attempted to pass the state-mandated examination for secondary mathematics teachers but had
not been able to meet the standard of highly qualified to hold the teaching license required to
teach at public schools. As I will describe later, this was an extremely important factor in
Lorenzo’s disposition toward challenge. Teacher knowledge has been suggested to be an
important factor in the attitudes that teachers develop towards the subject (Brady & Bowd,
2005).
Lorenzo’s school and student participants. Lorenzo’s student participants were students
enrolled in a Geometry class composed of freshmen and sophomore students. Unlike the rest of
the schools where other teacher participants worked, this school did not offer free or reduced
lunch to students. Unlike the student-populations of other teacher participants, Lorenzo did not
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have a student-population composed of a high percentage of economically disadvantaged
students. On the other hand, the socio-economic background of Lorenzo’s students was
considerably higher than the socio-economic background of Adam’s, Kenji’s Jannette’s, and
Daniel’s students. In fact, at the time of the study, students in Lorenzo’s school spent an estimate
of $8,000.00 in tuition and school related fees every school year. Families in Lorenzo’s school
were deeply involved in their students’ schooling. Parents were the decision makers and
members of the school’s board. Their decisions included the selection of administrators,
management of school resources, extracurricular activities sponsored by the school, etc. Lorenzo
believed this is one of the major reasons why the school had earned the distinction of one of the
most notable college preparatory schools in the southwest United States. For over 87 years,
students who graduated from this school had gone on to earn distinction as community leaders.
Students are taught that their potential to succeed in life is derived from humility and
service. The value of service was reinforced among students by required volunteerism and
service learning projects throughout the community. Due to its diversity and international student
body, students at Lorenzo’s school had actively participated in a range of student-led initiatives
that foster awareness for the sanctity of life, the physically disabled, the elderly, and other social
challenges. Traditionally, 100% of students at this school were admitted to two-year and fouryear colleges and universities. The graduating class of 2011 included: 5 Gates Millennium
Scholarship recipients, 2 National Merit Finalists, 1 National Merit Commended, 5 National
Hispanic Scholars, 6 nominations to military academies, 80 Distinguished Graduates,
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Members of the Collegiate Academy Honor Society, and millions of dollars received in
scholarship awards. Lorenzo’s school offered students the opportunity for early enrollment at the
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local Community College to earn valuable college credit hours for courses successfully
completed at their institutions. In 2011, students at Lorenzo’s school earned over 3,500 college
credit hours with 33 candidates eligible for graduation with an associate’s degree.
3.7.5

Daniel (pseudonym)
Daniel is Hispanic. He held a Bachelor of Science in Mathematics with a minor in

Education. Daniel had taught mathematics for five years. During these years Daniel had taught
Algebra II and Geometry to freshmen and sophomore high school students. Daniel taught at a
school that specialized in college readiness and college level instruction. Daniel had planed on
becoming a mathematics teacher since his early high school years. This is why he obtained a
minor in Education. Daniel is father to four children and shared to feel overwhelmed being a
father, a teacher and a graduate student at the same time.
Daniel’s school and student participants. The students in Daniel’s sample included
nineteen students who corresponded to an advanced section of Algebra II. Daniel’s class was a
combination of sophomore and junior students. According to Daniel, his school provided a
quality education through shared responsibility in a safe supportive environment for all students
to meet the challenges of a global society. Daniel’s school motto is to be “committed to
excellence, and we work hard to make the site a primary source for timely information for all
users, and a main gateway for improved communication between parents, teachers, students and
other members of our community”. Daniel’s school goal is to help each student develop
enthusiasm for learning, a respect for self and others, and the skills to become creative,
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independent thinkers, and problem solvers. The school offers free or reduced lunch to students
who demonstrate financial need.
3.8

QUALITATIVE SOURCES OF DATA
Attempting to understand the complexity of mathematics teachers’ dispositions is no

simple task. Some have aimed to describe the nature of mathematics dispositions (Macintosh,
1997; Moldavan & Mullis, 1998; NCTM, 1989, 2000; Royster, Harris, & Schoeps, 1999).
Collecting one source of data alone was insufficient to fulfill such ambitious goal. This study
collected various sources of data through the use of mixed methods. The section below describes
the instruments that I used during the Phase II (Mixed Methods). Table 3.4 offers a summary of
the sources of data collection and the methods selected to analyze them.
Table 3.5: A summary of the methods for data analysis
Data Source

Method of Analysis

Pre-test and Post-test

Rubric developed on three criteria:
*Math concepts
*Reasoning and strategies
*Math communication

Graduate Class
Observation

Observation Protocol based on five criteria:
*Relevance of questions asked
*Accuracy and relevance of discussions
*Relevance of terminology
*Staying on task
*Time and effort invested

Teacher Developed
Lesson Plan

Lesson plan analysis based on four criteria:
*Content
*Procedures and activities
*Formative and summative assessments
*Instructional Design
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Data Source

3.8.1

Method of Analysis

Classroom Observation

Classroom observation Protocol based on:
*Cognitive, affective and conative math
dispositions

Teacher Self Reflection

Teacher reflection analysis based on:
*Cognitive, affective and conative math
dispositions.

The Pre-test
Throughout the semester, I administered two mathematics-based evaluations which will

be referred as pre-test and post-test. Teacher participants were pre and post tested at the
beginning and at the end of the graduate course. The purpose of pre and post testing teacher
participants was two folded: To obtain an insight on their mathematical knowledge for teaching
and to assess how these impacted their disposition toward challenge. I used the pre and post tests
as opportunities to meet with participants individually and document their beliefs, attitudes,
academic background, and other experiences they acquired throughout their teaching career. The
pre-test and post-test were specifically developed to asses the participants’ mathematical
knowledge for teaching as they related to their disposition toward challenge. They consisted of a
series of three mathematical tasks that increased in rigor from task one to task three. Each
mathematics task was followed by two supporting questions. Supporting question #1 was a self
report of the participants’ perceived challenge in the mathematics task on a five point scale with
a neutral option, followed by an opened explanation for their choice. Supporting question #2,
questioned teachers on their likelihood to expose their students to similar mathematics challenge
on a five point scale with a neutral option and a supporting explanation for their choice.
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The following is a sample of the pre-test, which consists of a an expanded mathematics task and
two supporting questions as described earlier:
1. Rabbit and Turtle run a 80 meter “over and back” race from a starting point to a tree
(40m), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is 4 m/s and back is 8 m/
s. Turtle’s speed both ways is 6 m/s. Who will win the race and why?
2. How challenging was the Task-1 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 – lowest
challenge, 5 – highest challenge). Explain why.
3. How likely you will use the Task-1 in your own classroom? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5
(1 – less likely, 5 – most likely). Explain why.
The following is the sample of the post-test with the same task, question 2, and modified
question 3:
1. Rabbit and Turtle run a 80 meter “over and back” race from a starting point to a tree
(40m), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is 4 m/s and back is 8 m/
s. Turtle’s speed both ways is 6 m/s. Who will win the race and why?
2. How challenging was the Task-1 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 – lowest
challenge, 5 – highest challenge). Explain why.
3. Have you used the Task-1 (or modification of the Task-1) in your teaching? If –yes, how
challenging was the Task-1 for your students? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 – lowest
challenge, 5 – highest challenge). Explain why.
Each interview consisted of a series of three tasks with increased level of challenge based on the
concept of the weighted average as presented below:
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Task 1. Rabbit and Turtle run a 80 meter “over and back” race from a starting point to a tree
(40m), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is 4 m/s and back is 8 m/
s. Turtle’s speed both ways is 6 m/s. Who will win the race and why?
Task 2. Rabbit and Turtle run a 80 meter “over and back” race from a starting point to a tree
(40m), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is r1 m/s, back is r2 m/s,
and his average speed is 6m/s. Turtle’s speed both ways is 6 m/s. Would Rabbit win the
race? Why or why not?
Task 3. Rabbit and Turtle run d meter “over and back” race from a starting point to a tree (d/
2), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is r1 m/s and back is r2 m/s.
Turtle’s speed over is r3 m/s and back r4 m/s. Rabbit and Turtle have equal average
speeds. Would Rabbit win the race? Specify conditions under which Rabbit could win.
Pre-test and Post-test Analysis
I analyzed interviews using qualitative methods, such as meaning coding and finding
common themes through careful examination of the data via theoretical lens of positioning
theory and disposition descriptors. To analyze the information collected through the interviews, I
created an excel coding sheet where data I organized in related coding categories. I audio
recorded all mathematics-based interviews, then transcribed them, analyzed them, and scored
them using a four point scale for a total of twelve points on the following criteria: Mathematics
concepts, reasoning/ strategies, and communication. Next, I present a description of each one of
the categories that I employed to score the participants’ pre and post tests.
Mathematical concepts and errors. Teachers who earned all points (on a scale of 1-4)
in this category were those who provided explanations that showed a complete understanding of
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the mathematical concepts they used to solve the problem(s). Teachers who earned all points in
this category were also those who used complex and refined mathematical reasoning. and whose
diagrams and/or sketches were clear and greatly added to the reader's understanding of the
procedure(s). Teachers who obtained all points were those who used an efficient and effective
strategy to solve the problem(s) .
Mathematics explanations, terminology and notation. Teachers who earned all
points (on a scale of 1-4) in this category were those who provided an explanation that was
detailed and clear. In addition, correct terminology and notation were always used by these
teachers, making it easy to understand what was done .
Mathematics reasoning and strategies. Teachers who earned all points (on a scale of
1-4) in this category were those who used complex and refined mathematical reasoning. These
teachers drew diagrams and/or sketches that were clear and added greatly to the reader’s
understanding of the procedure. Furthermore, teachers who earned all four points in this category
used efficient and effective strategies to solve problems. Table 3.5 below illustrates the
categories that the pre-test and the post-test assessed. (See Table 3.5)
Table 3.6: Grading criteria for the pre-test and post-test
Category

4

3
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2

1

!

Explanation
Explanation
Explanation
Explanation
Math Concepts and shows complete
shows
shows some
shows very
Errors
understanding of
substantial
understanding of
limited
the mathematical understanding of the mathematical understanding of
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solve the
concepts used to
to solve the
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problem(s).
solve the
problem(s).
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Math Reasoning,
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Uses effective Some evidence Little evidence
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reasoning
reasoning.
reasoning.
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understand.
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understand or are
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an effective
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the procedure(s). strategy to solve
an effective
effective strategy
the problem(s). strategy to solve
to solve
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problems, but
problems.
an efficient and
does not do it
effective strategy
consistently.
to solve the
problem(s).
Math
Explanation is
Explanation is Explanation is a Explanation is
Communication,
detailed and
clear.
little difficult to
difficult to
terminology and
clear.
understand, but understand and
notation
Correct
includes critical
is missing
Correct
terminology and
components.
several
terminology and
notation are
components OR
notation are
usually used,
Correct
was not
always used,
making it fairly terminology and
included.
making it easy to
easy to
notation are
understand what understand what used, but it is
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was done.
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easy to
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was done.
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3.8.2

The Post-test
Like the pre-test, the post-test also consisted of three mathematics tasks increasing in

rigor from task one to three followed by two supporting questions. I scored the mathematics
tasks using the same rubric developed for the pre-test. Unlike the interview that followed the pretest, the post-test also included a second interview where participants reflected about the lesson
they delivered to their students. During this time, teachers shared their accounts about the
reactions their students showed to the level of challenge offered by the lesson. Teachers also
reflected on why they thought something went right or wrong during the lesson. As I mentioned
before, I used the opportunity of meeting with the participants individually to ask them about
their struggles and successes throughout the graduate mathematics class and about the lesson that
they delivered to their students. This second interview granted the participants with an
opportunity to reflect on how their disposition toward challenge impacted their teaching practice.
This opportunity was also used to member check. Member checking was used to assess the
accuracy with which I represented the participants’ actions, phrases, etc. (Koelch, 2013). In other
words, the post-test served three main purposes: It shed light about the teachers’ mathematics
knowledge for teaching, their change disposition toward challenge (if any), and strengthened the
findings by providing a holistic view of validity via member checking (Koelch, 2013). Member
validation occurred when I compared my account of the findings with each of the participants’
version of what happened for corroboration (Koelsch, 2013). If teacher participants were not
able to corroborate the findings they were presented during Interview 2, interpretations were
modified accordingly. Member checking was a procedure that was carefully conducted. For
example, it was possible that it provoked defensive reactions of the participants (Linconln &
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Guba, 1985) or that teacher participants felt uncomfortable to disagree with the researchers’
account (Bloor 1997). Having this awareness allowed me to be cautious as I member checked my
interpretations to alleviate any concerns about the credibility of the accounts presented in the
findings. No problematic procedures took place as I corroborated my interpretations with the
participants.
3.8.3

Graduate Class Observations
I sat down in the graduate mathematics class where participants were enrolled for a total of

sixteen sessions or 48 hrs of observations. All classes were audio recorded using an .mp3
recorder and transcribed. In addition to the transcriptions from the audio (mp3) recordings, I kept
fieldnotes during the course of the study. I recorded experiences and interactions including but
not limited to dialogues, sense participants’ moods, rhythms, tone of voice, and all other spatial
relations. Since all actual discussions were transcribed verbatim, the purpose of collecting
fieldnotes was to maintain jottings with active rather than passive verbs and describe with senses
rather than analytic adjectives (Emerson, et al, 2011). These were items that could not be
captured with audio recordings but could only be obtained through the perception of the
emotions participants experienced during the class. What was observed in the classroom was
intimately related to how it is observed. Thus, I will next describe the observation protocol I
abided to with the purpose of focusing fieldnotes on mathematics teachers‘ disposition toward
challenge.

!
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Observation Protocol
To focus my observations in features that characterized dispositions toward challenge, an
observation protocol was carefully developed. The observation protocol included the relevance
of the questions that the participants asked during class, the accuracy and relevance of their
discussions, the relevance of the terminology they used in those discussions, their effort that they
showed to stay on task, and the time they invested to tackle each mathematics task.
Relevance of the questions asked. As I conducted observations and maintained
fieldnotes during the graduate mathematics class, I specifically looked for teachers who listened
carefully to the professor and asked several relevant in-depth and factual questions based on
what the presenter said.
Accuracy and relevance of the discussion. As I conducted observations and
maintained fieldnotes during the graduate mathematics class, I specifically looked for teachers
who accurately answered several questions and it was evident that he/she comprehended the
material being studied. This criteria was vital to be used as a guidance since it revealed
participants’ subject matter knowledge, which is one of the two major components of
mathematical knowledge for teaching.
Relevance of terminology. As I conducted observations and maintained fieldnotes
during the graduate mathematics class, I specifically looked for teachers who employed correct
terminology and notation, making it easy to understand what was done. This criteria was also
vital to be considered as a guidance when conducting observations since it also revealed the
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participants’ subject matter knowledge, which is one of the two major components of
mathematical knowledge for teaching.
Staying on task. As I conducted observations and maintained fieldnotes during the
graduate mathematics class, I specifically looked for teachers who routinely volunteered to
answer questions and willingly tried to answer questions that were asked. This criteria was vital
to be used as guidance since it revealed the participants’ conative disposition (Beyers, 2008)
through their effort and perseverance. The degree of effort and persistence that the participants
showed when solving mathematics problems revealed a great deal about their disposition toward
challenge.
Time and effort invested. As I conducted observations and maintained fieldnotes
during the graduate mathematics class, I specifically looked for teachers who used the time
allowed to tackle the mathematics tasks. Much of their time and effort was spent attacking the
problem. It was clear that the teacher attempted to solve the problem until he/she succeeded.
Like with the previous category, the amount of time and effort that participants invested tackling
a mathematics task served as an indicator of their conative disposition (Beyers, 2008).
3.8.4

Teacher-Developed Lesson Plan
Mathematics teachers who were enrolled in the graduate course where the study was

conducted learned multiple methods for solving an expanded mathematics task. Once teachers
had been exposed to a conceptual understanding of the concept of means, the professor asked
them to develop a lesson plan that taught the same concepts to their students. Analyzing teacherdeveloped lesson plans was critical to understand how the participants’ disposition toward
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challenge impacted the decisions they made (i.e. the methods of assessment they selected, the
exercises and activities they planned to do with their students, etc.). Furthermore, because the
participants’ conception of mathematics as sensible subject was intimately related to their ability
to present challenging concepts in a way that students could relate to, the analysis of their lesson
plan also provided valuable information about the participants’ knowledge of mathematics.
It is common for students who are behind in mathematics to continue to fall further
behind as time passes and for students who do not do well in math to continue to believe that
mathematics does not make sense. Mathematics becomes a downward spiral for these students.
Teachers with a productive disposition toward challenge were those who planned their lesson in
light of those concerns, believing that it did not have to be that way. I assessed the lesson plans
that teachers developed by their ability to plan for the needs of those students and to work
towards the development of a productive disposition.
Teacher-Developed Lesson Plan Analysis
It has been reported that Japanese teachers’ dispositions towards math impacts their
lesson planning (Fernandez & Cannon, 2005). In order to see how a teachers’ disposition toward
challenge impacted their lesson planning in this study, the lessons plans that teachers developed
(as a part of the graduate mathematics class) were evaluated. The lesson plan teachers developed
as a part of the mathematics graduate class was evaluated on the following three categories:
Content, activities, and assessments. The next three paragraphs elaborate on each category.
Content. I expected that teachers who embraced mathematics challenges created exemplary
lessons that showed standards clearly written out. The lesson was tightly focused on standards.
Reference was made to real-world use of the content. The questions were clearly related to the
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standards or elements under discussion. The lesson identified the learning that took place, which
was measurable and observable, and related to higher order thinking skills. Learning goals(s)
were clearly aligned to the standards/elements and were specific to the expected outcome.
Finally, learning goal(s) were attainable for students.
Procedures and activities. I expected that teachers who embraced mathematics challenges
created exemplary lessons that included relevant activities to the learning goal. These teachers
provided a creative and motivating background in which they began their lesson or reviewed a
previous lesson. All activities were aligned with the standards/elements, built upon each other,
were appropriately paced, and developmentally appropriate. The lesson was relevant and
appealing. It supported student choice and encouraged students to be creative. At least one
section was open-ended and connected to the real world, allowing students to take responsibility
for their own learning. Collaborative learning allowed all students opportunities to develop
teamwork, communication, problem solving skills, and reflection. Closing activities were
relevant to the learning goal and provided a clear opportunity to conduct a final check for
understanding and clarify misconceptions. Students were active participants through
opportunities to share, explain, or defend their work.
Formative and summative assessments. I expected that teachers who embraced
mathematics challenges created exemplary lessons that included assessments planned for the
amount of time the teacher expected the lesson to last. Time for the lesson ranged depending on
the needs of students. Assessment opportunities were clearly defined and required students to
critique, assess, and/or draw conclusions as they related to the new material. These opportunities
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provided clear evidence that students had achieved the learning goal(s). Two or more non-paper
pencil methods of measuring student achievement were included, along with performance task
and rubric (i.e., experiments, written or oral reports, projects, multi-media presentations, concept
mapping, journal, portfolios).
Instructional design. I expected that teachers who embraced mathematics challenges
created exemplary lessons that developed a lesson where all necessary materials were identified
and included. It was clear what materials were being referenced in the lesson (e.g., rather than
saying the handout, it was referred to by name.) Learning experiences were appropriate to
learning goals, content, and were developmentally appropriate for all students to experience
success. The lesson included accommodations for special needs students and the needs of bubble
students were addressed. Exploration and extension activities challenged students to further
investigate and/or apply selected standards in new and different ways. A variety of technology
was integrated appropriately throughout the lesson in a manner that enhanced the effectiveness of
the lesson and the learning of the students.
3.8.5

Classroom Observations
Mathematics teachers who were enrolled in the graduate course where the study was

conducted learned multiple methods for solving an expanded mathematics task. Once teachers
showed mastery of the content taught in the graduate class they were asked to develop a lesson
plan that exposed their students to similar mathematics challenges. I conducted observations
during all lessons teachers delivered to their students from beginning to end. As I will narrate in
Chapter 4, I observed each case study for an approximate of 10 hours in each of their classrooms.
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Classroom observations took place during the Fall of 2015 semester during the second phase of
the graduate mathematics class (teacher practice). My goal was to capture teacher-student
interactions, student-student interactions, student engagement, student understanding, but most
importantly I strived to understand mathematics teachers’ disposition toward challenge. I focused
my observations on behaviors that shared the participants’ conative dispositions, cognitive
dispositions, affective dispositions, and mathematical knowledge for teaching. In order to
describe how the participants’ mathematics disposition toward challenge related to their teaching
practice, I also paid close attention to their inclination to expose their students to mathematics
challenges. Using field notes, I captured feelings, emotions, attitudes, etc. I used my intuition to
sense things that were important while the lesson progressed (i.e. anger, signs of frustration,
signs of happiness, etc.). I then saw how the incidents I captured fit together in meaningful
patterns. These jots also served as mental notes to recognize potential writing material that
ultimately became thick written descriptions. I audio recorded thick verbal descriptions of the
experiences obtained in the mathematics classroom at the end of each lesson that I observed.
These recordings served me to trigger memories, remember, elaborate, fill in and expand field
notes. What was observed in the classrooms was ultimately treated as data and findings. In order
to conduct classroom observations from which I could describe how mathematics teachers’
dispositions were related to their teaching practice, the observation protocol that was developed
for the graduate class’ observations was also used as a guidance when observing teacher
participants’ in their own classrooms. This included the relevance of the questions teachers and
students asked, the relevance of the terminology teachers and students used, the ability for
teachers and students to stay on task, and the amount of time and effort teachers and students
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invested tackling mathematics problems. These items are profoundly related to the theoretical
framework described on Chapter 2. The data collected when observing teachers in action
provided valuable information about the mathematics teachers’ mathematical knowledge for
teaching and its relationship to their disposition toward challenge.
Classroom Observation Protocol
Deciding what to write down once sitting in the teachers’ classrooms required intuition as
well as reflection on the typical behaviors that individuals with unproductive dispositions versus
productive dispositions exhibit. In addition to the items found in the observation protocol from
the graduate class observations, other items were included when observing teacher lessons (i.e.
affection, conation, and cognition). The well-thought observation protocol I employed limited
preconceptions about teachers’ dispositions and discouraged me from readily accepting the
teachers’ self-report (obtained via the MDFI) regarding their mathematics disposition toward
challenge as the truth. Items included in the observation protocol also served as reminders of key
behaviors exhibited by individuals with productive as well as unproductive mathematics
dispositions. For example, teachers who avoided challenge were those who became immobilized
and perceptions became blurred in the presence of a challenge. I expected teachers who avoided
challenges to be characterized by their lack of persistence when confronting a mathematics task,
which led to low student achievement. I also expected teachers who avoided challenge to be less
likely to cope well with stress and anxiety. Finally, I identified teachers who avoided challenge
by their low tolerance for failure and unwillingness to take risks.
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Similarly, I looked for common characteristics that would help me to identify teachers
with productive dispositions toward mathematics. For example, I expected teachers with
productive mathematics dispositions to be those who would assume responsibility for their
students’ success. It was likely that these individuals would be those who implemented new
teaching strategies and delivery methods. Unlike what I expected from teachers with
unproductive dispositions, I expected that teachers with a productive disposition toward
challenge were individuals who believed that effort is more important than aptitude. I expected
teachers with productive dispositions to be persistent and do not give up in the face of a
challenging mathematical task. Finally, I expected to identify teachers who had a productive
disposition by their high mathematical knowledge for teaching.
3.8.6

Final Self- Reflections
Mathematics teachers who were enrolled in the graduate class were taught multiple

methods for solving an expanded mathematics task. Once teachers had been exposed to a
sensical way of conducting challenging mathematics problems, they were asked to develop and
deliver a lesson that exposed their students to similar mathematics challenges. I observed
teachers during all this time. The last day of the graduate mathematics class consisted of a
reflection of the participants’ experiences throughout the semester. During this last class, teachers
narrated their experiences throughout the semester. They spoke about their learning, their effort
and persistence, their disposition toward challenge, and how they believed these affected their
teaching practice.
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Teacher Reflection Analysis
I audio recorded all teacher self-reflections, transcribed them, and analyzed them using
qualitative methods. I divided transcriptions by line and coded them into categories based on the
theoretical framework that was adopted for this study. This included Beyers (2008) model of
dispositional mental functions (affective, cognitive, and conative) and Ball and her
colleagues’ (2008) model of mathematical knowledge for teaching (pedagogical content
knowledge and subject matter knowledge). I analyzed these transcriptions in search for
indicators of teachers’ disposition toward challenge and their beliefs on how they thought these
impacted their teaching practice. I used final reflections as one last opportunity to obtain rich
information about the participants disposition toward challenge. I gave special attention to the
participants’ remarks regarding their affective, cognitive and conative dispositions. For example,
since justification is one of the subcategories of cognitive disposition (Beyers, 2008; 2011), I
gave special attention to the efforts teachers make to justify statements they made throughout
their reflections. Teachers justifications, explanations, and efforts to investigate mathematical
conjectures throughout their reflections corroborated or contradicted their self-reported
disposition on the MDFI. The participants’ affective disposition was also transpired on their selfreflections. These included the teachers’ legitimate enjoyment of mathematics and belief that
mathematics is made of interrelated concepts which make sense as a whole. Another item that I
looked for in the affective domain was the belief about the usefulness and worthwhileness of
mathematics not only of themselves as mathematics teachers but as individuals outside of the
school setting. The teachers’ self-concept toward mathematics was also analyzed in these
transcriptions. Special attention was given to the participant who believed that math was too
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challenging for him and that being good at math is attributed to a special gift rather than to
persistence and effort. Indicators of mathematics anxiety were also be specifically searched for.
These included stress triggered after encountering a math task, the idea of evaluation, and other
feelings of vulnerability that are related to teaching mathematics. Finally, because disposition
toward challenge is a conative function (NCTM, 2000; Beyers, 2008; 2011), teachers beliefs,
efforts, and persistence to tackling a mathematics task until success is achieved, were
expressively searched for in these transcripts.
3.9

SUMMARY
This sequential exploratory mixed methods study answers the research question: How do

teachers’ dispositions towards challenge affect their teaching practice? The study consisted of
two phases: The Phase I (Quantitative) and the Phase II (Mixed Methods). The first phase served
as a method for the selection of two contrasting cases based on three dispositional functions
including conative, affective, and cognitive dispositions via the Mathematics Dispositional
Functions Inventory (MDFI). Cases selected in Phase I (Quantitative) were analyzed in the
second portion of the study via classroom observations, pre-test, post-test, interviews, teacher
reflections, and student work with the use of qualitative methods. Figure 3.6 below is a summary
of the quantitative and qualitative methods as they relate to the theoretical framework described
in Chapters 1 and 2.

!
!
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Phase I (Quantitative)

Cognitive
Disposition

Affective
Disposition

meas
ured

via

measured via

Initial Participants
Conative
Disposition

Phase II (Mixed Methods)

Pedagogical Content
Knowledge
The
Mathematics
Dispositional
Functions
Inventory
(MDFI)

Selection of
Two
contrasting
Cases

measured via

Subject Matter
Knowledge

d via
measure

measured via

Graduate Class Observations
Pre and Post Tests
Interview 1 & 2
Teacher-developed Lesson Plan
Classroom Observations
Teacher Reflection

Graduate Class Observations
Pre and Post Tests
Interview 1 & 2
Teacher-developed Lesson Plan
Classroom Observations
Teacher Reflection

!
Figure 3.6: Sources of Data Collection (quan + QUAL)
In the next chapter (Results and Discussion), I describe the rationale for the selection of
two contrasting case studies. Then, I elaborate on very interesting results that were found as I
journeyed with these group mathematics teachers for a semester.

!
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND FINDINGS
4.1

OVERVIEW
This chapter presents the analysis, results, and findings of this research. The purpose of

the study was to provide a comprehensive examination of secondary mathematics teachers’
dispositions toward challenge and its impact on teaching practice. This was achieved through the
use of a sequential exploratory mixed methods design. The study consisted of two phases: Phase
I (Quantitative) and Phase II (Mixed Methods). Figure 3.7 in Chapter 3, describes each phase in
detail. Table 4.1 presents the relationship between the domains of Mathematical Knowledge for
Teaching (Ball, et al., 2008), the sources of data purposefully selected to answer the research
question and the method for analysis as a reminder of how the research design was implemented.
Table 4.1: Domains of Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching, Data Sources and Methods of
Analysis
Data Source

Mathematics Knowledge for Teaching

Subject
Matter
Knowledge

Mathematical
Knowledge
for Teaching

Common Content
Knowledge
Specialized Content
Knowledge
Knowledge of Content
and Teaching
+
Knowledge of
Curriculum

Pre-test and Post-test
Mean scores on pre(supported by Interview test and post-test
1, 2, and Graduate Class
Narrative analysis
Observations)
using meaning
coding technique
Teacher developed
lesson plan
(supported by Interview
1,2, and Teacher
reflection)

Pedagogical
Content
Knowledge of Content Classroom observations
Knowledge
and Teaching
(supported by Interview
+
1 and 2)
Knowledge of Content
and Students

!
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Method of Analysis

Narrative analysis
using meaning
coding technique

Narrative analysis
using meaning
coding technique

4.2

RATIONALE FOR THE SELECTION OF THE PARTICIPANTS
The selection of two case studies was a process that was carefully conducted using

quantitative methods. As previously explained in Chapter 3, each teacher participant was
administered a MDFI survey (Beyers, 2008). Participants then selected two of their students:
Their highest and lowest performing student. Then, they administered a student-modified version
of the MDFI to these two students. In this student-modified version of the MDFI, students
reported their perception about their teachers’ disposition toward mathematics. Results from the
MDFI survey were interpreted in the following manner: From a five point likert scale ranging
from strongly agree to strongly disagree, a response that ranged from strongly agree to agree
was considered to be productive disposition. Similarly, a response that ranged from strongly
disagree to disagree was considered to be unproductive disposition. Results were reported as
percentages in terms of productive disposition. Categories where the teacher participants only
reported to disagree or strongly disagree were interpreted as an unproductive disposition. After
several months of coding, categorizing, tabulating, graphing, and comparing responses Phase I
was completed. Next, I present the MDFI results for each participant.
Daniel. In general, Daniel’s MDFI self-report was consistent with his students’ opinions
about him. Daniel’s high and low performing students’ perceptions about him were also very
similar. Both of them perceived Daniel as a teacher with a productive affective disposition.
However, their perception about Daniel’s cognitive disposition was conflicting; his high
performing student perceived him as a teacher who was not good at creating mathematical
arguments or connections while his low performing student perceived the contrary. Daniel’s
students perceptions were very similar on the third domain of the MDFI (conative disposition).
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Both of them perceived Daniel as a teacher who persevered at mathematics. See Table 4.2
(categories marked as unproductive represent responses that indicated an unproductive
disposition to every item of the MDFI).
Table 4.2: Daniel’s MDFI responses and his students’ perceptions about Daniel’s disposition
Category

Affective
Disposition

Cognitive
Disposition
Conative
Disposition

Subcategory

Daniel’s MDFI
responses

Daniel’s high
performing student
MDFI responses!
(N=1)

Daniel’s low
performing Student
MDFI responses!
(N=1)

Anxiety

40% productive

60% productive

60% productive

Usefulness

80% productive

92% productive

50% productive

Worthwhileness

100% productive

100% productive

100% productive

Nature of
Mathematics

60% productive

60% productive

40% productive

Mathematics SelfConcept

83% productive

100% productive

75% productive

Attitude

100% productive

80% productive

100% productive

Sensibleness

100% productive

100% productive

75% productive

Argumentation

100% productive

40% productive

100% productive

Connections

100% productive

60% productive

60% productive

Persistence/ Effort

60% productive

100% productive

80% productive

Because no particular trend was found and Daniel was neither the teacher participant with
the highest mathematics knowledge for teaching gains or the greatest change in disposition
during the graduate class, his case was not chosen for the second phase of the study.
Adam. When analyzing Adam’s MDFI responses compared to those of the rest, no
particular trend was found. His high and low performing students reported him as a teacher with
a generally productive affective, conative and cognitive disposition. Regardless of their
performance in Adam’s class, his high performing students and his low performing student
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believed that he was a teacher with an overall productive disposition toward mathematics. See
Table 4.3 (categories marked as unproductive represent responses that indicated an unproductive
disposition to every item of the MDFI).
Table 4.3: Adam’s MDFI responses and his students’ perceptions about Adam’s disposition
Category

Affective
Disposition

Cognitive
Disposition
Conative
Disposition

Subcategory

Adam’s MDFI
responses

Adam’s high
performing student
MDFI responses!
(N=1)

Adam’s low
performing Student
MDFI responses!
(N=1)

Anxiety

40% productive

60% productive

60% productive

Usefulness

67% productive

67% productive

67% productive

Worthwhileness

100% productive

100% productive

100% productive

Nature of
Mathematics

70% productive

100% productive

50% productive

Mathematics SelfConcept

83% productive

80% productive

83% productive

Attitude

100% productive

80% productive

50% productive

Sensibleness

100% productive

100% productive

83% productive

Argumentation

100% productive

80% productive

80% productive

Connections

80% productive

60% productive

60% productive

Persistence/ Effort

100% productive

80% productive

80% productive

Adam performed well in the graduate mathematics course. However, like with Daniel,
Adam was neither the teacher participant with the highest mathematics knowledge for teaching
gains or the greatest change in disposition.
Kenji. Kenji’s case was very appealing. He was the teacher participant who showed the
greatest mathematics knowledge for teaching gains in the graduate mathematics class (shown in
his pre and post-test). Although his case was interesting, it was not relevant to answer the
research question. Kenji began and ended the graduate class with a very stable productive
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disposition toward math which remained stable throughout the graduate course. Because Kenji
taught at an alternative school and had a student population that constantly fluctuated, his
students’ perceptions about him were not reliable. Kenji maintained the same students for short
periods of time. Sometimes it was only for a few days. The amount of time they stayed in his
class depended on the degree of the offense that they had committed at their home campus. At
the time of the study, Kenji had only one student. Because Kenji’s only student did not have
grounds to judge Kenji’s disposition (Kenji had only taught this student for a period 1 week and
he would leave his school before the end of the study), his case was not chosen for the second
phase of the study. Kenji’s student perception about his disposition was not considered reliable
and therefore Kenji was not included as a potential case to for selection.
Lorenzo. Lorenzo’s case was intriguing since day 1. From all the teacher participants, he
was the only one who was uncertified. He had attempted to pass the licensing mathematics exam
twice. Because he had not successfully passed such exam, he had not been able to teach at a
public school. He was generally unhappy with his teaching assignment. Interestingly, Lorenzo
self-reported to have a very productive affective, cognitive and conative disposition. His
students’s responses conflicted with his responses. In some cases the differences were drastic.
This was more notable in the conative and cognitive domain. For example, in the conative
domain, Lorenzo self-reported to have a 100% productive disposition. Both of his students (high
and low performing) drastically disagreed. For example, his high performing student shared (via
MDFI) that Lorenzo constantly reminded him that he had a “math talent”.
Student-modified MDFI question: My teacher believes there is a ‘math talent’ that makes
some people better at math than others.
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Lorenzo’s high performing student: Oh yes! Strongly agree. He always thinks I have a
special gift in math but that is only because I study.
While his low performing student perceived that Lorenzo believed he was less capable
than others.
Student-modified MDFI question: My teacher believes there is a ‘math talent’ that makes
some people better at math than others.
Lorenzo’s low performing student: Strongly agree. He has told me that not everyone has
to be good at math.
Lorenzo’s interesting classroom observations, coupled with the contrasting nature of his
MDFI responses and his students’ perceptions about him made his case valuable for further
analysis. See Table 4.4 (categories marked as unproductive represent responses that indicated an
unproductive disposition to every item of the MDFI)
Table 4.4 Lorenzo’s MDFI responses and students’ perceptions about Lorenzo’s disposition
Category

Affective
Disposition

Cognitive
Disposition

Subcategory

Lorenzo’s MDFI
responses

Lorenzo’s high
performing student
MDFI responses!
(N=1)

Lorenzo’s low
performing Student
MDFI responses!
(N=1)

Anxiety

80% productive

40% productive

40% productive

Usefulness

67% productive

42% productive

17% productive

Worthwhileness

100% productive

33% productive

33% productive

Nature of
Mathematics

100% productive

50% productive

40% productive

Mathematics SelfConcept

100% productive

33% productive

67% productive

Attitude

80% productive

60% productive

20% productive

Sensibleness

100% productive

75% productive

25% productive

Argumentation

60% productive

20% productive

unproductive
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Category

Subcategory

Lorenzo’s MDFI
responses

Cognitive
Disposition

Lorenzo’s high
performing student
MDFI responses!
(N=1)

Lorenzo’s low
performing Student
MDFI responses!
(N=1)

Connections

80% productive

60% productive

unproductive

Persistence/ Effort

100% productive

unproductive

60% productive

Conative
Disposition

Jannette. While Jannette was not the teacher participant with the highest mathematical
knowledge for teaching gains in the graduate class, she exhibited the highest increase in
disposition. Furthermore, MDFI self-report was intriguing. She self-reported to have a very
productive conative disposition but an unproductive cognitive disposition. On the affective
domain, she self-reported high on all subcategories except for anxiety and mathematics self
concept. Unlike with the rest of the participants, her high performing and low performing
student’s perceptions about her disposition towards math were higher than her own (found via
student-modified MDFI). Both high and low performing students perceived that Jannette had a
productive disposition on every domain and subcategory. Jannette’s notable change in disposition
throughout the semester coupled with the contrasting nature of her MDFI responses and her
students’ perceptions about her made her case valuable for further analysis.
From an initial sample of five teacher participants, only Jannette and Lorenzo were
chosen for Phase II of the study. This was heavily based on the contrasting nature of their self
reported disposition and their students’ perception about them. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 display the
MDFI results of the two participants chosen compared to their highest and lowest performing
students. See Table 4.5 (categories marked as unproductive represent responses that indicated an
unproductive disposition to every item of the MDFI).
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Table 4.5: Jannette’s MDFI responses and students’ perceptions about Jannette’s disposition
Category

Affective
Disposition

Cognitive
Disposition
Conative
Disposition

4.3

Subcategory

Jannette’s MDFI
responses

Jannette’s high
performing student
MDFI responses!
(N=1)

Jannette’s low
performing Student
MDFI responses!
(N=1)

Anxiety

unproductive

100% productive

100% productive

Usefulness

100% productive

100% productive

83% productive

Worthwhileness

100% productive

33% productive

100% productive

Nature of
Mathematics

100% productive

70% productive

100% productive

Mathematics SelfConcept

unproductive

100% productive

100% productive

Attitude

80% productive

100% productive

100% productive

Sensibleness

100% productive

50% productive

100% productive

Argumentation

unproductive

100% productive

100% productive

Connections

unproductive

100% productive

100% productive

Persistence/ Effort

100% productive

100% productive

100% productive

THE CASE OF JANNETTE
Jannette’s case was thought provoking since day one. Her timid nature, her shyness, her

nervousness, her caution, and hesitation when talking about mathematics in public caught my
attention inevitably. Jannette was competent but afraid of sharing her thoughts. She had ideas of
how to approach math problems, but was too frightened to execute them. In observed Jannette
for a total of ten lessons (each of 45 minutes). This accumulated a total of 450 minutes of
classroom observations in addition to the observations that I conducted during the graduate
mathematics class. In this section, I will share my experiences developing Jannette’s case during
this time. As I will narrate later in this section, Jannette’s initial observations during the graduate
mathematics class revealed an individual with limited understanding of the concepts required to
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teach high school mathematics. As mentioned before, her case selection was based on the
contrasting MDFI responses that existed between her self-reported disposition and her students’
perceptions about her. This happened in two of the three dispositional functions: Cognitive and
affective. Under the cognitive domain, responses differed on two subcategories: Argumentation
and connections. Under the affective domain, responses also differed in two subcategories:
Mathematics self concept and anxiety.
4.3.1

Rationale for the Selection of Jannette: The MDFI
Jannette reported to hold an unproductive cognitive disposition (MDFI). For example,

she reported to try little to use various methods of reasoning in mathematics or justify the
statements she made in the math classes she taught. She also reported that she did not think about
how math ideas connect to other ideas in math or investigate mathematical conjectures in math
classes or outside of school (MDFI self-report). According to Jannette, if she was not asked to,
she would not try to develop or evaluate arguments to explain things in math classes (MDFI selfreport). Surprisingly, her students completely differed on every one of her responses. Both, high
and low performing students perceived Jannette as a capable mathematician who created
mathematics connections and developed mathematical arguments. According to one of her low
performing students, Jannette was inclined to make mathematical connections, which led the
students to the development of new mathematical knowledge. According to one of her high
performing students, Jannette had the tendency to evaluate the mathematical correctness of her
statements as means to justify her work (MDFI self-report). According to both students, Jannette
never simply accepted a series of steps to be repeated in every mathematics problem. Instead,
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they claimed that Jannette had the tendency to question why a certain procedure was suitable for
a given task.
Under the affective domain of the MDFI, Jannette reported to possess an unproductive
mathematics self concept. She reported she had not always been pretty good at math (MDFI selfreport). For example, in high school she struggled in math. According to Jannette’s self report,
math was too challenging for her to really understand it well (MDFI self-report). She admitted to
have problems understanding concepts in mathematics, and that it was easier for her to learn step
by step ways to do math problems (MDFI self-report). She believed that there is a “math talent”
that makes some people better at math than others (MDFI self-report). Contrastingly, her
students’ answers differed greatly. With no exception, both low and high performing students
perceived Jannette as a skilled mathematician who was capable of conducting mathematics
successfully.
The last subcategory of the affective disposition domain in which Jannette’s and her
students’ responses differed was anxiety. Jannette shared she got stressed when she did math in
non-school situations or when she had to take any kind of test, including math (MDFI selfreport). Once again, her low and high performing students described Jannette as a teacher who is
confident about her approaches when confronting mathematics problems. They described
Jannette as calm, unafraid, confident, and unworried.
Jannette’s selection for this study was heavily based on the conflicting responses found
among her self-reported cognitive, affective and conative disposition and her students’
perception about her. Although she did not make the mathematics knowledge for teaching gains
that some other participants did, she produced the largest change in her disposition toward
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challenge by the end of the course. As I shall describe later, throughout the course of the graduate
mathematics class, Jannette started to see mathematics as connected concepts from which
algorithms are formed rather than mathematics conjectures without meaning. She developed the
confidence to justify mathematical arguments in public not only in her studies but in her practice
as a mathematics teacher. Jannette became able to reconstruct algorithms based on logic when
she could not remember them; a task she was unable to perform before the study began. She
began to see math as a set of related concepts that could be made sense of. These set of
experiences led her to become more confident about her own mathematics knowledge for
teaching and elevated her self concept as a mathematician. She was able to overcome her anxiety
when confronted with new mathematical challenges. In the next few pages, I will narrate
Jannette’s observed behaviors during the graduate class, interviews, and lesson delivery. These
provided valuable insights about how Jannette’s mathematics knowledge for teaching growth and
how it was reflected on her disposition and consequently in her practice as a mathematics
teacher.
4.3.2

Jannette’s Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching and Disposition before the

Graduate Class
Jannette began the semester with a very unproductive mathematics disposition which was
heavily influenced by her lack of confidence in herself as a mathematician.
Jannette: Some people cannot do advanced math, at least not me.
Jannette: I have always struggled in math classes.
Jannette: My high school experiences were not the best.
(Interview 1)
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Jannette believed that mathematics is composed of unrelated concepts as opposed to
understanding the connections between them.
MDFI question: Mathematics consists of many unrelated topics
Jannette: Strongly agree
Her beliefs about mathematics as a step by step system did not allow her to associate new
methods for solving a mathematics task to logic. Initial observations during the graduate
mathematics class and a pre-test administration revealed Jannette’s low mathematics knowledge
for teaching.
Jannette began the study struggling. She relied heavily on using mathematical procedures
to solve problems without giving much thought to the mathematics used to formulate those
algorithms. She did not understand why some of her answers in the pre-test were not sufficient.
Jannette: I feel like the professor wants us to come up with formulas. I don’t think I was
ever taught that way.
(Interview 1)
She struggled to let go of her belief that mathematics was about memorizing formulas
and had difficulty accepting that it is more important to understand in order to be able to
reconstruct those formulas.
Jannette: No one really teaches us how to do this.
(Interview 1)
However, she soon opened her eyes to rigor and cognitive demand that good teaching
required from her. At first, Jannette continued to use the method that she already knew (and
trusted) instead of being creative and use her own logic (which she did not trust). Interestingly,
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she did not see obtaining a good score as her primary goal in her participation in the study. This
was interesting because it revealed her intrinsic motivation towards leaning. Her goal was to do a
better job as a teacher.
Researcher: Why did you say you were not good at college math?
Jannette: Because I was not being good at it.
(Interview 1)
Jannette explained that her initial feelings about math were related to her mathematics
skills. Jannette’s struggle became clearer as she moved from a low challenging task to highly
challenging one.
Jannette’s initial field notes revealed a reserved student. She was insecure to participate
during discussions about mathematics. During the second class , after about 90 minutes of being
silent and not contributing to the discussion as the rest of her classmates, the professor asked her
a question of what her approach would be to tackle the mathematics problem at hand. Although
Jannette seemed to have jotted some notes and attempted a few things in her notebook, suddenly
she froze. Her panic made her voice break as she kindly asked the professor to move on to
someone else since she did not know how to start. These set of events captured my attention.
When I met with Jannette individually to conduct interview 1, I asked her about what had
happened.
Jannette: I was not sure about what to say. I mean, I did have ideas about how to solve
the problem but I was not sure they would work, I was just testing things.
Researcher: So if you had all these ideas why not share them when the professor asked
you? Why stay quiet?
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Jannette: Cause I didn’t see my work correct. I did not want to sound dumb. I mean, I
was not sure it worked out mathematically.
Researcher: Why not just explain what you tried on your notes instead of saying you did
not know.
Jannette: Because I just didn’t know the correct terms to explain it.
(Interview 1)
Jannette’s fears about participating in the graduate mathematics class revealed a
mathematics teacher who suffered from math anxiety. Furthermore, her limited terminology to
articulate her mathematical thoughts revealed an individual with limited subject matter
knowledge. As this conversation went on, I tried to understand why Jannette was so insecure
about herself as a mathematician. Certainly, her unproductive affective disposition was impacting
her participation and therefore her learning in the mathematics class. Jannette attributed her
silence during class to feeling vulnerable to public display of her lack of knowledge. She said she
had ideas about how to approach the math problems posed by the professor but decided to stay
quiet and observe how others approached the tasks and obtain reassurance about her thoughts.
She explained this as follows:
Jannette: Some people can’t do advanced math. At least not me. I have always struggled
in college math classes. I mean, I haven’t failed the classes but I can never understand
what the professors are saying.
Researcher: So how do you manage to learn it and eventually pass the courses?
Jannette: Well, I get it after I look at it a lot of times on my own. But I am always behind
everyone else in class.
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Researcher: So how to do feel about taking a graduate mathematics class?
Jannette: Well, this is my last mathematics class and…I am glad (laughs nervously). I
have never been as good at math as some of my classmates are.
(Interview 1)
Jannette’s remarks about her joy taking her last mathematics class, confirmed her
unproductive affective disposition towards mathematics. These remarks were interesting coming
from an experienced mathematics teacher but made sense after she shared the experiences she
had in prior mathematics classes. She attributed her lack of aptitude in math to her high school
experiences.
Jannette: I was good in math until high school. My high school mathematics experience
was not the best. I guess I started struggling with Algebra.
Researcher: What happened in your algebra class?
Jannette: I don’t remember exactly, I just remember being lost.
Researcher: Did you seek for help?
Jannette: I attended tutoring a few times but things did not make sense to me. Even in
tutoring I felt like I was “the slow one” (she said this as she made quotation marks with
her fingers).
(Interview 1)
Apparently, Jannette’s unfavorable high school experiences had shaped her self concept
as a mathematician for years to come. Ironically, she eventually became a high school
mathematics teacher. So a question remained: Why did she become a high school math teacher
when her experiences in high school math were negative?
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Researcher: I’m confused. If your high school math experience was not good, why did
you become a math teacher precisely at the high school level?
Jannette: Because, it was a personal challenge. Like taking this graduate class. It doesn’t
mean I don’t struggle anymore. When I am learning something new in math, in a way I
feel like I used to when I was in high school.
Researcher: And what is that feeling?
Jannette: Its like, I know if I was on my own I would probably come up with an answer.
Math has never come easy for me, but I eventually get it. Sometimes I just have to sit
down and study on my own to get it. It takes me longer than most people. But if I am
calm and no one is looking at what I do over my shoulder I get it.
(Interview 1)
What Jannette was expressing with her testimonial was undoubtedly math anxiety and
fear of the sense of being evaluated. She was expressing a feeling of intense helplessness about
her ability to understand mathematics beyond a certain level. Her feelings of tension inevitably
interfered with her learning. The conversation shown above also captured Jannette’s strong sense
of perseverance. Despite her perceived difficulty of mathematics, she decided to become a
mathematics teacher to accomplish “a personal challenge”. Because perseverance and effort can
be thought as conative dispositions (Beyers, 2011), Jannette’s account corroborated her selfreported disposition on the MDFI.
Jannette was an otherwise intelligent woman who could handle most situations in her life.
She managed her time wisely to be a full time teacher, a cheerleading coach, a mother of four
children, a wife and a graduate student. She did all those things exceptionally well but when she
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was confronted with a new and unfamiliar math concept, she panicked. Although Jannette had
negative experiences in her high school mathematics, she spoke highly of her former
mathematics teachers.
Jannette: I don’t think that I had bad teachers. I think I had good math teachers. I always
thought they were very smart. Maybe I was too immature.
Researcher: How do you think that affected you? Don't you think the way they taught
you had to do with your learning?
Jannette: Yes, of course. But I mean, I was too young to understand that I just needed to
spend more time than the rest and then I would get it.
Researcher: So how did that finally happen?
Jannette: I was taught that in math there would always be just one right answer and just
one way to do things. Then when I started college I changed.
Researcher: What do you mean you changed? How?
Jannette: I changed the way I saw math: I learned that if I studied a lot I would
eventually get it. When I was able to do math it felt good.
(Interview 1)
Jannette’s college experiences had positively impacted her conative disposition but were
unable to alter her previously acquired tendency of negatively comparing herself to her
classmates’ ability in mathematics. According to Jannette she would always be “the slow one”. It
was only due to her strong conation that she overcame these challenges. Jannette’s firmly
believed that perseverance is the most important virtue necessary for any accomplishment.
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MDFI question: No matter how much effort some people put into learning math, they
just won’t understand it.
Jannette: Strongly disagree
MDFI question: If I don’t figure out something in math pretty quickly, then I probably
won’t even if I keep trying.
Jannette: Strongly disagree
Her very strong conative disposition allowed her to become a high school mathematics
teacher despite of all the challenges she faced.
During the second meeting of the graduate class, Jannette had the job of doing mental
arithmetic while being observed by others. As it could be anticipated (based on her prior
testimonies), the sense of being evaluated on her performance resulted in her failure to answer
the questions accurately. Jannette was asked to solve a problem where she was required to find
the winner of a race among Rabbit vs Turtle. The following quotes, illustrate Jannette’s reaction
to feeling evaluated.
Jannette: So if Rabbit speed over is 4m/s and back 8m/s that would be four plus eight
over two, so ten over two, so five.
Other classmates chatter in disagreement.
Jannette: Just kidding! (she grabbed a pen an paper and quickly did the math by hand).
Its 6m/s.
(Graduate Class Observations)
Jannette’s anxiety simply paralyzed her. She was paralyzed by the simple act of being
evaluated in front of others who she perceived as “better than her at math” and not at a new
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concept as she had previously testified. Her self perception as a poor mathematician prevented
her from performing a simple mental addition (4+8=12 instead of 4+8=10). She was unable to
use her own judgement to recover from errors or decide where and how to begin a problem. This
negative experience, would only reinforce her idea that she would only learn when she was in the
safety of her home. By herself, where no one could judge her, but never during class.
Later during that same class, Jannette was given the task of answering a speed problem
on the board. Before she even stood up, her palms became sweaty. I knew this because she made
a comment: “Here come the nerve sweats!”. I could observe that her pulse started rising. Her
voice started breaking, and rather than articulating her thoughts or share what she had jotted in
her notebook, she tried to deviate the class’ attention from her as soon as possible.
Jannette: I have not seen this in a long time. I don't know.
(Graduate Class Observations)
Then she stumbled and kindly requested for one of her classmates help. Afterwards, she
became timid and tried her best to become invisible to the eyes of the professor by staying quiet
for the remaining of the class. Surprisingly, even an experienced and good mathematics teacher
(as reported by her students) is prone to experiencing mathematics anxiety.
Given Jannette’s unproductive affective disposition (specifically her low self-concept as a
mathematician) and in light of Beyers (2008) work, I asked Jannette if she believed that some
people would just never be good at math. She responded:
Jannette: Yes, certainly. Not everyone can be good at everything.
(Interview 1)
So when I asked Jannette if she believed she was one of those people. She responded:
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Jannette: It depends on the level of mathematics. Like what the professor was explaining
in class about calculus, I did not get, so maybe I am.
(Interview 1)
Jannette’s teaching assignment did not involve calculus (she taught Geometry). However,
a strong mathematics teacher should know the subject he/she teaches beyond the topics that
students are expected to learn (Ball, et al, 2008). For this reason, making connections to calculus
was one of the objectives of the graduate mathematics class. Given her answers, it came to no
surprise that as the mathematics given by the professor increased in rigor, Jannette stopped trying
to solve them and panicked. It was noticed that as the tasks increased in challenge, Jannette
gradually stopped asking questions and started acting quiet as she did during day 1 of the
graduate math class. This is explained in greater detail in the following section.
4.3.3

Jannette’s Pre-test
The goal of administering a pre-test to Jannette was to obtain information about her initial

CCK. Jannette’s pre-test exposed a very limited understanding of the concepts required to teach
high school mathematics. She obtained one correct answer (Task 1), one wrong answer (Task 2),
and did not attempt the last question (Task 3). She admitted she was not equipped with the
knowledge necessary to complete the remaining tasks. In other words, she lacked a “basic
understanding of the mathematics in the student curriculum” (p. 6) (Ball, et al., 2008). The next
few paragraphs elaborate on the findings yield by Tasks 1, 2, and 3 of the pre-test.
Task 1. The first item of the pre-test, took Jannette an average of 20 minutes (compared
to 5 minutes of the highest performing student in her class). The task was read out loud to
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Jannette as she followed the reading with a copy of the test that was given to her. The paragraph
below shows Task 1.
Task-1. Rabbit and Turtle ran a 80 meter “over and back” race from a starting
point to a tree (40m), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is
4 m/s and back is 8 m/s. Turtle’s speed both ways is 6 m/s. Who will win the race
and why?
As I read the pre-test out loud to Jannette, she constantly stopped me and asked for
clarification about the question. As I clarified her questions, I noticed she was not too concerned
about truly understanding the concept but about finding a procedure that she could carry on
every time with no thinking involved. Illustration 4.1 shows Task 1 and Jannette’s work.

!
!

Illustration 4.1: Jannette’s Pre-test Task 1
Although Jannette’s response was correct (Turtle wins the race), she was unable to
involve rationales for procedures on the task that she completed. When I asked her about her
reasoning, Jannette’s explanation exposed her limited common content knowledge. She was not
able to recognize the connections that existed between Task 1 and other math concepts (e. g.
linear equations, slopes, percentages, etc.). According to her, there was no way she could
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implement this task in her Geometry curriculum. She showed inappropriate use of terminology
and notation throughout her work and verbal explanations.
Researcher: Can you explain what you did?
Jannette: I didn’t see it as hmm…(long pause) I just saw like… (long pause) I mean I
knew that it didn’t make sense to add them both and then divide them cause it doesn’t
work out mathematically, so I knew that I couldn’t go that way but I just didn’t know the
correct term for it.
(Interview 1)
A good interpretation of her incomplete explanation is that obtaining an arithmetic mean
was not appropriate to find the speed of rabbit. Instead, in situations when finding the average of
rates is desired, finding a harmonic mean is a better approach. This was “basic content
knowledge necessary to teach high school mathematics” (p. 6) (Ball, et al., 2008). Her lack of
ability to develop mathematical arguments exposed a teacher with a thin mathematical
knowledge for teaching.
Researcher: What did you do?
Jannette: I decided to compare their times. The one who spent less time would be the
winner.
Researcher: Is there another way to solve this?
Jannette: Well… (long pause) I tried to compare their velocities during class but that did
not work. Now I know my mistake. I needed to compare their times and not their
velocities. That is how you do it.
(Interview 1)
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Not only was Jannette mistakenly using the word velocity and speed interchangeably
(speed is ignorant of direction while velocity is a vector quantity), she was also admitting that
obtaining the time of Rabbit and Turtle was the only way she knew to find out who won the race.
Note that Jannette deviated from the question instead of answering what she was being asked. So
I decided to ask her the same question.
Researcher: Can you think about a different way of solving this?
Jannette: I think this is the way to solve this, right? If there is another way to solve this it
must be using some physics formula. Then its just a matter of plugging in the values.
(Interview 1)
Once again, Jannette was mistaken. Jannette could not move around task 1 or implement
any other method to solve it. Although she had obtained the right answer (Turtle wins), she
lacked the ability to think logically about the relationships among the mathematics concepts she
already knew in order to justify her thinking. As I will describe later, she was a mathematics
teacher who made great efforts to see her students succeed. As a teacher, she looked for various
methods of explaining how different ideas in math are interconnected. As a student however, she
did not see that connecting concepts was more valuable than memorizing formulas. This was also
noted by her questioning during the pre-test. Her questions attempted to obtain a step by step
process that she would be able to execute in all mathematics tasks regardless of any connection
to logic or reason.
Researcher: Can you think about a different way of solving this?
Jannette: If there is another way of solving this, it must be using a physics formula
right?
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(Pre-test)
Jannette’s questioning during the pre-test revealed that she was mostly concerned about
obtaining a correct answer instead of understanding the concept. Jannette did not see
mathematics as a logically connected web of knowledge where the most important thing is to
understand connections. Instead, she was looking for a formula where she could simply
substitute values. Her MDFI responses corroborated this conclusion. She self reported to have a
very unproductive cognitive disposition, specifically a low ability to make connections in math,
while her students perceived her as a teacher who made them understand how mathematical
ideas interconnect and build on one another to make a whole product.
MDFI question: Different areas in math that you have studied, like fractions and
geometry, are not very related.
Jannette’s response: Strongly agree.
MDFI question: When I think about mathematical ideas, I try to think about how they
connect to other ideas in math.
Jannette’s response: Strongly disagree.
(MDFI administration)
Although Jannette was unable to provide a logical explanation for her thinking or think
about a different method to solve this same task, she reported that Task 1 only had a slight degree
of challenge.
Researcher: How challenging was Task 1 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 is the
lowest and five is the highest.
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Jannette: So I would say for challenging maybe about a 2 just only because I had never
thought of it using averages. I mean I know about the different types of averages they
discussed during class like weighted average. When I first read the problem I just
automatically assumed and performed the arithmetic average.
(Interview 1)
Note that Jannette’s answer was contradictory of her initial responses from Interview 1
where first confessed that she only knew about one type of average. Jannette was now admitting
her limited knowledge in the subject. Based on her inability to make mathematical connections
or extend the concepts from Task 1 to other concepts in mathematics, it was evident that she was
unfamiliar with other types of averages. Since Jannette had reported that she did not find Task 1
so challenging, it came to no surprise that she was likely to expose her students to this same task.
After all, Jannette had admitted (Interview 1) that she felt comfortable teaching high school math
because according to her, the mathematics level taught at high school was “not challenging at
all”.
Researcher: How likely will you use Task 1 in your own classroom? Rate it on a scale
from 1 to 5. 1 is the less likely and 5 is most likely.
Jannette: I do get that one, so 100 percent.
Researcher: You mean 5?
Jannette: Yes.
(Interview 1)
Jannette had a productive disposition to teach Task 1. She explained this was because she
did not perceive it as something challenging for her. In other words, since she was comfortable
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conducting such math, she would have no problem teaching it to her students. This could be
interpreted as follows: If Jannette felt comfortable with the math concepts at hand then was
likely to teach them in her own classroom.
Task 2. As with Task 1, Task 2 was read out loud to Jannette as she followed the reading
with a copy of the pre-test that was given to her. The paragraph below shows Task 2.
Task-2. Rabbit and Turtle run a 80 meter “over and back” race from a starting point
to a tree (40m), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is r1 m/s,
back is r2 m/s, and his average speed is 6m/s. Turtle’s speed both ways is 6 m/s.
Would Rabbit win the race? Why or why not?
Jannette’s questioning decreased during Task 2. This time, I had to read her facial
expressions to know if she needed clarification. It seemed like she did not know what to do or
even where to start. After I had finished reading Task 2, Jannette asked for additional time to read
the task once again in silence. She looked at her notes from class and after some time thinking
she began to jot some notes on the pre-test.
Jannette responded that given certain conditions (see Illustration 4.2) Rabbit would win
the race. Jannette’s conclusion was wrong. Rabbit could not win the race. Although she had
written the conditions necessary for Rabbit to win the race (r1 x r2 =36), she failed to understand
that this could never be. Furthermore, she failed to support her equation with algebraic reasoning
(see Figure 4.6 for a complete support for Task 2). It appeared like she was confused. She could
only provide a numerical justification for her equation. I was unsure that Jannette understood
how to support her equation algebraically. Illustration 4.2 Shows Jannette’s work on Task 2.
Researcher: What you just did, can you explain it please?
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Jannette: Hmm… okay well Rabbit would only win the race if Rabbit would be allowed to
have his average speed the same as Turtle’s, so those are the conditions under which Rabbit
could win.
(Interview 1)

Illustration 4.2: Jannette’s Pre-test Task 2
Jannette’s conclusion (unless these conditions are satisfied then Rabbit will win) was
wrong. The only condition by which Rabbit could win (r1 x r2 = 36) could never be true because
r1 and r2 were different variables and thus, had different values (which means that none of them
could be six). This means that Rabbit could not win under any conditions. Jannette failed to
provide any algebraic justification to support her claim that the product of r1 and r2 equaled to
36. Because math is so cumulative in nature, it was imperative for Jannette to understand Task 2
before she attempted Task 3. So I decided to intervene and re-explain Task 2 to her. Jannette was
tutored on weighted averages, using examples she could relate to, such as student grades
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calculations. The examples used to tutor Jannette were uncomplicated and involved mathematics
which were no more advanced than Algebra 1 (which is taught in grades 8 or 9). However
Jannette appeared to stare at the notes she was being shown and not be aware of what was
happening. After a brief tutoring session on weighted averages Jannette was still unable to
answer the question satisfactorily.
Researcher: Would Rabbit win the race?
Jannette: So this is kind of like the same concept here. If Rabbit’s speeds are r1 and r2 ,
and they are less than 36…(long pause). Well just that r1 cannot be equal to 6 and r2
cannot be equal to 6. We have that condition and… (long pause).
(Interview 1)
Jannette’s response revealed that she was unable to understand much of the mathematics
she had just been explained. Furthermore, Jannette’s inability to articulate her thoughts revealed
a lack of complete comprehension of the concepts taught during Day 1 and 2 of the graduate
math class and the examples she had just been shown. Given that Jannette had previously been
exposed to similar problems (during Day 1 and 2 of the graduate class) but she was still unable to
make sense of those concepts, given her low self-perception as mathematician, and given the
anxiety-like behaviors that she had exhibited, it made sense to attribute her lack of understanding
to an unproductive affective disposition, specifically a low self concept.
Unlike Task 1 which Jannette perceived as not so difficult, when I asked Jannette to
report her perception of challenge found in Task 2 she said it was hard.
Researcher: How challenging was the Task 2 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 is
the lowest challenge and 5 is the highest challenge. Explain why.
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Jannette: Hmm I would say, cause it was hard but it wasn’t to the point that like I
couldn’t understand it eventually. I just needed more time with it. So once I get it, I
would say like a 2.5.
(Interview 1)
As she testified before, Jannette believed that the only way she would eventually be able
to solve Task 2 would be at the safety of her home where she did not feel vulnerable to public
display. Although Jannette admitted to not fully understand Task 2, she had the firm belief that if
she was given more time she would eventually master it. Jannette did not rank Task 2 as very
challenging but found it difficult enough to take a chance solving it while being observed.
Like with Task 1, Jannette never doubted that if she spent enough time and did a good
effort, she would eventually master the task. This explains why she reported that she was likely
to teach Task 2 to her students.
Researcher: How likely you will use Task 2 in your own classroom? Rate it on a scale of
1 to 5. 1 is less likely and 5 most likely. Explain why.
Jannette: A 5. I just think its very important for the kids to learn it. Once I feel
comfortable with it I know that I feel confident to teach it to them.
(Interview 1)
Jannette’s last words were enlightening. She would only expose her students to concepts
that she felt comfortable with. In other words, she had a productive disposition to teaching
challenging mathematics topics only if she knew the material very well. She had admitted that
she was not there yet. However, she had no doubt that she would eventually master the concepts
tested in Task 2. Jannette’s disposition toward challenge was dependent on her subject matter
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knowledge. If she did not understand something fully (like Task 2) she would not teach it to her
students, at least not yet. As I will describe later, Jannette’s strong and productive conative
disposition would lead her to overcome these challenges. Her strong conation would lead her to
learn the material and eventually deliver it to her students. In the next few pages I will discuss
how these initial findings were triangulated with her lesson delivery, Interview 2, post-test, and
final self-reflection.
Task 3. As with Tasks 1 and 2, Task 3 was read out loud to Jannette as she followed the
reading with a copy of the pre-test that was given to her. The paragraph below shows Task 3.
Task-3. Rabbit and Turtle run d meter “over and back” race from a starting point to
a tree (d/2), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is r1 m/s and
back is r2 m/s. Turtle’s speed over is r3 m/s and back r4 m/s. Rabbit and Turtle have
equal average speeds. Would Rabbit win the race? Specify conditions under which
Rabbit could win.
Unlike with Tasks 1 and 2, in Task 3 Jannette did not ask for clarifications. Instead, she
read the problem several times and took a long time before she started making side notes on her
paper. After a long time of silence I asked Jannette about her thoughts.
Researcher: Do you want to share anything?
Jannette: Well, r1 is Rabbit speed over… (pauses and reads Task 3 again in silence) and
r2 is rabbit’s speed back. R3 is turtle’s speed over and r4 is turtle’s speed back. So Rabbit
can only win if these conditions are met.
(Interview 1)
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Jannette was not explaining her reasoning. There was none. She flipped though her
notebook’s pages in what appeared to be an attempt to find something that would guide her. This,
coupled with several long periods of silence staring at Task 3, implied her unpreparedness for a
high rigor task. Rather than explaining what she had written, Jannette was paraphrasing Task 3.
Although her written response showed a partially correct method (see illustration 4.3), she had
no apparent reason to obtain the product of the speeds. She had no logical argument for her work.
Based on her responses from Interview 1, I knew that Jannette would be likely to react
this way when confronted with a new math concept. I asked Jannette to take as long as she
needed to think about the problem, look at her notes, etc. After a while she spoke again.
Jannette: Let me think of how to say it correctly before I start speaking…I don’t want to
sound… (then she made a facial expression of a dumb face).
Jannette: Rabbit would win under the condition that the product is the smaller, so if you
go back to like our concrete example so if we look at, lets say we have r1 here and r2
here, if this product lets say I’m just gonna say lets put it to 36.
Researcher: Why a 36?
Jannette: Isn’t that the number we used in class?
(Interview 1)
There are several things to consider from this brief conversation. The first one is
Jannette’s lack of confidence in herself as a mathematician. She was more concerned about being
judged as “dumb” rather than about the task itself. This was very particular to Task 3 -a highly
challenging task-. The second element to consider is her lack of mathematical reasoning.
Although Jannette had already been exposed to the same task during day 1 of the graduate
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mathematics class and several methods for solving Task 3 were shown, Jannette’s unproductive
affective disposition, specifically her low mathematics self concept, did not allow her to learn
any of the methods shown in class. Instead, all she did was to write a formula that she obtained
after a long period of looking at her class’ notes. Illustration 4.3 shows Jannette’s work on Task
3.

Illustration 4.3: Jannette’s Pre-test Task 3
Jannette wrote the correct conditions necessary for Rabbit and Turtle to tie but was
unable to make sense of it. She was unable to develop an understanding of the situation
presented to her. She was unsuccessful connecting it to her existing prior knowledge. She had no
algebraic reasoning for choosing the number 36. Jannette failed to give a logical explanation for
the condition that she wrote (See Figure 4.6 for a complete explanation). If we compare
Jannette’s response to Task 3 (shown in Figure 4.3) with a complete algebraic justification for the
conclusion that she provided (shown in Figure 4.6), then it is safe to say that Jannette’s was not
able to make sense of her own response. Her actions showed that Task 3 was a very challenging
task for her (perhaps a 5) but her self report was only a 3. Strangely, Jannette reported the way
she would perceive Task 3 in the future, once she had the opportunity to spend more time
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studying. It was as if Jannette could predict her future and assure that at some point she would
perceive Task 3 as “not so challenging”.
Researcher: How challenging was the Task 2 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 is
the lowest challenge and 5 is the highest challenge.
Jannette: Right now it is pretty difficult but once I understand it I think it will be like a 3.
Researcher: What was so difficult for you?
Jannette: That we are looking at it abstractly and not concretely. I guess its like when I
learned proofs. Once I understood the concrete concepts I was able to build up to more
abstract ones. Does that make sense?
(Interview 1)
Jannette’s explanation made sense. As she had reported in Interview 1, she needed to
learn the new concept step by step. She needed to master Task 1 and 2 before she could succeed
at Task 3. She also knew that sooner rather than later, her strong conative disposition would take
her there. In fact, she said that she was very likely to expose her students to Task 3.
Researcher: How likely will you use the Task 3 in your own classroom? Rate it on a scale
from 1 to 5. 1 is the less likely, 5 is the most likely.
Jannette: A 5. I would have to sit down and master this, after that I will definitely expose
my students to this. I think its good to push the kids, you always want to challenge them,
to give them, to maximize their thinking level. I think as a teacher that’s why we are here
for, because if we are not doing that then we are not gonna help them grow.
(Interview 1)
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Jannette’s response seemed contradictory (since she did not fully understand many of the
concepts that she was expected to teach in her classroom). However, despite of Jannette’s
difficulty solving Tasks 2 and 3, her strong conation led her to believe that at some point she
would eventually understand Task 3 and teach it to her own students (and she did later in the
semester.
Discussion. The way that Jannette phrased her questions throughout the pre-test revealed
an individual with limited common content knowledge. For example, she spoke about “means”
as one sole concept where all the numbers are added and later divided by the number of existing
numbers. These statements exposed her limited understanding of a broad mathematics concept.
Jannette did not seem to be aware of the different representations of the word “mean” in math
(geometric mean, harmonic mean, root mean square, etc). At best, she could only see one method
for solving the problems given to her. She was unable to link the concepts tested in tasks 1,2, or 3
to her prior knowledge in mathematics. Furthermore, her trial and error attempts to solve a
mathematics problem informed about a teacher who lacked the skill to execute a mathematics
task effectively. She was unable to employ an effective strategy to solve the problems given.
Jannette’s MDFI self-report of a person with an unproductive affective disposition was
corroborated by her anxious behaviors during the Day 1 of the graduate mathematics class, low
mathematics self-concept responses during Interview 1, and low score on the pre-test.
Interestingly, regardless of Jannette’s statements regarding her low self concept as mathematician
(Interview 1) and her low score on the pre-test, Jannette assured she was confident about
teaching mathematics to young minds. She admitted that since the mathematics that she needed
to deliver to her students did not involve any math beyond sophomore level, she felt safe. As I
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will share later, her views towards the mathematics involved in the high school curriculum
drastically changed as the graduate mathematics course progressed.
Jannette’s MDFI self-report of a person with a very strong conative disposition also
corroborated her belief that eventually, after spending additional time studying at a place where
she felt safe from judgement, she would master the material and ultimately expose her students
to higher levels of challenge. Her very productive conative disposition made her have no doubt
that next time she was asked, she would be able to explain Tasks 1, 2 and 3 with no problem. She
admitted that she would only do this once she felt comfortable with the material. Jannette wanted
to ensure that she would carry on a responsible form of teaching to her students. A type of
teaching where she would be able to answer students’ questions and enable them to make
interconnections to other math topics and develop mathematical arguments that would justify
their work; a task that she was unable to do at this point.
If this was true, and Jannette was able to conduct a lesson in front of her classmates (who
she perceived as better at math than her) it would mean that Jannette’s poor self concept as a
mathematician was attributed to a poor knowledge in the subject. That meant that if Jannette’s
mathematics knowledge for teaching in fact grew throughout the graduate mathematics class, she
would see herself as capable of teaching concepts she found challenging in her own classroom.
These were only initial conjectures that made sense based on her behaviors from Day 1 of the
graduate class, Interview 1 responses, and the pre-test administration. We still had an entire
semester of experiences to go though that would reveal more information about Jannette’s
mathematics knowledge for teaching and how it was reflected in her disposition. I will describe
how these series of events unwounded in the next few pages.
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4.3.4

Jannette’s Lesson Plan
As a part of the graduate mathematics course, Jannette was given the assignment of

designing a lesson that taught her students the concept of weighted averages. Jannette’s lesson
plan considerably evolved throughout the graduate mathematics course. In this section I will
provide evidence to show that Jannette became a good thinker and therefore a good planner. Her
commitment led her to develop the skills involved in planning and delivering an effective lesson.
The goal was to design and deliver a lesson that gradually shifted from a low challenging task to
a highly challenging task. She needed to design a lesson that would begin with concrete
problems and gradually evolve into abstract ones. She was given the freedom of either adopting
the lesson presented during the graduate mathematics class or create her own. The expectation
was for students in her class to solve problems that could be answered using weighted averages.
Jannette’s Initial lesson plan
It was almost the middle of the semester -and almost Jannette’s deadline to submit her
initial lesson plan- when Jannette still tried to find an algorithm that she could use to solve
multiple identical problems. This became a problem as the tasks presented throughout the study
were too dissimilar for her to be able to construct a procedure to generalize her solutions.
Jannette struggled with the explanation-based nature of the assignments she had to complete for
the graduate mathematics class (create and deliver a lesson). She had the habit of searching for
values and substituting them into a formula. Jannette had difficulty accepting the open nature of
math. She was unable to use mathematical concepts to think about problems logically. Jannette
was successful using formulas but struggled understanding the concepts underpinning the
formulas she used. Although she spoke highly about her prior mathematics instructors (Interview
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1), she believed that her previous mathematics classes had not prepared her for the rigor of the
graduate mathematics class. She confessed that in her prior math classes she just needed to give
an answer and sometimes show the work, but she never had to explain the work or teach it to
someone else. The following statement was obtained from field notes taken during the course of
the graduate mathematics class.
Jannette: I feel like the professor wants to us to come up with formulas. Like the
harmonic mean. I don't think I was ever taught this way.
This statement is reflected in many of the concerns about American mathematics
education described in Chapter 2. Jannette’s statement supports the view that many American
students have procedural fluency but lack a conceptual understanding of many of the concepts
taught (NRC, 2001). This increase in expectation, although necessary, was not a simple task for
Jannette. It was not until the one-on -one meeting with the professor that Jannette stopped trying
to find algorithms rather than to reason about the problems.
Researcher: Do you think that you have learned so far?
Jannette: I am still trying to figure most things out. He expects us to find things out on
our own (talking about the professor). No one really teaches us how to do this. I kind of
have to look it up in a book.
(Interview 1)
Jannette saw the skills she was required to develop as something different than anything
she had been asked for in any other mathematics classes. Jannette admitted that her struggle was
due to her lack of understanding. Jannette was searching for an algorithm that would fit the
problems she was supposed to teach. Jannette’s need for an algorithm reflected (yet again) her
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focus on procedural fluency but lack of conceptual understanding. Jannette expressed that she
looked at different books (i.e. algebra, physics) trying to find a pattern that would solve the
problems. Although it is favorable that Jannette studied for the course, her need to do this
emphasizes her believe to replace her own reasoning with a given formula. Jannette had yet to
master the concept of “averages” when it was first introduced.
Jannette’s initial lesson did not specify what Jannette’s students would actually do. It did
not describe what the student would ultimately learn or mentioned any observable tasks the
student would be involved in. It was unknown whether Jannette had omitted this in writting but
had planned it in her mind. It did not seem like she was thinking carefully about what the
students were supposed to accomplish. This poorly written lesson plan left very much to
interpretation. Jannette initial lesson plan was not only brief but lacked specificity. It did not
fulfill one of the main purposes of a lesson plan: To communicate. Jannette’s lesson was lacking
a series of key elements. It was not descriptive or determined Jannette’s means to an end. Her
initial lesson plan could be interpreted and therefore implemented in many different ways.
Jannette adopted a model that was used by her school to develop lesson plans. The model
was chunked into four different sections. They were referred to as: “I do, We do, You do”.
During the “I do” phase, she planned to begin the lesson with direct instruction. She wanted to
model students how to carry out the mathematical problems that they would encounter as the
lesson progressed. During the “We do” phase , the responsibility of learning shifted from teacherdirected instruction to cooperative learning groups. This second portion consisted of the students’
application of the concept. Finally, in the “You do” phase, she envisioned students working
independently as she provided feedback, evaluated them and determined their level of
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understanding. This third section was devoted to assess individual student understanding. The
teaching model was great. Jannette’s lesson employed a Vygostkian theory aiming for students to
construct their own understanding of the concept of weighted averages through experiencing
things and reflecting on those experiences (as cited in Jawroski, 1995). However, Jannette’s
lesson lacked many key elements. Although the lesson that Jannette proposed was creative and
described a lesson where there was a gradual release of responsibility for the students, the lesson
was vague and open to much interpretation. Illustration 4.4 shows Jannette’s initial lesson plan.

Illustration 4.4: Jannette’s initial lesson plan
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As it can be noted in illustration 4.4, it was difficult to determine any observable
behaviors that the students would exhibit throughout the lesson. For example, the amount of time
that she had planned the lesson would take was unknown. She also spoke about practice
problems that were not shown. She planned to assign a homework that was not described.
Furthermore, the knowledge pre-requisites were not specified. It was unknown what Jannette
expected students to already know in order to be successful in the lesson. She disregarded what
some already knew and what others lacked in order to learn what she wanted them to learn. She
completely disregarded the grade level mixtures (junior / sophomore) that she had in one same
class. Neither the exercises that students would solve, nor the visual aids she would employ were
anywhere visible in the lessons she presented. There was no objective stated in the lesson and
therefore it would be difficult to know if students had accomplished the goal of the lesson.
Once Jannette presented her initial lesson to the professor an individual meeting (the oneon-one meeting) was arranged. Because Jannette’s initial lesson plan did not take simple
concepts and gradually modify them into abstract ones, I asked Jannette revise her lesson address
all the concerns mentioned above. She was asked to develop a lesson that gradually increase in
rigor. Jannette’s initial lesson had missed one of the main objectives of her assignment in the
graduate class: To develop a lesson in which she would gradually expose students to a highly
challenging task that made clear connections to her curriculum. Jannette attributed most of what
she had missed to a disconnection that existed between the concepts taught in the graduate
mathematics class and her Geometry curriculum.
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Jannette: I have to follow my curriculum. I cannot deviate from the TEKS (Texas
Essential Knowledge and Skills). My administrators will not allow me to spend class time
doing this.
(One-on-one meeting)
Jannette’s inability to create a clear connection that would teach her students the
mandated curriculum as well as the concepts taught during the graduate mathematics class
revealed her limited knowledge in the subject.
One-on-one meeting
After Jannette had submitted her initial lesson plan to the professor and I had obtained a
copy, the professor scheduled a second individual meeting to address all the concerns mentioned
above. I attended this meeting as an observer. I recorded it, and maintained fieldnotes during this
time. In order to fully answer the research question, it was imperative to gauge Jannette’s ability
to develop and deliver a lesson that addressed the students’ pre-requisite skills. Jannette’s ability
to develop a lesson that taught students the less difficult concepts first and gradually shifted to
more challenging tasks would reveal very much about Jannette’s pedagogical content knowledge.
Although Jannette was an experienced mathematics teacher, she was unsure about what
was expected from her as she designed her lesson. To try to get a better understanding of the
expectations, Jannette brought a copy of her initial lesson plan to the meeting. As I will discuss
later, her initial lesson plan considerably improved throughout the next few weeks. During this
meeting, Jannette asked questions about her future assignments and how she could relate them to
her teaching job.
Researcher: Tell me about your one-on-one meeting? Did it help you?
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Jannette: Oh yes. Going over my lesson plan helped me to see how wrong I was…
(laughs nervously). After the meeting I pretty much created a new lesson plan for my
students. We also went over my pre-test. So I figured out the problems I couldn’t do
before. After the meeting I knew I had a lot to do but at least I knew exactly what to do.
(Interview 2)
Jannette saw the individual meetings as an opportunity to learn rather than as an
additional requirement. Furthermore, she expressed that she did her class assignments not
because they were related to her success but because she enjoyed learning from them. After the
meeting, Jannette believed that not only did she had a better understanding of what was expected
from her, but also knew how to manage her time better to study and understand the lessons
presented by the professor during class.
I observed that Jannette made good use of every learning opportunity. For example, she
took detailed notes even when she was lost, she used other teacher participants as a resource, she
compared her work against theirs, and asked them for explanations about their work. It was clear
that Jannette wanted to learn. She started questioning the reason why an algorithm was used
instead of simply accepting it as she had done in her other math classes. Jannette shared that this
time she was learning. I did not readily accept Jannette’s statement as “the truth”. Instead, I
corroborated her responses with her actions during the duration of the semester (i.e. her pre and
post tests and the graduate class observations). I found that Jannette was in fact learning since
her mathematical arguments became better founded as the semester progressed. The quotes
below show an example of Jannette’s responses to math questions before and after the graduate
class.
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Jannette’s response to a question at the beginning of the semester: It didn’t seem as
hmmm (long pause). I just saw like…(long pause) I mean I knew that it didn’t make
sense to add them both and divided them cause it doesn’t work out mathematically, so I
knew that I could’t go that way but I just didn’t know the correct term for it.
The quote shown above represents Jannette’s response to one of the math problems posed
towards the beginning of the semester in the graduate mathematics class. As it can be seen,
Jannette did not posses the mathematics terminology that she required to correctly articulate her
thoughts. Furthermore, her long pauses followed by incorrect responses indicated that she lacked
the knowledge necessary to arrive to a correct conclusion.
Jannette’s response to a question towards the end of the semester: There is no way that
Rabbit can win. At best, he could tie. Turtle wins the race….this is because only Turtle ’s
speed both ways is 6 meters per second. So only Turtle can have both rates set to the
same number.
The quote shown above represents Jannette’s response to one of the problems posed
towards the end of the semester in the graduate mathematics class. As it can be seen, Jannette
now possessed the mathematics terminology that she required to correctly articulate her
thoughts. Furthermore, she had the fluency (that she lacked at the beginning of the semester)
necessary to arrive to a correct conclusion in a timely manner.
Jannette’s Final Lesson Plan
Jannette’s revised lesson did not resemble her previous version in any way. She adopted a
different teaching approach. This time she chose to do an inquiry lesson. Her inquiry approach
provided students rich opportunities for students to work on problems that interested and
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engaged them in the lesson. She wanted to teach her students differently than what she had
originally planned. Rather than memorizing formulas, she wanted to show her students real life
and practical experiences. She planned to give them practical examples so they could relate to
the material, validate theories and eventually communicate them. The lesson that Jannette
created involved math in different contexts (i.e. grade calculations, vectors, speeds, etc). She
wanted them to understand concepts and not limit them to drills and repetitions. She knew that if
she taught students how to solve a particular problem, their learning would be weak and not
applicable to other contexts. Jannette wanted her students to be able to make connections.
Finally, she believed that her students would have a better chance of learning if they were
allowed to find their own answers while she guided them.
Jannette’s new inquiry lesson followed a constructivist model. Her lesson was developed
to promote independent thinking. For example, instead of directly modeling how the concept of
weighted average could be used -as she had initially planned- Jannette would now assist students
while they built their own knowledge in a social environment. Her lesson was tightly aligned to
the State mandated standards for a Geometry class and directly connected with the concept of
weighted averages. She justified her lesson by including the most closely related Texas Essential
Knowledge and Skills for Geometry. These included the following: Students would apply
mathematics to problems arising in everyday life, select tools, including real objects,
manipulatives, paper and pencil, and technology as appropriate; her students would employ
techniques such as mental math, estimation, and number sense approaches to solve problems,
display, explain, and justify mathematical ideas and arguments using precise mathematical
language in written or oral communication, among others (TEA, 2016).
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As opposed to her initial lesson, this time Jannette considered the different grade levels
that she had in one same class and created a lesson in which she could differentiate instruction to
meet the individual needs of her students. She anticipated that sophomore students would need
additional time to practice compared to their junior classmates. Her new lesson was very
descriptive. It included activities that gradually shifted from using concrete examples to building
more abstract ones. The activities she created focused on specific items and slowly generalized
over a 10 day period.
Jannette designed this concept study to help students transition from an old concept to a
new concept. The student understanding of arithmetic mean was the old concept, while the
weighted average was the new concept. She did not create a lesson plan for each day. Instead she
developed and submitted a calendar that described the main activities that her students would
focus on during each day of the lesson (for a total of ten days). I will present each one of these
handouts and describe my observations in her classroom over the next few pages. Students that
participated in this concept study were in a pre-AP Geometry class. The class makeup was a
combination of sophomores and juniors, male and female, at-risk students, English language
learners, special education students, and gifted/ talented students. The ethnicities of the students
that participated in the concept study included African American, Asian, Hispanic, and White.
This lesson plan that Jannette submitted as a part of the mathematics graduate class was
evaluated on following three categories: Content, procedures and activities, assessment, and
instructional design. Illustration 4.5 shows a summary of the lesson that Jannette developed.

!
!
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Illustration 4.5: Jannette’s ten day lesson plan
Content. Jannette created an exemplary lesson in which the Geometry standards were
clearly written out. The lesson was tightly focused on those standards. It made reference to realworld content. The questions that Jannette created for her lesson were clearly related to the
standards and elements under discussion. It described the learning that would take place, which
was measurable, observable, and related to higher order thinking skills. Finally, the learning
goals were be attainable for students. (See Figures 4.6 through 4.13 for supporting evidence).
Procedures and activities. Jannette’s exemplary lesson included ten activities that were
relevant to the learning goal and provided a creative and motivating background. She planned to
begin each day by reviewing the previous lesson. All activities were aligned to the Geometry
curriculum. They built upon each other, were appropriately paced, and developmentally
appropriate. The activities were creative, engaging, and innovative. In general, lesson was
relevant and appealing for students. It supported students’ discussions and encouraged them to be
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creative. Many of the activities that Jannette developed were open-ended and connected to the
real world, allowing students to take responsibility for their own learning. Jannette’s lesson
employed cooperative learning which allowed students to develop teamwork, communication,
problem solving skills, and reflection. There was only a small portion of the lesson (during day
1) devoted to direct instruction. According to Jannette, she wanted to “allow students to take
ownership of their learning” (one-on-one meeting). The closing activities were relevant to the
learning goal and provided Jannette with an opportunity to conduct a final check for
understanding and clarify misconceptions. Overall, the lesson envisioned students to be active
participants through opportunities to share, explain, and defend their work.
Formative and summative assessments. Jannette’s exemplary lesson included formative
assessments that were embedded throughout a ten day period. The assessments were clearly
defined and required students to critique, discuss, argument, and draw conclusions as they
thought logically about the new material. These opportunities provided clear evidence that
students had achieved the learning goal. Jannette planned to evaluate student learning using
paper and non-paper methods. (i.e., debates, graphs, sketches, presentations, journal writing,
etc.).
Instructional design. Jannette’s exemplary lesson listed all the materials that she
anticipated students would need. As opposed to her initial lesson plan, it was clear which
materials were being referenced in the lesson (e.g., rather than saying "the handout," it was
referred to by name and explanation.) Learning experiences were appropriate to learning goals,
content, and were developmentally appropriate for all students (Juniors and Sophomores) to
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experience success. Jannette included exploration and extension activities that challenged
students to further investigate and apply the new concept in new and different ways. The lesson
integrated a variety of technology throughout the lesson in a manner that enhanced its
effectiveness (i.e. computer animations, graphing calculator activities, etc.).
4.3.5

Jannette’s Classroom Observations
By the time Jannette delivered the lesson that she had planned, she had a full

understanding of the concept she was teaching to her students. She knew how to clarify her
students’ questions. She wanted her students to struggle without loosing hope. The pace of the
lesson was fast enough for students to be engaged but slow enough for them to have time to
discuss their points of view. Sitting in Jannette’s class I witnessed that her students had at least
15 minutes to discuss their thoughts regarding the task at hand among their groups. Because
students worked in groups, all students had someone to discuss their points of view with. Being
in groups allowed all students to ask questions and respond to one another. Her student
participation rate was 100%. I could make this conclusion because I witnessed her students
having relevant conversations, discussing about which one had obtained the correct response,
defending their responses by justifying their work, etc. During my time observing Jannette’s
lessons her students were excited and even laughing about their own mistakes. Students in her
class had a positive reaction to failure. Jannette attributed the high student engagement that I
observed in her class to the worthwhileness that students saw in the task she gave them. All
exercises were aligned to the curriculum. Jannette was finally able to make effective connections
to her content. They were also practical and involved real-world situations to which they could
relate. For example, in one of the days rather than having students calculate weighted averages
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without any purpose, students were expected to predict their current grade in their class by
employing weighted averages. For this reason, students found her lessons purposeful and
worthwhile learning. Jannette’s concept study was carried over a 10 day period in which the first
15 minutes of a 45 minute period were devoted to the concept study. I observed her lessons for
the entire period (45 minutes).
At the end of every day, Jannette gave her students a small formative assessment to
evaluate her instruction. Her engagement in this ongoing analysis informed her decision making.
She modified her lessons as needed to ensure she met the diverse needs of her classes (i.e. junior
and sophomore mixture). She assessed that every student was learning and adapted her lessons
based on her ongoing analysis. I also observed that because Jannette maintained communication
with her students, they were aware of their current performance in class. Jannette placed great
value on individual meetings with her students. They planned and discussed interventions
together. Students were very involved in this process. This created a positive effect: Students did
not see the interventions that Jannette planned as burden. Instead, students had the initiative to
suggest tutoring as an intervention for them. Jannette’s commitment and individual attention to
her students resulted in an excellent rapport that existed between them. Her tutoring sessions
were structured. Jannette prepared a broad array of activities that would contribute to her
students’ competence in mathematics.
During day 1 of Jannette’s lesson consisted of a pre-test. This was because Jannette
wanted to quantify her student achievement. The pre-test was similar to the one she was had been
given during the graduate mathematics class. The lesson began by asking students about their
understanding of the concept of “mean”. Once students had the opportunity to think and write
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their understanding of the word “mean”, she gave them the same prompt that she had been given
during the pre-test of the graduate mathematics class. Illustration 4.6 shows an example of one of
Jannette’s student work for that day. I scored the students’ pre and post tests using the same
rubric that I employed to score the teacher participants’ pre and post tests. I will present the
results of these later in this chapter.

Illustration 4.6: Jannette’s student work on day 1
Jannette asked the students to make a prediction about who would win the race (Rabbit or
Turtle) without making any calculations. She gave them less than a minute to think about their
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choice. Once students had predicted who they thought would win the race, she asked them to
create a sketch of the situation. She asked them to clearly label the illustration and use orange to
represent Rabbit and blue to represent Turtle. Illustration 4.6 shows Jannette’s ability to create an
assessment that would serve her as an instrument to make informed decisions about subsequent
lessons. In fact, at the end of Day 1 in Jannette’s classroom she shared with me that she would
develop a series of interventions for students who she noticed were “struggling”. Jannette created
a foldable that her “struggling students” (as she would call them) would use a a way of
remediating knowledge gaps that they had (distance formula, slopes, etc.).
Students were then asked to create a distance vs time graph for the situation that they
were given. They used their illustrations to refine their initial prediction and to find the total time
it took each contestant to complete the race.
During day 2 of the lesson, Jannette asked students to work in groups and discuss the
following questions: Do you have the same understanding of mean? Did you make the same
prediction? Do you have the same or different graph? Compare your final results, who did you
find would win the race? These questions initiated a rich discussion where students compared
and defended their points of view. Jannette did not reveal the correct answer to her students;
instead she allowed her students to justify their points of view while guiding them. She
encouraged her students to develop their own ideas about how to answer the question she posed.
Students worked in groups and created conjectures about the problem at hand. The groups were
made in ways that facilitated their learning. Jannette provided her students a learning context
where they could work cooperatively to make sense of the problems that she posed to the class.
Since students were safe to take risks, they constantly developed their own methods to solve the
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problems Jannette posed to the class and defended their points of view. For example, one group
solved the pre-test that Jannette had given during Day 1 by obtaining the individual times of
Rabbit vs Turtle in the race while another group decided to solve the pre-test by graphing Rabbit
and Turtle’s race (in a time vs distance plane) and see which one took less time. After students
compared multiple methods for solving one same task, Jannette handed the activity shown in
Illustration 4.7 to deepen her students’ conceptual understanding of the task at hand.

Illustration 4.7: Jannette’s student work on day 2
As it can be noted, Jannette was now asking her students to provide their own
understanding of weighted averaged and provide an example (different from the Rabbit and
Turtle race) to demonstrate their understanding. Then, she was asking them to relate their
understanding of the usefulness of weighted average to the Rabbit and Turtle race.
During day 3 of the lesson, Jannette revisited the initial race from the pre-test. This time
she presented several methods that students had used to obtain the total time it took each
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contestant to complete the race. Students worked in groups to obtain the formula to find the time,
determine who won the race, what was the total travel time of the winner vs the loser, and the
total distance traveled. Although students did not know the correct terminology for weighted
averages at the time, they described it as “Rabbit’s accurate average speed for the entire race”.
They were also able to distinguish it from an average mean.
The third day of Jannette’s lesson was full of excitement. Her students discovered that
there are different types of averages. They were able to define them without knowing their
proper name. For example, they referred to arithmetic mean as follows:
Jannette’s Student: When you add up all the numbers from a set of data and then divide
the sum of the numbers by the amount of numbers
(Classroom observations: one month after the semester started).
Students discovered that different types of averages existed. They accomplished this by
comparing student grades obtained with arithmetic averages vs the ones obtained with weighted
averages. Illustration 4.8 shows an example of this. Students also discovered that arithmetic
averages are based on the same number of items while weighted averages are slightly different.
The conversation below is an example of one of the interactions that I captured while observing
how Jannette assessed that her students’ understood the new concept.
Jannette’s Student: This type of average is where each quantity is assigned a weight.
Jannette: Why can’t you use arithmetic mean instead?
Jannette’s Student: Because if you do, then Rabbit and Turtle tie, and that does not
happen.
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(Classroom observations: one month after the semester started)

Illustration 4.8: Jannette’s student work on day 3
Illustration 4.8 shows an example of Jannette’s ability to create an activity that gradually
exposed her students to new and challenging concepts. Note that Jannette anticipates her
students’ most probable mistakes by writing: “ You may have assumed that Rabbit’s average
speed would be 4m/s”. Jannette’s knowledge about content and students (KCS) (Ball, et al.,
2008) allowed her to anticipate her students’ struggles and be better equipped to clarify
misconceptions from the beginning of the lesson. It is also important to note that Illustration 4.8
shows Jannette’s ability to deconstruct a complex task so that students could analyze the speed,
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the time, and the distance as three variables that could be manipulated. As a result, her students
were able to create a definition for weighted averages to which they could relate rather than be
given a definition that made no sense to them (see item number six on Illustration 4.8).
During day 4 of the lesson, Jannette’s students were asked to relate their grade calculation
to the Rabbit and Turtle race. Illustration 4.9 shows one of the students’ responses. This exercise
promoted student logical thinking. In order to complete this task, students needed to make logical
connections about the concept of weighted averages in different contexts.

Illustration 4.9: Jannette’s student work on day 4
During day 5 of the lesson, Jannette gave her students a task that was related to graphing
skills. Illustration 4.10 below shows an example. Students reflected on the dependent, and
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independent variables applied to the Rabbit and Turtle task. Students learned the concept and
significance of extrapolation (the process of estimating in a graph beyond the original
observation range). They learned how to interpret a graph. Towards the end of the lesson students
were able to competently interpret a graph. By now, it was evident that students understood the
difference between weighted and arithmetic averages.

Illustration 4.10: Jannette’s student work on day 5
Students were also able to reflect on the effect of the speed if the distance was altered.
Students were surprised to discover that regardless of the distance, the speed remained the same.
Among the conversations that groups of students were having I could hear them say things like :
“ No way!” , “Are you kidding?”. Illustration 4.11 shows an example of another activity that they
completed that day.

!
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Illustration 4.11: Jannette’s student work on day 5
Illustration 4.11 shows (once again) Jannette’s dedication to developing a series of
activities which were gradually increasing in rigor. Since Jannette had taught her students how to
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manipulate the speed, the distance, and the time (see Illustration 4.10), she was now expecting
her students to find the rate at which Turtle would need to run so that Rabbit and Turtle would
tie.
During day 6 of the lesson, Jannette showed her students a computer simulation of the
race. After watching the animation, students were expected to answer a different scenario of the
Rabbit and Turtle’s race. Now Jannette was asking students to adjust Turtle’s speed so that they
would tie. Students used small white boards to execute their new calculations. They were
engaged raising their small white board (which displayed their answer) so that everyone in the
classroom could see what they had written. Students compared answers, defended their points of
view and ultimately came to the agreement that for as long as Turtle’s speed was constant Rabbit
would not win the race, regardless of the distance. Although the problem was still about a race
between Rabbit and Turtle, students needed to have mastered the concept of weighted averages
in order to be able to manipulate the problem, even when the situation had changed.
Jannette encouraged her students to be creative and approach the problem she gave them
in a manner that they have not been taught. For example, she asked to assign Rabbit and Turtle
random speeds (using the computer simulation) and predict who would win the race using “any
method that comes to your mind”. She wanted their responses to make sense to them so that they
could defend them. Jannette encouraged them to try a variety of things such as sketching the
situation given, using a computer simulation, use a graphing calculator, etc. After Jannette had
given instructions, students began to communicate orally among their groups in an attempt to
find a method to find a solution to the problem. Some students decided to obtain the individual
speeds for Rabbit and Turtle, others obtained the slopes (or their speeds) and graphed two lines
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using a graphing calculator. Students were very excited about solving the task by hand before the
race in computer animation was over so that they could have a chance to predict the winner.
When students in a group unanimously agreed to a solution for the problem that Jannette had
posed, they presented it to the class. After the presentation other groups evaluated the
effectiveness of the method presented. If needed, they added new steps and modified what they
perceived as incorrect. When a group had unanimously arrived to a revised procedure, they
would once again present it to the class. This way, Jannette’s students were able to arrive to what
they thought was the most effective method for solving the problem that Jannette posed to the
class. When students came to a disagreement about which method was best, it was their job to
convince others about the validity of “their way”. They had to provide their peers with
mathematical evidence that would defend their position. This discourse focused on making sense
of mathematical ideas and using them in problem solving. In this way, students began to
understand that different methods to solve such questions were not wrong. Jannette respected the
students’ preference to use a specific method if they justified their logic. Based on her
experiences in the graduate mathematics class, Jannette understood that developing mathematical
arguments is more important than obtaining correct answers with no logic. This became evident
because unlike her initial lesson plan (which was very vague and opened to interpretation) her
final lesson plan (and classroom observations) revealed the value she placed in the students’
development of a conceptual understanding in mathematics.
During day 7 of the lesson students were exposed to a problem where the speeds of
Rabbit and Turtle were replaced with variables. Given the open nature of the problems that
Jannette posed to the class, her students were able to develop various solutions. In other words,
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there was more than one right answer. Jannette encouraged her students to come up with ideas
about the possible procedures that could be carried out to solve the task. When she spoke to her
students she said phrases like: “Why don’t you discuss what you think is the best way to solve
this and then I can help you from there”. She walked across the classroom ensuring that students
were having relevant conversations. As she walked around the room, she provided them with
guidance by saying: “I think he has a good point”, legitimizing their non-standard methods for
solving math. When students requested her assistance, she used that opportunity to stimulate
their thinking by asking further questions but never revealed to them the correct response. For
example, she would say: “If two different variables are given, what does that tell you?”. She
explained to her students that the best way for her students to learn was through inquiry. She told
them things like: “I don’t want to give you the answer right away. What is the point in doing
that?”. She did not show students the answer right away. Instead, she kept them in suspense. She
wanted them to create conjectures. She allowed them to think and discuss about the problems for
as long as she could. Once students obtained their answers, she asked them to corroborate if their
method was correct thorough the use of a different method. Jannette encouraged her students to
use various methods for solving mathematics problems, including methods from other classes
(such as physics). Towards the end of the semester I noticed that Jannette’s views about
mathematics had changed. Based on her lesson plan -and the way in which she delivered it- it
was evident that now believed that mathematics was a subject in which it is valuable to make
connections to other subjects. She constantly asked her students to “imagine”. She asked them to
imagine what their answer would be before they spent their time trying an approach. Her
students discussed about the possible outcomes of performing a specific method before they
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executed their ideas. Jannette’s idea of the word “imagine” led students to discuss before
executing. She said to them phrases like “think before you do”. Jannette believed that if she let
her students discuss and think together it would lead to greater learning. It is possible that
Jannette used similar strategies before the graduate mathematics class and that her teaching
approach was not only a consequence of her experiences in this study. However, I did not have
any doubt that Jannette had acquired the subject matter knowledge that she needed to effectively
develop and deliver her lesson during the graduate mathematics. I also had no doubt that without
this newly acquired knowledge Jannette would not have been able to develop or deliver a lesson
on weighted averages and their applications in the phenomenal way she did (anticipating
students’ struggles, etc.). Consequently, I attribute much of Jannette’s successful teaching (during
this ten day lesson) to her learning in the graduate mathematics class. Jannette was more
concerned about her students’ processes than about their final answer. Jannette placed more value
in the students’ procedure than in their answers. According to her, she was able to “see how they
thought” by looking at their work. This was the only way she could provide constructive
feedback to them. Jannette wanted her students to develop the skill of thinking logically in
mathematics. According to her, the development of this skill would help students not only in
mathematics, but also in their own lives.
Jannette: If one is able to think logically in mathematics, you will be able to think
logically in other contexts, not only in mathematics. Even to make life decisions.
(Classroom observations)
Jannette’s MDFI responses revealed her belief that mathematics is essential for the
development of any person. She explained to her students that mathematics is a field that is
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applicable to all aspects of everyday life. She went on to explain to her students that students
who are good at mathematics are likely to have success in life. During one of the conversations
she had with her students she expressed that she believed that if students were able to solve such
problems they would be more likely to face other problems outside of the classroom. She
believed that “in a way, success in life begins with mathematics”.

Illustration 4.12: Jannette’s student work on day 7
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Since Jannette had given her students such a strong foundation on the concept of
weighted averages, it came to no surprise that they were able to answer and justify their
response. Illustration 4.12 shows an example of one of the students’ work. Illustration 4.12
shows (once again) Jannette’s ability to develop and execute a lesson which gradually exposed
her students to a challenging task. In this example, Jannette had replaced Rabbit’s information
with variables. She was now expecting her students to manipulate variables (a process that she
had shown during Day 5) so that they would approach a more general situation. Furthermore,
Jannette’s activity for Day 7 made use of prior knowledge while making connections to the
subsequent lesson. This was truly indicative that her knowledge of content and teaching (KCT)
(Ball, et al. 2008) had also improved.
During day 8 of the lesson, students were asked to discuss their findings in their groups.
Students verbally explained why they had used a weighted average rather than an arithmetic
average. Jannette orchestrated a class where students were challenged and engaged with the
practical problems that she posed. She listened carefully to the ideas that students came up with
in different groups. Students were expected to describe their method for solving problems written
and verbally. It was very important for Jannette that her students had ownership of their learning.
Jannette: I think it is very important that students take ownership of their learning. If a
student wants to learn, he will eventually learn. And of course, I will be there to help.
(Graduate class observations)
During day 9 of the lesson, Jannette asked students to work in groups in order to solve a
similar problem where neither the speeds nor the distances were given. I observed that many of
her students struggled with this task. Some got frustrated and said: “Miss, I need help”, “This is
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too hard”, “I can’t do this”. Jannette’s response was to remain calm and encourage her students
to remain patient, not get frustrated, and continue tackling the problems until they could think
about something that could work to solve the problem. She encouraged her students to find a
way to check their own work.
Jannette: Why don’t you try doing your best and then I can help you from there?
I observed the students’ frustrations as they attempted to solve the task shown on
Illustration 4.12. Some even made comments such as : “That’s it!”, indicating they would stop
trying. However, Jannette’s attitude was positive. She remained calm. Her tone of voice
remained patient, soft, and calm. I thought this was key for her success teaching a highly difficult
task. When she saw that a group had made a mistake, she asked them to reflect on their choices
so they could learn from their own mistakes. She encouraged them to use their mistakes as
another resource instead of getting discouraged by them. She used phrases like: “its okay to
struggle sometimes, this means you are being challenged, try to enjoy this!” It was very
important for her that her students believed that they would eventually get to the right answer. As
I spent more time observing Jannette’s class I noticed there was a hidden rule: everyone’s
opinion was a valuable contribution and it was respected. Students who were in the same group
appreciated every contribution that team members gave.
The environment of Jannette’s class was not competitive. Instead, her students worked
cooperatively. There were no winners or losers in her class. This created a safe environment.
Students felt safe participating and even making mistakes. The safe learning environment that
Jannette created was a place where students were able to build their own knowledge, taking risks
without the fear of being judged. When I asked Jannette about her classroom environment she
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said this was very important for her because she did not want her students to experience
something similar to what she went through.
Jannette: I do not what my students to feel the way I felt in high school. In high school I
always thought that I was the slow one.
(Classroom observations: one month after the beginning of the semester)
Because Jannette’s students worked in groups, they contemplated different methods for
solving one same math problem. When they came to a unanimous solution as a group, they
presented it to the class. During the presentation, other groups provided feedback and asked
questions. This way, the class came to the conclusion shown in illustration 4.13.

Illustration 4.13: Jannette’s student work on day 9
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Like with other illustrations, Illustration 4.13 shows Jannette’s ability to develop a lesson
which gradually exposed her students to more challenging topics. Illustration 4.13 is an example
of the most rigorous task that Jannette’s students were given.
Finally, during day 10 of the lesson, students were asked to describe the conditions under
which they thought that Rabbit could win the race. By this time, Jannette’s students were able to
think in an organized and logical way. They were independent thinkers. Although there was
much disagreement between the groups, when Jannette posed the last problem they were able to
dissect it and solve it without Jannette’s help. She only served as an arbitrage of the correctness
of the solution. The students logical thinking enabled them not only to think logically about the
problems at hand, but also to think logically in other contexts such as other classes for which
mathematics is required (physics for her junior students and chemistry for her sophomore
students).
Because Jannette wanted to quantify her students’ gains, she decided to administer a posttest at the end of the tenth day of the lesson. She scored her students’ work using the same rubric
that was used to score her pre-test and post-test during the graduate mathematics class. The posttest consisted on a summary of all of the ten activities that she had given to students. With no
exemption, all of Jannette’s students showed gains. Table 4.6 below summarizes the data
obtained in Jannette’s classroom.
Table 4.6: Jannette’s student growth
Student

Pre-test Score

Post -test Score

Student 1

25

91

Student 2

50

91
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Student

Pre-test Score

Post -test Score

Student 3

25

83

Student 4

50

100

Student 5

25

91

Student 6

91

100

Student 7

67

83

Student 8

50

75

Student 9

58

75

Student 10

58

91

Student 11

33

91

Student 12

58

91

Student 13

25

75

Student 14

66

91

Student 15

50

75

Student 16

67

75

Student 17

50

75

Learning Theory Observed in Jannette’s Classroom. During my time developing
Jannette’s case, I observed her being more inclined to a constructivist approach to teaching and
learning. Sitting in her classroom, I observed she used a student-centered approach. This means
she acted as a facilitator for students. As I have shown before, students in her classroom
constructed knowledge through critical thinking, manipulatives, primary resources, and hands-on
projects. I observed that students in her classroom worked independently only a portion of the
time. They also worked cooperatively in groups or in partners. Unlike Lorenzo, Jannette
explained to her students big ideas first and then guided them to develop smaller supporting
ideas. Like in the graduate mathematics class, Jannette’s methods of assessment were not paperbased. Instead, she used daily work, written reports, projects, and other student products as forms
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of assessment. Furthermore, she used these products as data to reflect on her lesson plan
development. During the time that I observed Jannette, the tasks that she gave to her students
involved real-world situations. I observed that students in her classroom created meaning and
context by exploring new ideas and experiences. She held conversations with her students
regarding their progress in her class and used those opportunities to question their concerns about
their progress. By conducting this practice, Jannette shared responsibilities and decisions that
were made in the classroom with her students. Students in Jannette’s classroom asked questions,
which implied that they felt “safe” to take risks.
4.3.6

Jannette’s Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching and Disposition After the

Graduate Class
Jannette’s experiences throughout this study were both enlightening and frightening for
her. She started to see mathematics as something more than a set of rules to be followed time
after time. The way she learned mathematics in the graduate mathematics class, asked for a
deeper understanding than how she remembered being taught in other math classes. Jannette was
constantly scared by this process. She believed her previous struggles in math courses will
continue to shadow her throughout the graduate mathematics class. However, Jannette was
excited about learning mathematics deeper than she had in her prior experiences and about
implementing her newly acquired knowledge into her teaching practice. Although Jannette began
the class with a very unproductive affective disposition, her conative disposition was much
stronger. She was willing to strive until she succeeded in class.
As it is expected of a student enrolled in a graduate mathematics course, Jannette’s CCK
increased. This was shown in her pre and post test. This growth generated many changes in her.
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As her knowledge in mathematics increased, so did her confidence. Jannette became more
participative. She became more open about sharing her thoughts and although her nervous nature
remained, she participated in class. She said to have enjoyed this process.
Jannette: One of the things that I really liked was that he (the professor) would let us go
to the board and give our explanations .
Jannette: It was kind of strange to learn something that I had been taught before but at
the same time it was nice to finally understand the reasoning behind the math I used to
do.
(Interview 2)
Jannette saw the skills she that developed as something different than anything she had
been asked for in other mathematics classes. After performing poorly on the pre-test and the first
few days of the graduate mathematics class, Jannette did not get discouraged. Instead, she was
motivated by the awareness of the knowledge that she lacked. In several occasions she said that
she would study as much as needed and eventually be successful in the class. Then, a couple of
weeks after Jannette’s individual meeting with the professor -and as she assured it would happenshe had created an exemplary lesson that was ready to be delivered. She seemed to be frightened
to learn about the challenge of this task but was excited about teaching a highly challenging
lesson in her own classroom. As a person who specializes tutoring and recovering students in
mathematics, I could only assume that Jannette had spent a good number of hours reviewing and
learning the concepts outlined in the syllabus of the graduate mathematics class.
Researcher: Now that the semester is almost over, what did you think about the class?
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Jannette: I think I have learned a lot. A lot more than I have in other math classes (laughs
in embarrassment).
Researcher: So why do you think you learned more this time?
Jannette: I think the class size was very important. Our class was very small and the
professor would meet with us individually so I had all that extra help to learn.
(Interview 2)
At this point there was no doubt about one thing: Jannette was motivated to learn. Her
biggest motivation to a more knowledgable math teacher were her students. Every skill that she
developed, she did with the aim of becoming a better teacher for them.
Jannette: I think it is a valuable class. Everything we did was connected to our job. There
are some classes where some of the things I have learned are useful for my job as a
teacher and others are not. Everything I did in this class I can take back to my classroom
and teach to my students.
(Interview 2)
It took almost six months of Jannette’s painstaking effort before I saw first changes in
Jannette’s self concept as a mathematician. In fact, Jannette admitted she did not fully grasp the
concepts taught during the graduate mathematics class until almost the end of the semester. As
the end of the semester approached, Jannette began using words such as “like”, “enjoy”, “nice”
when she referred to learning challenging math problems. Not surprisingly, she linked her
disposition with her improved understanding about mathematics.
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Jannette: I liked that we learned how to solve a problem using many different methods. I
also enjoyed teaching my students that a problem can go from easy to difficult by
replacing numbers with unknowns.
(Interview 2)
Jannette shared to have learned not only from the methods that the professor offered but
also from the different approaches that her classmates shared. The socio-constructivist nature of
the graduate class encouraged Jannette to gaining confidence to ask her classmates for help.
Researcher: I noticed that after the first few days of class you started sharing your
thoughts. You were not as reserved as you were at the beginning. Why was that change?
Jannette:. I had to explain my thinking, even if I was wrong. I mean, everyone said
something, even if they were wrong. I feel like I was a lot more involved in this class
than in other math classes I had taken before.
Researcher: During out last meeting you said that you were afraid of participating, why
did you stop being afraid ?
Jannette: At the beginning I thought I was the only one who struggled but then I found
out I was not. So that is why.
Researcher: So if others were confused you felt better?
Jannette: I did not feel good that they were confused but it was nice to know that if I
asked I was not boring everyone with my questions, you know?
(Interview 2)
Jannette expressed her experiences throughout the graduate mathematics class positively
affected her self confidence in mathematics. Her overall attitude towards math had improved.
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Although she was very insecure and nervous at first, she became more comfortable with math
and believed in her skills as a mathematician more than before. She developed the ability to look
at a math problem and analyze what the problem was asking for. When she encountered a math
problem that increased in rigor, she did not panic and freeze like she did at the beginning of the
semester. In fact, she believed that if she had been taught mathematics the way she was taught in
the graduate mathematics class she would know a lot more math.
4.3.7

Jannette’s Post-test
Jannette’s post-test showed her CCK improvement. Compared to the pre-test, Jannette

showed significant improvement on her disposition towards the challenge that each task posed.
She used numerical representations to solve each problem during the pre-test. Although Jannette
knew what to do for each task and it was evident that she had improved her knowledge in the
subject, she was not using algebraic representations to justify her work. For this reason, Jannette
obtained one correct answer and two partially correct answers. Unlike she did in the pre-test, she
attempted all questions and although her answers were not complete, she was better equipped to
approach Tasks 1, 2, and 3. The next few paragraphs elaborate on the findings yield by Tasks 1,
2, and 3 of the post-test.
Task 1. As it was done with the pre-test, all the post-test’s tasks were read out loud to
Jannette as the followed the reading with a copy of the test that was given to her. The first task of
the post-test took Jannette an average of 8 minutes (compared to 20 minutes during the pre-test).
Unlike the pre-test where Jannette chose to obtain the individual speeds of Rabbit and Turtle,
Jannette solved this task by creating a connection to her Geometry class. Illustration 4.14 shows
Jannette’s response to Task 1.
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Illustration 4.14: Jannette’s Post-test Task 1
When I asked Jannette to justify her reasoning she explained:
Jannette: So if we were to have, lets say for instance our first one. So we have like a
multiple’s of 9x3 that would be 27, so we were doing it 6 by 6 at first. 6 by 6 which is
36, so the one that has the closest to the average will win, so we have 9 and 3 and then
we have like hmm 5, 7. And as we see the one that is getting closer to approaching the
square is the one that would win and I skipped 8. So that’s how I saw it best with
looking at the area.
Researcher: This sounds a little confusing. Can you think about a way to explain this a
little bit more clear? Take your time.
Jannette: Okay let me think… (long pause). The sum of Rabbit’s speed is 12, so I
started playing with numbers whose sum was 12. Like the first rectangle with sides of
9 by 3. Its area would be 27. Then I drew another rectangle with sides of 7 and 5. Its
area would be 35. Finally I drew a rectangle with sides of 6 by 6. Its area would be 36.
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This is the highest area. So I knew that there was no way Rabbit could win. At best, he
could tie. Turtle wins the race.
(Interview 2)
Jannette’s first response was confusing. She was not using proper terminology and it was
difficult to understand what she had done. However, unlike she did during the pre-test, when she
took time to think about a better way of explaining her work, her response (Turtle wins), was
correct, clear, and made logical connections to Geometry. When asked why she chose this
method, she referred to her choice as the smartest thing to do. Evidently her CCK gains had
impacted her self concept as a mathematician. Unlike she did in the pre-test, Jannette was now
referring to her work as the smartest thing to do as compared to sounding dumb during Interview
1.
Researcher: Why did you choose this method?
Jannette: Well… from all the methods that we learned in class, I wanted to use the one
that would make more sense to my teaching assignment. Since I teach geometry, I think
using rectangles is the smartest thing to do.
(Interview 2)
As opposed to the pre-test, Jannette was not using the concept of speed and velocities
interchangeably anymore. Her terminology had improved and by consequence her explanations.
She had refined her concept of weighted average. She could now relate weighted averages -a
concept not commonly taught in a geometry class- with the area of a rectangle. Further than
replacing her initial method with a more sophisticated one, she viewed her chosen approach as a
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better choice for her students’ interest. Evidently, Jannette was now trusting her reasoning over
others’ choices for solving the same problem.
As before, Jannette assigned Task 1 a low challenge level. As opposed to the pre-test, this
time Jannette’s reasoning, written work and her verbal explanations corroborated that the task
was no longer difficult for her. Jannette was now able to use rationales for the procedures she
executed. Her explanations exposed her full comprehension on weighted averages. Her diagrams
and sketches were easy to understand and added to the reader’s understanding of the procedure.
This made it simple to understand what she had done. Jannette was now able to move around the
problem, implementing various methods to solve it and thinking logically about the geometry
concepts that she already knew to justify her thinking.
Researcher: How challenging was the Task-1 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 –
lowest challenge, 5 – highest challenge). Explain why.
Jannette: I would say 1. This is because this task is only showing and checking for
understanding in weighted mean.
(Interview 2)
Jannette’s confidence with Task 1 explained why she had used it in her classroom. As she
testified before, in order to carry out a responsible form of teaching, she mastered the material
taught during the graduate mathematics class before she exposed her students to it.
Researcher: Have you used the Task-1 (or modification of the Task-1) in your teaching?
If –yes, how challenging was the Task-1 for your students? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5
(1 – lowest challenge, 5 – highest challenge). Explain why.
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Jannette: Yes this task I did use in my teaching. When the students were first introduced
into this task it was difficult for them. The rating I would give is a 3.
(Interview 2)
Tasks 1, 2 and 3 were all in fact challenging for her students. Her students went through a
very similar process than the one Jannette did. As their knowledge in the topic increased so did
their disposition toward challenge. Her productive conative disposition led Jannette not only to
overcome her challenges but also to encourage her students to overcome their challenges by
modeling a productive disposition towards them.
Task 2. As with Task 1, Task 2 was read out loud to Jannette as she followed the reading
with a copy of the post-test that was given to her. Jannette started working on Task 2 as soon as
she finished reading it. As opposed to the pre-test, she did not need clarification. Illustration 4.15
shows Jannette’s response to Task 2.

Illustration 4.15: Jannette’s Post-test Task 2
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Although Jannette’s answer was not complete, this time Jannette was able to solve Task 2
more effectively. Figure 4.6 (found towards the end of this chapter) shows a complete algebraic
justification for Task 2 (which Jannette failed to explain). Jannette explained that “if Rabbit’s
speeds were not constant, he could not win the race”. Although she failed to show a complete
understanding of Task 2, Jannette’s reasoning had significantly improved.
She relied on logic to solve this problem. This is what could perhaps be her greatest CCK
improvement. Jannette saw value in the learning that she had in the graduate mathematics class,
and applied it to her teaching job. She became competent creating instruction in which students
would encounter a mathematical problem and reason it logically. Jannette’s verbal responses and
written work throughout Task 2 showed her comprehension about the nature of mathematics. She
had become very confident with the mathematical ideas taught during the graduate mathematics
class. She had moved form thinking in very specific and concrete ideas to reflect on things she
had learned before using algebraic reasoning. Jannette was now creating relationships not only in
mathematics but in other subjects as well (e.g. physics). Jannette was now ready to concentrate
more intensely than before on the creative aspect of mathematical problem solving. She was
reflecting on what she used to do in mathematics problem solving before. Unlike the pre-test, she
independently proposed solutions to Task 2 and defended her point of view. She discussed the
differences between her chosen approach and other approaches learned in the graduate
mathematics class. Jannette’s perception about Task 2 had also changed. Unlike the pre-test, where she described Task 2 as hard- Jannette perceived this problem as not challenging.
Researcher: How challenging was the Task-2 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 –
lowest challenge, 5 – highest challenge). Explain why.
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Jannette: Not challenging. 2. I understand what is happening.
(Interview 2)
Unlike her initial responses during the pre-test, Jannette response was short, concise, and
confident. She was secure about what she had done and was ready to support her thinking. In
addition to responding Task 2 correctly and choosing an effective method, Jannette was
reflecting on prior personal problem solving experiences.
Jannette: I wish I had learned to think this way before.
(Interview 2)
Jannette was now speaking about a way of thinking rather than about the accumulation of
knowledge. She admitted that although she felt it was easier to learn only one method for solving
problems in mathematics, her experiences throughout the graduate mathematics class had
encouraged her to question the logic of all procedures she used. She believed that if the new type
of thinking she was employing was useful to solve Task 2, it would also be useful to solve other
problems. This last statement was corroborated during her classroom observations when she
explained to her students that learning to solve only certain kinds of mathematics problems
would never lead them a broad understanding of how mathematical investigations are carried
out.
Researcher: Have you used the Task-2 (or modification of the Task-2) in your teaching?
If –yes, how challenging was the Task-2 for your students? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5
(1 – lowest challenge, 5 – highest challenge). Explain why.
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Jannette: I did use this in my classroom. I used this example. My students did struggle
with this task. I would say a 3.5.
(Interview 2)
Jannette’s classroom observations provided more detail about her response. In general, her
students experienced something very similar to what she did. At first, they were confused and
relied on formulas to resolve the problems Jannette posed. However, Jannette was now trained to
pay closer attention to her students’ acceptance of challenge. She ensured that her students
comprehended the concepts involved in Task 2 and applied their knowledge to new situations.
Task 3. As with Tasks 1 and 2, Task 3 was read out loud to Jannette as she followed the
reading with a copy of the test that was given to her. Illustration 4.16 shows Jannette’s work on
Task 3. Jannette’s response was only partially correct. Once again, she failed to provide an
algebraic justification for the conclusions that she made. Although her response for Task 3 was
incomplete. Figure 4.6 (found towards the end of this chapter) shows a complete algebraic
justification for task 3. Compared to the pre-test, Jannette showed improvement in her
disposition towards a challenging task. Jannette was making sense of Task 3 using her own logic
and not relying on others’ methods as she did before. Jannette’s experiences in the graduate
mathematics class fostered an appreciation of the versatility of mathematics. This positively
impacted the way she perceived mathematics. The knowledge and skills that Jannette acquired
throughout the semester were the basis for Jannette’s ability to reason about Task 3. She
expressed that she saw the difference of what she could do now as opposed to what she knew
before.
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Task-3. Rabbit and Turtle run d meter “over and back” race from a starting
point to a tree (d/2), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed
over is r1 m/s and back is r2 m/s. Turtle’s speed over is r3 m/s and back r4
m/s. Rabbit and Turtle have equal average speeds. Would Rabbit win the
race? Specify conditions under which Rabbit could win.

Illustration 4.16: Jannette’s Post-test Task 3
How
challenging
was to
thesolve
Task-3
you? Rate
on aI scale
to 5 (1 – why I
Jannette:
I was able
this for
problem
beforeit but
didn’tfrom
fully 1understand
lowest challenge, 5 – highest challenge). Explain why.

needed to multiply the speeds.
(Interview 2)
Jannette’s ability to solve Task 3 effectively was not only attributed to her new
understanding about mathematics but also to how it was acquired. It required extensive practice
solving problems, communicating ideas and connecting them to other methods. This is how
Jannette gained confidence to solve problems and communicate her ideas. It was through a long
Have you used the Task-3 (or modification of the Task-3) in your teaching?
If –yes,
how challenging
was the Task-3 for your students? Rate it on a scale
semester
of assiduous
perseverance.
from 1 to 5 (1 – lowest challenge, 5 – highest challenge). Explain why.

Researcher: Tell me about your experiences in the graduate class
Jannette: It wasn’t easy, it took a lot of work from me.
Jannette’s response to Task 3 shows her understanding about the nature and uses of
algebraic equations. Jannette developed a better sense of what equations are and how they
connect to other ways of expressing relationships among things. Prior to the graduate class,
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Jannette knew how to solve equations but did not grasp what the process represented or why
anyone would want it. The experiences she had during the semester, led to Jannette’s realization
that equations could be used simultaneously with graphs, tables and different representations to
show one same answer. Therefore, none of those methods could be interpreted as wrong.
Because other fields (such as physics) depend heavily on algebraic representations, Jannette
started recognizing some of her classmate’s approaches as legitimate.
Jannette: I did not understand at first why she was using her background in physics to
solve the problems (speaking about another teacher participant). Now it makes sense. It
was a very elegant way of solving it. My junior students were also doing something
similar.
(Interview 2)
Jannette used of the word elegant legitimizing the use of various approaches for solving a
mathematics problem. As opposed to the beginning of the semester, Jannette now saw the
relationship that existed between multiple pathways for solving mathematics.
Jannette voiced she did not perceive Task 3 as challenging (as she did first). She
attributed this to her better understanding of weighted averages.
Researcher: How challenging was the Task-3 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 –
lowest challenge, 5 – highest challenge). Explain why.
Jannette: The challenge level I would assign this task is a 2. I understand what is going
on a lot better now.
(Interview 2)
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It became clear that by the end of the semester, Jannette indeed understood the concepts
taught in class. She was more fluent identifying and solving problems that involved weighted
averages. She was good at tabulating graphs and doing symbolic representations of functions.
She did not rely on the help of a calculator as she did before. Finally, I asked Jannette about her
experiences teaching a highly challenging task in her own classroom.
Researcher: Have you used the Task-3 (or modification of the Task-3) in your teaching?
If –yes, how challenging was the Task-3 for your students? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5
(1 – lowest challenge, 5 – highest challenge). Explain why.
Jannette: I did use this in my classroom. My students really struggled with this question.
Only some students could see what was happening so I did various activities to help
them. After that they did have a better understanding. I would say the challenge level at
the beginning was a 4 for them.
(Interview 2)
Like Jannette, her students perceived Task 3 to be very challenging at first. As I narrated
earlier, after a long time of struggles and multiple interventions they mastered the concept, and
they all showed gains. After Jannette’s lesson delivery observations it was clear that although she
did not require a graph to solve Task 3, she was now able to explore the effects of changing the
speed of Rabbit and Turtle on the graph.
Discussion. Jannette disposition toward challenge significantly improved on each of the
tasks found in the post-test. Her times solving each task were faster, and her methods more
effective. She chose a different approach on each of the tasks compared to the ones she chose
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during the pre-test. Her responses made connections to her Geometry class. This showed an
increased understanding of the algorithms she used to solve problems and the mathematical
principles to which the algorithms were connected. Tables 4.5 , 4.6, and 4.7 show a summary of
Jannette’s improvement throughout the pre-test and post-test.
Table 4.7: Jannette’s Task 1 improvement
Jannette

Task 1 correctness

Pre-test

partially correct

Post-test

correct

Table 4.8: Jannette’s Task 2 improvement
Jannette

Task 2 correctness

Pre-test

incorrect

Post-test

partially correct

Table 4.9: Jannette’s Task 3 improvement
Jannette

Task 3 correctness

Pre-test

unable to solve it

Post-test

partially correct

Jannette expressed excitement after finishing the graduate mathematics class. She was not
relieved because her job was over. Instead she felt accomplished. She shared that there would
always be space for growth as a teacher.
Jannette: I know I have a lot more to learn and I probably will. I have plans of continuing
my education as math teacher.
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Researcher: You mentioned before that you were never the best at math. How do you
think that your knowledge increment affected your views toward math?
Jannette: I know I struggled more than others in the class (speaking about her
classmates). But knowing that I struggle makes me try harder. I am glad I did.
(Interview 2)
Jannette’s awareness that her knowledge had improved was reflected in her disposition
toward challenge. Jannette enrolled in the graduate mathematics class with the joy of knowing it
was the last math class she would ever take. Now Jannette was not only happy about her
accomplishments during class but she was also expressing her interest in continuing her
mathematics education. Her mathematical disposition had immensely improved. Jannette
recounted the difficult times she had at the graduate mathematics class as positive experiences
that influenced how she thought about mathematics.
Jannette: I really enjoyed the class. Even when I struggled. I enjoyed the challenge of
doing something difficult.
Researcher: Besides the math concepts involved in Tasks 1, 2 and 3, what did you learn?
Jannette: What did I learn? Hmm…(long pause) I guess I learned about myself. I learned
that I can always become a better teacher.
Researcher: During our last meeting you said that you would never understand difficult
levels of math. Do you feel the same way?
Jannette: Did I? (laughs) I think that it takes hard work. That is what I tell my students,
with hard work, anything is possible.
(Interview 2)
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This last quote is one of the best examples of Jannette’s strong and positive conation. It
made her overcome her low self concept as a mathematician, learn mathematics, and finally
successfully embrace all mathematical challenges that she was confronted with. According to
Jannette it was the teacher’s responsibility to learn mathematics regardless of how they were
taught. She also believed that “if people do not understand math it is because they do not try
hard enough to learn the material”. Jannette showed positive changes in her affective views of
mathematics and her beliefs about her cognitive mathematical ability. Her disposition increased
as she began to see mathematics as a subject that she could understand.
4.3.8

Summary of Jannette’s Case
Jannette began the graduate class with the fear of being judged as “the slow one”. Her

fear of reviving her high school math experiences kept her from increasing her knowledge in
mathematics. She relied on others (whose judgement she trusted) when it came to solving
problems during the study. She hesitated to speak her mind or share her mathematical thoughts to
others (who she perceived as better at math than her). Jannette saw college mathematics as
something that was too difficult for her to really understand it well.
She began the semester with only one correct and properly justified response in the pretest and ended with one properly justified response and two partially correct answers on the posttest. By the end of the semester, Jannette expressed the great value she placed in knowing
mathematics in order to teach effectively. Jannette expressed that her graduate education greatly
contributed to her knowledge and therefore, to her teaching practice. According to Jannette,
solely obtaining a Bachelors degree was not enough to be a good teacher. She said this process
had not been easy. During her final reflection, Jannette listed all the sacrifices she had made in
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order to be the best teacher she could be. Obtaining a Masters degree in math education was
perhaps the greatest one. Jannette expressed that paying for her graduate education -while
helping support her four children at home- was something she did with much sacrifice. It took
commitment for her to learn more. She said “it did not just happen”. Instead, being the best
teacher she could be was a decision that she had made. Fulfilling this goal required perseverance,
sacrifice, and effort. For example, she devoted much of her time to her professional development
as a math educator. Jannette shared she felt unsupported by her employers throughout her efforts.
They had been inflexible and unappreciative of what she did to become a more qualified teacher.
She said she struggled in an environment where great teaching was not appreciated by
administrators.
Researcher: Why did you decide to do a Masters in Math Education?
Jannette: I did it to be a better teacher. That is all. My reward is learning. My
administrators are not very understanding when I am leaving at 4:30 to school. They
would rather have me stay helping with detention instead of attending grad school.
(Interview 1)
According to Jannette, her administrators were not only unsupportive but also
unappreciative about her personal sacrifices to become better at what she did. This didn’t seem to
bother Jannette. But this did not seem to bother her as she seemed happy being in the classroom,
working with her students. She took pride in being a teacher. She felt unappreciated by her
administrators but felt very valued by the students she served. She numbered students as the first
reason why she had decided to be in the classroom.
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Researcher: Why do you think that you have stayed as a teacher having all these
challenges?
Jannette: My students are the reason why I’ve stayed this long.
Jannette spoke about her students using phrases like “my kids”, revealing her legitimate
affection towards her students. Jannette’s motivation was key for her mathematics knowledge for
teaching growth and therefore for her improvement in disposition. Her students motivated
Jannette to work long hours, attend graduate school, study at nights, and start all over again the
next day. Students were her inspiration. Jannette was motivated since the first day of the graduate
class. However, motivation alone was not sufficient. She lacked the knowledge that was required
to carry on most of the mathematics presented in the graduate class. The way in which Jannette
was taught during her elementary, middle school, high school, and undergraduate education did
not prepare her to meet the rigor of graduate level courses. Her thin common content knowledge
led her to develop an unproductive affective disposition toward challenge that would shadow her
throughout her schooling years and continued to affect her learning even at the graduate level.
It took time, diligence, a team effort, support, and courage for Jannette to overcome her
many challenges. As the semester went by, Jannette’s unproductive affective disposition
improved. As her knowledge in math increased so did her ability to reason logically about
mathematics problems. As this happened, mathematics started making sense for Jannette. Her
self-concept as a mathematician had improved. This change in confidence revealed a new facet
of her. Jannette’s unproductive affective disposition had improved but most importantly, Jannette
had learned to overcome challenges. As she reported on her last class: “Shall other challenges
arise, I’ll take them”.
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Jannette ended the semester reporting an improved affective disposition which was rooted
in a deeper understanding of the mathematics concepts learned. In fact, Jannette saw the
knowledge learned during the class beneficial to her, regardless of her teaching assignment.
Jannette: I think this class has been useful not only for my job as a math teacher but also
for me as an individual. I now try to be more careful about how I explain something and
how I justify my thinking.
(Interview 2)
Throughout the course of the graduate mathematics class Jannette remained firm in her
belief that perseverance is the most important virtue to succeed. She believed that “trying hard”
was vital for success in mathematics. She believed in persistence and not in a special “math
talent”. She believed in hard, diligent work to achieve success. This strong conation led Jannette
to an increment in her mathematical knowledge for teaching and by consequence in her
disposition toward challenge. In spite of her struggles throughout the graduate class, Jannette’s
disposition notably increased. By the end of the semester she reported to find math problems
interesting and most importantly to be confident solving mathematics problems. I attribute her
drastic change in disposition to her knowledge growth. She no longer thought of herself as a
person who was not meant to be good at math -as she did in the beginning-. Jannette had become
good at solving problems. She now believed in the importance of thinking before executing
when doing mathematics. Nowhere in her final written reflection she made mention of the use of
formulas as she did at the beginning of the semester. Instead, Jannette spoke about the
importance of reconstructing algorithms rather than memorizing procedures. The paragraph
below is a passage from Jannette’s final written reflection.
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“‘When a concept is taught effectively, there is a cognitive process that takes place
which allows students to learn. This was the idea behind the lesson and the reason why I
began easy and gradually increased the level of difficulty as the students became familiar
with the concept. As students in my Geometry class were given more background, they
became better at creating different methods for solving problems”.
Notice that Jannette was writing about the importance of students’ conceptual
understanding by stating “ they became better at creating different methods for solving
problems”. Jannette referred to teaching math as “a cognitive process”, revealing the value she
placed in encouraging her students’ thinking. As I mentioned before, I did not simply accept
Jannette’s account as the “truth”. However, multiple sources of data (MDFI self-report,
classroom observations, graduate class observations, etc.) confirmed her final self-reflection.
Jannette’s knowledge increased. It was a special type of knowledge. It was a combination
of pedagogical and content knowledge. She had increased her mathematical knowledge for
teaching. She became good at posing challenging and interesting questions to her students. In her
self-reflection, she expressed a positive attitude about mathematics and about her ability in it.
She reported to feel engaged in math discussions because they made more sense to her. Jannette
was now equipped to confront challenging mathematics problems by making connections among
various math topics. For this reason, she felt more comfortable sharing ideas in class and
working in groups when solving math problems.
Finally, she self-reflected about her experiences teaching a highly challenging lesson. She
was now able to understand students’ non standard methods for solving math and saw more
value in their thinking than in their final answer.
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“I found that my students have the capability of growth. Their capability of growth
depends on my knowledge as an educator. I also found that my students’ learning did
depend upon how I delivered the lesson. The students’ enjoyed the conflicts that I gave
them”.
(Jannette’s final self-reflection)
Jannette’s views towards mathematics had radically changed. She changed from viewing
math as a step by step process to seeing math as a subject for reasoning, explanations and making
sense of concepts. She now believed “that understanding math ideas is just as important as
following procedures” (Jannette’s final self-reflection).
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4.4

THE CASE OF LORENZO
Lorenzo’s and Jannette’s demographics were very similar. Like Jannette, Lorenzo had a

Geometry teaching assignment where he also had a combination of sophomore and junior
students. He also saw his students every day for a period of 45 minutes. He was a physicist. His
case differed from the rest of the teacher participants in many ways.
From all the teachers who participated in the study, he was the only one that had never
taught at a public school. He had attempted the state licensing exam for mathematics teachers
twice but was unable to pass it. He had been discouraged after two attempts of taking the test.
Since holding a teaching license is a requirement in the State of Texas, he had given up on the
idea of teaching at a public school.
Lorenzo worked at a private school. In general, he was not satisfied with his school
environment. He was unhappy with the high demand of the job, the low compensation that the
private school where he worked could offer him, and all the extra duties that he had to do aside
from teaching. Lorenzo expressed that he “felt trapped” (Interview 1) because he could not
transfer to another school until he passed that licensing exam. Lorenzo felt reluctant to
confronting the challenges that he knew he would have to face if he decided to take the test
again.
Lorenzo: I don’t have the time to review all the concepts in the study guide for that
exam. (He said this as he showed me the study guide that was saved on his lap top)
(Interview 1)
Lorenzo expressed he wished he could teach at a public school where he would have a
better compensation for his work, a more balanced workload, a better retirement plan, etc.
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However, he was certain that he would never take the state exam anymore. He had been
discouraged by failing the mathematics licensing exam twice. He shared his experiences taking
the test.
Lorenzo: I don’t know why that test is so comprehensive. Most of the math that was in it
is not even taught in high school.
Researcher: How did you prepare for the test?
Lorenzo: I honestly did not review the material very much before the first exam. I thought
that being a physicist I did not have to study for a high school math exam.
Researcher: Are you planning to take that exam again?
Lorenzo: No, not really.
(Interview 1)
Lorenzo did not understand why a mathematics exam for high school teachers would be
so comprehensive. According to him, it would make more sense to be tested only in the topics
that students actually learn. As I will narrate later, his views about high school mathematics
evolved throughout the semester. Lorenzo wanted to build a teaching career at a public high
school. In several occasions he expressed that he was generally unhappy with his working
conditions. However, this did not sufficiently motivate him to learn the topics involved in the
mathematics examination for teachers.
Like with Jannette, as a part of the graduate mathematics class, Lorenzo was required to
develop and deliver a lesson plan that would teach his students the same concepts that he learned
during the graduate mathematics class in a way that gradually increased in rigor. I observed
Lorenzo throughout all this time. In observed Lorenzo for a total of ten lessons (each of 45
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minutes). This accumulated a total of 450 minutes of classroom observations in addition to the
observations that I conducted during the graduate mathematics class. In this section, I will share
my experiences developing Lorenzo’s case during this time.
4.4.1

Rationale for the Selection of Lorenzo: The MDFI
Like with Jannette, the case of Lorenzo was selected based on the contrasting nature that

existed between Lorenzo’s self-reported disposition and his students’ perceptions about him.
Unlike other teachers who participated in the study, Lorenzo self-reported to have a very
productive disposition toward math in every domain of the MDFI. Interestingly, his students
drastically disagreed. I asked Lorenzo to select two of his students to be interviewed. The
selection of his students was based on their performance in his class. I asked him to select a high
performing student and a low performing student. When administering the MDFI to Lorenzo’s
students, I found that in general, his students did not think of Lorenzo as a teacher with a
productive disposition toward mathematics. Instead, they thought of him as a teacher who easily
got stressed when conducting math. The next few pages elaborate on the MDFI findings.
Lorenzo had many duties aside from teaching at his school. He had to do lunch duty
every day, he covered other classes when teachers were absent, he held daily tutoring for one
hour before and after school, he developed his own curriculum, etc. He is a very busy man. In
fact, he expressed that he often felt overwhelmed. Because of Lorenzo’s very hectic and
unpredictable schedule, it came to no surprise that when I asked him to complete the MDFI
report, he expressed he did not have time for it. In fact, Lorenzo confessed that he rarely had
time to plan his lessons. He graded his students’ papers during brief opportunities that he found.
For example, he graded papers as he monitored students during lunch or as he was vigilant in the
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hallway. He admitted that sometimes he even graded his students’ homework during class time.
Lorenzo’s schedule was unpredictable. For this reason, individual meetings, interviews, and the
MDFI administration were accommodated at the convenience of his school.
When I arrived to Lorenzo’s school with the hope of administering the MDFI he was
unavailable tutoring at least ten students on different concepts at the same time. He invited me to
sit down and wait. I waited while I observed his tutoring session. I wrote initial field notes there.
After almost an hour, most of his students were gone. The few that were left were working
independently. Finally, Lorenzo and I sat down at a separate table. It was getting late and
Lorenzo was tired. Yet, I wanted to ensure that Lorenzo read and thought about each response
carefully. For this reason, we completed only twenty questions each day until we completed all
sixty items. I began by giving Lorenzo a copy of the MDFI and read the questions on the survey
out loud to him. Lorenzo replied on to every question as he followed the reading with his copy.
In the affective domain, Lorenzo self-reported that he never felt stress when performing
mathematics, even if he was being evaluated. Lorenzo believed that he always reasoned in
mathematics and developed justifications for the statements that he made. His students differed
radically. Regardless of their performance in his class, Lorenzo’s students believed that he
suffered from math anxiety. They believed that if he had another job (other than teaching
mathematics) he would have nothing to do with math. In fact, they believed that Lorenzo did not
like doing mathematics.
Student-modified MDFI question: I believe that if my teacher had not pursued a
profession that required training in mathematics, he/she would have little use for taking
mathematics in college.
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Lorenzo’s student response: Strongly agree.
Student-modified MDFI question: I believe that in general, my teacher does not like
math.
Lorenzo’s student response: Strongly agree.
(MDFI administration)
Students felt so strongly about this that they gave examples to prove their point. They
seemed relieved that someone was to listening their concerns. While administering the MDFI to
Lorenzo’s high performing students, he recounted a lesson when Lorenzo suddenly decided to
leave a chapter unfinished because according to Lorenzo, it was too difficult for them. He said
that Lorenzo suddenly decided to administer an exam on the material that they had covered so far
and move on to what he perceived as “a less difficult topic”. Students perceived this as Lorenzo’s
avoidance of challenging mathematics topics.
Lorenzo’s students believed Lorenzo easily got anxious and did not know what to do
when confronted with difficult mathematics problems. One of Lorenzo’s high performing
students said that he felt Lorenzo relied on him to verify his work.
Lorenzo’s high performing student: He always asks me if I got the same answer he did, or
how I would solve a problem (talking about Lorenzo). He makes a lot of mistakes.
Sometimes we don't correct him anymore. He stresses out and gets angry every time
someone tells him that he made a mistake.
(Student interview)
Lorenzo’s low performing student account was very similar to the student above. This
low performing student shared his experiences attending tutoring with Lorenzo.
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Lorenzo’s low performing student: When I go to tutoring, I understand things better. He
explains to me how to do the problems.
(Student interview)
Then he showed me the problems that Lorenzo helped him to solve. The problems
involved concrete examples where little to no thinking was needed. The problems that Lorenzo
helped him with only required to know rules, but not concepts. Figure 4.1 shows an example of
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degrees. The problems that Lorenzo assigned to his students did not require much thinking.
Researcher: Have you tried doing the word problems at the end of each section?
Lorenzo’s low performing student: Not really. We don't do the word problems in class or
for homework.
(Student interview)
According to the quote shown above, Lorenzo’s daily practice consisted of a set of drills
where only repetition and memorization was called for. During the time I observed Lorenzo, I
never saw that he assigned to his students real-world mathematics problems which required
creative thinking or conceptual understanding. Based on my initial observations of Lorenzo’s
tutoring style, it came to no surprise that this student felt confused when he had to apply what he
learned to solve a word problem. As I will narrate later, Lorenzo’s teaching focused on drills and
procedures. He did not teach his students the application of the concepts they learned. Therefore,
his students were unable to use their knowledge or connect it to solve real-world problems.
In the cognitive domain, Lorenzo self-reported that he had no problem developing
mathematical arguments or creating connections between different topics in mathematics. He
even made remarks about how simple mathematics had always been for him. Lorenzo expressed
that he felt highly qualified to teach high school mathematics. In several occasions he made
comments like: “The math I teach them is very simple”. Although he had admitted at first that he
did not have time to plan his lessons, he had the firm belief that his instruction was very good.
MDFI question: The main reason I studied mathematics in college is because I had to in
order to become a teacher.
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Lorenzo: Oh no! Strongly disagree. I did not plan on becoming a teacher when I majored
in physics. If I had known I would not have studied such a difficult discipline.
Lorenzo’s words were interesting. He believed that mathematics teachers did not require
much content knowledge and the mathematics knowledge a physicist required was more
complex than the one required for a math teacher. Because his words were so revealing I let him
continue speaking before I moved on to the next question.
Lorenzo: I don’t think I need to spend hours planning to give a good lesson in high
school math.
Lorenzo was confident about what he knew and about how he taught it. When students
were confused, he blamed them for “not thinking”. Apparently, Lorenzo expected students to
come to his classroom to be taught only about rules and facts, but not to be taught how to
become good thinkers. In the MDFI he self-reported that he always used various methods of
reasoning in mathematics, even if his students did not ask him to do it. Lorenzo also self-reported
that he always tried to connect what he taught to other topics in math and that mathematics ideas
should be not only connected to each other but that they should also connect to other subjects.
According to Lorenzo, he had such an intimate relationship with mathematics that he even used
it outside of school for things other than calculating the price of an item or the tip for a meal.
Lorenzo self-reported he felt very strong about using mathematical reasoning to explain how he
did things in his class. His students disagreed with his responses in this domain. For example, his
low performing student believed that when he did not understand Lorenzo’s method for solving a
problem, he struggled finding a different way of explaining it. Lorenzo’s high and low
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performing students confessed that when they were confused in his class they found help
elsewhere (e.g. they went to another math teacher or hired a private tutor).
In the conative domain, Lorenzo self-reported nothing but a productive disposition.
Lorenzo self-reported that students would understand mathematics if they put enough effort and
that if students did not get something pretty quickly, it was important for them to keep trying
until they achieved success. Based on Lorenzo’s MDFI self-report alone, Lorenzo could be
pictured as a mathematics teacher who persevered until he achieved success. However, his
students (who spent almost an hour with him everyday) expressed the contrary. Lorenzo’s low
and high performing students perceived him as a mathematics teacher who persevered in his
efforts for them to learn but gave up easily when he had to solve a difficult mathematics
problem. In fact, Lorenzo’s students shared that when he made a mistake as he solved a problem
(which was very often according to his students), he stopped solving the problem independently
and copied the steps from the answer key. Lorenzo’s students said that Lorenzo always had the
answer key nearby.
Lorenzo’s high performing student: He doesn’t figure out the problems like we do
(talking about Lorenzo). He has the answer key in his hand so he can see how to do the
problems he gives us.
Lorenzo’s low performing student: He wants us to do the daily quizzes without looking at
our notes.
(Student MDFI administration)
If what the students were sharing was true, Lorenzo’s teaching style was not modeling
students how to approach mathematics problems. He was not modeling how to become effective
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thinkers. Apparently, Lorenzo’s lack of knowledge and perseverance when solving mathematics
led him to avoid challenging problems.
4.4.2

Lorenzo’s Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching and Disposition before the

Graduate Class
I took initial field notes for Lorenzo while held his tutoring sessions. After observing for
a while, I noticed that Lorenzo was not explaining concepts to students. Students were not
receiving guidance. Instead, they were receiving answers. Lorenzo told them things like: “This
two are the same, set them equal to each other”. Students did not have the same problems, and
yet, the instructions they received from Lorenzo were very similar. At one point it seemed like
Lorenzo was repeating the same phrase over and over.
Lorenzo: Where can I help you?
Student 1: I need help on number 10
Lorenzo: These two angles are the same, these two other ones are equal to 180
Then, another student who was waiting for his turn approached Lorenzo.
Lorenzo: Which one do you need help on?
Student 2: This one, please
Lorenzo: These two are vertical angles, they are the same. Do that and come back.
(Initial observations)
As it can be noticed, Lorenzo was not explaining concepts. In a way, he was giving them
answers. He was telling them the steps that they needed to follow to arrive to an answer that had
no meaning for them. His tutoring session focused on homework completion, not on
understanding. Not surprisingly, Lorenzo shared that he was always very busy with tutoring after
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school. Students were rarely able to carry on new problems on their own. They focused on
procedures, rules, and facts. They were not being taught to become independent thinkers by
understanding the concepts underlying the procedures that Lorenzo instructed them to carry out
time after time. They were not coming to tutoring with the hope of understanding or think. They
attended tutoring with the purpose of completing their homework as fast as they could. Students
only wanted to finish, and apparently, Lorenzo too. Finishing fast seemed to be everyone’s goal.
These unexpected initial findings were very insightful; Lorenzo taught his students to think in
very specific and concrete terms. His teaching did not show interest in broader ideas. He taught
his students about figures, but not how to manipulate them.
During the first few days observing Lorenzo in his classroom, his students were learning
about triangles. They were solving triangles but not in multiple contexts. Lorenzo’s teaching
failed to see shapes in things. He limited his students’ operations to adding, subtracting, etc. A
big misconnection existed between the students’ prior knowledge on triangles their current
lesson. Students did not identify relationships or gave reasons for the steps they carried out.
Unlike Jannette, Lorenzo did not encourage students to find their own methods for solving the
problems he gave them. He did not give students’ credit for solving problems using different
procedures. On the contrary, he penalized his students for using methods other than the one that
he taught. Lorenzo was concerned about the students’ fluency of what he considered the correct
method for solving a given task. Illustration 4.17 shows an example of a student who did not
receive credit for completing his assignment using a different method than the one Lorenzo used.
Illustration 4.17 shows the work of a student who used his prior knowledge in trigonometry to
solve the triangle. The student above, showed a conceptual understanding of the task. This
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student was not only obtaining the answer that Lorenzo was looking for, he was also giving more
information about the triangle (e.g. he found the measure of each interior angle).

Illustration 4.17: Lorenzo’s student work using Trigonometry
It was evident that the student (shown above) was able to make a clear connection
between what he had learned in the past and the new lesson. Lorenzo did not place value in
method that the student above had used. Instead, he warned him not to deviate from his
instructions again or his “grade would continue to be penalized”. The student was disappointed
when he was instructed “just do what we are doing in class” by Lorenzo. Lorenzo focused on
teaching algorithms. His students learned procedures with no conceptual understanding. Lorenzo
did not make connections between new and old lessons.
Researcher: Why was this student wrong?
Lorenzo: He was not wrong, but you know… there are a million things I have to do. I
asked them to solve the problems using the steps we did in class, otherwise it is more
difficult to grade.
(Classroom observations)
Lorenzo attributed this grading style to his very busy schedule. He wanted all his
students’ work to resemble his answer key so he could grade their homework faster. He wanted
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an effective grading method at the cost of student learning. Illustration 4.18 shows the work of
another student whose work on the same problem was approved by Lorenzo.

Illustration 4.18: Lorenzo’s student work using the Pythagorean Theorem
The student in Illustration 4.17 used the Pythagorean theorem to solve the length of the
missing side. What Lorenzo failed to notice, is that although he does not show the work for it,
the student must have also obtained the arc sine, arc cosine or arc tangent to obtain the values for
the degrees shown in his triangle. One of the many problems with Lorenzo’s grading approach
and Lorenzo’s teaching style is that his students were more likely to forget procedures if they had
no conceptual understanding to reconstruct them. Once forgotten, their procedural fluency would
be gone as well. Procedural fluency alone would not allow Lorenzo’s students to recognize their
application in various situations.
Interestingly, his students expressed Lorenzo was a very caring teacher. They said they
knew that Lorenzo wanted them to learn.
Student-modified MDFI question: My teacher believes that there is a ‘math talent’ that
makes some people better at math than others.
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Lorenzo’s student response: Hmmm… I guess I agree. He knows that I am not as good in
math as John (pseudonym of another student in Lorenzo’s class). But I know Mr.
Lorenzo tries to help me out.
Based on the conversation shown above, it seemed like even students knew Lorenzo did
the best he could with the time he had. The fact is, Lorenzo was very overwhelmed with the
many occupations he had at the school where he taught.
Researcher: Have you asked your administration to set you time aside to grade papers
and provide students with feedback?
Lorenzo: I have (laughs sarcastically). But you know how these things are. You just have
to work with what you have.
Lorenzo had given up the idea of changing his grading style or providing students with
feedback. In fact, he had a poster with the “rules for solving an equation”. The poster read:
Step 1: Distribute
Step 2: Combine like terms
Step 3: Move all the variables to the same side
Step 4: Add or Subtract / Multiply or divide
Step 5: Show all your work.
Based on the poster (which was made by Lorenzo), it was clear that Lorenzo wanted to
see the same series of steps in every problem. Many of his students could have probably skipped
many of the steps, do them in their mind, or switch to do more challenging task that involved the
same concepts. However, Lorenzo restricted them to drills, memorization, and repetition.
Students became fast at writing long series of steps. As long as they were given problems that
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resembled each other, they were effective at solving them. The level of thinking that was called
for in Lorenzo’s class was minimal.
4.4.3

Lorenzo’s Pre-test
The goal of administering a pre-test to Lorenzo was to obtain information about his initial

common content knowledge. Lorenzo’s pre-test exposed a teacher with a limited knowledge of
the concepts required to teach high school mathematics. From three possible questions, he solved
two of them partially correct, providing little to no support for his conclusions. Unlike Jannette,
he attempted all of the questions and expressed all three tasks were rather simple for him but he
anticipated they would be difficult for his students. Lorenzo was so confident about his
knowledge in math that he was surprised to find out he did not obtain a perfect score. The next
few pages provide further evidence about Lorenzo’s overconfidence in his knowledge of
mathematics. Lorenzo’s low performance in the pre-test conflicted with his MDFI self-report. In
fact, they revealed his limited knowledge in the subject.
Task 1. The first item of the pre-test, took Lorenzo less than five minutes. The task was
read out loud to him as he followed the reading with a copy of the test that was given to him. The
paragraph below shows Task 1.
Task-1. Rabbit and Turtle ran a 80 meter “over and back” race from a starting
point to a tree (40m), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is
4 m/s and back is 8 m/s. Turtle’s speed both ways is 6 m/s. Who will win the race
and why?
Although Lorenzo had paper, pencil, and a calculator at hand, he simply looked
at the problem and with confidence answered verbally.
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Lorenzo: Well, this is very simple. They are the same.
Researcher: How did you figure that out?
Lorenzo: It is a very simple problem. They are going at the same average speed. I
don't have to do any math.
(Interview 1)
Lorenzo was mistaken. Rabbit and Turtle did not tie. His overconfidence led him
to answer the question too fast without stopping to analyze it. It was not surprising to
find that Lorenzo tended to be more overconfident than Jannette. After all, “males are
more prone to overconfidence” (p. 5) (Bhandar & Deaves 2006). Because of the
commutative nature of mathematics, it was important for Lorenzo to understand Task 1
before he attempted to solve a more rigorous task, so I suggested him to check his work.
Even then, his response was very similar. Illustration 4.19 shows the work that he
provided.

Illustration 4.19: Lorenzo’s Pre-test Task 1-First method
Researcher: Do you want to check your answer before we move on to the next
task. You can take your time.
Lorenzo: There is nothing to do here, I don't have to do any work for this one.
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(Interview 1)
It was not until I advised Lorenzo that his answer was not correct that he looked
at Task 1 with more thought. I was hoping that he would solve Task 1 differently but
instead, he wrote the same method that he had performed in his mind before. He
obtained the average of four and eight. Lorenzo knew he had not arrived to a different
conclusion, so he continued working until he reached thought of a different method.
Illustration 4.20 shows Lorenzo’s second attempt to Task 1. Lorenzo’s second attempt
was correct. He was able to solve Task 1 with only some redirection. It was very likely
that his very high self-concept in mathematics led him to believe that he did not have to
invest any thinking solving Task 1. Unlike Jannette, Lorenzo was able to justify his
reasoning for Task 1 using proper terminology.
Researcher: What did you do?
Lorenzo: I realized that I needed to solve for the individual times using the speed
formula. Since Rabbit had two different speed, I solved for the time over and the
time back and then obtained their sum. It was 15 seconds. For Turtle, the speed
was constant, so I only had to solve for the time once. It was 13.3 seconds. This
means that Turtle wins the race.
Researcher: Is there another way of solving Task 1?
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Lorenzo: Lets see…(long pause). If this is a time and distance problem, then we
could probably use a table, or a graph to show another representation for the
slope, which is the speed.
(Interview 1)

!
Illustration 4.20: Lorenzo’s Pre-test Task 1-First method, second attempt
Then he grabbed a piece of graphing paper and drew the Illustration 4.21.
Illustration 4.21 shows Lorenzo’s second attempt for Task 1.

Illustration 4.21: Lorenzo’s Pre-test Task 1-Second method
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Lorenzo’s response was only partially correct. In his diagram (see Illustration
4.21), Lorenzo attempted to use the parallelogram law of vector addition. In a more
correct illustration of this model, Rabbit's and Turtle’s speeds should be represented
(with a direction and magnitude) by two adjacent sides of a parallelogram (which
Lorenzo failed to show). The resultant of these vectors (shown as the dotted line labeled
“T” in Figure 4.2) is represented by the diagonal of the parallelogram starting from the
same point. This diagonal is equal to the sum of the vectors (or the weighted average
rate). Lorenzo’s response (Illustration 4.21) however, makes no reference to a
parallelogram, it does not show Turtle’s speed as the diagonal of a parallelogram made
by the sum of two vectors, or provides an algebraic explanation to support that Turtle
wins the race. The figures that follow show a case of translation using the parallelogram
law of vector addition that Lorenzo failed to demonstrate correctly.
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Figure 4.2 shows Rabbit’s and Turtle’s rates as two vectors. Using the
parallelogram law of vector addition Rabbit’s rates represent two sides of a
parallelogram. Figure 4.3 shows this.
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Figure 4.4: Weighted average rate
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Lorenzo’s limited common content knowledge about the geometry class he had
taught for such a long time -and that he claimed he knew so well- resulted in his
inability to make accurate and effective connections between weighted averages,
Euclidean geometry, and vectors. This was surprising for a physicist since vector
addition is commonly taught in physics. Lorenzo’s inability to solve Task 1 employing a
different method, affirmed that although he reported a high self-concept in mathematics,
he lacked knowledge in the subject. Specifically, he lacked the ability to create
connections among various topics in math.
Researcher: How challenging was the Task 1 for you? Rate in on a scale of 1 to
5. 1 is the lowest challenge and 5 is the highest challenge. Explain why.
Lorenzo: For me it is a one. It is easy!
(Interview 1)
Although Lorenzo was first unable to identify the concepts tested on Task 1 and
he was unable to properly graph the situation presented on Task 1, he considered it very
simple for him. Task 1 was indeed not challenging, but Lorenzo was unable to solve it
correctly without outside help.
Researcher: How likely would you use Task 1 in your classroom? Rate it on a
scale from 1 to 5. 1 is the less likely and 5 is the most likely. Explain why.
Lorenzo: They would probably also think that it is a tie. But if I explain it, then
they should get it. So a 5.
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(Interview 1)
Lorenzo anticipated that his students would have his same misconceptions that
he did. Although he could anticipate this, when he prepared his lesson he did not plan to
address his students’ most likely misconceptions. This revealed Lorenzo’s limited
knowledge about content and teaching. Unfortunately, what he anticipated did occur. As
I will narrate later, a great percentage of his students made Lorenzo’s same mistakes on
the pre-test and Lorenzo was not prepared to address their struggles.
Task 2. As with Task 1, Task 2 was read out loud to Lorenzo as he followed the
reading with a copy of the pre-test that was given to him. The paragraph below shows
Task 2.
Task-2. Rabbit and Turtle run a 80 meter “over and back” race from a starting
point to a tree (40m), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is
r1 m/s, back is r2 m/s, and his average speed is 6m/s. Turtle’s speed both ways is 6
m/s. Would Rabbit win the race? Why or why not?
Lorenzo stopped to think for a minute. Then he started jotting notes on his paper. He
made some sketches to visualize the problem at hand, and then responded.
Lorenzo: If they show two different variables for the speed of Rabbit, that means that his
speed is not constant.
(Interview 1)
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Then he took another minute to think again. He looked up as he murmured numbers to
himself. It seemed like he was doing mental math. Suddenly it seemed like he thought of
something different because he reached quickly for his calculator. He moved his fingers quickly
as he did some calculations and responded.
Lorenzo: Its like a square, right?
(Interview 1)
It was like a square, but I needed to know what he had done. I looked at the screen on his
calculator but he had cleared it. So I asked him the same question again.
Researcher: What did you do there? (pointing at the calculator).
Lorenzo: Oh. I entered several numbers, like four and eight or five and seven. Both of
these combinations multiply to less than 36 which is the product of six by six. So this
means, that if Rabbit’s speed is not constant, then he cannot win.
(Interview 1)
Once again, Lorenzo’s answer was only partially correct. He had been able to solve Task
2 in a timely manner but showed limited support for his answer. Lorenzo understood that the
greatest area of rectangle would be that of a square. Which meant that unless Rabbit’s speed was
constant, he would not win the race. I asked Lorenzo if he could write his explanation down.
Illustration 4.22 shows the work that Lorenzo did for Task 2.

!
!
!
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Illustration 4.22: Lorenzo’s Pre-test Task 2-First method
Researcher: Is there another way of solving this?
(Interview 1)
Then made a facial gesture of confusion, took a minute to think and responded.
Lorenzo: I guess we can tabulate all the numbers whose sum is 12. Then we can see that
the highest product is six and six.
(Interview 1)
Illustration 4.23 shows Lorenzo’s second method for solving Task 2. Lorenzo was not
using another method. He was not drawing figures but he was still using areas to solve Task 2.
Furthermore, the method he suggested was not efficient. It was trial and error. His explanation
was simple but not logical. It was numeric but not algebraic. It is important to note that one of
the goals of the graduate mathematics class (outlined in the course’s syllabus) was to foster
algebraic reasoning. Lorenzo’s response was not employing algebraic reasoning.

!
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Illustration 4.23: Lorenzo’s Pre-test Task 2-Second method
A more correct response would have involved algebraic reasoning to prove that in order
for Rabbit to win, the product of rates r1 and r2 had to be greater than 36; which would never be
true because the largest area is only the one of the square. Figure 4.6 shows an algebraic proof
for this.
Although Lorenzo was only partially correct in his solution for Task 2, he perceived it as
“not challenging at all”. In fact, he gave it the same rate as Task 1.
Researcher: How challenging was Task 2 for you? Rate it on a scale form 1 to 5. 1 is the
lowest challenge and 5 is the highest challenge.
Lorenzo: For me it is a one. Easy!
(Interview 1)
Lorenzo’s tone as he responded this question was more than just confident; it was cocky.
He had not solved Task 2 as simply as he did with Task 1 and yet his response was the same.

!
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Figure 4.5: Algebraic Reasoning for Task 2
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Furthermore, he was unable to create another method for solving Task 2. When I asked
him about his likelihood to explain Task 2 to his students his response was also very similar.
Researcher: How likely will you use Task 2 in your classroom? Rate it on a scale of 1 too
5. 1 is less likely and 5 most likely. Explain why.
Lorenzo: Maybe 2. Students find variables or the analysis of general situations rather than
specific ones more challenging.
(Interview 1)
At this point it was safe to make the following conclusion: Lorenzo did not have the
tendency to expose his students to challenging tasks. His MDFI self-report said he “did not
believe that persevering would make a person who was destined to be bad a mathematics
understand it”, the problems that he selected for his students were concrete in nature, and his
response to Task 2 said he was not very likely to teach to his students the analysis of general
situations. These responses revealed that Lorenzo lacked what Jannette had: A productive
conative disposition. His work on Tasks 1 and 2 showed that he had limited knowledge in the
subject that he taught. His reluctance to study for the licensing exam showed he also lacked the
perseverance and the effort to grow as a mathematics teacher. Finally, his MDFI self-report and
his perception of challenge on tasks that he was unable to solve correct showed he masked his
lack of knowledge with overconfidence. Interestingly, there is a small but growing literature
indicating that men are more overconfident than women (Bengtsson, et al., 2005). Needless to
say, he was unequipped to teach challenging mathematics successfully to his students.
Task 3. As with Tasks 1 and 2, Task 3 was read out loud to Lorenzo as he followed the
reading with a copy of the pre-test that was given to him. The paragraph below shows Task 3.
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Task-3. Rabbit and Turtle run d meter “over and back” race from a starting point
to a tree (d/2), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is r1 m/s
and back is r2 m/s. Turtle’s speed over is r3 m/s and back r4 m/s. Rabbit and Turtle
have equal average speeds. Would Rabbit win the race? Specify conditions under
which Rabbit could win.
After we finished reading Task 3, Lorenzo took a minute to think about what he
was about to do. He solved this problem twice. He gave an answer, then changed his
mind, and wrote a different response. In his first attempt, Lorenzo wrote an equation
where he set up the average speeds for both animals equal to each other (as Task 3
suggested). Then, he eliminated the division from both sides of the equation, arriving to
his first conclusion.
Lorenzo: If no values are given for the speeds and four different variables are
given, the speeds cannot be constant. If the speeds are not constant, then it is
unknown who wins the race. Illustration 4.24 shows Lorenzo’s response to the
pre-test Task 3.
His answer was not correct. He was not even answering the question in Task 3; he
was not specifying the conditions under which Rabbit could win the race. I repeated the
last part of the question, hoping he would answer what he was being asked.

!
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Illustration 4.24 : Lorenzo Pre-test Task 3-First attempt
Researcher: Specify conditions under which Rabbit could win.
(Interview 1)
In his second attempt, Lorenzo took a moment to think, he read his notes, and
then he replied. Illustration 4.25 shows Lorenzo’s second attempt for Task 3.
Lorenzo: If I base this on the previous problems, then the one that has the less
difference between their speeds is the one that wins the race. So if I say r1 is four,
and r2 is eight, their difference is four. Their product is 32. And if r3 is seven and
r4 is five, their difference is three. Their product is 35. So this means that Rabbit
can only win if the difference between their speeds is less than the difference in
Turtle’s speeds.
(Interview 1)
Researcher: Is there another way for solving this?
Lorenzo: You can use other numbers that add to twelve.
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(Interview 1)

Illustration 4.25 : Lorenzo’s Pre-test Task 3- Second attempt
There two things to note from the conversation above. First, the equation that he
wrote was only a partial answer. Second, the condition that Lorenzo proposed was
missing an absolute value sign to ensure that neither Rabbit’s or Turtle’s rate resulted in a
negative value. Like Task 1, it was not supported algebraically. Lorenzo was comparing
the difference between the speeds instead of their product. Second, once again he could
not represent his reasoning algebraically rather than numerically. Choosing other number
was not another method. It involved the same representational numerical representation.
This last response revealed Lorenzo’s limited common content knowledge. Figure 4.6
shows the algebraic proof that Lorenzo failed to provide in support of his response.

!
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Figure 4.6: Algebraic Reasoning for Task 3
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Lorenzo attempted Task 3 twice and was unable to obtain the correct answer. He
compared the difference of r1 and r2 with the difference of r3 and r4 rather than their
products. Interestingly, even when he did not arrive to the correct answer, he rated the
task as “not challenging at all”.
Researcher: How challenging was the Task 3 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to
5. 1 is the lowest challenge and 5 is the highest challenge.
Lorenzo: One, it was easy for me. At first I did not see it, but after reading it again
I was okay with it.
(Interview 1)
Lorenzo had initially self-reported that he was really good at math and he had no
problem understanding or solving mathematics. Furthermore, he rated Tasks 1,2, and 3 as
easy. However, he was unable to recognize that he could not support his reasoning for
Task 1, 2, or 3. His extreme overconfidence made him believe that he had obtained the
correct answer all three times. His overconfidence made him overestimate his knowledge
(Bhandari & Deaves 2006). He did not persist trying to justify his responses. Unlike
Jannette, he did not spend more time trying to tackle the mathematics tasks at hand.
Instead, he asked to be given the answers. In other words, he lacked the conative
disposition to continue tackling Task 3 until he arrived to the correct response.
Researcher: That answer is not correct. Do you want to give it another try?
Lorenzo: (laughs) No, its okay. What is the answer?
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(Interview 1)
Lorenzo did not want to strive to support his response. Instead, he wanted to be
given the answer. This corroborated his students’ accounts about Lorenzo’s tendency to
reach for the answer key when problems became difficult for him. After his petition, I
explained how to solve Task 3 to Lorenzo using harmonic means and moved on to the
next question.
Researcher: How likely will you use the Task 3 in your classroom? Rate it on a
scale from 1 to 5. 1 is less likely, 5 is most likely. Explain why.
Lorenzo: A one. If I could not solve it, my students would not be able to solve it.
They have not learned about harmonic mean.
(Interview 1)
Not surprisingly, Lorenzo was again relating his students achievement to his
disposition toward challenge. He believed that since he was not able to solve Task 3,
there was no way his students would be able to solve it. This came to no surprise since
Lorenzo had testified that he perceived his students as “not prepared to solve challenging
tasks” (Interview 1). Lorenzo’s unproductive disposition toward challenge impacted his
selection of material to teach in his classroom. Since he had an unproductive disposition
toward challenge, he restricted his students to solve problems that he perceived as “not
challenging at all”.
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Discussion. Lorenzo’s responses throughout the pre-test were revealing. They provided
valuable information not only about his knowledge in mathematics but also about his disposition
toward challenge. Lorenzo did not feel that his students were well equipped to solve challenging
mathematics tasks but took no responsibility for it. Instead, he blamed his students for being
unprepared.
His body language, facial expressions, and some of the remarks that he made revealed a
man who was overly confident about his knowledge in mathematics. Lorenzo’s MDFI self-report
indicated that in high school, he was very good at math. Interview 1 responses, indicated he
believed that the mathematics involved in the high school curriculum was too simple for him. He
did not understand why the state mandated exam involved more content than what he needed to
teach to his students. According to Lorenzo, in order to teach effectively, all the mathematics that
teachers needed to know was the math involved in their curriculum. Clearly, he was wrong. He
did not believe that in order to carry out a responsible form of teaching, Lorenzo needed to know
beyond of what he expected his students to learn. He was unable to demonstrate he knew math
beyond the topics and procedures that he taught his students. The knowledge that Lorenzo
demonstrated was the same that a well-educated adult would know. Based on his belief that
planning for a lesson was unnecessary (MDFI administration), his belief that mathematics
teaching did not require a complex body of knowledge (MDFI administration and Interview 1), it
did not seem that Lorenzo had a strong pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) (Ball, et al.,
2008). The limited knowledge that he had was certainly not mathematical knowledge for
teaching. Lorenzo did not have this awareness. Instead, he believed that being a physicist made
him overqualified to teach mathematics to high school students, even when he had failed the
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licensing exam twice. In fact, he confessed he did not think it was necessary to pass such a
comprehensive exam to be successful at teaching. He did not understand why the licensing exam
expected him to know more than what he would teach. Lorenzo did not have the very unique and
necessary type of knowledge that is required to teach math to young minds.
Lorenzo’s responses to Tasks 1, 2, and 3 revealed a teacher who did not strive in the face
of a challenging task. His lack of effort and perseverance to continue tackling a challenging
mathematics task (such as Task 3), led him to make a series of negative decisions about his
teaching. Lorenzo avoided teaching tasks that he perceived as challenging to his students.
Instead, he selected low rigor and concrete problems which he perceived as simple for him.
Lorenzo’s avoidance of challenge impacted his selection of content when planning his lessons.
He restricted students to low cognitive demand activities in which he did not include a
conceptual understanding or real-world applications. After the evidence gathered from the pretest it was not surprising to find that Lorenzo designed non-challenging lesson.
4.4.4

Lorenzo’s Lesson Plan
As a part of the graduate mathematics class, Lorenzo was asked to develop and deliver a

lesson in which he taught his students the concept of weighted average. The goal was to create a
lesson where he would gradually shift from a low challenging task to a highly challenging task
while incorporating the new concepts to his current Geometry curriculum. Lorenzo’s ability to
design and execute an effective lesson where students embraced mathematical challenges would
provide valuable insights about his mathematical knowledge for teaching. As I will narrate in the
next few pages, Lorenzo’s ability to plan an effective lesson did not improve throughout the
semester. Unfortunately, I found that Lorenzo was not a reflective teacher who analyzed his own
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work critically. It was difficult for Lorenzo to reflect on his flaws and evaluate his work against
high standards. He did not see lesson planning as a vital component of teaching. Lorenzo’s poor
planning coupled with his limited knowledge did not equip him well to handle unexpected
outcomes as the lesson progressed. Although his MDFI self-report revealed an overly confident
man, his lack of preparation for the lesson he prepared made him feel unconfident as he
delivered his lessons. Lorenzo’s lack of preparation became evidence that he did not invest a
considerable amount of effort in his teaching. In other words, it was evidence of his unproductive
conative disposition. This unproductive disposition did not allow him to plan and deliver an
effective lesson.
Lorenzo’s Initial Lesson Plan
Lorenzo designed a lesson that was consistent with the standards he taught in a Geometry
class. His lesson plan was aligned with state standards but did not demonstrate content expertise.
This came to no surprise since Lorenzo did not keep current with professional development, new
content, new approaches, or changed his methods of instructional delivery within his discipline.
Illustration 4.26 shows Lorenzo’s initial lesson plan.
As it can be noticed in Illustration 4.26, Lorenzo’s lesson did not describe any contentspecific pedagogy or strategies that he would employ to meet the needs of the diverse learners he
had. Lorenzo’s lesson plan disregarded students’ prior knowledge. He did not make any kind of
connections between his previously taught lesson and the new material. Furthermore, the lesson
did not specify a specific time-frame or was logically sequenced or aligned to other topics in
mathematics. The lesson did not connect with other disciplines. Lorenzo did not plan to teach
students the applications of his lesson in other contexts. Although kept in mind the multiple
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grade levels he taught (sophomore and juniors), he did not plan to present the lesson in multiple
ways to address his students’ varied needs. Lorenzo’s lesson plan did not mention any learning
strategy, activities materials or resources that would be used to support his students’
understanding. Furthermore, he confessed that he did not use any sort of data (such as formative
or summative assessments) to determine his students’ needs. Lorenzo did not plan alternate
strategies or integrate modifications/accommodations for special populations in his class. He did
not accommodate students’ learning needs, linguistic differences, or different levels of
background knowledge. For these many reasons, it was very likely that many students would not
understand the concepts that Lorenzo planned to teach. Lorenzo did not proactively plan a
flexible lesson where he considered the possibility of embedding interventions as the lesson
progressed. As I will narrate later, Lorenzo’s lack of consideration of all these concerns resulted
in a chaotic, unsuccessful lesson.

Illustration 4.26: Lorenzo’s initial lesson plan
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One-on-one meeting
After Lorenzo had submitted her initial lesson plan to the professor and I had obtained a
copy, individual meeting was scheduled to address all the concerns mentioned above. In order to
fully answer the research question, it was imperative to gauge Lorenzo’s ability to develop and
deliver an effective and challenging lesson. Lorenzo's ability to develop a lesson that taught
students the less difficult concepts first and gradually shifted to more challenging tasks would
reveal very much about Lorenzo’s pedagogical content knowledge.
During this meeting, I asked Lorenzo to revise his lesson ensuring that he addressed three
main questions: 1) What did he want his students to be able to know and to do as a result of his
lesson? 2) Which instructional strategies was he planning to use and why? 3) How would he
transition his students from a low challenging task to a highly challenging task in a way that they
would find it relevant and useful?
Lorenzo said he would revise his lesson and create a new lesson that would start with the
topics or tasks that would interest students the most to engage them. Lorenzo assured he did not
need to use any kind of data to create his new lesson because he already knew his students’
needs. Lorenzo did not believe that using quantitative data was useful to set individual and group
goals for his class. However, he did not plan to use any other source of data in relation to the
implementation of specific instructional strategies. He did not see the use of student data to
determine the cause and effect relationship between his teaching and his students’ learning. It
was difficult for Lorenzo to reflect on how adjustments in his lesson plan were necessary to
increase his students’ performance. As I will share in the next few sections, during the time I
studied Lorenzo I did not see him reflect on his own teaching to monitor his teaching strategies
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and their effectiveness. In other words, Lorenzo was not a reflective practitioner. He did not
reflect on his own teaching, his behaviors, his strategies, and how these impacted his students.
Lorenzo: All teachers in school need to submit lesson plans. It is another thing that they
have us do (talking about his school’s administration).
(One on one meeting)
Lorenzo saw planning his lesson as an hassle. He did not see lesson planning as a task
that was worth his while. Perhaps this is another reason why Lorenzo’s lesson plans were so
deficient. He did not identify learning goals, performance objectives or created instructional
plans to best addresses these learning objectives. He said he knew exactly what to teach, at what
pace to teach it, and how to teach it. Lorenzo believed that he would meet the needs of his
students without the need to be driven by data. He said he would develop a lesson that would be
more specific about the learning outcomes but there was no need to spend time measuring those
outcomes as achieved results. According to Lorenzo, if students did not master a concept, it was
their responsibility to reach for help. He expected students to measure their own mastery.
Evidently, Lorenzo did not understand the complexities involved in measuring student
achievement. He did not understand it was unreasonable to expect students to gauge their own
learning.
Lorenzo’s Final Lesson Plan
Although Lorenzo had written a new lesson plan, his new lesson resembled the initial
lesson plan in many ways. In his revised lesson plan, Lorenzo’s students were not challenged to
think in complex ways, or apply their learning to solve meaningful problems. Students were still
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not expected to make connections to other topics in mathematics. There was no application of the
content to real-world scenarios. Illustration 4.27 shows Lorenzo’s final lesson plan.
Like with Jannette, the final lesson plan that Lorenzo developed was evaluated on four
main categories: Content, procedures and activities, assessment, and instructional design.

Illustration 4.27: Lorenzo’s final lesson plan
Content. Lorenzo created a lesson in which the geometry standards were clearly written
out. Unlike Jannette’s final lesson plan, Lorenzo’s final lesson plan did not make reference to any
real-world application. Lorenzo’s plan assumed that if students knew all the definitions and rules,
then they had mastered the material. The conversation below illustrates this.
Researcher: I don’t see any assessments in this plan…
Lorenzo: At the end of the day they should know how to identify different types of
parallelograms. That is how I can tell if they learned the material.
In his lesson, students were not required to justify procedures or state why a process
worked. Lorenzo’s lesson focused on knowledge of procedures; which is no guarantee for
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student understanding. The lesson did not connect students’ prior knowledge and understanding
to new content and contexts, including real-world applications. Instead it focused on the
importance of students procedural fluency. The exercises that Lorenzo selected were low rigor in
nature. The cognitive demand that was needed for students to carry out the material that Lorenzo
selected was minimal. Students were not expected to think logically, reflect explain, or justify.
Instead, they were expected to carry out procedures accurately and efficiently. Lorenzo’s lesson
did not provide students with an opportunity to develop a productive disposition toward
challenge by exposing them to rigorous, real-world mathematics problems. Finally, Lorenzo’s
lesson missed opportunities that would provide his students with practical experiences using their
mathematical skills. By not doing this, he could not bridge his students’ learning to the real
world. In other words, his lesson did not go beyond memorization. His lesson failed to introduce
his students into a world of reasoning and problem solving.
Procedures and activities. Lorenzo’s final lesson plan consisted of three main activities:
The pre-test, a day of instruction, and the post-test. These activities that Lorenzo selected for his
students were not aligned to the state standards Lorenzo had written on his lesson plan.
Furthermore, the objective that Lorenzo listed on his lesson plan: “The students will learn about
weighted average” was vague and opened to many interpretations. His learning outcomes were
not explicit. The lesson did not describe what students would know and be able to do as a result
of the lesson, it did not mention how the students would be engaged in learning, and it did not
accommodate to the learning needs of his very diverse population (ELL students, different grade
levels, special education students, etc.). As a result of the low quality of planning, Lorenzo’s
lesson plan did not have a clear beginning, middle or end for his lesson. The activities he planned
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to present to his students were not challenging. Instead they were concrete and limited to the use
of memorization and repetition. When talking to Lorenzo about these concerns, he attributed the
deficiencies of his lesson to be the result of the limited time that he had. Once again, Lorenzo did
not accept his responsibility. Instead, he blamed external factors for the defective lesson that he
submitted.
Formative and summative assessments. Lorenzo planned to administer a pre-test and
post-test to quantify his students’ achievement. However, he did not embed informal methods to
assess student understanding as the lesson progressed. He did not use varied methods of
assessing student learning or accommodated his students’ needs with these assessments.
Apparently, he was not planning to review or analyze multiple sources of data to measure student
progress or to adjust his instructional strategies for content delivery as needed. Lorenzo’s lesson
did not plan to gauge his students’ progress at different points in time. Instead he planned to
assess his students mastery of content knowledge until the end of the lesson. The pre and posttest were his only methods of assessment. Unlike Jannette’s students, Lorenzo’s students were
not involved in self-assessment, goal setting, or interventions. Therefore, it was difficult for his
students to gauge their own progress in class. With the exception of the pre-test and post-test,
Lorenzo did not plan to collect, review or analyze students’ work. Students only received
feedback on summative assessments such as chapter exams, report cards, or common
assessments.
Lorenzo did not devote any of his time to review student data in relation to his
curriculum. Furthermore, he did not use other informal methods for measuring his students’
progress (e.g. discussions, questioning, etc.) and mastery of learning objectives, content
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knowledge, and skills. He was planning on administering a pre-test to his students but he was not
planning to use the results of the pre-test in any way to adapt his lesson for his students. He did
not plan to regularly monitor his students’ progress. Lorenzo did not make informed decisions as
he planned his lesson. Therefore, he did not differentiate his lesson to improve student learning.
Not even to reduce the big number of students he tutored everyday. Lorenzo was not accustomed
to having a regular form of assessment. Therefore, he did not communicate with his students
about their progress in a timely manner so that they could understand his expectations and how
to meet them.
Instructional design. Lorenzo did not devote the time necessary to plan an effective
lesson. It was very likely that this contributed to a lower quality lesson that would be teachercentered. Since he did not take any time to analyze his students’ data, Lorenzo planned the lesson
with complete disregard to the needs of his very special student population. His responses during
the individual meeting revealed that Lorenzo did not see the importance in effective planning as
a critical component of effective teaching.
Researcher: Do you make a lesson plan before you give your classes?
Lorenzo: I submit weekly lesson plans to my department chair.
Researcher: What do you consider when you plan a lesson?
Lorenzo: We don't have an official form, I just write down what we are going to learn that
week, the TEKS, and when I will cover that material.
(One-on-one meeting)
Lorenzo planned his daily lessons disregarding very important elements of teaching such
as the context, connections among other disciplines, teaching strategies, sequence, etc. His final
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lesson plan listed the knowledge and skills that students would attain as a result of his lesson but
was not specific about the ways of thinking, working, communicating, reasoning, problem
solving, and investigating that students would conduct. The learning goals presented in
Lorenzo’s lesson did not address the unique needs of individual groups of students. In general,
the lesson was unclear and left much to interpretation. Finally, his final lesson plan did not fulfill
its goal; it did not teach students the concept of weighted average in a way that gradually
increased in rigor.
4.4.5

Lorenzo’s Classroom Observations
Lorenzo began the semester with an unproductive disposition toward challenge. His

everyday routine was very predictable. When the bell rang, students came in and sat down on
their assigned seat. They took out their notebooks and their textbooks. Then, they copied a daily
exercise that Lorenzo projected on the board. Lorenzo normally set a timer, allowing students
few minutes to complete the task as he took attendance and took care of other housekeeping
items.
On first day of the lesson, Lorenzo administered Task 1 as a pre-test to his students. He
asked them to work quietly and independently as they answered the question. When all students
had finished, he walked around and collected the pre-test. Once he had all of the pre-tests on his
desk, he asked students to take notes as he explained to them what he called “the correct method
for solving it” (classroom observations, day 1). Lorenzo’s explanation was fast. It took no more
than five minutes. It was not a rigorous task but many of his students were confused. Especially
those who had chosen that the race would result in a tie (like Lorenzo did at first). For this
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reason, most of the lesson went into reexplaining how he solved the task to the class. Illustration
4.28 shows the explanation that Lorenzo projected on the board to his students.

Illustration 4.28: Lorenzo’s explanation about Task 1
Although Lorenzo was about to introduce a chapter titled Quadrilaterals, he made no
reference to the parallelogram law of vector addition to solve Task 1. Like in the pre-test, he
continued to show a numerical representation rather than algebraic reasoning for solving Task 1.
Besides not connecting Task 1 to quadrilaterals, Lorenzo did not connect Task 1 to any of his
previous lessons. For this reason, students expressed it seemed illogical to learn about a race in a
geometry class.
Student in Lorenzo’s class: Why are we doing this?
Another student’s response: Mister, I don’t understand… are we moving on to another
chapter?
(Classroom observations, day 1)
What the students were discussing above made sense to me. It was not evident that
Lorenzo had any particular goal in mind. Lorenzo was unable o justify to them why they were
doing such a task. It was as if Lorenzo was also unable to see any connection between the two. In
fact he said: “We will do this and then move on with our lesson” (classroom observations, day 1).
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It seemed like Lorenzo was giving the lesson on weighted averages only so that I could observe
him, but he did not find value in spending more time on it.
After about half of the class period, Lorenzo had finished explaining Task 1. Suddenly, he
abruptly changed the topic to parallelograms making no transition between the pre-test and the
new topic. In fact, he asked students to write a new title and did not relate the pre-test to the new
lesson in any way. There were several connections that I thought Lorenzo could have made
between the concept of weighted average (from the graduate math class) and his current chapter
on parallelograms. For example, Lorenzo could have explained weighted averages as the
diagonal of a parallelogram using the law of vector addition (shown in Figure 4.3).
During the second day of the lesson, students came in and sat in their usual seats. They
copied a short exercise that Lorenzo was projecting on the board. It was about parallelograms.
This could have been a good opportunity for students to work on another task that involved
weighted averages. Lorenzo could have created a task that connected parallelograms with
weighted averages but he didn’t. Instead, Lorenzo selected a problem from his textbook (for
which the answer was delineated step by step) as a bell ringer. According to Lorenzo,
parallelograms were the next concept he needed to teach according to his curriculum and there
was “no method of making a clear connection between the two concepts”. He viewed those
concepts as “completely unrelated”. His inability to create connections between parallelograms
and weighted averages exposed (yet again) Lorenzo’s limited knowledge of the subject.
Illustration 4.29 shows the problem that Lorenzo gave to his students.
Like with the pre-test, students were asked to work quietly and independently. This was
unfortunate for his students since students who work in groups are more willing to solve
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challenging problems, explain things to each other in ways that make more sense than the
teachers’ original explanation, students are more willing to ask questions and take risks in small
groups, etc. (Hertz-Lazarowitz, et al., 2013). When they completed the exercise, Lorenzo
collected their work and solved the problem using the exact same steps that were shown in the
textbook. Lorenzo did not explain any reason for the processes that he executed. He simply said:
“Opposite angles are congruent” and made no reference to properties of parallel lines (which was
the underlying concept), or to vector addition (which resulted in the diagonals he drew on the
board and connected to Task 1). Not surprisingly, students were unable to apply their knowledge
in more sophisticated, real-world problems. Parallelograms (like Geometry in general) are
everywhere. Parallelograms are unique representations with specific properties that define them.
They are tangible in our world everyday (i.e. tables, desks, computer screens, etc) and Lorenzo
did not create that connection.

Illustration 4.29: Lorenzo’s teaching example
When Lorenzo finished solving the exercise, a group of students seemed confused.
Others seemed apathetic. Some students had copied the problem but did not attempt to solve it.
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The few that were engaged, started asking each other for help. Students started chattering in what
seemed to be a disagreement between the approach that Lorenzo had taken and another student’s
approach. Instead of comparing methods, evaluating their effectiveness, etc., Lorenzo decided to
do one more example to clarify concerns. He looked at the back of his book (where additional
exercises were found) and selected another problem. He projected the new problem on the board
and began solving it. As he attempted to solve the new problem, he kept looking at the previous
example in his book. It seemed like Lorenzo was unable to recall such a simple and concrete
problem without the aid of his textbook. Yet, he expected his students to solve it independently.
Illustration 4.30 shows the second problem that he copied on the board. Notice the similarity of
the two problems.

Illustration 4.30: Lorenzo’s teaching example
Lorenzo’s inability to reconstruct mathematical procedures, coupled with his low
performance on the pre-test, revealed his limited knowledge in the subject of mathematics. This
was strange coming from a physicist. As a physicist, it was safe to assume that Lorenzo was
knowledgable. However, his knowledge was not dynamic. It was static knowledge (Mason &
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Spence, 1999). He was unable to recall the information that he needed in the moment in which it
was required. It had been many years since he graduated as a physicist. When I asked him about
his last mathematics professional development, he said he had not attended one since he started
teaching. During the semester I studied Lorenzo he shared that he had taught the same geometry
class for seven years and had not grown his knowledge in mathematics since then (interview 1).
Evidently, he did not hold himself to high standard of professional development. During the time
I observed him in his classroom ( and also as he tutored) students I noticed that he did not
collaborate with other professionals. He expressed that he simply did not have the time to reflect
on his professional learning needs or develop a plan for improvement.
Researcher: Has your school offered to pay for a class to help you prepare to retake the
licensing exam?
Lorenzo: I don’t think I want to take it again.
Researcher: But if you wanted to take it, would they pay for your preparation?
Researcher: I'd have to ask. Most teachers ask for funds when they want to go to
workshops. But those are usually held out of town.
Researcher: Have you done this?
Lorenzo: Are you kidding? I can barely finish my job here.
(Interview 1)
Lorenzo could not remember the last time that he had engaged in a relevant professional
learning session that was aligned with his teaching needs. Lorenzo did not collaborate with his
colleagues, including other math teachers at his school. He complained about the lack of
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opportunities that the school had for professional growth but never reached his supervisors,
colleagues, coaches, or peers to take advantage of opportunities that were embedded in his job.
After about half of the class period, Lorenzo handed students a copy of Task 2. He titled
it Activity 1. He asked his students to solve it independently. Then, he set ten minutes on the
timer and asked them to remain quiet until he had collected all of their handouts. After ten
minutes had passed, Lorenzo called time and walked around collecting all of his students’ work.
As he walked around collecting papers, some students asked him for more time. Lorenzo denied
them such an opportunity. He replied things like: “Nope! That is it”. Lorenzo was more
concerned about the amount of time that it took for students to complete the work than about the
valuable processing skills that students were practicing. When he was finished collecting all of
his students’ work, he explained how to solve it on the board. Illustration 4.31 shows Lorenzo’s
explanation for Task 2.

Illustration 4.31: Lorenzo’s explanation about Task 2
As it can be noted on Illustration 4.31, Lorenzo was reluctant to use algebraic reasoning
to justify his solution for Task 2. Instead, he wrote a weakly supported paragraph. When he
finished writing all of his explanations, a student asked him if he could do an additional example.
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Lorenzo’s reaction to this was very interesting. He rubbed his forehead, and exhaled deeply in
frustration. He seemed tense. Based on his lesson plan, he did not anticipate that his students
would struggle. He reached for his Geometry textbook in what seemed to be searching for a
similar problem. He was looking for something that he would not find. What Lorenzo needed to
do was to develop a problem that involved the concept of weighted average in a way that
students could relate to. To do this, he needed to retrieve what he knew about weighted averages
in that moment. He was forced to try to reason about the problem. Needless to say, he did not do
this. Instead, he said: “I can’t think about another example. I will work on one and show it to you
tomorrow”. I thought it was unfortunate that this never happened. The next day, neither the
student, nor Lorenzo brought up the same conversation again. From my perspective, it seemed
like Lorenzo’s student had given up the idea of understanding the lesson. Not surprisingly, the
student became disengaged, disruptive and apathetic. Interestingly, Lorenzo referred to this
student as a trouble student.
Researcher: Why do you think that boy did not ask you for another example anymore?
Lorenzo: He was not really interested. He is one of my trouble students. He always asks
all kinds of questions. He only does it to annoy me. He doesn’t care about my class.
Researcher: Did you come up with another example for him?
Lorenzo: No.
Researcher: Why not?
Lorenzo: Some of them are so behind… perhaps several grade levels (smiled lightly).
They will not understand an abstract lesson such as this one.
(Classroom observations)
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Apparently, Lorenzo’s unproductive conative disposition contributed to a negative
relationship with his students. He did not believe that his student’s questions were genuine.
Lorenzo did not value his student’s efforts. If in fact the student was troubled (as he described
him), he did not grow professionally to meet his needs, or saw him capable of understanding
mathematics. Instead, he maintained a low rigor in his class. He did not strive to see his students
succeed. According to him, some students would simply never understand mathematics. He did
not see a point in trying.
MDFI: No matter how much effort some people put into learning math, they just won't
understand it.
Lorenzo’s response: Strongly agree.
(MDFI administration)
It was almost the end of the lesson when Lorenzo decided to hand to his students back
their scored pre-test. He said he knew students would not have a positive reaction about their low
scores and he wanted to avoid a discussion. There were no more than about fifteen minutes left
in class when students received their exam back. They chattered loudly in disagreement as they
compared their answers with each other. Lorenzo closed his door to avoid disrupting other
classes. Students were frustrated, they did not understand why Lorenzo had marked some of their
answers as wrong if they had arrived to the same conclusion. They were upset about Lorenzo’s
grading method and about the fact that he had delegitimized their approach. Many simply
stopped participating in the lesson after this incident. Students who had been participating,
became rude and confrontational. Students who were confused, became disruptive and
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disengaged. Many outside conversations began to happen. It became even louder. The
classroom’s environment was chaotic, aggressive, and not adequate for student learning to occur.
On the third day of his lesson, Lorenzo expressed that he planned to spend half of the
class teaching students about trapezoids and the other half teaching them about harmonic mean
using Task 3 as a post-test. Lorenzo started the class as usual. He projected a problem on the
board and asked students to solve it quietly. Then, he started the lesson by copying a theorem
from the book. He explained it using the same method that his textbook suggested. Lorenzo’s
explanation did not involve any application to the real world. Furthermore, it did not make any
kind of connection to the concept of harmonic mean.
As it can be noted with Illustration 4.32, Lorenzo missed the opportunity to incorporate
the concept of harmonic mean. There were many things he could have done to incorporate the
concept of averages within his curriculum. For example, he could have explained the harmonic
mean of a trapezoid as the segment that is parallel to the bases and passes through the
intersection of the diagonals. Students could have constructed the harmonic mean of a trapezoid
and verify their construction with a formula they could have generated.

Illustration 4.32: Lorenzo’s explanation of a theorem
Instead, Lorenzo’s explanation focused on teaching students a sequence of steps and did
not make any connection that would transition to the Rabbit and Turtle task. His explanation
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included facts, procedures, and algorithms. It called for the memorization of the operations that
he performed and did not require students to understand any of the underlying concepts he was
teaching. Lorenzo’s explanation about the mid-segment theorem for trapezoids had no logic and
did not require students to inquire or reason. As usual, he simply expected students to memorize
the formula he showed. This very important part of the lesson took no longer than five minutes.
Students were not asked to explain the logic of the theorem. Instead, they accepted the
algorithms that Lorenzo presented and executed them. Lorenzo’s students developed procedural
fluency but no conceptual understanding. They were fast at executing the operations where no
logical thinking was required.
Researcher: I noticed you spent less than five minutes explaining the theorem. Do you
think that is enough time for students to understand them?
Lorenzo: Sure. The picture explains everything (referring to a picture shown in the
textbook). My students get things fast. They are very smart.
(Classroom observations)
Lorenzo’s assumption that his students’ grasped mathematics quick was contradictory
with the big number of students he served daily during tutoring as well as with their inability to
apply their knowledge in other contexts. Evidently, his students did not grasp the concepts as
quick as Lorenzo believed they did. It seemed that Lorenzo was avoiding the challenge of
explaining theorems. Furthermore, his inability to create a smooth transition from trapezoids to
the new concept (harmonic mean) revealed Lorenzo’s limited knowledge of content and teaching
mathematics. To verify this last conclusion, I decided to ask Lorenzo to explain to me another
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theorem of his choice, assuming that I did not understand any of it. Illustration 4.33 shows the
theorem Lorenzo selected to explain to me.

!
Illustration 4.33: Lorenzo’s explanation of a theorem (special right triangles)
Lorenzo took a few minutes, read, and selected the theorem shown above from his book.
Lorenzo’s explanation involved much memorization. In fact he used the word memorize more
than once.
Lorenzo: You need to memorize the relationships here. These only apply to right triangles
that have angles of 30 and 60. It has three sides. The smallest side is facing the 30 degree
angle, the middle side facing the 60 degree angle, and the longest side facing the 90
degree angle. The last one is called the hypothenuse. If the smallest side is 1, the middle
side is !

, and the longest side would be 2. So having this proportion you can find other

similar triangles. There is also another special right triangle that students also should
memorize.
(Classroom observations)
His last sentence was revealing: “Students also should memorize”. Lorenzo did not say
students should also understand, or students should also learn. Lorenzo believed that
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memorizing theorems would suffice to carry out mathematics effectively. Surely, it didn’t. His
students could not move around mathematics concepts. They could not successfully attempt
exercises out of the scope of what he explained in class. Even if these were about the same
concept. Was Lorenzo truly not aware of something so evident? Did he genuinely believe that his
students understood the concepts that he presented in class? If he did, then Lorenzo’s
understanding of mathematics very limited. I needed to uncover these questions.
Researcher: Is there another way to solve problems like this? What happens if I forget the
proportion?
Lorenzo: Usually, there is more than one way to answer a problem. If you could not
remember the pattern, there might be other more challenging methods.
Researcher: Do students get to learn those methods?
Lorenzo: Sometimes. It depends on the class. If they are very strong, then we might do
more laborious problems.
Researcher: Have you done that with your students?
Lorenzo: No.
(Classroom observations)
Lorenzo’s responses were contradictory. He testified that his students were very smart
and understood theorems rather fast. Yet, he did not teach them more challenging tasks involving
trigonometry or exposed them to word problems. Without this exposure, Lorenzo’s students were
not being taught to accept challenges, how to persevere, how to use logic, or how to use their
creativity. This was unfortunate; he did not teach students to become creative thinkers.
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Lorenzo’s responses revealed he had an awareness about other existing methods that
could be used to replace memorization. However, he purposefully decided not to teach them.
Lorenzo consciously decided to avoid mathematics tasks that required logical thinking. He
restricted his students to solving problems that only required looking at numbers, symbols,
shapes, and figuring out solutions. During my time observing Lorenzo, he never brought together
different math concepts. Instead, I witnessed that Lorenzo purposefully avoided mathematics
challenges.
Lorenzo’s need to reach for the answer key when he perceived problems as difficult, his
inability to move around mathematics problems, his direct-instruction teaching style, his method
of scoring student work seeing only one method as the correct, his beliefs about having only one
way to do mathematics, and his overall low cognitive demand for his students exposed a teacher
with the tendency to avoid mathematics challenges.
In order to conduct a cross case analysis, Lorenzo’s students’ work was scored using the
same rubric that was used to score Jannette’s students’ work. Table 4.10 below summarizes the
data obtained in Lorenzo’s classroom.
Table 4.10: Lorenzo’s student growth
Student

Pre-Test Score

Post-Test Score

Student 1

25

33

Student 2

42

25

Student 3

42

0

Student 4

33

0

Student 5

33

0

Student 6

38

33
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Student

Pre-Test Score

Post-Test Score

Student 7

33

0

Student 8

50

0

Student 9

33

0

Student 10

95

0

Student 11

25

0

Student 12

33

33

Student 13

33

0

Student 14

33

0

Student 15

23

0

Student 16

42

33

Student 17

33

0

Student 18

92

33

Student 19

25

0

Student 20

21

100

Student 21

38

33

Student 22

38

33

Based on the minimal amount of time and effort that Lorenzo invested in planning his
lessons, continuing his professional development, and reflecting on his practice it was anticipated
that his student achievement would be lower than Jannette’s students. The results obtained were
shocking. From a classroom of 22 students, only 2 students showed gains. These drastic results
were expected since the pre-test that Lorenzo had administered to his students (Task 1) was
much simpler than the post-test he had given to them (Task 3). Despite Lorenzo’s poor
judgement in the assessments that he gave to his students, revealing patterns were noticed. For
example, seventeen of his students predicted that Rabbit and Turtle would tie by using the same
approach that Lorenzo had initially employed. Table 4.11 shows two examples of this.
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Table 4.11 : Lorenzo’s student work using the same approach as Lorenzo
Student

Work sample

!!
!
!!
!

Student 1

Student 6

Unlike Jannette’s students, many of Lorenzo’s students did not strive to obtain the correct
answer. Instead, they gave an explanation that was not logical or justified with mathematical
arguments. Table 4.10 below shows two of those examples.
Table 4.12: Lorenzo’s student work with no mathematical arguments of justifications
Student
Student 2

Student 7

Work sample

!!
!!

The examples above consisted of students in Lorenzo’s class for which the score between
the pre-test and the post-test considerably dropped. After the chaotic lesson that Lorenzo gave,
many of Lorenzo’s students discontinued trying (see Table 4.8). By the time Lorenzo
administered the post-test, the students engagement in his class was minimal. In fact, most of his
students gave up on Task 3. Students 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1, 14, 15, 17, and 19 (see table 4.10
above) ceased trying after the first lesson. They were upset about the way that Lorenzo had
conducted the lesson and about the way he had scored their pre-test without an explanation or
constructive feedback so that they could have a chance of improving the next time. At best,
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students who were engaged stopped persisting. At worst, they became disruptive and interfered
with others’ learning. Without a doubt, this became compelling evidence that Lorenzo’s
unsuccessful lesson contributed to the development of an unproductive conative disposition in
his students.
Learning Theory Observed in Lorenzo’s Classroom. During my time observing Lorenzo
in his classroom I he focused on a teacher-directed approach. He had a didactic dissemination of
information where he asked his students to “work independently”. He gave his students small
definitions at the beginning of the class and explained the “big goal” until the end of the lesson. I
observed that Lorenzo placed most of his attention to his students’ arrival to the correct answer,
rather than to their understanding of the big idea. His assessments were exams which were
separate from the learning task. Often times I observed Lorenzo employed worksheets and
workbooks (which focused on rote memorization) as forms of assessment. He expected his
students to learn the same concept at the same pace. He used a “one-size fits all” approach. He
explained his lessons by projecting his work (which he copied from the textbook) on the board
and expected his students to copy, listen, and absorb the knowledge. Needless to say, Lorenzo’s
teacher-directed method of instruction was a process that his students did not seem to enjoy
(students slept, texted, colored, etc. during his class).
4.4.6

Lorenzo’s Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching and Disposition After the

Graduate Class
Unlike with the case of Jannette, Lorenzo’s CCK did not considerably increase
throughout the semester. He showed gains, but they were not sufficient to effectively alter his
very stable and unproductive conative disposition. Nevertheless, some things did change in
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Lorenzo. He no longer viewed high school mathematics as a set of rules and procedures to be
followed time after time. He developed a type of “respect” to the mathematics that his students
were expected to learn. He stopped seeing high school math as something “very simple” as he
once testified. At the beginning of the semester Lorenzo told his students there was only one
method for solving mathematics, he called that method “his way”. Towards the end of the
semester, I observed Lorenzo trying to understand and placing value in his students non-standard
methods for solving mathematics problems. Although he did not possess an understand many of
the underlying concepts that he taught, he developed an awareness about their existence and tried
to investigate multiple approaches for conducting a math problem. Lorenzo described his
participation in this study as “a reminder of what studying mathematics feels like”.
Researcher: Tell me about your experiences participating in this study, any final
thoughts?
Lorenzo: It was interesting. It took more than I thought it would.
Researcher: What do you mean?
Lorenzo: Well, I kind of had the idea that I would be given some problems that I already
knew how to solve and all I had to do was teach them to my students.
Researcher: And what was different?
Lorenzo: That I could not do the problems (laughs). It reminded me what I felt like when
I studied math as an undergraduate.
(Interview 2)
Lorenzo’s words were admitting that it had been a long time since he did not actually do
mathematics. Apparently it had been so long that he had forgotten what it felt like to think
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critically in order to solve applied mathematics problems. Evidently, he did not have this kind of
practice in his teaching. I wanted to find if his conative disposition was altered in any way, so I
asked:
Researcher: Do you think you will practice this “feeling” more often in your classroom?
(I was asking him about the “feeling” he had shared that he experienced when he was
required to think in mathematics)
Lorenzo: That would be great, maybe for the students next year.
Researcher: You have more than half of a school year to go, why wait until next year?
Lorenzo: Because, my students are set in their ways, they have a routine. I don't think it is
a good idea to start over.
(Interview 2)
Lorenzo’s unproductive conative disposition did not allow him to believe he could
change his teaching style so late in the school year. Interestingly, even when he had the
awareness that his students were being trained on rote memorization and repetition, he continued
this usual practice. He thought that he could start fresh the following school year when he met
his incoming students.
At the beginning of the study, Lorenzo revealed his lack of motivation and
discouragement after failing the teachers’ licensing state exam. In many ways, this led him to
develop an unproductive disposition toward challenge. Based on Lorenzo’s responses to
Interview 1, the pre-test, his initial lesson plan, and initial classroom observations it was safe to
conclude that Lorenzo started the semester with an unproductive disposition toward challenge.
He did not have a comprehensive understanding of his content or its related pedagogy. Based on
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Lorenzo’s responses to Interview 2, the post-test, his final lesson plan, and the last classroom
observations it is safe to conclude that Lorenzo ended the semester by continuing to avoid
challenges.
In the next few lines I will make three very strong (but well supported) statements about
Lorenzo’s disposition toward challenge and the impact that it had on his teaching practice and on
his students’ achievement. First, Lorenzo did not believe in his students’ potential or in their
ability to understand mathematics. It became common to hear him say statements such as: “if I
could not do this, there is no way my students will be able to do this” (pre-test). Furthermore, he
delegitimized his students’ non-standard methods for solving mathematics by saying: “there is
only one way to do this, that is my way” (classroom observations). Finally, he did not pay interest
in his students' questions. Instead he said things like: “He doesn’t really care about my class, he
asks me all kinds of questions, he only does it to annoy me!”.
Second, his students did not motivate him sufficiently to grow as a teacher. This was
noticed by his sarcastic remarks about growing professionally or investing more time planning
and grading his students’ work. For example, this was noted during the initial interview when I
asked Lorenzo about his professional development.
Researcher: Have you done this? (asking about his professional development)
Lorenzo: Are you kidding? (laughing sarcastically)
(Interview 1)
His lack of motivation was also noted in his minimal amount of planning for his lessons.
Lorenzo: I don’t think I need to spend hours planning to give a good lesson in high
school math.
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(Interview 1)
And third, In general, he was not happy with his job. In fact, he said that he had never
planned on becoming a teacher and that if he had known he would be one, he would not have
studied such as difficult discipline (physics).
Lorenzo: I did not plan on becoming a teacher when I majored in physics. If I had known
I would not have studied such a difficult discipline.
(MDFI administration)
Lorenzo’s lack of motivation was overwhelmingly shown in the minimal effort he
invested in the quality of the design and in the execution of the lessons that he presented in his
classroom. Not surprisingly, Lorenzo justified many of his actions -which reflected his
unproductive disposition- with a lack of motivation. He was a Physics. However, it was evident
that even towards the end of the semester when Lorenzo tried to solve more rigorous
mathematics problems, he did not understand the concepts involved. As the end of the semester
approached, Lorenzo was still unable to connect the content he taught to other ideas or concepts
in order to help student create cognitive maps or relate one idea to another. He continued to be
unsuccessful addressing students’ misconceptions, and connecting ideas within and across
disciplines to real life problems.
Illustration 4.34 was obtained towards the end of the semester, when one of Lorenzo’s
students requested him to solve the problem above in preparation for his upcoming PSAT exam.
It involved a problem that required knowledge of multiple topics in geometry. It was very likely
that at the beginning of the school year, Lorenzo would not have tried to spend time solving the
problem that the student requested. Lorenzo was unable to solve the task shown in the
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Illustration 4.34. The water displacement was not 4/3 units. Lorenzo did not recognize that the
problem required him to recall knowledge about various concepts in geometry (e.g. volumes of
multiple figures and the manipulation of their formulas). The problem required more than
substitution, which he was accustomed to doing. It required a conceptual understanding in order
to manipulate formulas.
Although Lorenzo was unable to successfully solve the problem he did not cease trying.
He did not spend his class’ time either. Instead, he told the student: “let me work on it and I’ll
teach you how to do it tomorrow”. Lorenzo’s student seemed disappointed. After all, it had been
his experience that when Lorenzo said that he would “work on it” what it really meant was that
he would not do it. Surprisingly, the next day Lorenzo had the problem solved with an effective
method that connected various topics in mathematics. (See Illustration 4.35)

!
Illustration 4.34: Lorenzo’s failure solving a geometry mathematics problem
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Illustration 4.35: Lorenzo’s correct solution for solving a geometry mathematics problem
Researcher: I saw that you solved his problem. That was great.
Lorenzo: Yes. It was an interesting problem and the PSAT is very important for them.
(Interview 2)
There are several things to note from the conversation above. First, Lorenzo cared about
his student’s success in the PSAT exam, compared to the beginning of the semester when he did
not take time to answer another student’s question because he did not believe in his student’s
genuine interest to learning. Second, Lorenzo found a problem in which he struggled
“interesting”. This could have been the beginning of a change in disposition. However, I
observed that Lorenzo was very set in his own ways. He continued to show many of his old
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patterns as he taught his lessons (e.g. reach for the answer key, choose non-rigorous problems,
etc.).
It was almost the end of the semester and Lorenzo still did not foster an environment that
supported his students’ learning. His goals, expectations, and objectives were not geared to reach
high student achievement, but to make his job easier. Communication was one way only.
Students were told what to do and how to do it. Lorenzo’s method of direct instruction
discouraged students from persisting, making their best effort, or striving for excellence.
Furthermore, Lorenzo confessed that he did not identify knowledge gaps or communicated with
his colleagues to ensure that these gaps were adequately addressed across grade levels.
At this point in the school year, Lorenzo had built a hostile classroom environment. He
took pride in the quiet and respectful environment of his class. What he considered to be student
respect looked more like fear from my perspective. Students were afraid of reaching to Lorenzo
for help. In fact, one of his students admitted that he no longer told Lorenzo when he made a
mistake because he “got angry”. Lorenzo’s class exercises did not encourage all students to
communicate effectively with their peers. Instead he requested their silence. By remaining quiet
and obedient to Lorenzo’s rules, his students were disengaged. From my experience (having
taught mathematics for eight years), students are more willing to embrace mathematical
challenges when they work in small groups. One or two members should be more knowledgable
than others. That way, the more knowledgable student teaches the concept while others engage in
problem solving. When students learn in this type of environment they are more likely to have an
opportunity to learn within their zone of proximal development (a common Vygotskian approach
to teaching) (Jaworski, 1995).
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It was difficult for Lorenzo to reflect on his own teaching in order to monitor his teaching
strategies and their effectiveness. It became overwhelmingly evident that he did not understand
his students. For example, as he planned his lessons he did not properly address their educational
needs, their backgrounds, or many of their other individual needs. I did not observe Lorenzo
purposefully using his students’ individual strengths (such as speaking Spanish fluently) as basis
for academic growth. Instead, I observed that he disregarded their cultural, educational, and
linguistic backgrounds. One of my days observing Lorenzo I witnessed two of the students who
were playing with a tissue and disrupting the class while Lorenzo was trying to teach. Lorenzo’s
reaction was to called them “stupid” and “stupider” because of their misbehavior. After class,
Lorenzo came to me to apologize for saying that to the students. I found it interesting that his
actions seemed to indicate that he was more concerned with what I thought about him than he
was about why his students misbehaved or their feelings after the public humiliation they had
been subjected to.
Throughout his lessons, he wasted many opportunities to effectively incorporate these to
engage them in his lesson. For example, he did not bridge the content being taught to his
backgrounds and experiences of the students so that it could be personally meaningful to them.
Lorenzo missed the opportunity to exploit his students’ learning qualities to achieve success.
Instead, he attempted to force one learning style (45 minutes of direct instruction) to all students.
Needless to say, this did not work.
Lorenzo was an organized man. He was the teacher on record for over 200 students. He
had routines, rules, and class procedures to get things done right on schedule. However, he
lacked the ability to present content in a manner that motivated students to learn. As he taught, he
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chose exercises that were concrete in nature. He needed to make conscious efforts to do things
differently in his teaching. There were a few exceptions (like the ones mentioned earlier) but in
general, his lessons continued to lack activities that encouraged students’ persistence or effort.
They were simple one step problems that involved little to no thinking. They did not challenge
students.
Researcher: I noticed that you chose the concrete exercises from the textbook instead of
the more conceptual ones like the ones we spoke about. Why?
Lorenzo: When students perceive problems as challenging, they don’t complete them.
They become frustrated and disruptive. The lesson flows better if they know what to do.
(Interview 2)
The conversation above shows Lorenzo’s purposeful avoidance of challenging tasks in
his classroom. Unfortunately, even towards the end of the semester Lorenzo purposefully
selected activities that were simple in nature. He incorporated activities that matched the content
but did not allow them to connect their learning with higher levels of cognition. His questioning
and responses to his students did not promote higher-order thinking, problem solving, or realworld connections.
Lorenzo expressed that his experiences throughout this study changed his views toward
mathematics. He developed an awareness that mathematics was more than a set of rules,
theorems and procedures. He knew that he needed to make conscious efforts of choosing tasks
that required conceptual understanding rather than repetition. Although all these experiences
were enlightening for Lorenzo, they were not sufficient to permanently and positively alter his
previously acquired unproductive disposition. Lorenzo’s avoidance of challenge was habitual.
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Perhaps it took more than a semester of guidance, practice, and perseverance to break his pattern
of teaching the same repetitive tasks year after year. Perhaps it had been too many years of doing
the same thing in his classroom that one semester was not sufficient to alter Lorenzo’s tendency
to avoid mathematical challenges.
4.4.7

Lorenzo’s Post-test
Lorenzo’s post-test revealed that his mathematical knowledge for teaching did not

improve sufficient to alter his unproductive disposition toward challenge. He struggled to let go
of his belief that his training in physics (which he had acquired a long time ago) made him an
overqualified math teacher. It was difficult for him to let go off his habit of teaching mathematics
as an accumulation of knowledge rather than as a skill. Finally, it was not possible for Lorenzo to
recognize that pedagogical knowledge is as important as common content knowledge for a
mathematics teacher.
Unlike the pre-test where he only solved Tasks 1 and 2 partially correct, during the posttest he solved all three tasks but only partially correct. I never observed Lorenzo using algebraic
reasoning to support any of his conclusions. I thought this was unfortunate. It exposed his lack of
knowledge which was rooted on his minimal effort invested to finding other methods to solve the
same tasks. After a full semester, Lorenzo was unable to create connections between the concept
of weighted average and other math concepts. Furthermore, Lorenzo continued to blame the
difficulties that he had during his lesson on external factors such as on his students, his
administration, his busy schedule, etc.
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Task 1. The first item of the pre-test took Lorenzo less than five minutes. The task was
read out loud to Lorenzo as he followed the reading with a copy of the test that was given to him.
The paragraph below shows Task 1.
Task-1. Rabbit and Turtle ran a 80 meter “over and back” race from a starting
point to a tree (40m), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is
4 m/s and back is 8 m/s. Turtle’s speed both ways is 6 m/s. Who will win the race
and why?
As I read the pre-test out loud to Lorenzo, he lifted his eyebrows and smirked, indicating
Task 1 was too simple for him. Lorenzo started solving the task as soon as we finished reading it.
As soon as he finished, he said: “Done”. It seemed like he wanted me to notice that he was able
to solve Task 1 with no difficulty and that it was too simple it was for him. Lorenzo was able to
solve Task 1 successfully. He had obtained a correct answer using a more effective method than
his initial choice during the pre-test. Like Jannette, he calculated the independent speeds of
Rabbit and Turtle. Unlike Jannette, he was able to identify multiple methods for solving Task 1.
Researcher: What did you do?
Lorenzo: I divided the speed of Rabbit over by four, which is 10. Then I did the same
thing with his speed back, which is five seconds. The sum is five.
Lorenzo: Because Turtle’s speed over and back is constant, I divided the total distance by
the speed and obtained the total time, which is 13.3 seconds. Since Turtle’s speed is less
than Rabbit’s, Turtle wins the race.
(Interview 2)

!
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Illustration 4.36: Lorenzo’s Post-test Task 1- First method
Throughout this section I will be comparing Jannette’s and Lorenzo’s pre and post-tests.
Unlike Jannette, when I asked Lorenzo if there was another way to solve the same task he was
able to show other methods.
Researcher: Is there another way to do this?
Lorenzo: Sure! Lets see…. (then he grabbed a piece of paper and sketched Illustration
4.36)
(Interview 2)
Lorenzo was able to provide two logical explanations for Task 1 in a timely manner.
However, his second method had a few flaws. It did not accurately represent the race between
Rabbit and Turtle.
Researcher: What did you this time? (compared to the first method that he had tried)
Lorenzo: I graphed their speeds. I graphed them both in the same plane to be able to
compare them. The steeper the line, the faster they go. Based on the graph, Turtle covers
more distance in less time by going at a constant rate.
(Interview 2)

!
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Illustration 4.37: Lorenzo’s Post-test Task 1 - Second method
Lorenzo’s second explanation was concise and simple, but it had one important mistake.
Compared to task 1, Lorenzo answer to the post-test showed an intersection between Rabbit and
Turtle. This was wrong. For this reason his answer was only considered partially correct. Unlike
with Jannette, it was doubtful that Lorenzo understood the concepts involved in Task 1. This was
preoccupying given that Task 1 was a low rigor and concrete problem.
Despite his inability to solve Task 1 using a second method, Lorenzo reported he did not
find Task 1 challenging. What was surprising was that although it was a simple task and Lorenzo
claimed that it was not challenging for him, he believed his students would find it challenging.
Researcher: How challenging was the Task 1 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5 (1lowest challenge, 5- highest challenge). Explain why.
Lorenzo: For me, its an easy question. One.
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Researcher: Have you used the Task 1 (or a modification of the Task 1) in your teaching?
If-yes, how challenging was the Task 1 for your students? Rate it on a scale form 1 to 5. 1
is the lowest challenge and 5 is the highest challenge. Explain why.
Lorenzo: I did use it. Students had difficulty with multiple step problems. If they were
better prepared, it would have been a good lesson.
(Interview 2)
Lorenzo blamed his lack of success teaching Task 1 on his students. He blamed his
students for not being well prepared and took no responsibility for it. This didn’t make sense. I
wondered: “How did he expect his students to be well prepared if he did not expose them to what
he perceived would be a challenging task for them?” Based on Lorenzo’s MDFI self report and
his Interview 1 responses, he reported he did not believe his students were capable of solving
challenging tasks (such as tasks 2 or 3). Not believing in his students made him unable to
motivate them to learn. By avoiding challenges, Lorenzo modeled to his students a unproductive
conative disposition. Lorenzo believed that many of his students came to him unprepared. In fact
during the second interview Lorenzo shared that he blamed his students’ lack of preparation on
their prior teachers.
Lorenzo: “If they were better prepared it would have been a good lesson”.
(Interview 2)
Lorenzo believed that his students did not come into his classroom well equipped with the
knowledge he needed them to posses and that there was very little that he could do about it.
Certainly, he lacked the effort to make that difference. According to him, his students’ knowledge
in math was very limited, and there was not much that he could do about it.
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Task 2. As with Task 1, Task 2 was read out loud to Lorenzo as he followed the reading
with a copy of the test that was given to him. Illustration 4.37 shows Lorenzo’s work for Task 2.

Illustration 4.38: Lorenzo’s Post-test Task 2
Like with the pre-test, Lorenzo solved Task 2 using the area of a square. When we
finished reading the task, he drew several rectangles and wrote the areas for each one of them.
He did this rather fast. Since he had seen Task 2 before, it was not surprising to find it took him
less time to solve Task 2 during the post-test. What was surprising was that like in the pre-test, he
was still unable to use an algebraic rather than a numeric approach to support his thinking. For
this reason, his answer was only partially correct. He was unable to reason and justify
algebraically what he had done. By now Lorenzo was well aware of the expectations that he had
when solving Task 2 but did not strive to produce a mathematical argument to defend his work.
Instead, he drew a very similar illustration to the one he had drawn to solve Task 2 during the
pre-test. Lorenzo’s unproductive conative disposition had not been altered. He continued to be a
teacher who exhibit the tendency to give up in the face of challenging mathematics tasks.
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Researcher: Is there another method to do this?
Lorenzo: No. Unless we use all the numbers that could add to 12 and see which one gives
highest product, you cannot solve this.
(Interview 2)
The conversation above shows Lorenzo’s continued believe that there was only one way
to solve a mathematics problem and his lack of effort (after one semester) to investigate a
different method for solving one same mathematics task. Creating a table that showed all the
numbers whose sum is 12 was not a different method. After almost one full semester Lorenzo
was still unable to develop an algebraic approach for solving Task 2. This reflected his lack of
disposition to solve mathematics problems that he perceived as challenging. Interestingly,
although he had not been able to solve task 2 correctly, Lorenzo covered up his lack of
knowledge with overconfidence. In fact he stated that he found task 2 “easy”.
Researcher: How challenging was Task 2 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 is the
lowest challenge and 5 is the highest challenge. Explain why.
Lorenzo: Easy for me. It involves simple areas of rectangles.
Researcher: Have you used Task 2 or a modification of Task 2 in your teaching? If yes,
how challenging was the Task 2 for your students. Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 being
the lowest challenge and 5 the highest challenge. Explain why.
Lorenzo: A three. It was difficult for them to complete Task 2. They did not relate the
problem with areas.
(Interview 2)
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Lorenzo recounted how his students entered numbers by trial and error until they arrived
to his same conclusion. Not surprisingly, Lorenzo’s students employed a similar approach
(numerical) to the one used by Lorenzo when solving for Task 2.
Task 3. As with Tasks 1 and 2, Task 3 was also read out loud to Lorenzo as he followed
the reading with a copy of the test that was given to him. Illustration 4.38 shows Lorenzo’s work
for Task 3. Instead of providing an authentic explanation for Task 3, Lorenzo gave an
explanation that one of his students provided during his lesson. This was again conflicting with
his views. He had previously told me that he perceived his students as “unprepared”. He had also
affirmed that since he had initially been unable to solve Task 3, his students would never be able
to solve it. Evidently, he underestimated his students. However, he was now employing an
explanation that one of his students provided during class. Illustration 4.38: Lorenzo’s Post-test
Task 3.

Illustration 4.39: Lorenzo’s Post-test Task 3
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Lorenzo: From Task 2, we can see the only way Rabbit will win the race is if his rates are
closer to each other than Turtle’s rates. In other words, Rabbit’s rates need to multiply to
a bigger number than Turtle’s rates.
(Interview 2)
Like in his pre-test, Lorenzo’s response to Task 3 was only partially correct. He did not
demonstrate an algebraic solution. Instead, he employed concrete reasoning to arrive to his final
conclusion. This partially correct conclusion was not a result of his own effort. The solution that
Lorenzo proposed for Task 3 was obtained by one of his students when he presented Task 3 to
his class. This conflicted with his beliefs. Some of his students were in fact able to tackle
mathematical challenges. During my time developing Lorenzo’s case I did not see him expose
them to these regularly.
Researcher: Is there another method to solve this task?
Lorenzo: No.
(Interview 2)
Like with Tasks 1 and 2, Lorenzo did not create an algebraic method for solving Task 3.
This was expected. At this point it was very well documented that Lorenzo did not uphold
himself to high standards of professional growth. Consequently, he did not put the effort required
to master the concepts presented in the graduate mathematics class. He did not seem bothered
that after a full semester he was still unable to solve the same mathematics task independently.
Although he had learned how to solve Task 3, he did not have the conative disposition required
to persevere finding applications, or developing a conceptual understanding of the concept of
harmonic mean, even when it was highly relevant to the geometry class that he taught.
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Researcher: How challenging was Task 3 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 is the
lowest challenge and 5 is the highest challenge. Explain why.
Lorenzo: For me it was easy. A one. I just needed to base myself on the previous two
tasks.
(Interview 2)
Lorenzo needed flip the test back and forth several times as he solved Task 3. He required
to see Tasks 1 and 2 to be able to solve Task 3. He was unable to solve Task 3 without the aid of
a more concrete example.
Researcher: Have you used Task 3 or a modification of Task 2 in your teaching? If yes,
how challenging was the Task 3 for your students. Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 being
the lowest challenge and 5 the highest challenge. Explain why.
Lorenzo: Students got frustrated and gave up on Task 3. It was not a good lesson. A 5
challenge.
(Interview 2)
This last statement was revealing. Just like he did during the pre-test, Lorenzo’s students
gave up on Task 3. Lorenzo recounted that many of his high performing students tried few things
and when they could not arrive to a conclusion quick they stopped trying. Lorenzo’s
unproductive conative disposition was paralleled with his students’ conative disposition. For
example, Lorenzo did not persist in the face of a challenging math problem (task 3). Instead he
said: “Just give me the answer, what is the answer?” Interestingly, his students reacted in a
similar way when they were confronted with task 3. Students tried solving the task for a few
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minutes and after not obtaining an answer fast they stopped trying and said: “I’m confused, I
don’t get this”, but made no further effort to make sense of the problem.
Discussion. Compared to his score in the pre-test, Lorenzo’s score in the post-test
improved. His score improved from obtaining one correct answer, one partially correct answer,
and one wrong answer to a obtaining three partially correct answers. Although his score
improved, he chose the same approaches that he had used on the pre-test. He was reluctant to
using new methods for solving Tasks 1, 2, and 3. His responses revealed that his misconception
that there was no connection between the concepts of weighted average and harmonic mean to
geometry remained unaltered. It was the end of the semester and Lorenzo was still unable to
demonstrate a conceptual understanding the concepts of weighted average or harmonic mean.
Tables 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15 show a summary of Lorenzo’s performance throughout the pre-test
and the post-test.
Table 4.13 : Lorenzo’s Task 1 improvement
Lorenzo

Task 1 correctness

Pre-test

correct

Post-test

partially correct

Table 4.14 : Lorenzo’s Task 2 improvement
Lorenzo

Task 2

Pre-test

partially correct

Post-test

partially correct

Table 4.15: Lorenzo’s Task 3 improvement
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Lorenzo

Task 3

Pre-test

incorrect

Post-test

partially correct

Lorenzo’s participation in the study was in a way, a form of professional development for
him; it challenged his knowledge in mathematics and taught him new concepts. I asked him
about his feelings finishing the project his responses expressed relief that he would be able to go
back to his old style of conducting mathematics.
Lorenzo: I guess I am glad that it is over. I can stop breaking my head trying to figure out
all the “trick questions”.
(Interview 2)
Lorenzo’s responses revealed that felt relieved that the semester was over. Lorenzo
referred to the questions that required him to think as “trick questions”. This was truly indicative
of his habit of solving low rigor problems. He said he was “not used to solving problems like
these”.
Researcher: Do you think you will participate soon in another opportunity to learn math?
Lorenzo: Yes why not. But not soon. (laughs)
(Interview 2)
Unlike Jannette, Lorenzo did not have a productive affective disposition toward math.
Attitude is considered a subcategory under affective disposition, a domain where Lorenzo had
self-reported himself very highly. Although Lorenzo self-reported he had a very productive
affective disposition, my observations made me conclude that he actually had an unproductive
disposition toward challenge.
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4.5

SUMMARY
After finding out about his errors throughout the pre-test and the post-test, Lorenzo

continued to say he was confident about himself as a mathematician. It took him longer than
Jannette to admit that his struggles could be due to his own lack of understanding of the concepts
that he thought he knew so well. Although Lorenzo ended the semester with an improved score
on the post-test, this did not mean that his disposition toward challenge had also improved.
However Jannette’s CCK gains were greater. Lorenzo increased his score from obtaining one
correct, one partially correct, and one wrong answer on the pre-test to obtaining three partially
correct answers on the post-test. The semester was over and he was unable to provide logical
mathematical explanations for his reasoning (based on the pre and post-tests). Lorenzo ended the
semester with the continued tendency to use numerical and concrete thinking to solve
mathematics problems. He was hostile to other methods for solving mathematics, which he
considered foreign to him. He was not able to state some of the mathematical reasons why his
algorithms were effective. He tended to apply algorithms (which he remembered well) without
examining the mathematical concepts that formed them. On the other hand, Jannette ended the
semester with a only one correct and properly justified answer in the pre-test and with one
properly justified answer and two partially correct answers on the post-test. In other words, her
CCK gains were greater that Lorenzo’s CCK gains.
Jannette ended the semester giving explanations that showed a complete understanding
of the mathematical concepts used to solve the problem(s), using complex and refined
mathematical reasoning, showing diagrams and/or sketches were clear and greatly added to the
reader's understanding of the procedure(s), and using an efficient and effective strategy to solve
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the problem(s). Finally, her explanations were clear, detailed, and employed the correct
terminology and notation, making it easy to understand what she had done.
Lorenzo’s explanations on the other hand, showed very limited understanding of the
underlying concepts needed to solve the problem(s), and often made mathematical errors (which
he did not recognize). He gave me little evidence of the mathematical reasoning that he provided.
His diagrams and/or sketches were difficult to understand. I rarely observed him use an effective
strategy to solve the problem. The explanations that I saw him giving in his classroom were
difficult to understand and were missing several components or was not included. Finally, I saw
him make a lot of inappropriate use of terminology and notation in mathematics.
The semester was over, I was analyzing data, preparing the first draft of this dissertation,
and a new question was running through my mind: Did Lorenzo hide something all along? Was
he masking his limited knowledge in mathematics and pedagogy with overconfidence? It
certainly looked like it. Throughout the semester he remained tied to his algorithmic belief
structure (the belief that mathematics is a system of unrelated concepts, repetition, and
memorization), so much that at many times it hindered him from learning during the study.
Every piece of evidence that I had gathered supported this conclusion. The next two paragraphs
elaborate on this possibility.
First, his students perceived that Lorenzo did not know mathematics very well. They
reported Lorenzo became easily stressed when he could not solve a mathematics problem. They
said he made many mistakes as he solved problems and that many times he did not notice them
until students pointed them out. This was corroborated with various sources of data. His
responses during the pre-test and post-test were not those of a person who knew math as well as
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he claimed he did. Lorenzo was unable to recognize several of the mistakes that he made as he
solved Tasks 1, 2, and 3. He had also been unable to create a second method to solve most of the
tasks during the pre-test and the post-test. Furthermore, he had been unable to pass the state
exam to obtain a license to teach mathematics twice. His students also reported that Lorenzo
used the answer key more often than his own reasoning. This was corroborated with his request
to receive answers during the pre-test and the observations that I conducted in his classroom.
Second, Lorenzo was not motivated to learn mathematics. His words and actions
expressed that he was not fulfilled with his job. In fact he mentioned one time that he was
“frustrated” (Classroom observations day 2), and that he “felt trapped” (Interview 1). Lorenzo
make it clear that he did not believe in his students’ abilities, and that he did not see the need to
know more than the concepts students needed to be taught to teach mathematics. This
tremendous lack of motivation to learn mathematics led Lorenzo to avoid challenges.
It is impossible to know with certainty whether Lorenzo consciously or unconsciously
masked his lack of knowledge with overconfidence. Bhandari & Deaves (2006) have explained
that “because males do not have higher levels of knowledge we can conclude that they are more
subject to overconfidence” (p. 575). Valuable conclusions can be made about his unproductive
disposition toward challenge, about how it was reflected in his practice, and ultimately in his
students’ achievement. In the next chapter, I will expand these conclusions.

!
!
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS
5.1

OVERVIEW
The graduate mathematics class where the present study took place was a transformative

experience for each one of the teachers who participated in this study. Even for Lorenzo who did
not improve his disposition toward challenge. This was because at least he developed a different
view about high school mathematics. He had started the semester with the belief that “high
school math is a system of many unrelated concepts that cannot be made sense of” (MDFI
administration) and ended believing that “it took more that I think it would” (Interview 2). It is a
course that was designed to increase the participants’ mathematical knowledge for teaching. It
did this by increasing the teachers’ conceptual understanding of the mathematics they taught in
their classrooms and by challenging the participants’ mathematics knowledge. During the
graduate class, teachers were assessed on their ability to incorporate a new topic to their student
curriculum in a way that was engaging, yet challenging for their students. To do this, participants
evolved from seeing mathematics as an accumulation of algorithms to a discipline that is
conformed of interconnected concepts. The unique nature of the graduate mathematics course
made this transition difficult for the teacher participants. The different nature of the graduate
mathematics class that caused this struggles, was crucial for the participants’ changes in their
mathematical knowledge for teaching and their disposition toward challenge. The graduate class
employed a constructivist approach. This means that the participants were required to develop
mathematical ideas. Unlike traditional instruction, the graduate mathematics class required
students to use their own methods for solving problems. They were asked to stop using someone
else’s thinking and rely on their own ability to construct their knowledge.
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Despite their individual and very different struggles, by the end of the graduate course
each participant increased their understanding of the algorithms they used to solve mathematics
tasks. Jannette’s and Lorenzo’s views about mathematics considerably evolved throughout the
semester. Towards the end of the semester, they viewed high school mathematics as a discipline
which required knowledge beyond that a typical well-educated adult is expected to know and
began to understand the complexities that exist in the specialized knowledge that is required to
teach high school mathematics effectively. This was not a simple transition for either one of the
participants. Being enrolled in the graduate mathematics class required them to use knowledge
beyond the application of algorithms and procedures. They required understanding the
underlying concepts that composed those algorithms and the interconnections among various
topics in math. They were asked to switch from the procedural thinking to which they were
accustomed to new methods which required them to be creative and think critically. Jannette and
Lorenzo went through different adjustment periods as they acclimated to these high demands.
This time was dependent on their tendency to think procedurally and to their reluctance to use
their own reasoning. They struggled letting go off their previously acquired tendencies and
showed resistance to using new methods for conducting mathematics (methods that employed
algebraic reasoning such as those shown on Figure 4.5 and 4.6). This last chapter discusses
conclusions that are based on the results described in Chapter 4.
Finally, this last chapter creates a connection between the review of the literature
presented in Chapter 2, the theoretical framework presented on Chapter 3, and the results
presented on Chapter 4 to provide an answer to the research question that was posed on Chapter
1: How do teachers’ disposition towards challenge affect their teaching practice and what is the
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nature of that relationship? Like it was anticipated, such a complex question resulted in a
complex answer. The participants’ mathematical knowledge for teaching was a key player in
their disposition toward challenge. This was particularly true in the participants’ common content
knowledge. The participants’ ability to access other strands necessary for the development of
their mathematics proficiency including adaptive reasoning, strategic competence, conceptual
understanding, and procedural fluency (NRC, 2001) heavily depended on their disposition
toward challenge. The participants’ disposition toward challenge was habitual. In most cases, it
was an automatic response. Such disposition resulted in their tendency to become reflective
teachers. Their disposition also played an important role on the expectations that the participants
set for their students. The next few pages elaborate on these conclusions, providing a detailed
answer to the research question.
5.2

PARTICIPANTS’ MATHEMATICAL KNOWLEDGE FOR TEACHING AND

THE IMPACT IT HAD ON THEIR DISPOSITION TOWARD CHALLENGE
Jannette and Lorenzo entered the course with a previously developed disposition toward
challenge but developing mathematics knowledge for teaching. In order to acquire the
knowledge outlined in the graduate mathematics class syllabus (see Appendix), they were
presented with a variety of methods for solving and teaching a mathematics concept that
gradually increased in rigor. According to Jannette and Lorenzo, unlike other mathematics
courses that the teacher participants had taken in the past, the graduate mathematics course
where the present study was conducted provided them with knowledge that was more
meaningful because it was placed in a context (Bruner, 1971; Dewey, 1916, 1938). In fact,
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Jannette that said she was obtaining knowledge that she was able to apply in her classroom. New
concepts were presented in a way that teachers could immediately apply in their classrooms.
As mentioned several times throughout the previous chapters, I adopted Ball, Thames,
and Phelps (2008) framework for Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching (MKT) but developed
alternate methods for measuring their MKT. In their model, Ball and her colleagues suggest the
demands of MKT are greater than the mathematics demanded from an average non-teaching
adult. In order to develop and deliver an effective lesson that evolved from a low challenging
task to a highly challenge task to their students, Jannette and Lorenzo were required to know the
concepts in their student curriculum, how those concepts interrelated, how to teach those
concepts to students, the students’ understandings about those concepts, the sequence in which
those concepts should be taught, etc. Like Brady & Bowd (2005) suggested, I found that the
participants who lacked a strong mathematical knowledge for teaching, tended to avoid tackling
higher mathematics problems. In other words, their disposition toward challenge was heavily
dependent on their mathematical knowledge for teaching. During my time developing Jannette’s
and Lorenzo’s case, I specifically looked for behaviors that would shed light about their common
content knowledge, specialized content knowledge, knowledge of content and students,
knowledge about content and teaching, and knowledge about curriculum. In the next few
paragraphs I will describe my observations of how each element of the participants’
mathematical knowledge for teaching impacted their disposition toward challenge.
5.2.1

Common Content Knowledge (CCK)
The participants’ common content knowledge (CCK) was perhaps the most important and

determining factor in their disposition toward challenge. Common content knowledge does not
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imply that the knowledge itself is common, but rather that it is commonly used by anyone who is
solving a given mathematics task. This is the knowledge that a typically well educated adult
would possess (Ball et al., 2008). In this study, it was important that Jannette and Lorenzo
developed this type of knowledge to assess the correctness of mathematics responses provided
by their students or to employ correct terminology as they taught their lessons. When the
participants’ addressed the topics in which they were mathematically confident, they encouraged
students’ questions and mathematical conversations, spent less time on unrelated concepts,
encouraged discussions to move in new directions based on student interest, and presented topics
in a more coherent way (Brandy & Bowd, 2005). As it was presented in Chapter 2, The
Literature Review, when participants felt confident about the material they taught they were more
likely to incorporate mathematical challenges in their instruction. As it transpired in Chapter 4,
several instances were noted where Lorenzo was unable to solve the mathematics tasks that he
assigned to his students. This revealed his limited CCK. It was unreasonable to expect Lorenzo
to explain different methods for solving a mathematics task when he lacked a conceptual
understanding of the procedures that he taught to his students. By not knowing the underlying
concepts of the algorithms that he taught, Lorenzo was unable to create multiple representations
that his students would understand. Time after time, this resulted in a chaotic and unsuccessful
lesson. Lorenzo’s negative experiences as he attempted to teach challenging tasks to his students
reinforced his tendency to avoid challenges. As Lorenzo experienced “failure” solving a
mathematics task, he became more and more prone to avoiding similar situations. On the other
hand, when Jannette confronted a math problem that she perceived as difficult, she remained
patient. She persisted and invested more time mastering the concepts she was expected to teach
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to her students. She delivered new concepts only when she felt well equipped to address her
students’ questioning effectively and responsibly. Jannette invested more time to the
development of her CCK. Not surprisingly, this resulted in an increase in her ability to do math.
As this happened, her self-perception of a person who was not good at mathematics improved.
Her conative disposition was a major player in the improvement of her affective and cognitive
disposition (Beyers, 2008). Her increase in CCK was without a doubt, one of the major factors
that contributed to Jannette’s improvement in her disposition toward challenge.
5.2.2

Specialized Content Knowledge (SCK)
The participants’ specialized content knowledge (SCK) was another important factor in

their disposition toward challenge. Unlike CCK, this content knowledge is unique to the
profession of teaching and it is not typically needed for non-teaching purposes (Ball et al.,2008).
This type of knowledge was shown in the participants’ ability to chose and create methods that
exemplified a mathematics concept. Lorenzo did very poorly in this domain. For example, he
was unable to create a method that would best illustrate a given mathematics problem. Lorenzo
struggled presenting concepts to his students in a way that they could understand. I attributed this
(mainly) to his limited common content knowledge (CCK(). Furthermore, he did not seem to
have an understanding about his students’ understandings of mathematics. For example, Lorenzo
could not interpret (and penalized) his students’ statements, non-standard approaches, or
solutions. Because of Lorenzo’s limited SCK, his instruction was guided by his textbook. He
taught his class by following the suggested scripts that his textbook (teachers’ edition) suggested.
Table 5.1 shows the similarity between Lorenzo’s approach for solving a mathematics problem
and the method that his book suggested.
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As it can be noticed in Table 5.1 below, Lorenzo taught his students how to prove that a
quadrilateral is a parallelogram by following the exact same steps that the textbook suggested.
He did not find an alternate method for solving the same problem. By abiding to the textbook’s
method for solving the task and avoiding taking the risk of solving the problem using his own
reasoning and applying his knowledge, Lorenzo missed the opportunity of proving that the figure
shown was a parallelogram in many other ways (i.e. show that opposite angles were congruent or
that diagonals bisected each other). Therefore, students were not exposed to other properties that
would help them recognize a parallelogram.
Table 5.1: A comparison between Lorenzo’s teaching approach and his textbook’s suggested
approach
Textbook’s
suggeested method
for solving a math
problem
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Lorenzo’s method
for solving a math
problem
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Unfortunately, Lorenzo repeated this practice almost every day. He taught his lessons
straight from the book. In many occasions, he even held his book opened and constantly referred
to it as he taught his lesson. Lorenzo struggled reconstructing the topics that he needed to teach
his students in a lesson without the guidance of his book. Lorenzo’s minimal SCK led to a
struggle to create examples that his students would find relevant. Because of the lack of
frequency in which Lorenzo made connections to the real world in his class, his students’ beliefs
about the value of mathematics was not cultivated. They did not see the mathematics that
Lorenzo presented to them as something that benefited society or their own life. I concluded this
after listening to the comments that this students made as he taught a lesson on weighted
averages. For example, they made comments such as: “What is the point of this? What does this
have to do with anything?”. Lorenzo’s unproductive disposition coupled with his minimal SCK
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contributed to his inability to make appropriate representations, create relevant lessons for his
students or have an understanding of his students’ understanding of mathematics. Therefore, he
presented mathematics as a pointless subject that had no use outside of the classroom.
On the contrary, Jannette’s specialized content knowledge (SCK), was a determining
factor in the highly relevant activities that she chose for her classes. I only observed the lesson
that Jannette was asked to create as a part of the graduate mathematics class. During this time, I
noted that she was not guided by her textbook. She followed the state-mandated curriculum but
customized her lessons to meet the needs of her students. Because of the relevance of the
problems that Jannette created for her class, her students found mathematics useful. They
engaged in various activities, all which required them to reason, communicate, and work
cooperatively. Compared to Lorenzo’s tasks, Jannette’s activities were creative, fun, and relevant.
The activities that Jannette developed (described in Chapter 4), addressed one of the challenges
working with high school students in mathematics: motivation. Even Jannette’s lowest
performing students, who were likely to become distracted were engaged in her activities. And
what is most important, they learned in her class. This was demonstrated in the students’ pre and
post-tests and in the contributions that they made as she gave her lessons. Jannette’s productive
disposition toward challenge, impacted her students by helping them organize and master
complex concepts. Compared to Lorenzo’s lesson, Jannette’s lesson did not revolve around the
completion of worksheets and drills. Instead, it consisted of real-life applied problems that
involved a higher degree of challenge (which students seemed to enjoy more).

!
!
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5.2.3

Knowledge of Content and Students (KCS)
The participants’ knowledge of content and students (KCS) was also important

contributor in the participants’ likelihood to expose their students to challenges. This domain
included the mathematics teachers’ ability to anticipate their students’ struggles in math and
knowing how to better address them (Ball, et al., 2008). Jannette’s KCS became evident during
her classroom observations as she addressed her students’ difficulties in a given mathematics task
by adjusting her lesson to better serve the needs of her student population. She understood and
legitimized her students’ non-standard ways for speaking about mathematics. Table 5.2 below
compares Jannette’s and Lorenzo’s KCS.
Table 5.2: A comparison of Jannette’s vs Lorenzo’s KCS
Jannette’s KCS

Lorenzo’s KCS
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As it can be noted on Table 5.2 above, according to the teachers’ observations, the
students of both teachers struggled learning a challenging mathematics task. However, the
teachers’ reactions to this challenge was very different. When Jannette realized that her students
were having difficulties, she stopped, and modified her lesson by incorporating a series of
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activities to help them transition from an abstract concept to a more general situation. On the
other hand, when Lorenzo realized that his students were having difficulties, his low KCS led
him to blame his students for not relating the concepts. Mathematics teaching deals with
“selecting and developing tasks that promote students’ conceptual understanding, supporting
their development of mathematical thinking, capturing their interest and curiosity, and
optimizing the learning potential of such tasks” (p. 1) (Chapman, 2013). He did not see that
teaching students to make connections was one of the skills he was responsible for teaching
them. For Lorenzo, a mathematics teacher’s job was to deliver concepts, facts, and rules.
According to him, the rest was not in his hands and it was the students’ sole responsibility.
5.2.4

Knowledge of Content and Teaching (KCT)
The participants’ knowledge of content and teaching (KCT) was another important factor

in the teachers’ likelihood to expose their students to challenges. This very special type of
knowledge combines pedagogical knowledge and content knowledge (Ball, et al., 2008). The
participants’ KCT was noticed in their ability to analyze their students’ work, make choices about
the activities for instruction, choose appropriate questions to ask, explain their students’ progress,
and many other situations that aroused as their lesson progressed. Jannette’s KCT became
evident in her effective lesson planning, specifically in the sequencing of the concepts she
presented to her students, the design of her activities, and the different models that she selected
to represent one same mathematical concept. A good example that revealed the participants’ KCT
was the types of assessments they employed. Jannette’s assessments went beyond the traditional
paper-based exams. Her assessments were tightly connected to her teaching but also applied to
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authentic real world situations. Table 5.3 compares the types of formative assessments that
Jannette and Lorenzo employed.
Table 5.3: A comparison of the participants’ use of CKT in their methods of formative
assessment
Jannette's choice for student
assessment

Lorenzo’s choice for student
assessment
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As it can be noted in Table 5.3 above, Jannette and Lorenzo showed an inclination to
assess their students’ knowledge in very different ways. Jannette asked her students to create a
foldable where they compared and organized the similarities and differences between weighted
average and arithmetic average. The example shown in Table 5.3 above, was one of the many
different products that Jannette allowed her students to submit for one same activity. She
expected originality and creativity in her students’ work. Compared to Lorenzo’s method of
conducting formative assessments, Jannette’s method of assessing her students’ mastery required
a higher cognitive demand. She challenged her students to be creative. Jannette’s formative
assessments resulted in an authentic representation of her students’ understanding. Her students’
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products showed that they had collaborated, but more importantly, it showed that they were able
to make use of their newly acquired knowledge. This was demonstrated by comparing their pre
to their post-tests and by the numerous activities that they completed throughout the ten days I
observed Jannette in her classroom. Jannette’s students learned and enjoyed working on
problems, not drills or exercises.
Because of the lower CKT that Lorenzo had, Lorenzo assigned to his students exercises
that focused on memorization and procedural fluency. Illustration 5.1 shows a copy of the page
number that Lorenzo assigned to his students. Illustration 5.1 shows that Lorenzo avoided
assigning the only exercises that incorporated thought and reasoning (exercises # 1, 2, 3, and 7
shown below). While the skills involved in the remaining exercises skills are valuable for the
development of mathematics proficiency, they are less challenging in nature.
Compared to Jannette’s students, Lorenzo’s students were better at memorizing and faster
at solving drills. Lorenzo had an expectation of rote memorization of facts. The knowledge that
Lorenzo imparted on his students was valuable. However, he did not challenge them to using the
facts that they learned to develop an understanding of the relations that exist between them.
Unlike Lorenzo, Jannette focused her instruction on number sense (a more challenging task),
rather than rote memory.

!
!
!
!
!
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Illustration 5.1 : An example of Lorenzo’s homework assignment
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5.2.5

Knowledge of Curriculum (KC)
The participants’ knowledge of curriculum (KC) played an important role in their ability

to incorporate a new and challenging concept into their curriculum. This type of knowledge
allowed Jannette to best present the concepts in an order that students could understand, use the
students’ prior knowledge to create a lesson that was relevant to students, and emphasize the
concepts that she knew would be important for students in subsequent topics (Ball et al., 2008).
During my time developing Lorenzo’s case, I saw him referring to his teacher edition
textbook to know which theorem or postulate to teach next. Lorenzo’s minimal knowledge about
his curriculum did not allow him to move freely along his lesson. Unlike Jannette, Lorenzo was
unable to move back and forth, making connections to real world situations as the lesson
progressed. Instead, Lorenzo followed the book like a script. As I mentioned earlier, he generally
held his textbook as he taught his lesson and explained each new concept exactly as the book
suggested. Unless he was asked to, he did not show other methods for solving one same problem
(Beyers, 2008). He did not go back to previous concepts to make a connection between the new
topic and previous lessons.
Because Lorenzo’s knowledge about his curriculum was limited, even if he was asked he
could not predict what he would be teaching in a month. He planned his lessons by using his
textbook as his only resource. He normally planned weekly lessons every Friday and submitted
them to his administration. The way he did this was by selecting the next four lessons in the
order that they appeared in his textbook, the suggested exercises that were found at the end of
each lesson, and if it was the end of a chapter, he printed copies of the assessments found in a
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CD that accompanied the textbook. Needless to say, his students were never exposed to more
logical and real-world uses of mathematics and did not seem to enjoy this process.
5.3

IMPLICATIONS OF THE PARTICIPANTS’ DISPOSITION TOWARD

CHALLENGE
I found that the participants’ mathematical knowledge for teaching played an important
role in their disposition toward challenge. Such disposition toward challenge had very serious
implications in their teaching practice and in their students’ achievement. The next few
paragraphs describe how Jannette’s and Lorenzo’s disposition toward challenge impacted their
teaching practice.
5.3.1

Implications of Jannette’s disposition toward challenge
Like Lorenzo, Jannette’s disposition in mathematics was neither completely productive

nor completely unproductive. She began the semester with essential unproductive elements of
her affective disposition. During the MDFI administration, she reported a negative mathematics
self-concept and an unproductive cognitive disposition but a very productive conative
disposition. Unlike it happened with Lorenzo, Jannette’s pre-test, post-test, lesson planning, and
classroom observations corroborated her responses. Jannette indeed had a low self-concept in
mathematics. For example, during the graduate mathematics class it was noted that she trusted
others’ reasoning over hers. Tobias (1991) suggested that mathematics anxiety begins with a
particular incident. For Jannette, such incident was her realization of the high cognitive demand
nature of the graduate mathematics class. Trujillo & Hadfield (1999) suggested that math anxiety
is experienced when a task poses a threat to the persons’ self confidence. For Jannette, this was
particularly noted during Task 3 of the pre-test and post-test. Jannette’s initial mathematics
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anxiety was more than simply disliking mathematics. It was feeling reluctant to teach it and
avoiding the challenge that comes with doing so. However, she was able to overcome her anxiety
and improve her mathematical knowledge for teaching and consequently her disposition toward
challenge as the semester progressed. At first, her anxiety resulted in her inability to provide
mathematical justifications for the procedures that she carried out. She started the semester by
sharing some of her previously acquired beliefs. These beliefs contributed to an unproductive
cognitive disposition. For example, she believed that “there is a specific rule to follow when
solving mathematics” and that “a lot of times, topics in mathematics can be so disconnected from
each other that it is next to impossible to make sense of the ‘big picture” (MDFI self-report).
Interestingly, she also reported beliefs that contributed to a productive conative disposition. For
example, she believed that “if someone is having difficulties in math (like she was), they can
eventually do well if they persist” (MDFI self-report). Jannette’s ability to overcome her
challenges was rooted in her “tendency to think in positive ways” (p. 3) (McIntosh, 1997). The
productive elements of her disposition overrode the elements that she lacked. Jannette’s
remarkable efforts and perseverance (responses of a productive conative disposition) resulted in
the betterment of her cognitive disposition which allowed her to access other strands necessary
for the development of mathematical proficiency (NRC, 2001). These include: adaptive
reasoning, strategic competence, conceptual understanding, and procedural fluency. In the model
that I adopted for this study, Beyers (2008) proposed that “to act in positive ways could be
thought of as persisting and cooperating” (p. 16). Therefore, Jannette’s tendency to think in
positive ways was considered a productive conative disposition.
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Jannette started the semester unable to show much of the mathematics that she knew.
Because the process of creating explanations in math as a cognitive mental function (Beyers,
2008), I interpreted Jannette’s initial inability to create an augments or justifications for the
mathematics that she conducted (as shown in her pre-test) as an unproductive cognitive
disposition. She began the semester struggling perceiving, recognizing, conceiving, judging, and
reasoning in math (Beyers, 2008). This was highly related to her affective disposition. Jannette’s
“affective issues played a central role in her mathematics instruction” (p. 575) (McLeod, 1992).
She began the study feeling vulnerable of being judged for making mathematics errors in public.
Using Beyers’ (2008; 2011) definition, I interpreted Jannette’s inclination to experience these
negative feelings, emotions, moods, and temperaments toward mathematics challenges as an
unproductive affective disposition. At first, her low self-concept as a mathematician did not
allow her to solve a mathematics task in any context where she perceived the possibility of being
judged. These included taking a test and doing well, or even to calculating a simple average. Her
initial low mathematics self-concept compromised her reasoning doing math. Based on her initial
responses (MDFI), I concluded that Jannette had the inclination of seeing mathematics as
impractical and useless. However, the effort and persistence that she exhibited when confronting
a mathematics task led her to overcome many of her challenges.
Because “what is learned depends on how it is taught” (p. 333) (NRC, 2001), Jannette’s
productive disposition toward challenge positively impacted her students’ performance in her
class. I particularly noticed this in her students’ motivation during her lessons. As her
mathematical knowledge for teaching increased, her self concept as a mathematician also
improved. By modeling an inclination to accept challenges in her instruction, Jannette’s students
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were exposed to rigorous mathematics situations in which they were required to think critically.
Jannette’s productive disposition toward challenge resulted in her students’ enjoyment
confronting cognitively demanding activities. Jannette created a classroom environment where
students felt safe to experiment, make mistakes, and try again. More importantly, Jannette
created a classroom culture of a productive disposition.
Due to her very productive conation, she never doubted that if she did not give up she
would ultimately be successful in the graduate class. Because Jannette never gave up and
devoted much of her time to learning the concepts taught during the graduate mathematics class,
she gradually began to perceive the mathematics she once saw as challenging as something that
she could make sense of. This realization improved her mathematics self-concept and thus, her
affective mathematical disposition as she began to see math as something that she could
understand. Jannette’s improvements (MKT and self-concept) benefited her students’
performance. Towards the end of the semester, Jannette showed an inclination to reason about
the mathematical principles that she used when she taught how to apply algorithms in her
classroom. I am not concluding that Jannette had a completely productive mathematics
disposition by the end of the semester. What I am concluding is that there was an improvement in
the affective elements of her disposition. As her disposition improved, she became better able to
access the other four strands of mathematics proficiency (NRC, 2001). As it could be predicted,
Jannette’s changes in disposition positively impacted her teaching practice and consequently, her
students’ achievement. As Jannette’s disposition toward challenge improved, it became evident
that her students’ disposition was positively impacted. Students who began her ten day lesson
unmotivated to learn, apathetic, and displayed a minimum effort in the math class, ended the
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lesson with an improved motivation to learn those concepts. Towards the end of the semester
these students were reasoning logically, they were engaged in her class, and they were using their
prior knowledge as means of constructing new knowledge. Based on these finings, it is safe to
conclude that Jannette’s productive disposition toward challenge promoted her students’
motivation. Table 5.4 shows an example of how Jannette’s productive conative disposition
contributed to her students’ acceptance of challenge.
Table 5.4: Student responses to Jannette’s acceptance of challenge
Jannette’s
productive
disposition
toward challenge

Students’
response to
Jannette’s
productive
disposition
toward challenge
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As it can be noted in Table 5.4 above, Jannette was motivated to learn new mathematics
and to become the best mathematics teacher she could be for her students. Unlike Lorenzo,
Jannette never doubted the importance of challenging her students. For example, she provided
them with appropriate levels of challenge depending on their individual learning stages (e.g. she
differentiated her lessons for junior and sophomore students) and provided her students with a
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sense of control (e.g. she involved her students in the process of lesson planning and validated
their non-standard methods for solving mathematics). In spite of all the difficulties that aroused
as Jannette’s lesson progressed, she never doubted in her students’ potential to solve challenging
mathematics tasks. Instead, she made every effort to see each one of her students succeed. She
was energetic, and was always trying to find new ways to support her students’ learning. In order
to see her students succeed, she created a series of interventions and differentiated her lessons.
Jannette expressed her preparation took a lot of her time. She spent a countless number of hours
improving her activities. She spent time outside of her school preparing for each day of
instruction. This often included weekends. She prepared detailed lessons, interventions, and
projects that would maximize her students’ learning opportunities. This was not a simple task.
Jannette expressed the extra effort and time that she put into her teaching assignment. Her
patience breaking down a challenging task, allowed her students to relate to the material that she
presented and found it relevant for their everyday lives. Jannette’s exceptional efforts to help her
students grow resulted in a series of positive outcomes including the achievement of each one of
her students. Unlike Lorenzo whose lesson consisted of a pre-test (task 1), one activity (task 2),
and a post-test (task 3), Jannette’s lesson consisted of ten activities which gradually evolved from
a low challenging lesson to a high challenging lesson.
Jannette and Lorenzo were both competent, but Jannette was more than just capable. She
was innovative, she was compassionate, humane, creative, and although she struggled at first,
she was very ambitious. What a teacher does, ultimately depends on what they know, their
intention, and their motivation or disposition (Jaworski, 2004). Jannette had decided that she
would exceed all the expectations of the graduate mathematics class. But above all, she made the
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decision that her students would be successful. She was an unusually dedicated learner who
cultivated her dedication onto her students. Without a doubt, Jannette was an exemplary teacher.
She had many strengths but what was most remarkable about her was how she reacted to her
weaknesses. Unlike Lorenzo who covered up his weaknesses, Jannette saw her challenges as
opportunities for growth. She endured her efforts until she reached her goals. She had an
inclination to accept challenges. She embraced challenges but she was aware of what accepting
the challenge entailed. Jannette was organized and planned accordingly to meet the high
expectations that she set for herself. This allowed her to maximize the instructional time during
her classes. Jannette had an efficient system in her classes (i.e. students knew the class routines,
where to find the resources they needed, etc.). During my time observing Jannette, it became
evident that Jannette’s increase in instructional time led to an increase in her students’ academic
success.
These revelations about Jannette allowed me to form the following four conclusions. 1)
Jannette’s acceptance of challenge was habitual, 2) Jannette’s acceptance of challenge led her to
become a continuos learner, 3) Jannette’s productive disposition toward challenge resulted in her
being a reflective teacher, and 4) Jannette’s productive disposition toward challenge led her to
believe in her students’ potential. In the next few pages I elaborate on each one of these
conclusions.
Jannette’s acceptance of challenge was habitual. Jannette’s tendency to accept
challenges was an automatic habit. Her productive conative disposition (Beyers, 2008) was an
automatic behavior in which she engaged in without even thinking. Towards the end of the
semester, Jannette was no longer afraid that her weaknesses conducting math would transpire.
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After all, she knew that if she persevered she would overcome her challenges. By acting this
way, her students felt safe doing the same thing. They saw her taking risks and witnessed how
she handled failure. Her accomplishments doing this was perhaps as important as the
mathematics task itself. Not only did Jannette model a productive disposition toward challenge
but she also modeled a positive reaction to failure.
Jannette’s productive disposition toward challenge was a determining factor in her
success as a student and as a teacher. Her motivation was another important determining factor in
her disposition towards math improvement. Jannette saw value in increasing her knowledge and
knew that accepting challenges was a part of this process. She saw all the advantages that she
would have if she were to improve her mathematical knowledge for teaching. She admired those
who she considered as more knowledgeable in mathematics than her (i.e. her classmates, her
professors, etc.) and made every effort to become more like them. As Jannette began to see
challenging mathematics tasks as something that she could make sense of, her disposition toward
challenge improved. And as her disposition toward challenge improved, Jannette expressed to
feel rewarded with self-pride. Jannette felt identified with who she was becoming. She started
seeing herself as the kind of person who enjoyed and embraced mathematical challenges.
Towards the end of the semester not only was Jannette accepting math challenges, she was also
seeking out for them. Having a productive disposition toward challenge had become a natural
part of her lifestyle.
Embracing mathematical challenges was not a one time thing for Jannette. It was a habit
that she intentionally and carefully formed by practicing it every day throughout the semester.
She did not accept challenges just once, or only a few times. She started doing it all the time.
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Jannette’s productive disposition toward challenge was a habit. This means that unfortunately,
Lorenzo’s unproductive disposition toward challenge was a habit as well. Avoiding challenges
was not a viable option for Jannette. She only saw one option: to accomplish her goal. If this
entailed overcoming a few challenges, Jannette’s mindset was ready to accept this. She was
disciplined, structured, and committed to her goals. She worked her heart out for a good cause:
Her students. By the end of each class session (which was at about 8:0pm after a long workingday), Jannette expressed she felt exhausted but satisfied with her accomplishments.
Jannette’s acceptance of challenge led her to be a continuous learner. In spite all that
Jannette did (coaching, teaching, graduate school, and home duties) she was curious and always
found the time to learn more. Not only did this boost her mathematical knowledge for teaching
but also put her in the position of her students. Although Jannette was not as fast of a learner as
Lorenzo, she made every effort to continuously update and increase her mathematical knowledge
for teaching. Jannette knew her subject well but recognized that she had much more to learn
about math and teaching. She understood that the knowledge that she had gained after obtaining
a Bachelor degree was insufficient to teach mathematics proficiently (Lannin, et al., 2013). She
was an experienced teacher but unlike Lorenzo, she was never satisfied with her knowledge. Her
productive disposition toward mathematics made her more likely to engage her students in
higher thinking activities (Fernandez & Cannon, 2005). She recognized that each school year
was different and that what worked for students one year did not guarantee it would work the
following year. Jannette’s productive disposition toward challenge led her to evolve depending
on the needs of her students. As her students changed, she changed with them. Unlike Lorenzo
who did not take much interest in his professional development as a math teacher, Jannette was
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motivated to learn. This was reflected in her students’ motivation in her class. Jannette
continuously reached for opportunities to learn. She did not feel challenged by the professional
development offered by her school. For this reason, she reached for professional development
outside of what her school district could offer to her and enrolled in a Masters degree as an
instructional specialist in mathematics. Evidently, Jannette’s tendency to be a continuous learner,
increased her mathematical knowledge for teaching, which improved her ability to plan for her
students’ needs (Ball, et al., 2008). Unlike Lorenzo, she was not reluctant to try new ideas in her
classroom. She was not afraid to scrap entire lessons and start over again with a new approach
that would better meet the needs of her students. Unlike Lorenzo who covered up his mistakes,
Jannette learned from hers. She was not afraid to learn new methods for conducting mathematics
or to implement new things to her curriculum. When she did not know how to do something in
mathematics, she recognized it and devoted the necessary time to grow her knowledge and
master the new concept. Jannette’s productive disposition toward challenge was manifested in
her attitude towards learning. When Jannette’s students saw her enthusiasm in her own learning
they were more inclined to learn from her. Jannette’s ability to produce appropriate in the
moment decisions significantly influenced by cognitive factors such as an increase in her ability
to create mathematical arguments (Jaworski, 2004). Her “willingness to wonder, to ask
questions, and to seek to understand” (p. 2) (Jaworski, 2004) was vital for her students
motivation. Her productive disposition toward challenge was translated into her students’
motivation to learn. This motivation was the starting point for her students’ learning.
Jannette’s productive disposition toward challenge resulted in her being a reflective
teacher. Jannette was a reflective practitioner. She reflected on her methods, her delivery, and the
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way in which she connected with her students. Often times, Jannette’s reflections uncovered her
weaknesses. However, Jannette embraced the challenge of overcoming those weaknesses. She
recognized when something that she did was not working for her students. When a lesson was
ineffective, she blamed herself for not planning accordingly and invested the time required to
making the necessary changes. Even if this meant she needed to discard her current lesson and
start back over again. She was not afraid to do unusual things that she thought would motivate
her students to learn.
Jannette was a great teacher. But like any other teacher, she also had her shortcomings.
Unlike Lorenzo, when something went wrong in her lessons she did not attribute it to external
factors. Jannette did not blame her students’ parents (like Lorenzo did) nor did she feel intimated
by them. She was secure about her genuine efforts (which parents appreciated). Jannette
appreciated and welcomed her parents’ involvement. She believed that if she stopped to reflect
she would find out that whatever went wrong in her lesson was rooted on something she did or
failed to do. I am not saying that Jannette was a worrier. She was a thinker. She reflected in order
to adapt her teaching style, her lessons, her approaches, etc. to the needs of her students. For
Lorenzo, a disruptive student was reason for frustration. For Jannette, a disruptive student was
reason for reflection. She used phrases like: “What am I doing wrong?” when one of her students
did not engage in her class. She spent many hours adapting her lessons even if it was only the
meet the needs of a single student. As it could be expected from someone with such a high
conative disposition, she did not give up on any of her students. For Jannette, her students’
failure was also hers. She rejoiced when her students did well. Unlike Lorenzo, Jannette did not
disregard her students affections towards her class. She connected with her students on an
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emotional level that made them more likely to listen to her guidance. During my time developing
Jannette’s case, I witnessed Jannette being a mentor as much as a teacher.
Jannette’s productive disposition toward challenge led her to believe in her students’
potential. The NRC (2001) suggested that “unsuccessful teachers lack confidence in their
students’ potential” (p. 338). Based on this claim, it is reasonable to say that students need
someone to believe in them. Jannette was this person for many of her students. Compared to
Lorenzo, Jannette was more “accepting and effective in responding to challenges from
students”(p. 338) (NRC, 2001). She had attainable-high expectations for her students and
provided them with the tools they needed to meet those goals. She motivated her students to keep
trying until they reached the expectation that she had set for them. Furthermore, she created an
environment where failing was an option and there was nothing wrong with that as long as they
tried again. Jannette’s students reported to feel lucky to have her as their teacher. Her students’
excitement as they walked into her class revealed they looked forward to her class every day.
Jannette was an inspiration for many of them. She pulled the best out of every student that she
taught and challenged them to strive for excellence. She inspired them to become better students
not only in her class, but in all their classes. She did this by constantly counseling them and
showing them that she cared about their progress. Although Jannette never said explicitly that
she believed in her students’ potential, it was not necessary. Her actions showed what she did not
say. She took interest in each one of her students and unlike Lorenzo, she devoted additional time
helping students that she knew struggled. She never used words that Lorenzo employed to
negatively categorize students (i.e. lazy, trouble, etc.). Instead, she was compassionate and
expressed that each student was different and that she embraced those differences. Jannette’s
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efforts did not go unnoticed. Her students respected and regarded her genuine efforts to help
them succeed. Unlike Lorenzo who believed that students respected him. I observed that what he
considered to be “respect” turned out to be fear. Contrastingly, Jannette’s students showed their
gratitude was genuine. They were grateful for what she did for them. She earned this respect
everyday with her hard work and compassion towards her students. During my time observing
Jannette’s classroom, she never had any classroom management issues. Instead, she built a safe
classroom environment. She did not confront students like Lorenzo did. She was considerate,
thoughtful, and at the same time she was able to stand her ground when she saw it was necessary.
Although Jannette invested much more time to her teaching assignment, I never
witnessed her complaining about it. Unlike Lorenzo who was paid overtime for tutoring, Jannette
volunteered her own time to tutor. For example, she held Saturday review sessions before major
assessments, and helped out in other areas of her school when needed. She supported her
students in every way she could. She advocated for her students’ interests and did whatever it
took to ensure that her students received the best instruction that she could offer. In many ways, I
witnessed Jannette doing beyond what a teacher is expected to do. I observed Jannette being a
parent and a teacher for her students (i.e. she worried that they were safe, healthy, clothed, fed,
etc.).
Needless to say, Jannette was passionate about her profession. She took pride on what she
did. Most of the time she was exhausted but happy and fulfilled. She always had a contagious
smile on her face. She was excited about learning and teaching. I am not concluding that Jannette
was a natural educator or that she was born to be a teacher. I am concluding that Jannette’s
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efforts (conative disposition) and her very productive disposition toward challenge supported her
to become who she was: An outstanding mathematics teacher.
5.3.2

Implications of Lorenzo’s disposition toward challenge
Lorenzo’s was a very special case. Until the last day of the study, he self-reported as a

mathematics teacher with a productive cognitive and affective disposition. According to him, he
had always been very good math. According to him, even if he was not asked to, he always made
connections between different topics in math. However, my observations conflicted with his
words. After the first few meetings and classroom observations, it became evident that Lorenzo
did not understand much about the mathematics that he claimed he did. Throughout the semester,
there was not a single mathematics theorem, rule, or fact that he could reconstruct or whose
rationale he could explain conceptually. His knowledge was static rather than active and dynamic
(Renkl, et al., 1996). He was unable to access the knowledge that he required in the moment in
which it was needed (Mason & Spence, 1999). Renkl (1996) gives three explanations for it:
There was a disturbance to access what he needed, there were missing pieces of what he knew, or
he failed to situate the knowledge that he required. Lorenzo was unable to properly incorporate a
mathematics topic to his curriculum or provide his students and administrators a sensical for
purpose of his lessons. Since “less successful teachers lack confidence, either in themselves as
instructors or in their students’ potentials” (p. 338) (NRC, 2001), I concluded that Lorenzo’s lack
of improvement in his mathematical knowledge for teaching, negatively impacted his students’
performance.
Lorenzo tended to easily get frustrated and give up in the face of a challenging task. His
emotions in relation to mathematics belonged to an affective domain (McLeod, 1992).
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Specifically to an unproductive affective disposition (Beyers, 2008; 2011). His frustration was
transmitted to his students. Furthermore, by not allowing students to express their frustrations,
they were not able to realize that they were not alone or that their views were valid. Lorenzo’s
unproductive disposition toward challenge created a hostile and authoritarian classroom
environment where students’ voices were explicitly silenced. His students did not have the
opportunity to experience the thinking engage in solving rigorous mathematics tasks. Instead,
they generally found the work assigned to them as repetitive and simple. Washlaw (2012)
documented that teachers with limited subject knowledge (such as Lorenzo) focus on
memorization and repetition procedures rather than on creating connections, and challenge
students’ ideas. Beilock (2010) suggested that elementary grades teachers who have been shown
to hold the highest levels of mathematics anxiety, transmit their unproductive disposition to their
students. Based on this premise, it is reasonable to conclude that Lorenzo’s unproductive
disposition was also modeled for his students.
I found that mathematics disposition toward challenge (like mathematics disposition) is
habitual and it is normally acquired throughout a long period of time repeating a behavior.
Because Lorenzo's disposition toward challenge was not positively and permanently altered, it is
possible to conclude that the brevity of the graduate mathematics class was not sufficient time to
create permanent changes in Lorenzo’s very stable unproductive disposition. By the end of the
course, Lorenzo’s disposition toward challenge had not increased. Lorenzo self-reported (via the
MDFI) that he held a very strong affective, cognitive and conative disposition. However, other
sources of data including student’s accounts, lesson planning, teacher work, and classroom
observations revealed that Lorenzo reported a false awareness of his own mathematical
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dispositions and knowledge. A substantial amount of data collected throughout the semester
supported the conclusion that Lorenzo held a productive affective disposition but a very
unproductive and stable cognitive and conative disposition.
As Lorenzo started seeing high school mathematics as a more complex discipline than he
initially thought. This was truly indicative that his affective disposition (Beyers, 2008) had
decreased. For example, his inclination to give up when he perceived a mathematics task as
difficult became far more frequent since he no longer saw himself as capable of doing rigorous
mathematics. I am not concluding that Lorenzo held a completely unproductive mathematics
disposition by the end of the semester. What I am concluding is that he developed an awareness
about his limited mathematical knowledge for teaching. His initially self-reported high selfconcept as a mathematician decreased. The NRC (2001) suggested that “just so students may
develop a productive disposition toward mathematics such that they believe that mathematics
makes sense and that they can figure it out, so too must teachers develop a similar productive
disposition” (p. 384). Therefore, as it could be predicted, his disposition negatively impacted his
teaching practice and his students’ achievement. Students who began the semester motivated to
learn, make use of their knowledge, reason, and persevere in their math class ended the semester
with a hindered motivation, apathy, and a minimum amount of effort in their math class. Table
5.5 shows an example of how Lorenzo’s unproductive disposition toward challenge contributed
to his students’ unproductive affective and conative disposition according to Lorenzo.
Table 5.5: Student responses to Lorenzo’s avoidance of challenge
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Lorenzo’s
unproductive
disposition
toward challenge

Students’
response to
Lorenzo’s
unproductive
disposition
toward challenge

!
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As it can be noted on Table 5.5 above, Lorenzo’s unproductive disposition toward
challenge resulted in an unproductive and very chaotic lesson. Compared to Jannette, Lorenzo
started the semester with a higher common content knowledge in mathematics (CCK). Although
at times he arrived to the correct response, Lorenzo was not able to justify the underlying
concepts of the procedures that he carried out. Clearly, he taught his students in the only way he
knew to do mathematics: Through memorization, drills, and repetition (Washlaw, 2012). Without
a doubt, his lessons were low in rigor. Consequently, his students were rarely challenged. I am
not concluding that Lorenzo was not knowledgable. After all, he was an experienced
mathematics teacher. I am concluding that the knowledge he had was a type of knowledge that
he had acquired throughout a long career of teaching the same concepts to his students as a list of
rules and facts that he deposited on to his students year after year. Lorenzo could name many
formulas, theorems, rules, and facts upon request. However, he lacked a conceptual
understanding of the many facts that he knew. Certainly, he could not reconstruct many of them.
Much of the mathematical knowledge for teaching that Lorenzo lacked -and that did not allow
him to create critical thinkers in his class- was due to the reluctancy Lorenzo had to conduct
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mathematics in a sensical, useful, and worthwhile style. In other words, much of the
mathematical knowledge for teaching that Lorenzo lacked was due to his habitual inclination to
avoid mathematical challenges. It was a vicious cycle; his tendency to avoid challenges did not
allow him to make an effort and make use of his cognition in order to obtain a conceptual
understanding of the mathematics that he did performed every day in his class.
These revelations about Lorenzo allowed me to form the following four conclusions. 1)
Lorenzo’s avoidance of challenge was habitual, 2) Lorenzo covered up his lack of knowledge
with overconfidence, 3) Lorenzo’s unproductive disposition toward challenge resulted in him
blaming others, and 4) Lorenzo’s unproductive disposition toward challenge led him to
underestimate students. In the next few pages I elaborate on each one of these conclusions.
Lorenzo’s avoidance challenge was habitual. Based on the substantial evidence gathered
from the case of Lorenzo, it safe to say that his tendency to avoid challenge was habitual. His
responses to challenge were very consistent; he was prone to avoid them. Lorenzo’s avoidance of
challenge was deeply engraved in his behavior. He tended to avoid challenges even in the most
mundane aspects of his life (i.e. he took the elevator every morning instead of the stairs, he
showed a video to his class instead of explaining things himself, he gave excuses not to develop
professionally, he avoided meeting with parents, etc.) Because his avoidance of challenge was
habitual, Lorenzo did not think about it. It was a natural and automatic reaction. This made it
particularly difficult for him to give it up. Although sometimes he purposefully chose to avoid
teaching rigorous concepts to his students (noticed during his lesson planning), he normally did
this unconsciously (noticed as he answered questions to his students and as he explained
mathematics in his classroom). Lorenzo had been avoiding challenges for a long part of his life.
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Therefore, it was not likely that his unproductive disposition toward challenge would be
permanently influenced by one semester long college course. This was especially true because
besides having a deeply engraved propensity to avoid challenges, Lorenzo also had a very
unproductive conation to counteract his tendency to avoid challenges. Lorenzo’s avoidance of
challenge (or unproductive disposition toward challenge) was more less a stable way of acting
and thinking that he had been acquired throughout seven years teaching the same math class in
the same way. In spite of the efforts made throughout the semester and the many opportunities
that Lorenzo was given to improve his mathematical knowledge for teaching, Lorenzo did not
break his tendency to avoid challenges. His will did not override the unproductive disposition
toward challenge that he exhibited. One semester was not enough time for Lorenzo to break his
old habits of avoiding challenges.
Lorenzo covered up his lack of knowledge with overconfidence. During Lorenzo’s pretest and post-test administrations, it was noticed that as the tasks increased in rigor -and as
Lorenzo was unable to make sense of them- his responses about his perception of challenge
became more and more confident. Cardenas and his colleagues (2012) support this view.
According to them males are more risk taking and therefore tend to be more overconfident than
females (Cardenas, et al., 2012). Table 5.6 shows this trend as Lorenzo reported his perception of
challenge to the pre-test.
Table 5.6: Lorenzo’s perception of challenge to the pre-test
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Interestingly, as the tasks increased in rigor, Lorenzo’s confidence was more and more
exuberant. So much so, that towards the end of the pre-test Lorenzo’s was mostly focused on
persuading me about the reason why he did not obtain a correct answer than about solving the
mathematics task itself. Lorenzo made every effort to cover his errors. He associated his
weaknesses to failure (Grimes, 1981). He avoided the failure-risk involved in confronting
challenges in math. This was the reason why he had given up on the idea of taking the state
licensing exam for mathematics teachers after failing twice. Lorenzo never admitted to the
mistakes that he did when he solved mathematics. Even when they were evident. Illustration 4.34
in Chapter 4 exemplifies this clearly. Even when Lorenzo’s mistakes were obvious, he was
struggled admitting his mistakes and learning the correct method for solving the task at hand.
Because Lorenzo did not master his curriculum before he taught it, he made many
mistakes as he attempted to solve problems (this was noticed during the pre-test, the post-test,
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and the classroom observations). He had a good curriculum to follow, but no curriculum teaches
itself (Ball, 2003). In general, his mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) was limited
(Ball, et al., 2008). This was particularly true for his common content knowledge (CCK). I am
not concluding that Lorenzo purposefully taught wrong facts, but rather that Lorenzo made many
unconscious mistakes as he conducted math. In general, Lorenzo’s reaction to his mistakes was
to cover them. Lorenzo’s covering of his mistakes had a negative impact in his students’
reactions. When students caught Lorenzo making a mistake, he tried to cover his mistakes. By
not admitting and correcting his mistakes, students lost all respect for his authority as a
mathematician. They started to believe that they knew the subject matter as well as he did.
Students spent a small amount of time in Lorenzo’s classroom and expected to use this time
wisely. Instead, several class periods were spent watching Lorenzo trying to figure out a problem
with no success. Naturally, this resulted in a chaotic classroom. I observed that Lorenzo was a
source of frustration for some of his students. In spite of Lorenzo’s efforts to cover his mistakes,
his students soon found that Lorenzo had no idea of what he was doing when he attempted to
solve difficult problems. This realization hindered their ability to make responsible decisions
about continuing trying in the class or withdrawing (an option that unfortunately many students
took). Students started to question what else Lorenzo had said that might have also been wrong.
Logically, they lost interest investing their time and effort in learning concepts that they thought
could potentially be wrong. Instead, they did the work that Lorenzo assigned by doing what he
normally did: They compared their responses against the answer key found at the back of their
textbook. By covering-up for his mistakes, Lorenzo failed to establish himself as a credible
source. Instead of investing time and effort mastering the concepts he taught, he lowered his
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students’ expectations and planned his lessons around simple math problems where he was less
likely to make mistakes. During the time I observed Lorenzo, the activities that he chose to teach
required little to no thinking. This made him feel more comfortable, but it also lowered the
students’ interest and engagement in his class. By being underestimated, their potential was
rarely recognized. Therefore, they were not motivated to continue pursuing to succeed in his
class. By underestimating students and undermining their competence and their thinking skills,
Lorenzo did not help his students to appreciate their thinking or problem-solving abilities.
Lorenzo’s students did not take pride about their performance in mathematics. Depending on the
student, this resulted in sadness, anger, or confrontation. The students’ resulting negative
emotions, caused their performance in Lorenzo’s class to drop. In general, his students did not
feel fortunate to have Lorenzo as a mathematics teacher.
Lorenzo’s unproductive disposition toward challenge resulted in him blaming others.
Lorenzo blamed his students for not learning. With a few exceptions, Lorenzo believed that his
students were lazy. He believed that they did not try hard enough to learn. He thought they were
not diligent enough to take charge of their own learning. In many ways, his actions revealed he
believed learning was their job, theirs alone. He expressed many of them wanted everything with
a minimum effort.
Lorenzo: He comes in late to class and acts surprised when he doesn’t get straight A’s.
Lorenzo: Some of those students are very disrespectful.
Researcher: How?
Lorenzo: They talk back, they bully each other, they talk from bell to bell. Unless I am
doing a circus up here to entertain them.
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(Classroom observations)
Lorenzo did not feel proud about his students at all. With a few exceptions, he portrayed
them as horrible, rude and disrespectful teenagers whose future was not very bright. Lorenzo
mainly blamed his students about their poor work ethics. He referred to those students as
“trouble kids”. He categorized many of his students as “lazy”, “whiners”, and “rude”. He
disliked the idea that they argued for grades and disrespected his authority in the classroom.
Based on Lorenzo’s words, anyone would picture his students as future drop outs or delinquents.
Having met them, they were nothing like that. They were well composed young kids who in their
own way, responded to an atmosphere of disrespect, blame, underestimation, and
delegitimization.
Lorenzo blamed the previous teacher for not preparing his students well for his class.
With a few exceptions, these teachers were his coworkers. He blamed them for not preparing his
students with the skills necessary to succeed in his class. Blaming their previous teachers made
Lorenzo feel better about his lack of success teaching but certainly did not help his students.
Illustration 5.2 shows an example of Lorenzo blaming his students’ previous teachers for not
being able to teach challenging concepts to his students.

Illustration 5.2 : Lorenzo’s justification for an unsuccessful lesson
The quote shown in Illustration 5.2 above: “If they were better prepared, it would have
been a good lesson”, implies that Lorenzo did not take responsibility for the preparation of his
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students. Instead, he found it simpler to blame others. He attributed his lack of success teaching
challenging tasks to his students’ previous math instructors rather than to his own efforts or to the
minimal amount of time that he spent in planning for his classes. I am not suggesting that the
former math teachers of Lorenzo’s students were exemplary. There are certainly some weak
teachers. My point is that Lorenzo unfairly justified his tendency to avoid of challenge on his
students’ former teachers, and there is simply no logic in that.
Finally, Lorenzo blamed his students’ parents for not doing their share of the work. He
also blamed parents for enabling his students’ negative behaviors. Lorenzo did not believe
parents were supportive to him as a teacher. He did not feel parents were “on his side”. He used
phrases like “difficult parents” and “angry parents” when he described the families of his
students. During my time studying Lorenzo’s case I came to notice that no particular type of
parent satisfied Lorenzo. Lorenzo blamed some of his students’ parents because they did not
invest time in their children. However, when a parent requested parent-teacher conference
meeting or emailed him to check on the progress of his/her student, Lorenzo complained that the
parent was over-involved. Lorenzo blamed parents because they gave him the job of teaching
and parenting their children. However, when a parent scheduled an appointment to monitor his/
her student’s progress, Lorenzo complained that he/she did not have time for it. Lorenzo blamed
his students’ parents because they did not expect more from their students and yet when a parent
did not accept low grades from his/her student and sent their student to tutoring, Lorenzo
complained that the parent did not understand he already had too much work. Nothing that
parents did seemed to satisfy Lorenzo’s expectations. During my time observing Lorenzo he
never made a positive comment about some of the very committed parents that he had. Unfairly,
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he justified his inclination to choose simple concepts for his lessons by blaming the parents. He
believed that by teaching lessons that his students would find simple, his students would do well
and their parents would be happy.
Was Lorenzo right? Were his students, their previous teachers, and their parents to blame
for his deficient teaching? I don’t pose these questions as an attempt to excuse Lorenzo’s
students, their parents, or their previous teachers. During my time observing Lorenzo’s teaching I
corroborated many of the items that Lorenzo complained about (i.e. students texting, being tardy,
disruptive, unprepared, rude, and even sleeping during his class). However, I also witnessed that
in general, students in his class did not have a clue of what Lorenzo was teaching on the board.
All they did was accept the procedures that Lorenzo presented to them, memorized them, and
repeated them. It is not completely unreasonable to understand that a typical teenager will
engage in other activities after the realization that he/she will never understand what happens in
math class (Bruner, 1971). For a novice teacher, a disruptive student could potentially be the
reason to leave the profession. For Lorenzo, a disruptive student was reason to teach poorly. If
we agree that a teacher is that one who strives to find ways for students’ to construct their own
knowledge (Noddings, 1990), we can say that in many ways Lorenzo had also abandoned his
profession.
Lorenzo’s unproductive disposition toward challenge led him to underestimate
students. The NRC (2001) suggested that “less successful teachers lack confidence either in
themselves as instructors or in their students’ potentials” (p. 338). Lorenzo lacked confidence in
both. Teachers with limited subject knowledge like Lorenzo, have shown to focus on
memorization and procedures rather than on creating, and challenge students’ ideas (Washlaw,
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2012). Because Lorenzo was unsuccessful solving certain mathematics problems, he anticipated
that his students would not be able to solve the same problems. He did not believe that his
students were capable of reasoning in mathematics. He projected his negative beliefs as low
expectations onto his students. Table 5.7 shows the rationales that Lorenzo gave for not exposing
his students to rigorous topics.
Table 5.7: Lorenzo’s rationales for not exposing students to rigorous tasks
Pre-test
Task 1

Pre-test
Task 2

Pre-test
Task 3
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As it can be noted in Table 5.7 above, Lorenzo did not believe in his students’
intelligence. He believed that they would follow his same mistakes, struggle in the same
concepts he did, and eventually give up like he did. Because Lorenzo did not believe in his
students’ potential, it was not surprising to hear that his students did not believe in his potential
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as a teacher either. After all, his lessons were very simple for them. Like Washlaw (2012)
proposed, Lorenzo’s limited CCK led him to avoid challenging students’ ideas. During my time
observing Lorenzo, I witnessed him discrediting his students’ responses. This was specially
noticed when his students employed a different method for solving one same mathematics task.
However, even in the most tangled explanations that some of his students provided I often found
seeds of profound insight. Lorenzo missed the opportunity to cultivate this many times. By not
legitimizing his students’ contributions, Lorenzo created an atmosphere of disrespect and lack of
trust. Evidently, Lorenzo disregarded his students’ affections towards their learning of
mathematics. As mentioned in earlier, Lorenzo attributed everything that went wrong in his
teaching to his students, including the low rigor of the lessons that he delivered. In several
occasions Lorenzo complained about the type of responses that his students provided to him.
However, sitting in his classroom I never saw that Lorenzo posed questions which provoked
critical thinking, so it was not surprising that he did not receive intelligent responses. He did not
ask high order thinking questions that required thinking or reasoning. In other words, Lorenzo’s
student learning in his class was directly related to what he expected them to learn.
If we agree that the purpose of high school mathematics is meant to challenge students, to
exposed them to different views, and above all to prepare them for the world outside the
classroom world (NRC, 2001), then we can also agree that Lorenzo’s unproductive disposition
toward challenge did not allow him to do this job.
5.4

RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Very much can be learned from these two cases. Jannette’s productive disposition toward

challenge was habitual. It led her to become a continuos learner and to self-reflect when her
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students did not show growth. Her productive disposition led her to believe in her students’
potential and to challenge them. Contrastingly, Lorenzo blamed others (such as parents, other
teachers, or students) when his students did not show growth. I concluded that because he had an
unproductive disposition toward challenge, he underestimated his students (believing that they
would not be able to solve successful tasks).
The United States is undergoing a critical time in mathematics education (TIMSS, 2011).
It is important that implement changes to mathematics instruction. I do not propose a new set of
standards. The history of American mathematics education is filled with those (NCTM 1989;
1991; 2000; 2004; 2006). Such publications have provided standards and focus points for
mathematics instruction, and they have undoubtedly been important for the development of
American mathematics education. This study contributes to the newly emerging discussion of
how mathematics is being taught in American classrooms (Beyers, 2011; NCTM, 2007;
Fernandez & Cannon, 2005). I suggest that we take a close look at what other countries (who
outperform United States in mathematics) do in their mathematics classrooms. That is, the
students’ development of productive dispositions in mathematics (Fernandez & Cannon, 2005;
Mohammad 2004). I suggest that we implement changes in the disposition toward challenge that
mathematics teachers model to their students. I would like to send a message based on the
findings of these two cases. The recommendations that I offer are for three audiences: for
classroom mathematics teachers, for mathematics teachers’ school administrators, and for
professors of mathematics teaching education programs. The next three paragraphs elaborate on
the recommendations that I suggest.
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For classroom mathematics teachers my recommendation is: “Grow your knowledge!” It
is imperative for mathematics teachers to continuously expand their mathematical knowledge for
teaching (Ball, et al., 2008; Ball, 2003). Based on the two cases that I presented throughout this
dissertation, mathematical knowledge for teaching (Ball et al., 2008) has an important impact on
teachers’ disposition toward challenge. And as I have explained before, I found that mathematics
teachers’ disposition toward challenge has serious implications in their teaching practice and in
their students’ achievement.
For mathematics teachers’ administrators my recommendation is to create physical spaces
to reflect on the value of relevant professional development for mathematics teachers. School
administrators (like teachers in general) are overloaded with responsibilities. Therefore, I suggest
that they find a space where they can reflect on identifying the professional development that
different teachers might need to “carry out a responsible form of teaching” (p. 8) (Ball, et al.,
2003) and make those opportunities available to them.
Finally, for professors of mathematics teaching education programs I have two
recommendations. First, to promote teachers to find the tools necessary so that when their
education does not match their context in their classrooms they know how to meet their students’
needs by seeking out for relevant learning opportunities. Second, promote early on mathematics
teaching education programs the culture that mathematics teaching is a profession where learning
is never “finished” and that graduation is only the commencement of a career of continuos
learning.
Findings of this study inevitably inspire new questions that lead to further research.
Mathematics teachers’ dispositions toward challenge have an important role in their teaching
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practice and therefore in their students’ achievement. In this study, this became specially notable
in the decisions that the teachers made as they planned their lessons, the methods of assessment
they preferred, their questioning, and the classroom environment that they built. This dissertation
raises an awareness on the importance of mathematics teachers’ disposition toward challenge. It
also inspires future research in this area. With awareness comes new questioning as we attempt
to understand the complexities involved in mathematics teachers’ disposition toward challenge.
as a measure of teacher effectiveness.The following two paragraphs pose two future lines of
research that were inspired on the findings of this study.
How can a mathematics teachers’ dispositions toward challenge be positively and
permanently altered? Although the case of Lorenzo’s provided valuable discoveries (i.e. his
unproductive disposition toward challenge negatively impacted his students’ motivation) further
research is needed to corroborate the suggestion that it was indeed due to the brevity of the
graduate mathematics course that his disposition remained unaltered. Is it possible that a
mathematics teacher with an very stable and unproductive disposition toward challenge (such as
Lorenzo) improve his/her disposition? What else was necessary to permanently alter his
disposition? It is possible that given the habitual nature of disposition toward challenge, one
semester was not enough time to positively and permanently alter Lorenzo’s previously acquired
dispositions (i.e. his tendency to avoid challenges). Would his previously acquired dispositions
change if he had participated in a class that cultivated his mathematical knowledge for teaching
for longer than one semester? Further research is needed to corroborate this suggestion.
How do these results compare when studying experienced mathematics teachers’
disposition toward challenge in other countries? This study adopted Beyers (2008) model of
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mathematics disposition. This means that only three domains of disposition were considered.
These were affective, cognitive, and conative dispositional functions. Other factors that also
impact disposition such as environment were out of the scope of this study. In order to
understand if other factors (such as environment) also impact teachers’ disposition toward
challenge, further research in other countries is necessary. Based on the significant gap that exists
between American students and students in other countries I suggest that these results are
compared with countries who time after time continue to outperform American students in
mathematics (e.g. Japan, South Korea, United Kingdom, etc.).
5.5

SUMMARY
This dissertation presented the case study of two mathematics teachers (with different

mathematics dispositions) enrolled in a graduate mathematics course. The research examined
how secondary mathematics teachers’ disposition toward challenge impacts their teaching
practice by following two teachers who were enrolled in a graduate mathematics course for one
semester. I found that their mathematical knowledge for teaching was reflected in their
disposition toward challenge and by consequence in their teaching practice and student
achievement. I adopted Ball and her colleagues (2008) framework for mathematical knowledge
for teaching (MKT), the National Research Council’s (2001) definition of mathematics
disposition and Beyers’ (2008) Mathematics Dispositional Functions Inventory (MDFI) as the
criteria for the development of a theoretical framework that fit the needs of the research question.
Findings of Lorenzo’s case suggest that disposition toward challenge is habitual and not
likely to be permanently altered in a semester long course. Due to the brevity of the graduate
mathematics class and Lorenzo’s habitual reluctance to persist in the face of challenge, Lorenzo’s
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disposition toward challenge did not improve. Interestingly, Jannette’s disposition toward
challenge improved. One reasonable explanation for this is that as she began to make sense of
the mathematics she once saw as difficult, this realization improved her self-concept as a
mathematician. Towards the end of the semester, Jannette was able to comprehend the
mathematical concepts she normally used (conceptual understanding), she developed the ability
to carry out mathematics procedures fluently (procedural fluency), she was able to represent
mathematics situations (strategic competence), and she was able to provide logical justifications
for the procedures she carried out (adaptive reasoning). When Jannette’s disposition toward
challenge improved, her students’ became motivated to do well in her class. Similarly, when
Lorenzo’s unproductive disposition toward challenge did not improve, his students’ motivation
decreased. This means that the alteration in the mathematics teachers’ disposition toward
challenge throughout this study promoted or hindered their students’ motivation and disposition
to learn.
The National Research Council (NRC, 2001) defines “productive disposition” toward
mathematics as “the habitual inclination to see mathematics as sensible, useful, and worthwhile,
coupled with a belief in diligence and once’s own efficacy” (p. 116). In this study I found that the
mathematics disposition of the teachers selected for Phase II (Mixed Methods) was not fully
productive or fully unproductive. Neither Jannette nor Lorenzo exhibited a disposition that was
completely productive or unproductive. By the end of the semester, each participant possessed
productive elements and unproductive elements. Mathematical disposition cannot be attributed to
one sole factor but rather to many factors including intellectual, emotional, and cultural factors.
This explains why Jannette and Lorenzo held a productive mathematical disposition in one area
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and an unproductive disposition in another. For example, Lorenzo was confident about his skills
as a mathematician (a productive affective response) but believed that only some people are
destined to be good at mathematics (an unproductive conative response). Contrastingly, Jannette
was reluctant to attempt problems that she perceived as challenging (an unproductive affective
response) but devoted much of her time persisting at those problems until she achieved success
(a productive conative response).
Mathematics disposition has been suggested as a key element in successful mathematics
learning (NRC, 2001). It has also been suggested that the largest and most influential factor in
the students’ development of a productive mathematics disposition in the classroom is the teacher
(White 2003). By journeying with the teacher participants throughout the semester, this study
found that the participants’ mathematical knowledge for teaching was reflected in their
disposition toward challenge, in their teaching practice, and ultimately in their students’
achievement.
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APPENDIX A: ADAM
Adam’s MDFI responses
*Negatively worded items. The coding results shown below were reversed.
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

SA

affective: anxiety

2

SA

affective: usefulness

*3

SA

affective: usefulness

4

SA

affective: worthwhileness

*5

SA

affective: usefulness

*6

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

7

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*8

SA

conative

*9

N

affective: anxiety

*10

SA

affective: usefulness

11

SA

affective: attitude

12

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*13

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*15

SA

affective: attitude

16

SA

affective: worthwhileness

17

SA

affective: usefulness

18

SA

cognitive: argumentation

19

SA

cognitive:connections

20

SD

affective: usefulness

21

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*22

SA

conative

*23

SA

conative

*24

D

affective: usefulness

25

SA

affective: sensibleness

26

SA

cognitive: argumentation
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

27

SA

cognitive:connections

*28

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

29

SA

cognitive:connections

30

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

A

affective: usefulness

33

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

SA

affective: usefulness

35

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

36

SA

conative

*37

N

affective: anxiety

*38

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

SA

affective: usefulness

40

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

SA

affective: anxiety

43

SA

conative

*44

SA

affective: sensibleness

45

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

N

affective: mathematics self concept

47

SA

affective: sensibleness

48

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*49

SA

affective: attitude

50

SA

affective: worthwhileness

51

SA

cognitive:connections

52

SA

affective: attitude

53

A

cognitive:connections

*54

SA

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

SD

affective: usefulness

*56

SA

affective: attitude

57

SD

affective: anxiety
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*58

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

59

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

SA

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

48

agree

2

neutral

4

disagree

1

strongly disagree 5
60
Adams’s Affective Disposition MDFI responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

SA

affective: anxiety

2

SA

affective: usefulness

*3

SA

affective: usefulness

4

SA

affective: worthwhileness

*5

SA

affective: usefulness

*6

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

7

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*9

N

affective: anxiety

*10

SA

affective: usefulness

11

SA

affective: attitude

*13

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*15

SA

affective: attitude

16

SA

affective: worthwhileness

17

SA

affective: usefulness

20

SD

affective: usefulness

21

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*24

D

affective: usefulness
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

25

SA

affective: sensibleness

*28

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

30

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

A

affective: usefulness

33

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

SA

affective: usefulness

35

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*37

N

affective: anxiety

*38

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

SA

affective: usefulness

40

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

SA

affective: anxiety

*44

SA

affective: sensibleness

45

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

N

affective: mathematics self concept

47

SA

affective: sensibleness

*49

SA

affective: attitude

50

SA

affective: worthwhileness

52

SA

affective: attitude

*54

SA

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

SD

affective: usefulness

*56

SA

affective: attitude

57

SD

affective: anxiety

*58

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

59

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

SA

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

34

agree

1
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

neutral

4

disagree

1

strongly disagree 5
45
Adam’s Cognitive Disposition MDFI responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

12

SA

cognitive: argumentation

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

18

SA

cognitive: argumentation

19

SA

cognitive:connections

26

SA

cognitive: argumentation

27

SA

cognitive:connections

29

SA

cognitive:connections

48

SA

cognitive: argumentation

51

SA

cognitive:connections

53

A

cognitive:connections

strongly agree

9

agree

1

neutral

0

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
10
Adams Conative Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

SA

conative

*22

SA

conative

*23

SA

conative
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

36

SA

conative

43

SA

conative

strongly agree

5

agree

0

neutral

0

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
5
Adam’s High Performing Student MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

N

affective: anxiety

2

SA

affective: usefulness

*3

N

affective: usefulness

4

SA

affective: worthwhileness

*5

N

affective: usefulness

*6

A

affective: nature of mathematics

7

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*8

SA

conative

*9

N

affective: anxiety

*10

SD

affective: usefulness

11

SA

affective: attitude

12

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*13

A

affective: nature of mathematics

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*15

SD

affective: attitude

16

SA

affective: worthwhileness

17

SA

affective: usefulness

18

SA

cognitive: argumentation
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

19

SA

cognitive:connections

20

N

affective: usefulness

21

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*22

SA

conative

*23

SA

conative

*24

SD

affective: usefulness

25

SA

affective: sensibleness

26

SA

cognitive: argumentation

27

SA

cognitive:connections

*28

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

29

N

cognitive:connections

30

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

N

affective: usefulness

33

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

SA

affective: usefulness

35

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

36

SA

conative

*37

N

affective: anxiety

*38

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

A

affective: usefulness

40

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

N

affective: anxiety

43

SA

conative

*44

SA

affective: sensibleness

45

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

A

affective: mathematics self concept

47

SA

affective: sensibleness

48

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*49

SA

affective: attitude
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

50

SA

affective: worthwhileness

51

SA

cognitive:connections

52

SA

affective: attitude

53

SA

cognitive:connections

*54

SA

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

SA

affective: usefulness

*56

SA

affective: attitude

57

N

affective: anxiety

*58

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

59

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

SA

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

40

agree

6

neutral

11

disagree

0

strongly disagree 3
60
Adam’s High Performing Student MDFI Affective Disposition Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

N

affective: anxiety

2

SA

affective: usefulness

*3

N

affective: usefulness

4

SA

affective: worthwhileness

*5

N

affective: usefulness

*6

A

affective: nature of mathematics

7

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*9

N

affective: anxiety
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*10

SD

affective: usefulness

11

SA

affective: attitude

*13

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*15

SD

affective: attitude

16

SA

affective: worthwhileness

17

SA

affective: usefulness

20

N

affective: usefulness

21

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*24

SD

affective: usefulness

25

SA

affective: sensibleness

*28

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

30

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

N

affective: usefulness

33

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

SA

affective: usefulness

35

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*37

N

affective: anxiety

*38

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

A

affective: usefulness

40

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

N

affective: anxiety

*44

SA

affective: sensibleness

45

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

A

affective: mathematics self concept

47

SA

affective: sensibleness

*49

SA

affective: attitude

50

SA

affective: worthwhileness

52

SA

affective: attitude
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*54

SA

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

SA

affective: usefulness

*56

SA

affective: attitude

57

N

affective: anxiety

*58

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

59

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

SA

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

26

agree

6

neutral

10

disagree

0

strongly disagree 3
45
Adam’s High Performing Student MDFI Cognitive Disposition Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

12

SA

cognitive: argumentation

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

18

SA

cognitive: argumentation

19

SA

cognitive:connections

26

SA

cognitive: argumentation

27

SA

cognitive:connections

29

N

cognitive:connections

48

SA

cognitive: argumentation

51

SA

cognitive:connections

53

SA

cognitive:connections

strongly agree

9
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

agree

0

neutral

1

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
10
Adam’s High Performing Student MDFI Conative Disposition Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

SA

conative

*22

SA

conative

*23

SA

conative

36

SA

conative

43

SA

conative

strongly agree

5

agree

0

neutral

0

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
5
Adam’s Low Performing Student MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

N

affective: anxiety

2

SA

affective: usefulness

*3

SD

affective: usefulness

4

SA

affective: worthwhileness

*5

D

affective: usefulness

*6

D

affective: nature of mathematics

7

N

affective: mathematics self concept
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

A

conative

*9

A

affective: anxiety

*10

D

affective: usefulness

11

A

affective: attitude

12

A

cognitive: argumentation

*13

A

affective: nature of mathematics

14

A

cognitive: argumentation

*15

D

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

A

affective: usefulness

18

A

cognitive: argumentation

19

N

cognitive:connections

20

A

affective: usefulness

21

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*22

N

conative

*23

A

conative

*24

D

affective: usefulness

25

A

affective: sensibleness

26

A

cognitive: argumentation

27

A

cognitive:connections

*28

A

affective: mathematics self concept

29

D

cognitive:connections

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

A

affective: usefulness

33

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

A

affective: usefulness

35

A

affective: nature of mathematics

36

A

conative

*37

A

affective: anxiety

*38

D

affective: nature of mathematics
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*39

A

affective: usefulness

40

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

A

affective: anxiety

43

A

conative

*44

A

affective: sensibleness

45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

A

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

48

D

cognitive: argumentation

*49

A

affective: attitude

50

A

affective: worthwhileness

51

A

cognitive:connections

52

A

affective: attitude

53

A

cognitive:connections

*54

A

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

A

affective: usefulness

*56

A

affective: attitude

57

D

affective: anxiety

*58

D

affective: nature of mathematics

59

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

A

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

2

agree

41

neutral

4

disagree

12

strongly disagree 1
60

!
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Adam’s Low Performing Student Affective Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

N

affective: anxiety

2

SA

affective: usefulness

*3

SD

affective: usefulness

4

SA

affective: worthwhileness

*5

D

affective: usefulness

*6

D

affective: nature of mathematics

7

N

affective: mathematics self concept

*9

A

affective: anxiety

*10

D

affective: usefulness

11

A

affective: attitude

*13

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*15

D

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

A

affective: usefulness

20

A

affective: usefulness

21

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*24

D

affective: usefulness

25

A

affective: sensibleness

*28

A

affective: mathematics self concept

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

A

affective: usefulness

33

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

A

affective: usefulness

35

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*37

A

affective: anxiety

*38

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

A

affective: usefulness

40

A

affective: mathematics self concept
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*41

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

A

affective: anxiety

*44

A

affective: sensibleness

45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

A

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

*49

A

affective: attitude

50

A

affective: worthwhileness

52

A

affective: attitude

*54

A

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

A

affective: usefulness

*56

A

affective: attitude

57

D

affective: anxiety

*58

D

affective: nature of mathematics

59

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

A

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

2

agree

30

neutral

2

disagree

10

strongly disagree 1
45
Adam’s Low Performing Student Cognitive Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

12

A

cognitive: argumentation

14

A

cognitive: argumentation

18

A

cognitive: argumentation

19

N

cognitive:connections
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

26

A

cognitive: argumentation

27

A

cognitive:connections

29

D

cognitive:connections

48

D

cognitive: argumentation

51

A

cognitive:connections

53

A

cognitive:connections

strongly agree

0

agree

7

neutral

1

disagree

2

strongly disagree 0
10
Adam’s Low Performing Student Conative Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

A

conative

*22

N

conative

*23

A

conative

36

A

conative

43

A

conative

strongly agree

0

agree

4

neutral

1

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
5

!
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APPENDIX B: DANIEL
Daniel’s MDFI Responses
*Negatively worded items. The coding results shown below were reversed.
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

A

affective: anxiety

2

A

affective: usefulness

*3

N

affective: usefulness

4

SA

affective: worthwhileness

*5

A

affective: usefulness

*6

D

affective: nature of mathematics

7

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*8

A

conative

*9

N

affective: anxiety

*10

A

affective: usefulness

11

A

affective: attitude

12

A

cognitive: argumentation

*13

A

affective: nature of mathematics

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*15

A

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

SA

affective: usefulness

18

SA

cognitive: argumentation

19

SA

cognitive:connections

20

SA

affective: usefulness

21

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*22

N

conative

*23

N

conative

*24

D

affective: usefulness

25

A

affective: sensibleness

26

SA

cognitive: argumentation
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

27

SA

cognitive:connections

*28

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

29

SA

cognitive:connections

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

A

affective: usefulness

33

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

A

affective: usefulness

35

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

36

A

conative

*37

D

affective: anxiety

*38

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

SA

affective: usefulness

40

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

SA

affective: anxiety

43

A

conative

*44

A

affective: sensibleness

45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

D

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

48

A

cognitive: argumentation

*49

SA

affective: attitude

50

A

affective: worthwhileness

51

A

cognitive:connections

52

SA

affective: attitude

53

SA

cognitive:connections

*54

SA

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

A

affective: usefulness

*56

SA

affective: attitude

57

D

affective: anxiety
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*58

A

affective: nature of mathematics

59

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

A

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

20

agree

28

neutral

5

disagree

7

strongly disagree 0
60
Daniel’s Affective Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

A

affective: anxiety

2

A

affective: usefulness

*3

N

affective: usefulness

4

SA

affective: worthwhileness

*5

A

affective: usefulness

*6

D

affective: nature of mathematics

7

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*9

N

affective: anxiety

*10

A

affective: usefulness

11

A

affective: attitude

*13

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*15

A

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

SA

affective: usefulness

20

SA

affective: usefulness

21

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*24

D

affective: usefulness
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

25

A

affective: sensibleness

*28

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

A

affective: usefulness

33

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

A

affective: usefulness

35

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*37

D

affective: anxiety

*38

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

SA

affective: usefulness

40

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

SA

affective: anxiety

*44

A

affective: sensibleness

45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

D

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

*49

SA

affective: attitude

50

A

affective: worthwhileness

52

SA

affective: attitude

*54

SA

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

A

affective: usefulness

*56

SA

affective: attitude

57

D

affective: anxiety

*58

A

affective: nature of mathematics

59

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

A

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

13

agree

22
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

neutral

3

disagree

7

strongly disagree 0
45
Daniel’s Cognitive Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

12

A

cognitive: argumentation

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

18

SA

cognitive: argumentation

19

SA

cognitive:connections

26

SA

cognitive: argumentation

27

SA

cognitive:connections

29

SA

cognitive:connections

48

A

cognitive: argumentation

51

A

cognitive:connections

53

SA

cognitive:connections

strongly agree

7

agree

3

neutral

0

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
10

Daniel’s Conative Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

A

conative
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*22

N

conative

*23

N

conative

36

A

conative

43

A

conative

strongly agree

0

agree

3

neutral

2

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
5
Daniel’s Low Performing Student MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

A

affective: anxiety

2

SA

affective: usefulness

*3

N

affective: usefulness

4

SA

affective: worthwhileness

*5

N

affective: usefulness

*6

D

affective: nature of mathematics

7

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*8

A

conative

*9

A

affective: anxiety

*10

N

affective: usefulness

11

A

affective: attitude

12

A

cognitive: argumentation

*13

N

affective: nature of mathematics

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*15

A

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

17

A

affective: usefulness

18

SA

cognitive: argumentation

19

A

cognitive:connections

20

N

affective: usefulness

21

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*22

D

conative

*23

A

conative

*24

A

affective: usefulness

25

N

affective: sensibleness

26

A

cognitive: argumentation

27

N

cognitive:connections

*28

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

29

N

cognitive:connections

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

N

affective: usefulness

33

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

A

affective: usefulness

35

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

36

SA

conative

*37

A

affective: anxiety

*38

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

A

affective: usefulness

40

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

N

affective: anxiety

43

A

conative

*44

SA

affective: sensibleness

45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

N

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

48

A

cognitive: argumentation

*49

A

affective: attitude

50

A

affective: worthwhileness

51

A

cognitive:connections

52

SA

affective: attitude

53

A

cognitive:connections

*54

A

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

N

affective: usefulness

*56

A

affective: attitude

57

D

affective: anxiety

*58

A

affective: nature of mathematics

59

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

A

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

9

agree

32

neutral

14

disagree

5

strongly disagree 0
60
Daniel’s Low Performing Student Affective Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

A

affective: anxiety

2

SA

affective: usefulness

*3

N

affective: usefulness

4

SA

affective: worthwhileness

*5

N

affective: usefulness

*6

D

affective: nature of mathematics

7

A

affective: mathematics self concept
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*9

A

affective: anxiety

*10

N

affective: usefulness

11

A

affective: attitude

*13

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*15

A

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

A

affective: usefulness

20

N

affective: usefulness

21

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*24

A

affective: usefulness

25

N

affective: sensibleness

*28

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

N

affective: usefulness

33

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

A

affective: usefulness

35

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*37

A

affective: anxiety

*38

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

A

affective: usefulness

40

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

N

affective: anxiety

*44

SA

affective: sensibleness

45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

N

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

*49

A

affective: attitude

50

A

affective: worthwhileness

52

SA

affective: attitude
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*54

A

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

N

affective: usefulness

*56

A

affective: attitude

57

D

affective: anxiety

*58

A

affective: nature of mathematics

59

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

A

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

6

agree

23

neutral

12

disagree

4

strongly disagree 0
45
Daniel’s Low Performing Student Cognitive Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

12

A

cognitive: argumentation

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

18

SA

cognitive: argumentation

19

A

cognitive:connections

26

A

cognitive: argumentation

27

N

cognitive:connections

29

N

cognitive:connections

48

A

cognitive: argumentation

51

A

cognitive:connections

53

A

cognitive:connections

strongly agree

2

agree

6
375

QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

neutral

2

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
10

Daniel’s Low Performing Student Conative Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

A

conative

*22

D

conative

*23

A

conative

36

SA

conative

43

A

conative

strongly agree

1

agree

3

neutral

0

disagree

1

strongly disagree 0
5
Daniel’s High Performing Student MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

SA

affective: anxiety

2

A

affective: usefulness

*3

A

affective: usefulness

4

A

affective: worthwhileness

*5

A

affective: usefulness

*6

SD

affective: nature of mathematics
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

7

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*8

SA

conative

*9

A

affective: anxiety

*10

A

affective: usefulness

11

A

affective: attitude

12

A

cognitive: argumentation

*13

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

14

N

cognitive: argumentation

*15

SD

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

A

affective: usefulness

18

N

cognitive: argumentation

19

A

cognitive:connections

20

SA

affective: usefulness

21

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*22

A

conative

*23

A

conative

*24

D

affective: usefulness

25

A

affective: sensibleness

26

N

cognitive: argumentation

27

D

cognitive:connections

*28

A

affective: mathematics self concept

29

D

cognitive:connections

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

A

affective: usefulness

33

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

A

affective: usefulness

35

A

affective: nature of mathematics

36

SA

conative

*37

N

affective: anxiety
377

QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*38

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

A

affective: usefulness

40

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

A

affective: anxiety

43

A

conative

*44

A

affective: sensibleness

45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

A

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

48

A

cognitive: argumentation

*49

A

affective: attitude

50

SA

affective: worthwhileness

51

A

cognitive:connections

52

SA

affective: attitude

53

A

cognitive:connections

*54

SA

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

A

affective: usefulness

*56

A

affective: attitude

57

D

affective: anxiety

*58

D

affective: nature of mathematics

59

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

A

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

10

agree

37

neutral

4

disagree

7

strongly disagree 2
60
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Daniel’s High Performing Student Affective Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

SA

affective: anxiety

2

A

affective: usefulness

*3

A

affective: usefulness

4

A

affective: worthwhileness

*5

A

affective: usefulness

*6

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

7

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*9

A

affective: anxiety

*10

A

affective: usefulness

11

A

affective: attitude

*13

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*15

SD

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

A

affective: usefulness

20

SA

affective: usefulness

21

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*24

D

affective: usefulness

25

A

affective: sensibleness

*28

A

affective: mathematics self concept

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

A

affective: usefulness

33

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

A

affective: usefulness

35

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*37

N

affective: anxiety

*38

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

A

affective: usefulness

40

A

affective: mathematics self concept
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*41

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

A

affective: anxiety

*44

A

affective: sensibleness

45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

A

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

*49

A

affective: attitude

50

SA

affective: worthwhileness

52

SA

affective: attitude

*54

SA

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

A

affective: usefulness

*56

A

affective: attitude

57

D

affective: anxiety

*58

D

affective: nature of mathematics

59

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

A

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

8

agree

29

neutral

1

disagree

5

strongly disagree 2
45
Daniel’s High Performing Student Cognitive Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

12

A

cognitive: argumentation

14

N

cognitive: argumentation

18

N

cognitive: argumentation

19

A

cognitive:connections
380

QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

26

N

cognitive: argumentation

27

D

cognitive:connections

29

D

cognitive:connections

48

A

cognitive: argumentation

51

A

cognitive:connections

53

A

cognitive:connections

strongly agree

0

agree

5

neutral

3

disagree

2

strongly disagree 0
10
Daniel’s High Performing Student Conative Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

SA

conative

*22

A

conative

*23

A

conative

36

SA

conative

43

A

conative

strongly agree

2

agree

3

neutral

0

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
5

!
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APPENDIX C: KENJI
Kenji’s MDFI Responses
*Negatively worded items. The coding results shown below were reversed.
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

N

affective: anxiety

2

SA

affective: usefulness

*3

SD

affective: usefulness

4

SA

affective: worthwhileness

*5

SD

affective: usefulness

*6

D

affective: nature of mathematics

7

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*8

SD

conative

*9

D

affective: anxiety

*10

D

affective: usefulness

11

SA

affective: attitude

12

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*13

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*15

SD

affective: attitude

16

SA

affective: worthwhileness

17

SA

affective: usefulness

18

A

cognitive: argumentation

19

SA

cognitive:connections

20

D

affective: usefulness

21

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*22

SD

conative

*23

SD

conative

*24

A

affective: usefulness

25

A

affective: sensibleness

26

A

cognitive: argumentation
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

27

A

cognitive:connections

*28

D

affective: mathematics self concept

29

SA

cognitive:connections

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

D

affective: usefulness

33

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

SD

affective: usefulness

35

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

36

SA

conative

*37

N

affective: anxiety

*38

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

SD

affective: usefulness

40

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

N

affective: anxiety

43

A

conative

*44

D

affective: sensibleness

45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

N

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

48

A

cognitive: argumentation

*49

D

affective: attitude

50

A

affective: worthwhileness

51

A

cognitive:connections

52

SA

affective: attitude

53

SA

cognitive:connections

*54

SD

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

D

affective: usefulness

*56

SD

affective: attitude

57

D

affective: anxiety
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*58

D

affective: nature of mathematics

59

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

SD

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

17

agree

12

neutral

4

disagree

15

strongly disagree 12
60
Kenji’s Affective Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

D

affective: anxiety

2

A

affective: usefulness

*3

A

affective: usefulness

4

A

affective: worthwhileness

*5

D

affective: usefulness

*6

D

affective: nature of mathematics

7

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*9

N

affective: anxiety

*10

D

affective: usefulness

11

A

affective: attitude

*13

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

*15

N

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

N

affective: usefulness

20

A

affective: usefulness

21

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*24

SA

affective: usefulness
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

25

N

affective: sensibleness

*28

A

affective: mathematics self concept

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

D

affective: usefulness

33

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

N

affective: usefulness

35

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*37

N

affective: anxiety

*38

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

A

affective: usefulness

40

N

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

A

affective: anxiety

*44

N

affective: sensibleness

45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

N

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

*49

N

affective: attitude

50

A

affective: worthwhileness

52

N

affective: attitude

*54

N

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

A

affective: usefulness

*56

D

affective: attitude

57

N

affective: anxiety

*58

A

affective: nature of mathematics

59

N

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

D

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

1

agree

20
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

neutral

14

disagree

9

strongly disagree 1
45
Kenji’s Cognitive Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

12

A

cognitive: argumentation

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

18

A

cognitive: argumentation

19

A

cognitive:connections

27

A

cognitive:connections

29

A

cognitive:connections

48

A

cognitive: argumentation

51

A

cognitive:connections

53

A

cognitive:connections

strongly agree

1

agree

8

neutral

0

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
9
Kenji’s Conative Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

N

conative

*22

A

conative

*23

A

conative

36

A

conative
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

43

A

strongly agree

0

agree

4

neutral

1

disagree

0

conative

strongly disagree 0
5
Kenji’s Low Performing Student MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

D

affective: anxiety

2

A

affective: usefulness

*3

A

affective: usefulness

4

A

affective: worthwhileness

*5

D

affective: usefulness

*6

D

affective: nature of mathematics

7

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*8

N

conative

*9

N

affective: anxiety

*10

D

affective: usefulness

11

A

affective: attitude

12

A

cognitive: argumentation

*13

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*15

N

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

N

affective: usefulness

18

A

cognitive: argumentation

19

A

cognitive:connections
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

20

A

affective: usefulness

21

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*22

A

conative

*23

A

conative

*24

SA

affective: usefulness

25

N

affective: sensibleness

26

A

cognitive: argumentation

27

A

cognitive:connections

*28

A

affective: mathematics self concept

29

A

cognitive:connections

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

D

affective: usefulness

33

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

N

affective: usefulness

35

A

affective: nature of mathematics

36

A

conative

*37

N

affective: anxiety

*38

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

A

affective: usefulness

40

N

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

A

affective: anxiety

43

A

conative

*44

N

affective: sensibleness

45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

N

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

48

A

cognitive: argumentation

*49

N

affective: attitude

50

A

affective: worthwhileness
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

51

A

cognitive:connections

52

N

affective: attitude

53

A

cognitive:connections

*54

N

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

A

affective: usefulness

*56

D

affective: attitude

57

N

affective: anxiety

*58

A

affective: nature of mathematics

59

N

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

D

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

2

agree

33

neutral

15

disagree

9

strongly disagree 1
60
Kenji’s Low Performing Student Affective Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

D

affective: anxiety

2

A

affective: usefulness

*3

A

affective: usefulness

4

A

affective: worthwhileness

*5

D

affective: usefulness

*6

D

affective: nature of mathematics

7

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*9

N

affective: anxiety

*10

D

affective: usefulness

11

A

affective: attitude
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*13

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

*15

N

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

N

affective: usefulness

20

A

affective: usefulness

21

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*24

SA

affective: usefulness

25

N

affective: sensibleness

*28

A

affective: mathematics self concept

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

D

affective: usefulness

33

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

N

affective: usefulness

35

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*37

N

affective: anxiety

*38

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

A

affective: usefulness

40

N

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

A

affective: anxiety

*44

N

affective: sensibleness

45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

N

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

*49

N

affective: attitude

50

A

affective: worthwhileness

52

N

affective: attitude

*54

N

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

A

affective: usefulness

*56

D

affective: attitude
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

57

N

affective: anxiety

*58

A

affective: nature of mathematics

59

N

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

D

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

1

agree

20

neutral

14

disagree

9

strongly disagree 1
45
Kenji’s Low Performing Student Cognitive Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

12

A

cognitive: argumentation

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

18

A

cognitive: argumentation

19

A

cognitive:connections

27

A

cognitive:connections

29

A

cognitive:connections

48

A

cognitive: argumentation

51

A

cognitive:connections

53

A

cognitive:connections

strongly agree

1

agree

8

neutral

0

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
9
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Kenji’s Low Performing Student Conative Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

N

conative

*22

A

conative

*23

A

conative

36

A

conative

43

A

conative

strongly agree

0

agree

4

neutral

1

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
5
Kenji’s High Performing Student MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

D

affective: anxiety

2

A

affective: usefulness

*3

D

affective: usefulness

4

A

affective: worthwhileness

*5

D

affective: usefulness

*6

N

affective: nature of mathematics

7

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*8

A

conative

*9

N

affective: anxiety

*10

N

affective: usefulness

11

A

affective: attitude

12

A

cognitive: argumentation

*13

N

affective: nature of mathematics

14

A

cognitive: argumentation
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*15

A

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

A

affective: usefulness

18

A

cognitive: argumentation

19

A

cognitive:connections

20

N

affective: usefulness

21

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*22

A

conative

*23

A

conative

*24

SD

affective: usefulness

25

N

affective: sensibleness

26

A

cognitive: argumentation

27

A

cognitive:connections

*28

A

affective: mathematics self concept

29

N

cognitive:connections

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

N

affective: usefulness

33

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

N

affective: usefulness

35

A

affective: nature of mathematics

36

A

conative

*37

N

affective: anxiety

*38

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

N

affective: usefulness

40

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

A

affective: anxiety

43

A

conative

*44

N

affective: sensibleness

45

N

affective: nature of mathematics
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*46

N

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

48

N

cognitive: argumentation

*49

SA

affective: attitude

50

N

affective: worthwhileness

51

N

cognitive:connections

52

A

affective: attitude

53

A

cognitive:connections

*54

N

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

N

affective: usefulness

*56

A

affective: attitude

57

D

affective: anxiety

*58

N

affective: nature of mathematics

59

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

N

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

1

agree

30

neutral

22

disagree

6

strongly disagree 1
60
Kenji’s High Performing Student Affective Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

D

affective: anxiety

2

A

affective: usefulness

*3

D

affective: usefulness

4

A

affective: worthwhileness

*5

D

affective: usefulness
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*6

N

affective: nature of mathematics

7

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*9

N

affective: anxiety

*10

N

affective: usefulness

11

A

affective: attitude

*13

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*15

A

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

A

affective: usefulness

20

N

affective: usefulness

21

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*24

SD

affective: usefulness

25

N

affective: sensibleness

*28

A

affective: mathematics self concept

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

N

affective: usefulness

33

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

N

affective: usefulness

35

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*37

N

affective: anxiety

*38

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

N

affective: usefulness

40

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

A

affective: anxiety

*44

N

affective: sensibleness

45

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

N

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

*49

SA

affective: attitude
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

50

N

affective: worthwhileness

52

A

affective: attitude

*54

N

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

N

affective: usefulness

*56

A

affective: attitude

57

D

affective: anxiety

*58

N

affective: nature of mathematics

59

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

N

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

1

agree

18

neutral

19

disagree

6

strongly disagree 1
45
Kenji’s High Performing Student Cognitive Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

12

A

cognitive: argumentation

14

A

cognitive: argumentation

18

A

cognitive: argumentation

19

A

cognitive:connections

26

A

cognitive: argumentation

27

A

cognitive:connections

29

N

cognitive:connections

48

N

cognitive: argumentation

51

N

cognitive:connections

53

A

cognitive:connections
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

strongly agree

0

agree

7

neutral

3

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
10
Kenji’s High Performing Student Conative Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

A

conative

*22

A

conative

*23

A

conative

36

A

conative

43

A

conative

strongly agree

0

agree

5

neutral

0

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
5

!
!
!
!
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APPENDIX D: LORENZO
Lorenzo’s MDFI Responses
*Negatively worded items. The coding results shown below were reversed.
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

SA

affective: anxiety

2

N

affective: usefulness

*3

A

affective: usefulness

4

SA

affective: worthwhileness

*5

SA

affective: usefulness

*6

D

affective: nature of mathematics

7

SA

A

*8

SA

conative

*9

A

affective: anxiety

*10

A

affective: usefulness

11

A

affective: attitude

12

A

cognitive: argumentation

*13

A

affective: nature of mathematics

14

A

cognitive: argumentation

*15

D

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

D

affective: usefulness

18

A

cognitive: argumentation

19

A

cognitive:connections

20

A

affective: usefulness

21

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*22

A

conative

*23

SA

conative

*24

D

affective: usefulness

25

A

affective: sensibleness

26

N

cognitive: argumentation
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

27

A

cognitive:connections

*28

A

affective: mathematics self concept

29

A

cognitive:connections

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

SA

affective: usefulness

33

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

SA

affective: usefulness

35

D

affective: nature of mathematics

36

SA

conative

*37

A

affective: anxiety

*38

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

A

affective: usefulness

40

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

A

affective: anxiety

43

SA

conative

*44

SA

affective: sensibleness

45

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

A

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

48

N

cognitive: argumentation

*49

SA

affective: attitude

50

A

affective: worthwhileness

51

N

cognitive:connections

52

A

affective: attitude

53

A

cognitive:connections

*54

A

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

SA

affective: usefulness

*56

SA

affective: attitude

57

D

affective: anxiety
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*58

A

affective: nature of mathematics

59

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

SA

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

18

agree

30

neutral

4

disagree

8

strongly disagree 0
60
Lorenzo’s Affective Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

SA

affective: anxiety

2

N

affective: usefulness

*3

D

affective: usefulness

4

SA

affective: worthwhileness

*5

SA

affective: usefulness

*6

D

affective: nature of mathematics

7

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*9

A

affective: anxiety

*10

A

affective: usefulness

11

A

affective: attitude

*13

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*15

D

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

D

affective: usefulness

20

A

affective: usefulness

21

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*24

D

affective: usefulness
400

QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

25

A

affective: sensibleness

*28

A

affective: mathematics self concept

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

SA

affective: usefulness

33

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

SA

affective: usefulness

35

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*37

A

affective: anxiety

*38

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

A

affective: usefulness

40

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

A

affective: anxiety

*44

SA

affective: sensibleness

45

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

A

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

*49

SA

affective: attitude

50

A

affective: worthwhileness

52

A

affective: attitude

*54

A

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

SA

affective: usefulness

*56

SA

affective: attitude

57

D

affective: anxiety

*58

A

affective: nature of mathematics

59

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

SA

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

14

agree

21
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

neutral

1

disagree

9

strongly disagree 0
45
Lorenzo’s Cognitive Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

12

A

cognitive: argumentation

14

A

cognitive: argumentation

18

A

cognitive: argumentation

19

A

cognitive:connections

26

N

cognitive: argumentation

27

A

cognitive:connections

29

A

cognitive:connections

48

N

cognitive: argumentation

51

N

cognitive:connections

53

A

cognitive:connections

strongly agree

0

agree

7

neutral

3

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
10
Lorenzo’s Conative Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

SA

conative

*22

A

conative

*23

SA

conative
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36

SA

conative

43

SA

conative

strongly agree

4

agree

1

neutral

0

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
5
Lorenzo’s Low Performing Student MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

A

affective: anxiety

2

SD

affective: usefulness

*3

N

affective: usefulness

4

D

affective: worthwhileness

*5

SA

affective: usefulness

*6

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

7

D

affective: mathematics self concept

*8

D

conative

*9

D

affective: anxiety

*10

D

affective: usefulness

11

N

affective: attitude

12

SD

cognitive: argumentation

*13

A

affective: nature of mathematics

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*15

A

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

D

affective: usefulness

18

SD

cognitive: argumentation
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ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

19

A

cognitive:connections

20

SA

affective: usefulness

21

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*22

D

conative

*23

D

conative

*24

D

affective: usefulness

25

A

affective: sensibleness

26

SD

cognitive: argumentation

27

N

cognitive:connections

*28

A

affective: mathematics self concept

29

SD

cognitive:connections

30

D

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

A

affective: usefulness

33

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

D

affective: usefulness

35

A

affective: nature of mathematics

36

SD

conative

*37

SD

affective: anxiety

*38

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

D

affective: usefulness

40

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

D

affective: anxiety

43

SD

conative

*44

A

affective: sensibleness

45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

SD

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

48

D

cognitive: argumentation

*49

A

affective: attitude
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50

SD

affective: worthwhileness

51

A

cognitive:connections

52

D

affective: attitude

53

A

cognitive:connections

*54

A

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

SA

affective: usefulness

*56

A

affective: attitude

57

SA

affective: anxiety

*58

A

affective: nature of mathematics

59

D

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

D

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

5

agree

20

neutral

3

disagree

18

strongly disagree 14
60
Lorenzo’s Low Performing Student Affective Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

A

affective: anxiety

2

SD

affective: usefulness

*3

N

affective: usefulness

4

D

affective: worthwhileness

*5

SA

affective: usefulness

*6

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

7

D

affective: mathematics self concept

*9

D

affective: anxiety

*10

D

affective: usefulness
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11

N

affective: attitude

*13

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*15

A

affective: attitude

16

A

affective: worthwhileness

17

D

affective: usefulness

20

SA

affective: usefulness

21

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*24

D

affective: usefulness

25

A

affective: sensibleness

*28

A

affective: mathematics self concept

30

D

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

A

affective: usefulness

33

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

D

affective: usefulness

35

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*37

SD

affective: anxiety

*38

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

D

affective: usefulness

40

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

D

affective: anxiety

*44

A

affective: sensibleness

45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

SD

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

*49

A

affective: attitude

50

SD

affective: worthwhileness

52

D

affective: attitude

*54

A

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

SA

affective: usefulness
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ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*56

A

affective: attitude

57

SA

affective: anxiety

*58

A

affective: nature of mathematics

59

D

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

D

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

4

agree

17

neutral

2

disagree

14

strongly disagree 8
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

12

SD

cognitive: argumentation

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

18

SD

cognitive: argumentation

19

A

cognitive:connections

26

SD

cognitive: argumentation

27

N

cognitive:connections

29

SD

cognitive:connections

48

D

cognitive: argumentation

51

A

cognitive:connections

53

A

cognitive:connections

strongly agree

1

agree

3

neutral

1

disagree

1
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strongly disagree 4
10
Lorenzo’s Low Performing Student Conative Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

D

conative

*22

D

conative

*23

D

conative

36

SD

conative

43

SD

conative

strongly agree

0

agree

0

neutral

0

disagree

3

strongly disagree 2
5
Lorenzo’s High Performing Student MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

D

affective: anxiety

2

D

affective: usefulness

*3

D

affective: usefulness

4

A

affective: worthwhileness

*5

SD

affective: usefulness

*6

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

7

N

affective: mathematics self concept

*8

SA

conative

*9

SD

affective: anxiety

*10

SA

affective: usefulness
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

11

SD

affective: attitude

12

SD

cognitive: argumentation

*13

D

affective: nature of mathematics

14

SD

cognitive: argumentation

*15

D

affective: attitude

16

D

affective: worthwhileness

17

D

affective: usefulness

18

D

cognitive: argumentation

19

D

cognitive:connections

20

D

affective: usefulness

21

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*22

SD

conative

*23

SD

conative

*24

SD

affective: usefulness

25

N

affective: sensibleness

26

D

cognitive: argumentation

27

D

cognitive:connections

*28

A

affective: mathematics self concept

29

D

cognitive:connections

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

SA

affective: usefulness

33

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

D

affective: usefulness

35

A

affective: nature of mathematics

36

A

conative

*37

A

affective: anxiety

*38

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

SD

affective: usefulness

40

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

SD

affective: nature of mathematics
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*42

SD

affective: anxiety

43

SA

conative

*44

A

affective: sensibleness

45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

A

affective: mathematics self concept

47

N

affective: sensibleness

48

D

cognitive: argumentation

*49

A

affective: attitude

50

D

affective: worthwhileness

51

D

cognitive:connections

52

D

affective: attitude

53

D

cognitive:connections

*54

N

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

D

affective: usefulness

*56

D

affective: attitude

57

SA

affective: anxiety

*58

A

affective: nature of mathematics

59

SD

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

SD

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

7

agree

11

neutral

5

disagree

21

strongly disagree 16
60
Lorenzo’s High Performing Student Affective Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

D

affective: anxiety
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

2

D

affective: usefulness

*3

D

affective: usefulness

4

A

affective: worthwhileness

*5

SD

affective: usefulness

*6

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

7

N

affective: mathematics self concept

*9

SD

affective: anxiety

*10

SA

affective: usefulness

11

SD

affective: attitude

*13

D

affective: nature of mathematics

*15

D

affective: attitude

16

D

affective: worthwhileness

17

D

affective: usefulness

20

D

affective: usefulness

21

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*24

SD

affective: usefulness

25

N

affective: sensibleness

*28

A

affective: mathematics self concept

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

SA

affective: usefulness

33

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

D

affective: usefulness

35

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*37

A

affective: anxiety

*38

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

SD

affective: usefulness

40

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

SD

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

SD

affective: anxiety

*44

A

affective: sensibleness
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45

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

A

affective: mathematics self concept

47

N

affective: sensibleness

*49

A

affective: attitude

50

D

affective: worthwhileness

52

D

affective: attitude

*54

N

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

D

affective: usefulness

*56

D

affective: attitude

57

SA

affective: anxiety

*58

A

affective: nature of mathematics

59

SD

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

SD

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

5

agree

10

neutral

5

disagree

13

strongly disagree 12
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Lorenzo’s High Performing Student Cognitive Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

12

SD

cognitive: argumentation

14

SD

cognitive: argumentation

18

D

cognitive: argumentation

19

D

cognitive:connections

26

D

cognitive: argumentation

27

D

cognitive:connections

29

D

cognitive:connections
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

48

D

cognitive: argumentation

51

D

cognitive:connections

53

D

cognitive:connections

strongly agree

0

agree

0

neutral

0

disagree

8

strongly disagree 2
10
Lorenzo’s High Performing Student Conative Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

SA

conative

*22

SD

conative

*23

SD

conative

36

A

conative

43

SA

conative

strongly agree

2

agree

1

neutral

0

disagree

0

strongly disagree 2
5

!
!
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Lorenzo’s Interview 1 transcription
29

7:20am at Lorenzo’s classroom

2

R: Good morning Lorenzo how are you today?

3

D: Doing well, how about you?

4

R: Good, thank you for having me here today.

5

D: Not at all.

6

R: Do you always get here so early? I feel like its still dark outside haha.

7

D: I normally tutor at this time. But I told them you were coming today, so I am not
tutoring them this morning.

8

R: I wont take much of your time.

9

D: So how does this work?

10

R: Well.. I will sit down back there if it is okay with you. And I will just be observing
your classes. I wont disrupt your class at all.

11

D: Don’t worry… then just let mw know if you need anything else.

12

R: So today I brought with me the pre-test that I had told you about.

13

D: Ok….

14

R: Here is the first question (read task 1 out loud)

15

D: ok… let me see…

16

D: Well, this is very simple. They are the same.

17

R: How did you figure that out?

18

D: It is a very simple problem. They are going at the same average speed. I don't have to
do any math.

19

long pause

20

R: Do you want to check your answer before we move on to the next task. You can take
your time.

21

D: There is nothing to do here, I don't have to do any work for this one.

22

D: HMMM let me think about it then…

23

writing

24

R:What did you do?
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25

D: I realized that I needed to solve for the individual times using the speed formula.
Since Rabbit had two different speed, I solved for the time over and the time back and
then obtained their sum. It was 15 seconds. For Turtle, the speed was constant, so I only
had to solve for the time once. It was 13.3 seconds. This means that Turtle wins the
race.

26

R: Is there another way of solving Task 1?

27

D: Lets see…(long pause). If this is a time and distance problem, then we could
probably use a table, or a graph to show another representation for the slope, which is
the speed.

28

writing

29

D: ok here you go…

30

R: Thanks

31

R: How challenging was the Task 1 for you? Rate in on a scale of 1 to 5. 1 is the lowest
challenge and 5 is the highest challenge. Explain why.

32

D: For me it is a one. It is easy!

33

R: Great. Thank you…. (writing)

34

R: And how likely would you use Task 1 in your classroom? Rate it on a scale from 1 to
5. 1 is the less likely and 5 is the most likely. Explain why.

35

D: They would probably also think that it is a tie. But if I explain it, then they should get
it. So a 5.

36

R: That is interesting. can you please explain me why you think that?

37

D: Well Yirah… I have done math all my life… and you got me.. these kids are still
learning. So I think they will also be tricked.

38

R: I see… yes… that makes sense.

39

R: So here is the second question. We just have 2 more to go. (Lorenzo seemed
anxious… looking at his watch constantly).

40

R: (Read task 2 out loud to him)

41

L: Ok… lets see…. If they show two different variables for the speed of Rabbit, that
means that his speed is not constant.

42

long pause.. working on calculator.

43

D: Its like a square, right?
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44

R: Researcher: What did you do there? (pointing at the calculator).

45

D: Oh. I entered several numbers, like four and eight or five and seven. Both of these
combinations multiply to less than 36 which is the product of six by six. So this means,
that if Rabbit’s speed is not constant, then he cannot win.

46

R: can you please write that down for me?

47

D: Sure thing… (writing….)

48

R: Is there another way of solving this?

49

D: Hmmm… I guess we can tabulate all 4.2the numbers whose sum is 12. Then we can
see that the highest product is six and six. Illustration 4.23 shows Lorenzo’s second
method for solving Task 2.

50

R: How challenging was Task 2 for you? Rate it on a scale form 1 to 5. 1 is the lowest
challenge and 5 is the highest challenge.

51

D: For me it is a one. Easy! (loudly)

52

R: How likely will you use Task 2 in your classroom? Rate it on a scale of 1 too 5. 1 is
less likely and 5 most likely. Explain why.

53

D: Maybe 2. Students find variables or the analysis of general situations rather than
specific ones more challenging.

54

R: Can you please write this down?

55

D: Oh yes…

56

(writing…)

57

R: thanks. so here is the last question…

58

D: Lets see..

59

R: (read task 3 out loud)

60

D: If no values are given for the speeds and four different variables are given, the
speeds cannot be constant. If the speeds are not constant, then it is unknown who wins
the race.

61

R: So what are you saying?

62

D: What do you mean?

63

R: You have not specified the conditions under which Rabbit would win… Can you
specify the conditions under which rabbit would win?
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64

D: I thought I did… let me see… (writing pause…)

65

D: If I base this on the previous problems, then the one that has the less difference
between their speeds is the one that wins the race. So if I say r1 is four, and r2 is eight,
their difference is four. Their product is 32. And if r3 is seven and r4 is five, their
difference is three. Their product is 35. So this means that Rabbit can only win if the
difference between their speeds is less than the difference in Turtle’s speeds.

66

R: thank you. please write this down.

67

D: Ok… (writing)

68

R: Is there another way for solving this?

69

D: You can use other numbers that add to twelve.

70

R: So I have the same question that followed the previous two: How challenging was
the Task 3 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 is the lowest challenge and 5 is the
highest challenge.

71

D: One, it was easy for me. At first I did not see it, but after reading it again I as okay
with it.

72

R: But you know… That answer is not correct. Do you want to give it another try?

73

(D. starts laughing. )

74

D: No, its okay. What is the answer?

75

R: Well Lorenzo, if you notice from your previous examples, it is the product that
matters and not the sum. This means that the largest product is the winner. So unless
rabbits’ rates products is higher, he wont win.

76

D: I see. (did not seem interested)

77

R: Researcher: How likely will you use the Task 3 in your classroom? Rate it on a scale
from 1 to 5. 1 is less likely, 5 is most likely. Explain why.

78

D: Like i said before, Maybe a one. If I could not solve it, my students would not be
able to solve it. They have not learned about harmonic mean.

79

R: Are you certified?

80

D: no

81

R: Where did you teach before X school?

82

D: I taught for a little while at X high school (public school)
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83

R: How did you teach at X without a certification?

84

D: I was under the alternative certification program. I took the test and did not pass it,
they gave me a timeframe and I did not retake it.

85

R:Why did you leave X school?

86

D: because I had not passed the content test and my time was over.

87

R:How many times did you take it?

88

D: Twice haha

89

R: How long ago was this?

90

D: About 2 years ago

91

D:I don’t know why that test is so comprehensive. Most of the math that was in it is not
even taught in high school.

92

R: How did you prepare for the test?

93

D:I honestly did not review the material very much before the first exam. I thought that
being a physicist I did not have to study for a high school math exam.

94

R:So when you left X did you work elsewhere?

95

D: I did some private tutoring and then was hired at CHS about 4 months after.

96

R: Do you want to go back to X?

97

D: I would love to, the salary was much higher but I have to find time to study

98

R: Do you want to take the test still?

99

D: I would like to take it but I have expenses to cover and I need to pay like $200 for it.

100 R: Do you know that you get reimbursed to take it?
101 D: no. i did not know.
102 R:And now that you know would you take it?
103 D: I don't know….(looked discouraged)…I need to have the time to sit down and
review the material.
104 D: But I would like to have all they gave me at X school district.
105 R: like what?
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106 D: You know, just let me do my job. Here I have so many things to do. I can’t even
grade stuff.
107 R: Have you asked your administration to set you time aside to grade papers and
provide students with feedback?
108 D: I have (laughs sarcastically). But you know how these things are. You just have to
work with what you have.
109 R: I understand. Of course.
110 R: Well.. Lorenzo, I have gathered the approval from your school to conduct
observations already. Do you mind if I stay here today for your first period class?
111 D: But I don't have the lesson prepared yet.
112 R: That is okay… see I want your students to get used to having me in the back.
Minimize my impact on them. You know?
113 D: Sure sure. I don't think they will mind.
114 R: I want to get to know the dynamics of your class, etc. And well… I am already here.
115 D: Yes yes Yirah. You are welcome to stay. I don't have such a great lesson today. We
are working on exam corrections and introducing a new lesson.
116 R: That is great! On what?
117 D: It is on quadrilaterals. We wont actually start it until next class, but I will at least
introduce it after we finish going over the exam we just had.
118 R: Do what you have to do Lorenzo. Don't mind me.
119 D: Ok…
120 (I sat a the back and waited a few minutes for the bell to rang)

!
!
!
!
!
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1

4:00pm at Lorenzo’s classroom

2

R: How was your day?

3

D: Looong!

4

R: So was mine. haha

5

R: Thank you for staying a little longer to do this.

6

D: No problem Yirah!

7

D: How is the research going?

8

R: I have not started to analyze anything yet. I am only gathering data now.

9

D: Good luck!

10

R: Thank you! I am going to need it. haha

11

R: Ok, so lets get started?

12

D: Sure!

13

R: How comfortable did you feel preparing for the lesson to deliver?

14

D: it was simple. I do it all the time.

15

R: How comfortable did you feel solving the problems prior to my explanations?

16

D: I felt okay but I think that I can do things faster now.

17

R: Good!

18

R: I saw that you solved X (student) problem. That was great.

19

D: Yes. It was an interesting problem and the PSAT is very important for them.

20

R: When do they take it?

21

D: They already took it. It was a few weeks ago, but he is getting ready for next year.

22

R: Its great that you help them with it.

23

D: Here in school its kind of an expectation they have for us.

24

R: What do you mean?

25

D: Well, you know… we always get students with great scores, scholarships, etc.

26

D: Many times we prepare them for it.
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27

R: That is wonderful. I wish they did this in other schools as well. It really gives students
a better chance of doing well.

28

R: Lorenzo, before I begin with the post test, I have a few more questions that I hope you
can answer. I promise it won't take too long. Is it okay?

29

D: Yes. Shoot.

30

R: Okay…I noticed that you chose the concrete exercises from the textbook instead of the
more conceptual ones like the ones we spoke about. Why?

31

D: Uf! When students perceive problems as challenging, they don’t complete them. They
become frustrated and disruptive. The lesson flows better if they know what to do.

32

D: I don’t know if you can relate to that.

33

R: Yes, of course. Thank you for your answer. I think I can begin now.

34

D: Ok.

35

R: Like I had said, this is the post-test administration. The goal is to assess your CCK.

36

D: Yes.

37

R: Before I begin, tell me about your experiences participating in this study, any final
thoughts?

38

D: It was interesting. It took more than I thought it would.

39

R: What do you mean?

40

D: Well, I kind of had the idea that I would be given some problems that I already knew
how to solve and all I had to do was teach them to my students.

41

R; And what was different?

42

D: That I could not do the problems (laughs). It reminded me what I felt like when I
studied math as an undergraduate.

43

R: I am glad! Did you like the feeling?

44

D: Sure. It was interesting. haha
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45

R: Do you think you will practice this feeling more often? In your classroom?

46

D: I guess I am glad its over haha Im sorry Yirah!!

47

R: No, no its okay haha. Why?

48

D: I can stop breaking my head trying to figure out all the “trick questions”.

49

R: So do you think you will practice this experience again? You know, doing challenging
tasks with your students? Presenting them with a conflict?

50

R: That would be great, maybe for the students next year.

51

R: You have more than half of a school year to go, why wait until next year?

52

D: Because, my students are set in their ways, they have a routine. I don't think it is a
good idea to start over.

53

R: Do you think you will participate soon in another opportunity to learn math?

54

D:Yes why not. But not soon. (laughs)

55

R: Ok, ok… Ill begin now. (read task 1 out loud to Lorenzo)

56

writing

57

D: Done!

58

R: What did you do?

59

D: I divided the speed of Rabbit over by four, which is 10. Then I did the same thing
wight his speed back, which is five seconds. The sum is five.

60

D: Because Turtle’s speed over and back is constant, I divided the total distance by the
speed and obtained the total time, which is 13.3 seconds. Since Turtle’s speed is less than
Rabbit’s, Turtle wins the race.

61

R: Is there another way to do this?

62

D: Sure! Lets see…

63

writing

64

R: What did you this time?
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65

D: I graphed their speeds. I graphed them both in the same plane to be able to compare
them. The steeper the line, the faster they go. Based on the graph, Turtle covers more
distance in less time by going at a constant rate.

66

R: ok.

67

R: How challenging was the Task 1 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5 (1-lowest
challenge, 5- highest challenge). Explain why.

68

D: For me, its an easy question. One.

69

R: Have you used the Task 1 (or a modification of the Task 1) in your teaching? If-yes,
how challenging was the Task 1 for your students? Rate it on a scale form 1 to 5. 1 is the
lowest challenge and 5 is the highest challenge. Explain why.

70

D: I did use it. Students had difficulty with multiple step problems. If they were better
prepared, it would have been a good lesson.

71

R: What do you mean? Can you explain more about that?

72

D: Well Yirah… You saw how some of them are not very strong. A lot of the time the
students I get are not very well prepared. I don't think many of them should be placed in
an honors class. They kind of hold us back.

73

R: I see…

74

R: Is there another method to do this?

75

D: No. Unless we use all the numbers that could add to 12 and see which one gives
highest product, you cannot solve this.

76

R: ok…

77

R: How challenging was Task 2 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 is the lowest
challenge and 5 is the highest challenge. Explain why.

78

D: Easy for me. It involves simple areas of rectangles.
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79

R: Have you used Task 2 or a modification of Task 2 in your teaching? If yes, how
challenging was the Task 2 for your students. Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 being the
lowest challenge and 5 the highest challenge. Explain why.

80

D: A three. It was difficult for them to complete Task 2. They did not relate the problem
with areas.

81

R: Ok, now the third task. (read task 3 out loud)

82

D: From Task 2, we can see the only way Rabbit will win the race is if his rates are closer
to each other than Turtle’s rates. In other words, Rabbit’s rates need to multiply to a
bigger number than Turtle’s rates.

83

R: That is correct.

84

R: Is there another method to solve this task?

85

D: No.

86

R: Ok. thank you, how challenging was Task 3 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 is
the lowest challenge and 5 is the highest challenge. Explain why.

87

D: For me it was easy. A one. I just needed to base myself on the previous two tasks.

88

R: Have you used Task 3 or a modification of Task 2 in your teaching? If yes, how
challenging was the Task 3 for your students. Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 being the
lowest challenge and 5 the highest challenge. Explain why.

89

D: Remember? haha.

90

R: Which part?

91

D: How the students got frustrated and gave up on Task 3. It was not a good lesson! A 5
challenge.

92

R: Can you write it down please?

93

D: yes yes…
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94

writing

95

R: Where did you go to school Lorenzo?

96

D: X university

97

R: Are you ever going back to school?

98

D: That is the plan.

99

R: When?

1 0 D: I have been procrastinating. Sometime soon hopefully. I just need to take the GRE.
1 0 R: So that means you have to review, like with the state exam?
1 0 D: Ugh! Yes I know… (annoyed).
1 0 R: Well… you have been so kind, letting me observe you all this time. Let me know if I
3

can help you to study for it. I would have you ready in no time!

1 0 D: Actually, its my lessons that I wanted to ask you for help in.
1 0 R: Sure! What about your lessons?
1 0 D: It takes me so long to make them. Admin wants lesson plans for every week.
1 0 R: Well…. I have a whole folder of lesson plans already made. They are from when I used
7

to teach this class. I can email it to you…

1 0 D: Oh that would be great! Thank you!
1 0 R: Of course! Anything I can help you on, please don't hesitate to ask me. You have my
9

contact info.

1 1 The meeting ended when a parent walked in to ask Lorenzo for five minutes of his time.

!
!
!
!
!
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Lorenzo’s Classroom Observations
Before I went to observe the mathematics class, there were several issues I was interested
in (e.g., teacher learning, teacher dispositions, and student impact). I stepped into Lorenzo’s
classroom with the belief that if a teacher possesses a strong content knowledge, it should be
effectively transferred to students. It had been my experience that students who do not offer
engagement and cooperation and who are “unmotivated” present significant challenges in their
learning of mathematics. Before entering the class, I was interested in Lorenzo’s disposition
toward challenge and its impact on the cooperation, behavior, and ultimately the learning of the
students, in addition to their motivation, or engagement, with the subject of mathematics. Would
their behaviors and engagement with the subject really have an effect on, and be affected by, the
teacher? Sitting in Lorenzo’s class, I was able to observe a few examples of both his teaching
method and his knowledge of the subject while in the classroom, which could be indications of
his mathematical knowledge for teaching.
During this semester, I observed his first period class which begun from 8:00am to 8:45 am. The
lesson that he purposefully prepared for this study was delivered over a two week period. This
class was composed of a combination of advanced placed freshmen and sophomore students.
I did not interact with the students when I went to visit, and I tried to remain
inconspicuous. The classes were 45 minutes long. The class consisted of about 30 students and
all but three of the students were in the 10th grade. The remaining three students were in the 9th
grade.
During my time of observation, the main focus of the lessons was on drills and repetitions.
Lorenzo wrote a problem on the board, which he titled the “Bell Ringer”. Students came in,
copied the problem on a separate piece of paper, and had about 5minutes to turn in their work.
After 5 minutes Lorenzo called time and asked for all the problems to be passed to the front.
Lorenzo then showed to the class how to do the problem that he assigned and gave specific
instructions of why they needed to abide to their method.
Lorenzo: This is how it should be done.
Lorenzo’s explanation showed the class how to do a problem, but it did not show them any logic
for doing the problem that he explained. I took pictures of the work he was projecting to the
board for documentation of how lorenzo explained that problem to the class.
After about 15 minutes, the students opened their textbooks to the page number that Lorenzo had
written on the board. Then, together they started going over the lesson. Lorenzo followed the
textbook religiously. Had I know that he would teach his class like this, I would have asked him
for a copy of the students’ textbook. (An option which I did later on). He explained the examples
that the textbook suggested in the same order and using the same methods. He wrote the
postulates / theorems that the book suggested and asked the students to copy it in their notebook.
I never doubted the value of textbooks in a classroom, but Lorenzo was replacing his teaching
with the textbook.
I looked around the classroom, students who were sitting in the front were quietly copying down
from the board, students who were sitting towards the back were texting and laughing with each
other. Lorenzo ignored them, and continued with his lesson.
Because Lorenzo’s school had a very good reputation, I had several expectations before
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beginning my observations. This class was a college-prep class, meaning they were at a higher
level than a general class but a lower level than honors. Because of this title, I expected to see
well behaved, attentive students who were interested in mathematics. When the students did
become disruptive or talkative, I expected that the teacher would discipline the students by
sending them out into the hall or to the office. I also expected to see a teacher that challenged the
students’ knowledge of the subject and students who gladly accepted that challenge. Instead I
found that the class unfolded as follows: Lorenzo collected homework, then gave class notes
which were copied by the students, he time set aside for students to practice this work via
worksheets and example problems from the book, and then assignment of homework for the next
day. Every day he did the same.
I arrived to the high school where Lorenzo taught immediately prior to the start of class, and took
an empty seat towards the back of the classroom near a wall outlet to have access to charge my
computer in case I ran out of memory so that I could take notes. I recorded notes on Lorenzo’s
teaching style, the students’ responses to this teaching style, and the interactions between teacher
and the students. I collected several worksheets that were passed out during class. I also
conducted one interview with the teacher before my observation (a week before) and a week
after.
After collecting all of the data for my study, I organized and typed up the class notes and
then began to look for patterns and reoccurrences in the classes. Upon analysis of common
reoccurring themes, I generated this report and began to question some of the
implications of Lorenzo's avoidance of challenge in his practice. It is important to note that all of
the names of students and teachers in this paper are pseudonyms in order to protect their privacy.
One of the biggest limitations to this study resulted from the fact that I was former teacher
coming to observe the class. I was not interacting with the students and it was made clear to them
that I was not there to evaluate anyone. I would try to sit in the back of the class to not draw
attention to myself, but the back row was always full, so I had to ask someone to let me seat
there.
Much of the time, Lorenzo taught the students in a fairly traditional lecture-style manner.
In general, the students in the class appeared to be at a very low level of understanding of
mathematics. During the two-week span that I was visiting the class, they spent the entire time
learning about characteristics of quadrilaterals. I found it hard to believe that
students in a college-prep course were studying this at such low level of thinking.
About a quarter of every class time was spent calming the students down. Often the class
seemed out of control and had constant interruptions. One time, when the class was exceptionally
talkative, Lorenzo had a very unique approach to soothing the class. he said, “Let’s go to our
happy place for a minute. Put your heads down, mouths closed. To make this work, everyone
must participate... no-one says a word.” Surprisingly, all of the students listened and put their
heads on their desk. he then said: “Tense up the muscles in your feet. squish them hard, make
them hurt. Count to 10 and release them.” Then he went through every major muscle group of
the body, up to the students’ shoulders. he had them relax, and then checked their five senses by
asking them to smell something good in their mind, taste something good, hear something good,
see something pleasant, and feel something soft. Then he said: Go to your happy place. I’ll leave
you there. It can be real or made up or half and half. You can relax and feel safe and feel good
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about yourself... Now I want you to listen to me. I realize you’ve had a lot of material condensed.
Still, there is a lot of material to go. You need to concentrate. I will always give you extra talking
time…I know what it’s like…I will try to make the material interesting. I expect that you will
be the best person you can be. Not only in math behavior, but in your consideration
of others…you all are capable of great things”.
After a few minutes, he asked them to raise their heads when they were ready. Most of the
students remained calm after this activity. There was much less talking, and the students were
more relaxed for the remainder of the class period. Unfortunately, though, this relaxation activity
took up 15 minutes of the 45 minute class period.There is an important possibility that in this
class there were students with attention problems or even special needs of which I was not
aware, and it is not fair of me to assume that this activity was not an important part of the
classroom experience for these students. If there were students with attention problems, then that
cold have important implications for how Lorenzo would have to address the class. After class,
Lorenzo came up to me to clarify his ‘happy place’ activity. he explained how it was such a good
exercise to calm the students down.
When I spoke with him some more about his classroom, he also said, as stated before, that
he would much rather have a class of students that were a bit talkative and interacted with each
other than a class with blank stares and sleeping students. he also explained to me how her class
was much more reform-based than traditional and that he does not agree with lectures because
students do not learn that way.
Another issue that I observed was that the students were not at all engaged in the mathematics
they were being taught. Every day for the start of the lesson, he would put up a warm-up on the
overhead for the students to complete. This warm-up would always be one or two practice
questions, occasionally related to the current lessons. They were intended to give the students
practice for the upcoming tests. Most of the students would simply write the warm-up questions
down and wait until Lorenzo or another student went up to the board to explain the solutions. In
the meantime the students would talk to their friends about topics unrelated to the warm-up or
class. If they had questions about the problems, they certainly were not asking or trying to solve
the problems on their own. Little time went into tackling the mathematics problems at hand.
A second example that I observed in the class concerning student engagement was one day
when the students were given a test. Lorenzo prepared and administered the test to the students
that day, and he included on the back of the test an extra-credit question: “What was his
birthday?” Immediately upon realizing there was an extra credit question, students began
begging to be given a hint for the answer instead of trying to work through their test. It took
Demetrio several minutes to convince the class that they needed to work on their test and not
worry so much about the extra-credit question. The students were so much more fascinated about
what his birthday was than about the test. From the two weeks that I observed this class, it
appeared to me that the students were much more concerned about everything else that was
happening in class rather than the mathematics being taught, which seemed to be having severe
implications on how Lorenzo was being forced to teach.

!

One of my days observing Lorenzo I witnessed two of the students who were playing with a
tissue and disrupting the class while Lorenzo was trying to teach. he then called them ‘stupid’
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and ‘stupider’ because of their misbehaving. After class he came to me to apologize for saying
that to the students. I found it interesting that his actions seemed to indicate that he was much
more concerned with what I thought about his calling the students names than he was about what
the students thought about him calling them names. It appeared like that incident initiated
Lorenzo’s frustration for the remaining of the class. When one of his students volunteered to
solve a math problem that he had resolved using his own method, Lorenzo disagreed with his
approached and marked his homework wrong. I decided to ask him why.
R:Why was this student wrong?
D:He was not wrong, but you know… there are a million things I have to do. I asked them to
solve the problems using the steps we did in class, otherwise it is more difficult to grade.
This initiated confusion and frustration since several of Lorenzo’s students had used the same
approach that the student had shown in their homework. Lorenzo told them: “follow directions
next time, and yes you will be penalized”.
As Lorenzo continued to explain his lesson on the board, a student asked for another example
that involved the median of a trapezoid. Lorenzo did not give the student another example,
instead he told him that they were moving forward and to pay attention. I asked Lorenzo after the
class was over.
R: Why do you think that boy did not ask you for another example anymore?
D:Oh Yirah… he does not care.
D: He was not really interested. He is one of my trouble students. He always asks all kinds of
questions. He only does it to annoy me. He doesn’t care about my class.
This unfortunate incident happened often. Lorenzo avoided answering questions that were out of
what the textbook suggested. He avoided deviated from the script that he had rehearsed for all
eight of his classes. He always had a reason why not answering his students’ questions or
providing them with more opportunities to learn.
R: Did you come up with another example for him?
D:No.
R: Why not?
D: Some of them are so behind… perhaps several grade levels (smiled lightly). They will not
understand an abstract lesson such as this one.
Researcher: I noticed you spent less than five minutes explaining the theorem. Do you think that
is enough time for students to understand them?
Lorenzo: Sure. The picture explains everything (referring to a picture shown in the textbook).
My students get things fast. They are very smart.
It was becoming evident that Lorenzo was not as confident with the material that he taught as he
claimed that he was. He repeated himself like a robot every class. He used the same examples
and made the same comments and even the same emphasis to the same things. One day when he
seemed less busy before the class started I asked him to explain to me any theorem of his choice.
I did this with the purpose of finding his understanding of mathematics.
D: You need to memorize the relationships here. These only apply to right triangles that have
angles of 30 and 60. It has three sides. The smallest side is facing the 30 degree angle, the middle
side facing the 60 degree angle, and the longest side facing the 90 degree angle. The last one is
called the hypothenuse. If the smallest side is 1, the middle side is square toot of three, and the
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longest side would be 2. So having this proportion you can find other similar triangles. There is
also another special right triangle that students also should memorize.
R: Is there another way to solve problems like this? What happens if I forget the proportion?
D:I don’t think so…usually, there is more than one way to answer a problem. If you could not
remember the pattern, there might be other more challenging methods.
R: Do students get to learn those methods?
D: No! haha just kidding.
D: Sometimes. It depends on the class. If they are very strong, then we might do more laborious
problems.
R: Have you done that with your students?
D: No.
Lorenzo seemed to be disrespectful towards his students. He was nice to me and to other adults,
but he was sarcastic with his students. He labeled them and called them those name in front of
others. He called them names as “sleeping beauty”, etc. In the class that I observed there seemed
to be a boy that annoyed him the most. I asked him why.
D: He comes in late to class and acts surprised when he doesn’t get straight A’s.
D: Some of those students are very disrespectful.
R: How?
D: They talk back, they bully each other, they talk from bell to bell. Unless I am doing a circus
up here to entertain them.
Lorenzo was right, some of his students were very rude towards each other and towards him, but
as an experienced teacher I have to say that Lorenzo lacked very much of the pedagogical
knowledge to manage a classroom and achieve high expectations for their students. I believe that
if Lorenzo had more training in pedagogy, specifically in pedagogy to teach mathematics, even
his most troubled students would succeed and even show improvement in their manners.
I never made remarks about this to Lorenzo. My goal was not to train him, but to study him.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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APPENDIX E: JANNETTE
Jannette’s MDFI Responses
*Negatively worded items. The coding results shown below were reversed.
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

D

affective: anxiety

2

SA

affective: usefulness

*3

SA

affective: usefulness

4

SA

affective: worthwhileness

*5

SA

affective: usefulness

*6

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

7

SD

affective: mathematics self concept

*8

SA

conative

*9

D

affective: anxiety

*10

SA

affective: usefulness

11

SA

affective: attitude

12

D

cognitive: argumentation

*13

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

14

N

cognitive: argumentation

*15

SA

affective: attitude

16

SA

affective: worthwhileness

17

SA

affective: usefulness

18

D

cognitive: argumentation

19

D

cognitive:connections

20

SA

affective: usefulness

21

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*22

SA

conative

*23

SA

conative

*24

SA

affective: usefulness

25

A

affective: sensibleness

26

D

cognitive: argumentation
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

27

D

cognitive:connections

*28

D

affective: mathematics self concept

29

D

cognitive:connections

30

D

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

SA

affective: usefulness

33

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

SA

affective: usefulness

35

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

36

SA

conative

*37

D

affective: anxiety

*38

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

SA

affective: usefulness

40

SD

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

D

affective: anxiety

43

SA

conative

*44

A

affective: sensibleness

45

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

N

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

48

D

cognitive: argumentation

*49

A

affective: attitude

50

SA

affective: worthwhileness

51

N

cognitive:connections

52

A

affective: attitude

53

D

cognitive:connections

*54

SA

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

SA

affective: usefulness

*56

N

affective: attitude

57

D

affective: anxiety
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*58

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

59

D

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

A

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

31

agree

7

neutral

4

disagree

16

strongly disagree 2
60
Jannette’s Affective Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

D

affective: anxiety

2

SA

affective: usefulness

*3

SA

affective: usefulness

4

SA

affective: worthwhileness

*5

SA

affective: usefulness

*6

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

7

SD

affective: mathematics self concept

*9

N

affective: anxiety

*10

SA

affective: usefulness

11

SA

affective: attitude

*13

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*15

SA

affective: attitude

16

SA

affective: worthwhileness

17

SA

affective: usefulness

20

SA

affective: usefulness

21

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*24

SA

affective: usefulness
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

25

A

affective: sensibleness

*28

D

affective: mathematics self concept

30

D

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

SA

affective: usefulness

33

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

SA

affective: usefulness

35

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*37

D

affective: anxiety

*38

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

SA

affective: usefulness

40

SD

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

D

affective: anxiety

*44

A

affective: sensibleness

45

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

N

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

*49

A

affective: attitude

50

SA

affective: worthwhileness

52

A

affective: attitude

*54

SA

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

SA

affective: usefulness

*56

N

affective: attitude

57

D

affective: anxiety

*58

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

59

D

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

A

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

26

agree

7
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

neutral

3

disagree

7

strongly disagree 2
45
Jannette’s Cognitive Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

12

D

cognitive: argumentation

14

N

cognitive: argumentation

18

D

cognitive: argumentation

19

D

cognitive:connections

26

D

cognitive: argumentation

27

D

cognitive:connections

29

D

cognitive:connections

48

D

cognitive: argumentation

51

N

cognitive:connections

53

D

cognitive:connections

strongly agree

0

agree

0

neutral

2

disagree

8

strongly disagree 0
10
Jannette’s Conative Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

SA

conative

*22

SA

conative

*23

SA

conative
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

36

SA

conative

43

SA

conative

strongly agree

5

agree

0

neutral

0

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
5
Jannette’s Low Performing Student MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

A

affective: anxiety

2

A

affective: usefulness

*3

A

affective: usefulness

4

A

affective: worthwhileness

*5

SA

affective: usefulness

*6

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

7

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*8

SA

conative

*9

SA

affective: anxiety

*10

A

affective: usefulness

11

SA

affective: attitude

12

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*13

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*15

SA

affective: attitude

16

SA

affective: worthwhileness

17

A

affective: usefulness

18

SA

cognitive: argumentation
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

19

SA

cognitive:connections

20

A

affective: usefulness

21

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*22

SA

conative

*23

SA

conative

*24

N

affective: usefulness

25

A

affective: sensibleness

26

SA

cognitive: argumentation

27

SA

cognitive:connections

*28

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

29

SA

cognitive:connections

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

A

affective: usefulness

33

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

N

affective: usefulness

35

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

36

SA

conative

*37

A

affective: anxiety

*38

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

A

affective: usefulness

40

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

A

affective: anxiety

43

SA

conative

*44

A

affective: sensibleness

45

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

48

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*49

A

affective: attitude
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

50

SA

affective: worthwhileness

51

SA

cognitive:connections

52

SA

affective: attitude

53

SA

cognitive:connections

*54

A

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

A

affective: usefulness

*56

SA

affective: attitude

57

A

affective: anxiety

*58

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

59

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

A

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

38

agree

20

neutral

2

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
60
Jannette’s Low Performing Student Affective Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

A

affective: anxiety

2

A

affective: usefulness

*3

A

affective: usefulness

4

A

affective: worthwhileness

*5

SA

affective: usefulness

*6

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

7

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*9

SA

affective: anxiety

*10

A

affective: usefulness
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

11

SA

affective: attitude

*13

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*15

SA

affective: attitude

16

SA

affective: worthwhileness

17

A

affective: usefulness

20

A

affective: usefulness

21

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*24

N

affective: usefulness

25

A

affective: sensibleness

*28

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

A

affective: usefulness

33

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

N

affective: usefulness

35

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*37

A

affective: anxiety

*38

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

A

affective: usefulness

40

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

A

affective: anxiety

*44

A

affective: sensibleness

45

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

47

A

affective: sensibleness

*49

A

affective: attitude

50

SA

affective: worthwhileness

52

SA

affective: attitude

*54

A

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

A

affective: usefulness
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*56

SA

affective: attitude

57

A

affective: anxiety

*58

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

59

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

A

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

23

agree

20

neutral

2

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
45
Jannette’s Low Performing Student Cognitive Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

12

SA

cognitive: argumentation

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

18

SA

cognitive: argumentation

19

SA

cognitive:connections

26

SA

cognitive: argumentation

27

SA

cognitive:connections

29

SA

cognitive:connections

48

SA

cognitive: argumentation

51

SA

cognitive:connections

53

SA

cognitive:connections

strongly agree

10

agree

0

neutral

0

disagree

0
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

strongly disagree 0
10
Jannette’s Low Performing Student Conative Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

SA

conative

*22

SA

conative

*23

SA

conative

36

SA

conative

43

SA

conative

strongly agree

5

agree

0

neutral

0

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
5
Jannette’s High Performing Student MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

SA

affective: anxiety

2

SA

affective: usefulness

*3

SA

affective: usefulness

4

A

affective: worthwhileness

*5

SA

affective: usefulness

*6

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

7

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*8

SA

conative

*9

A

affective: anxiety

*10

A

affective: usefulness
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

11

SA

affective: attitude

12

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*13

A

affective: nature of mathematics

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*15

SA

affective: attitude

16

N

affective: worthwhileness

17

SA

affective: usefulness

18

SA

cognitive: argumentation

19

SA

cognitive:connections

20

SA

affective: usefulness

21

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*22

SA

conative

*23

SA

conative

*24

SA

affective: usefulness

25

A

affective: sensibleness

26

SA

cognitive: argumentation

27

SA

cognitive:connections

*28

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

29

SA

cognitive:connections

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

SA

affective: usefulness

33

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

SA

affective: usefulness

35

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

36

SA

conative

*37

SA

affective: anxiety

*38

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

SA

affective: usefulness

40

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

SA

affective: nature of mathematics
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*42

A

affective: anxiety

43

SA

conative

*44

A

affective: sensibleness

45

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

47

N

affective: sensibleness

48

SA

cognitive: argumentation

*49

SA

affective: attitude

50

N

affective: worthwhileness

51

SA

cognitive:connections

52

SA

affective: attitude

53

SA

cognitive:connections

*54

SA

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

SA

affective: usefulness

*56

A

affective: attitude

57

SA

affective: anxiety

*58

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

59

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

N

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

44

agree

9

neutral

7

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
60
Jannette’s High Performing Student Affective Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

1

SA

affective: anxiety
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

2

SA

affective: usefulness

*3

SA

affective: usefulness

4

A

affective: worthwhileness

*5

SA

affective: usefulness

*6

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

7

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*9

A

affective: anxiety

*10

A

affective: usefulness

11

SA

affective: attitude

*13

A

affective: nature of mathematics

*15

SA

affective: attitude

16

N

affective: worthwhileness

17

SA

affective: usefulness

20

SA

affective: usefulness

21

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*24

SA

affective: usefulness

25

A

affective: sensibleness

*28

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

30

A

affective: mathematics self concept

*31

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*32

SA

affective: usefulness

33

N

affective: nature of mathematics

*34

SA

affective: usefulness

35

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*37

SA

affective: anxiety

*38

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*39

SA

affective: usefulness

40

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*41

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*42

A

affective: anxiety

*44

A

affective: sensibleness
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QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

45

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

*46

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

47

N

affective: sensibleness

*49

SA

affective: attitude

50

N

affective: worthwhileness

52

SA

affective: attitude

*54

SA

affective: usefulness

repeat 20 55

SA

affective: usefulness

*56

A

affective: attitude

57

SA

affective: anxiety

*58

SA

affective: nature of mathematics

59

SA

affective: mathematics self concept

*60

N

affective: sensibleness

strongly agree

29

agree

9

neutral

7

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
45
Jannette’s High Performing Student Cognitive Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

12

SA

cognitive: argumentation

14

SA

cognitive: argumentation

18

SA

cognitive: argumentation

19

SA

cognitive:connections

26

SA

cognitive: argumentation

27

SA

cognitive:connections

29

SA

cognitive:connections
445

QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

48

SA

cognitive: argumentation

51

SA

cognitive:connections

53

SA

cognitive:connections

strongly agree

10

agree

0

neutral

0

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
10
Jannette’s High Performing Student Conative Disposition MDFI Responses
QUESTION

ANSWER CATEGORY/ SUBCATEGORY

*8

SA

conative

*22

SA

conative

*23

SA

conative

36

SA

conative

43

SA

conative

strongly agree

5

agree

0

neutral

0

disagree

0

strongly disagree 0
5

!
!
!
!
!
!
446

Jannette’s Themes and Codes

!

Data
Source

Themes
(MKT)

Interview SMK
1

CCK

Code

Example

Basic understanding of
the mathematics in the
student curriculum (Ball,
et al., 2008)

Yes, mm so I kind of, I really like
how doctor X had explained it to me
about mm with the square, as its
approaching is getting smaller that’s
how you would know who’s winning,
so if we were to have, lets say for
instance our first one. So we have
like a multiple’s of 9x3 cause we
were doing it 6 by 6 at first. 6 by 6
which is 36, so the one that has the
closest to the average not to the
average to the product will win, so
we have 9 and 3 and then we have
like mm 5, 7 and 5. And as we see the
one that is getting closer to
approaching the square is the one that
would win and I skipped 8. So that’s
how I saw it best with looking at the
area.

447

PCK

Although the concept of an average
seemed simple at first, I was using
an incorrect method to calculate
averages. What I did at first was the
arithmetic mean which is simply
computed by adding all numbers
together and dividing by the number
of numbers.

SCK

Involves rationales for
procedures (Ball, et al.,
2008)

KCS

Predict what students will I also think that if I know this very
find interesting or boring
well, then I can get my students more
(Ball, et al., 2008)
engaged in this lesson. Because I will
be able to create a better planned
lesson.

KCT

Sequence a task for
instruction (Ball, et al.,
2008)

B: For example, I will be able to
introduce the concept of harmonic
mean gradually bu first reviewing
what the already know, arithmetic
means.

KC

Explaining mathematical
goals to parents (Ball, et
al., 2008)

I mostly just deal with parents for
conferences and its usually simple
questions about what we do in class

Graduate
class
observati
ons

SMK

CCK

Basic understanding of
the mathematics in the
studnet curriculum (Ball,
et al., 2008)

After the second class, Jannette is
able to graph the speed of rabbit and
turtle.
Jannette’s work from class #1

!
!
448

Jannette's explanation from class #1

!
Jannette’s work from class # 2
(shows CCK growth)

!
!
!
!

Jannette's explanation from class #2

!
SCK

Jannette effectively solved these
student questions by creating a
foldable

Responding to students
“why” questions (Ball, et
al., 2008)

!
PCK

KCS

Familiarity with students’ Many students reported to be
errors (Ball, et al., 2008) “confused” and did not elaborate,
however, Jannette knew which
examples would help them
understand (eg. their class averages,
vectors, etc.)

449

Teacher
develope
d lesson
plan

SMK

KCT

Knows when to ask a
new question to further
students’ learning (Ball,
et al., 2008)

Jannette asked her student (Ayala)
questions about his class grade to
assess his level of understanding and
further his learning. (During tutoring)

KC

Explaining mathematical
goals to parents (Ball, et
al., 2008)

Before the beginning of the concept
study, Jannette explained the goals to
her administrators for approval.

CCK

Basic understanding of
the mathematics in the
student curriculum (Ball,
et al., 2008)

Jannette is able to do the work that
she assigned to her students. She is
also able to create a lesson with
explanations that show complete
understanding of the concepts taught
to students.

SCK

Adapting and appraising
mathematical content of
textbooks (Ball, et al.,
2008)

!
PCK

KCS

Familiarity with students’
errors (Ball, et al., 2008)

KCT

Sequence a task for
instruction (Ball, et al.,
2008)

450

“ I created a 2 week lesson, so that
students can gradually understand the
difference between arithmetic and
harmonic mean”

Lesson
delivery
observati
ons

SMK

KC

Connecting a topic being
taught to topics from
prior or future years
(Ball, et al., 2008)

CCK

Basic understanding of
the mathematics in the
student curriculum (Ball,
et al., 2008)

Jannette solves the task that students
are expected to solve after all papers
are submitted.

!

!

!

451

SCK

Recognize students’ nonstandard approaches to
solving tasks (Ball, et al.,
2008)

Jannette is able to adapt to each
students’ method, make corrections
based on their method and assess the
likelihood that their unstandard
methods will work all the time.
Jannette also recognized students’
trial and error (non-standard
methods)

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

452

PCK

Jannette anticipates this will happen:

KCS

!

!
!
KCT

Ability to judge students’ Jannette is able to identify students
understanding
who are confused and makes notes to
herself to remember.
modified:

!
!

!
!

KC

Connecting a topic being
taught to topics from
prior or future years
(Ball, et al., 2008)

Jannette knows which physics topics
are related to her class and makes
connections between vectors and
harmonic means.

CCK

Basic understanding of
the mathematics in the
student curriculum (Ball,
et al., 2008)

student learning examples, so this is
the… one of the…mmmmm ok, so
here is some of the stuff that I have
done: this one is a sophomore. He
did not understand the difference
between harmonic and average.

Familiarity with student
errors (Ball, et al, 2008)

Interview SMK
2

453

SCK

Involves rationales for
procedures (Ball, et al.,
2008)

I like that the first activity started
kind of chunking the race and giving
the two rates close, so that would
kind of show.... like here i see 5.99
and 6.01 and the total time is 13.32
could be due to the constant speed,
and that should probably be this,
because it still should be it.

Does not see two answers I knew they did not understand but I
simply as “wrong; skillful needed to find out why to move on
treatment of the problems
students face (Ball, et al.,
2008)
Analysis used to uncover Analysis used to uncover student
student errors (Ball, et al., errors (Ball, et al., 2008)
2008)
Determining the validity
of a mathematical
argument (Ball, et al.,
2008)

So on figure three I did this and they
are able to see the connection. And so
what I noticed is that so some of the
sophomores where struggling with
understanding these concepts, but the
juniors got it fast, they were relating
it to vectors, physics, etc. And i was
like "wow" i have never seen that.

Selecting appropriate
mathematical
representations (Ball, et
al., 2008)

I showed them in different ways,
different, easier ways of doing math.

Recognize students’ nonstandard approaches to
solving tasks (Ball, et al.,
2008)

And so what I noticed is that so some
of the sophomores where struggling
with understanding these concepts,
but the juniors got it fast, they were
relating it to vectors, physics, etc.
And i was like "wow" i have never
seen that.

454

Determine whether a
students’ approach will
work in general (Ball, et
al., 2008)

hmm ok, so what i noticed is that
some of my kids, especially my
sophomores, they were still lost, no
matter some of these activities they
would not get it and they would not
distinguish the different between the
two, so what I did is that in the
middle of the class I said "stop" we
are doing a foldable, so I did a
foldable like this one with them, just
so they could see the comparisons. I
did the comparison in here and in the
notes, the juniors got it but
sophomores did not so since I had
predominantly sophomores in the
class, I needed to go over it again.

Knows more than one
I did not know they would
way of approaching the
understand it that way
problem, different from
the way she was taught in
high school (Ball, et al.,
2008)
Know math not typically
taught to students (Ball,
et al., 2008)

I did not know they would
understand it that way

Understand different
interpretations in ways
students do not (Ball, et
al., 2008)

They were mixing up things among
harmonic, arithmetic, etc. but I
noticed that they were able to
distinguish between the two different
kinds of means and relate it back to
their physics class. So I thought that I
did have my group setup in a good
way because they were my high end.

455

Know mathematical
I also had struggled on it... but after
structure of student errors that I was able to better understand
(Ball, et al., 2008)
what was going on, after that , on
their final test, all of them were able
to see the concepts, the draft, and
actually got it correctly. Because on
day 1 they could not graph it
correctly... which is expected because
it is a pre test.
Unpack elements of
mathematics to make
them apparent to students
(Ball, et al., 2008)

hmm ok, so what i noticed is that
some of my kids, especially my
sophomores, they were still lost, no
matter some of these activities they
would not get it and they would not
distinguish the different between the
two, so what I did is that in the
middle of the class I said "stop" we
are doing a foldable, so I did a
foldable like this one with them, just
so they could see the comparisons. I
did the comparison in here and in the
notes, the juniors got it but
sophomores did not so since I had
predominantly sophomores in the
class, I needed to go over it again.

Choose and make
mathematical
representations
effectively (Ball, et al.,
2008)

And so I had it all different like this
on a foldable so they were able to see
it and grasp it. After these activities
that I did with them they were able to
have a better understanding of what
was going on.

Sizing up the nature of
the students’ errors (Ball,
et al., 2008)

So a student came in for tutoring
saying "ms I don't get it, i don't get it"
So it was this student's desperation
that got me to put it all together.

456

Presenting mathematical
ideas (Ball, et al., 2008)

Ok on day 7 and 6 some of them ,
they were not able to see the
concepts, so I thought "ok there is
something that I am doing wrong".
Maybe I am not able to get them all
to see things in this way, so I am
going to stop and breath and see what
is going on and put it all together in a
way they can see it, so that is when I
created a foldable.

Responding to students
“why” questions (Ball, et
al., 2008)

So I had to find a way to answer his
question

Finding an example to
But with enough practice and
make a specific
examples he understood
mathematical point (Ball,
et al., 2008)
Adapting and appraising
mathematical content of
textbooks (Ball, et al.,
2008)

I did have a little bit of difficulty, but
then I went home and looked at it
more, and I tried to understand what
is the big idea, so after assessing it on
my own I was able to make the
connection. In class... I was like
"what is going on"?? But after I
stepped back, I got it. Also, when I
saw my frustration in my class I
though to myself... this isn't
working…so I changed the lesson.

Evaluating the
plausibility of students’
claims (often quickly)
(Ball, et al., 2008)

I tried to understand what his
misconceptions were and what he
was trying to explain

Giving or evaluation
mathematical
explanations (Ball, et al.,
2008)

He just could not explain what he
knew but I knew he had an idea

457

PCK

KCS

Selecting representations
for particular purposes
(Ball, et al., 2008)

As I go throughout the day I perfect
the next class and I keep fixing,
choosing new examples like that for
the next class until I get to my last
class, they get the best lesson and
they are the class that always gets the
best scores.

Connecting a topic being
taught to topics from
prior or future years
(Ball, et al., 2008)

Because juniors already know this
from physics

Familiarity with students’ He just could not explain what he
errors (Ball, et al., 2008) knew but I knew he had an idea
Predict how students will
do in a lesson

!
modified:
!

Predicting what student
will find boring and
interesting (Ball, et al.,
2008)

KCT

Yes I asked what is their
understanding of mean, so these are
some of the answers that they have
put for their pre test, because I was
examining all of their stuff. So since I
noticed that the sophomores where
not as strong as the juniors mode
ahead than the juniors, that was the
main, strong part of my concept
study, that I drew from it. So I was
really careful to put groups together.

Ability to judge students’ So you can see that the sophomores
understanding
they right away identified what is
going on.
modified:

!
!

Familiarity with student
errors (Ball, et al, 2008)
Sequence a task for
instruction (Ball, et al.,
2008)

458

Ok, so this is something that is just
for the needs of sophomores

KC

Teacher
SMK
self
reflection

Deciding which examples
to start with and which to
end with (Ball, et al.,
2008)

As I go throughout the day I perfect
the next class and I keep fixing,
choosing new examples like that for
the next class until I get to my last
class, they get the best lesson and
they are the class that always gets the
best scores.

Knows when to ask a
new question to further
students’ learning (Ball,
et al., 2008)

I did , some of my students hadn't
answer a survey before so some
wrote 3.5 or 2.5. So a lot of them
wrote that they strongly agree or did
not strongly agree, so I pulled the
extremes aside and they said they
changed it because "if you give me a
problem I am able to solve it but I
would not be able to give you verbal
definition of what it is”.

Connecting a topic being
taught to topics from
prior or future years
(Ball, et al., 2008)

“So since they already knew this
from physics, that is where I started
introducing these concepts to the
juniors. “

CCK Basic understanding of the
mathematics in the student
curriculum (Ball, et al.,
2008)
SCK Selecting representations
for particular purposes
(Ball, et al., 2008)

Students did not see a weighted
average resulting from the
multiplication of each component.
So I had to look to an example that
they could relate to. That is when I
had them get their class average so
they could relate to the new concept
Students were able to make better
connections when the word problem
was changed to variables only.
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PCK

KCS

Familiarity with students’ Not only did students struggle with
errors (Ball, et al., 2008)
this question, most students were not
able to graph the situation correctly.
junior students were not able to make
the connection here with weighted
(harmonic) mean
Ability to adapt a lesson
to student learning

In a classroom there are multiple
types of learners.

modified:

!

At the drop of a hat, the educator

Adapt and appraise
mathematical content of
textbooks (Ball, et al.,
2008)
KCT

must be able to differential the
learning for all students.

Ability to judge students’ With that in mind, Estrada knew she
understanding
had work to do with her students.
modified:
Ayala struggled with calculating the

!
!

Familiarity with student
errors (Ball, et al, 2008)

speed of rabbit and turtle.
Most of the sophomore students
struggled with this calculation as
well.

Sequence a task for
instruction (Ball, et al.,
2008)

It was this design of her struggles that
allowed Estrada to create an effective
lesson that would allow students to
grow knowledgeable.
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She designed her lesson to start out
easy and then gradually increased the
level of difficulty.
This was the idea behind the lesson
and the reason why Estrada began
easy and gradually increased the level
of difficulty as the students became
familiar with the concept.

KC

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Connecting a topic being
taught to topics from
prior or future years
(Ball, et al., 2008)
Explaining mathematical
goals to parents (Ball, et
al., 2008)
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The educator must first determine
the objective from the lesson.
The educator must know the main
focus of the lesson.

s
Jannette’s Interview 1 Transcription
1

B: I do I have

2

Y: Really?

3

B: I have 4

4

Y: Are you serious? Wow

5

B: Yeah

6

Y: And that’s it?

7

B: Yeah no more

8

Y: Okay, are you …

9

B: No, I just had one in November last year

10

Y: Is that right?

11

B: Yeah, she is gonna be 1 in November

12

Y: So you have 2 kids?

13

B: Well I have an 11 year old, that’s a girl, then I have a 5 year old girl, and then she is
gonna be 3 this Saturday, … and then my 10 month old.

14

Y: Okay

15

B: So very busy

16

Y: How do you manage?

17

B: Oh my gosh, I don’t know

18

Y:… besides this one?

19

B: one other one, is the t.. 2304 writing, research and writing, but the good thing is we
don’t start till October 21

20

Y: Good, how come?
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21

B: Is just because another section opens, that class was closed and so they needed more
students, well not that they needed more students, more students were requesting so
they opened another section and they divided like into a half and half …semester to
give everybody the opportunity to take it. So that was nice.

22

Y: So that goes on from October 21

23

B: to December.

24

Y: So its not a whole semester.

25

B: No, they like shrunk it to be

26

Y: more intensive?

27

B: Yes, its just that you get the same amount of work as

28

Y: Sorta like a summer class

29

B: Kind of, yes

30

Y: Oh God

31

B: … forward to that

32

Y: Okay, so lets get started.

33

B: Okay

34

Y: This is an interview that is problem based, so its similar to what we were doing in
class the other day

35

B: Okay
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36

Y: Except that now you know is thinking about and trying so I can try to follow how
you think, okay so on the first one it says task 1 rabbit and turtle run an 80 meter over
and back race from a starting point to a tree which is 40 meters away, then back to a
starting point again. Rabbit speed over is 4 meters per second and back is 8 meters per
second and the turtle speed both ways is 6 meters per second. Who will win the race
and why?

37

B: Okay well we know the rabbit is going to loose and the turtle is going to win and the
reason is because turtle is holding a speed that is consistent while the rabbit is not and
so if we look at the weighted* average and we will look in that perspective that’s why.

38

Y: Mm okay, do you mind showing your reasoning. Can you explain what you did?

39

B:I didn’t see it as hmm…(long pause) I just saw like… (long pause) I mean I knew
that it didn’t make sense to add them both and then divide them cause it doesn’t work
out mathematically, so I knew that I couldn’t go that way but I just didn’t know the
correct term for it.

40

Y: What did you do?

41

B: I decided to compare their times. The one who spent less time would be the winner.
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42

B: Yes, mm so I kind of, I really like how the professor had explained it to me about
mm with the square, as its approaching is getting smaller that’s how you would know
who’s winning, so if we were to have, lets say for instance our first one. So we have
like a multiple’s of 9x3 cause we were doing it 6 by 6 at first. 6 by 6 which is 36, so the
one that has the closest to the average not to the average to the product will win, so we
have 9 and 3 and then we have like mm 5, 7 and 5. And as we see the one that is getting
closer to approaching the square is the one that would win and I skipped 8. So that’s
how I saw it best with looking at the area.

43

Y: Is there another way of doing this?

44

B: Well… (long pause) I tried to compare their velocities during class but that did not
work. Now I know my mistake. I needed to compare their times and not their velocities.
That is how you do it.

45

Y: Can yo think about a different way of solving this?

46

B: I think this is the way to solve this, right? If there is another way to solve this it must
be using some physics formula. Then its just a matter of plugging in the values.

47

Y: Okay, alright. So looking at question 2, it says how challenging was that task for
you?

48

B: Mm this one as far as like challenging do you mean like is it understanding it? No I
mean it wasn’t, I guess like on a scale of 1 to 10 I would say

49

Y: 1 to 5, 1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest

50

B: oh, okay okay, so I would say for challenging maybe about a 2 just only because I
had never thought of it in weighted average form. I mean I know about different
averages, I just mm automatically assumed and go to the arithmetic.
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51

Y: Okay

52

B: the average mean

53

Y: So for you it was easier to look at it geometrically than using the weighted average?

54

B: Yes

55

Y: I see, okay so you say its about a 2?

56

B: yes

57

Y: Put that on there please, and then like your explanation something really short like
why

58

Writing

59

Y: Why did you say you were not good at college math?

60

B: Because I was not being good at it.

61

Y: You seemed nervous during class. Different than today. What happened?

62

B: I was not sure about what to say. I mean, I did have ideas about how to solve the
problem but I was not sure they would work, I was just testing things.

63

Researcher: So if you had all these ideas why not share them when the professor asked
you? Why stay quiet?

64

Jannette: Cause I didn’t see my work correct. I did not want to sound dumb. I mean, I
was not sure it worked out mathematically.

65

Researcher: Why not just explain what you tried on your notes instead of saying you
did not know.

66

B: Because I just didn’t know the correct terms to explain it.

67

B: Some people can’t do advanced math. At least not me. I have always struggled in
college math classes. I mean, I haven’t failed the classes but I can never understand
what the professors are saying.

68

Y: So how do you manage to learn it and eventually pass the courses?
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69

B: Well, I get it after I look at it a lot of times on my own. But I am always behind
everyone else in class.

70

B: So how to do feel about taking a graduate mathematics class?

71

Jannette: Well, this is my last mathematics class and…I am glad (laughs nervously). I
have never been as good at math as some of my classmates are.

72

Y: Has it always been this way for you?

73

B:I was good in math until high school. My high school mathematics experience was
not the best. I guess I started struggling with Algebra.

74

Y: What happened in your algebra class?

75

B: I don’t remember exactly, I just remember being lost.

76

Y: Did you seek for help?

77

B: I attended tutoring a few times but things did not make sense to me. Even in tutoring
I felt like I was “the slow one” (she said this as she made quotation marks with her
fingers).

78

Y: I’m confused. If your high school math experience was not good, why did you
become a math teacher precisely at the high school level?

79

B: Because, it was a personal challenge. Like taking this graduate class. It does’t mean
I don’t struggle anymore. When I am learning something new in math, in a way I feel
like I used to when I was in high school.

80

Y: And what is that feeling?

81

B: Its like, I know if I was on my own I would probably come up with an answer. Math
has never come easy for me, but I eventually get it. Sometimes I just have to sit down
and study on my own to get it. It takes me longer than most people. But if I am calm
and no one is looking at what I do over my shoulder I get it.
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82

Y: Do you think that your teachers had something to do with your struggles in math?

83

B: I don’t think that I had bad teachers. I think I had good math teachers. I always
thought they were very smart. Maybe I was too immature.

84

Y: How do you think that affected you? Don't you think the way they taught you had to
do with your learning?

85

J: Yes, of course. But I mean, I was too young to understand that I just needed to spend
more time than the rest and then I would get it.

86

Y: So how did that finally happen?

87

B: I was taught that in math there would always be just one right answer and just one
way to do things. Then when I started college I changed.

88

Y: What do you mean you changed? How?

89

B: Well, I changed the way I saw math. I learned that if I studied a lot I would
eventually get math. And when I was able to do math I never understood before it felt
good.

90

Y: Do you think that math is for eveyone? That everyone can be good at it? Or do you
think some people are not meant to be good at math?

91

B: Yes, certainly. Not everyone can be good at everything.

92

Y: Do you think you are one of those people?

93

B: It depends on the level of mathematics. Like what the professor was explaining in
class about calculus, I did not get, so maybe I am.

94

Y: Where is X high school?

95

B: Is in the north east

96

Y: what grade do teach? 10nth graders?

97

B: yes 10nth graders

98

Y: Geometry
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99

B: its 10th

th

100 Y: Geometry or algebra 2, or both?
101 B: Just geometry, you know
102 Y: oh okay, that’s why?
103 B: Cause we switched the order, at parkland it would be algebra 1 and algebra 2 and
geometry
104 Y: right, okay
105 B: we switched last year, so what’s interesting is the
106 Y: When did you start teaching? Last year?
107 B: No I started teaching like in 2007, its been a while.
108 Y: That’s the only place where you tought
109 B: Yeah, I did like a…
110 Y: So you stayed, do you like it?
111 B: Yeah I do like it
112 Y: Is it a big school?
113 B: No its small… like our freshmen body is like 270, our…
114 Y: And how about your classrooms?
115 B: They are decent sizes now, my biggest class is 30
116 Y: Okay, so…
117 B: Yeah, they are pretty big but they are not, at the beginning of the school year when
we started I had like 38, so I mean it was, I don’t know we didn’t have room to sit
them. So I had to ask if I could kind a space them out because I had a class where I only
had 10 students
118 Y: Oh no…
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119 B: Yeah, I mean so we got some classes of mine we had to rearranged 'there schedule,
lower number of classes and that helped out.
120 Y: And the class where you were delivering the lesson, how many kids do you have in
that class?
121 B: Well mm I was going to and I’m not sure if I should do it in all my classes or in just
one, cause I teach all geometry I have 6 classes of geometry.
122 Y: Okay
123 B: What do you think?
124 Y: Some people are doing in all classes some are doing in just one section, is really up
to you
125 B: Okay
126 Y: What have you thought?
127 B: I was thinking just to be like consistent with them all and do it with all of them
128 Y: So you don’t kind of fall behind or leave them out
129 B: Yes, so that one class doesn’t get ahead
130 Y: You got it?
131 B: Yes
132 Y: So the 3rd
particular one.
133 B: I believe I do have that one, so 100 percent
134 Y: Yeah I have your lesson plan
135 B: Okay
136 Y: Did you do any modifications on it?
137 B: I did, I mm made… and I printed out one just to show my modifications just in case.
138 Y: Okay so that’s your modified lesson plan, right?
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139 B: Yes
140 Y: Okay so in that case can I keep it Jannette?
141 B: Yes
142 Y: Can you scan it?
143 B: Yes
144 Y: I can return it to you…
145 B: Do you also want me to email you an electronic copy too?
146 Y: I’ve been scanning everything you know, just to keep everything safe.
147 B: Okay, I don’t mind
148 Y: So, I can scan it, just so you don’t have to make another printed, I can scan it to
myself and keep that copy and then I can give this back to you in…
149 B: Yeah, that’s okay
150 Y: Because you modified some things right? So you said you were likely to use this
because you have that on there?
151 B: Yes
152 Y: Okay, so lets put like a 5 right?
153 B: Yes
154 Y: Why Jannette, you are likely to use this?
155 B: Mm because I like how I’m keeping or we are keeping it consistent I may give them
the same type of problems just change the numbers to help them see more or less, the
idea that we are trying to bring out to them.
156 Y: Okay, alright so that would be a 5. Now on the next task
157 B: Do I need to explain here?
158 Y: Something brief
159 B: Okay
160 Writing
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161 Y: Okay, task 2, rabbit and turtle run an 80 meter over and back race from a starting
point to a tree 40 meters away, then back to the starting point again. Rabbit speed over
are 1 meters per second back are 2 meters per second and his average speed is 6 meters
per second. Turtle speed both ways is 6 meters per second, would rabbit win the race,
why or why not?
162 B: Mm,
163 Writing
164 B: Mm no, he would not. In this one we have the condition that rabbit speed will not be
the same as turtle’s, is that correct? Well its not given.
165 Y: What’s given is the problem and conclusion from there you could make, you can
make several by doing you know math but I just want to see how you are thinking, take
your time to math if you need to. So you can support your answer, would rabbit win the
race, why or why not?
166 B: Mm okay well rabbit would only win the race if rabbit would be allowed to have his
average speed the same as turtle’s, so those conditions are… rabbit would not win the
race.
167 Y: So…
168 B: What would I do if…mm kind of like the same concept with this here, except the
variables if we have rabbit r1 and r2 are less than, well just that r1 cannot be equal to 6
and r2 cannot be equal to 6. We have that condition and …
169 Y: So you are saying that rabbit can only win if, if what?
170 B: If he is allowed to have the same speed as turtle, so I am saying we have r1 mm and
r2 so rabbit is gonna only win if lets say r1 going is 6 and r2 would also have to be 6.
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171 Y: So only if both speeds going back and forth are the same as turtle’s then rabbit could
win.
172 B: Yes
173 Y: Okay
174 B: And that has to do with the finding also the average like how we did.
175 Y: So unless that is satisfied, rabbit will not win.
176 B: Yes.
177 Y: Will you write that for me please.
178 B: Okay
179 Writing
180 Y: Can yo think about a different way of solving this?
181 J: I think this is the way to solve this, right? If there is another way to solve this it must
be using some physics formula. Then its just a matter of plugging in the values.
182 Y: So boys or girls? What do you have?
183 B: I have a mm 3 girls and 1 boy.
184 Y: So its 4 of them?
185 B: Yes its 4 of them
186 Y: I kinda thought they were 3 earlier, so you have a little 11 month old, then the 3 year
old, and that’s a boy
187 B: And that’s the boy and I have a 5 year old girl, and then my 11 year old.
188 Y: 3 year old, boy again?
189 B: Yes
190 Y: Okay and then 5 year old girl and the oldest?
191 B: 11
192 Y: And an 11 year old wow, 11 year old boy or girl?
193 B: Girl
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194 Y: Okay so 2 girls and 2 boys
195 B: Yes
196 Y: Okay nice
197 B: No but mm my 11 year old she is not mine, she is my husband’s but I say she is
mine, so its 3 like of birth, 3 pregnancies I had so I know pregnancies are tough
198 Y: Good, that’s exciting and admiring how do you manage?
199 B: I don’t know haha my husband helps me when he can and then my parents
200 Y: Is he a teacher as well?
201 B: Yes he is a coach there at parkland
202 Y: Oh okay then nice, you guys work together?
203 B: Yeah that’s where I met him
204 Y: Oh really?
205 B: …that’s why I stayed a while
206 Y: Oh wow
207 B: Its funny but yeah
208 Y: So you met him back when you started?
209 B: Yeah back when I started
210 Y: 2007?
211 B: Yes, he helped me to develop my classroom management skills and
212 Y: Is he in the classroom as well?
213 B: Oh he was not anymore
214 Y: Okay what did he teach?
215 B: Biology teacher at the time
216 Y: Okay, cool so science
217 B: Yeah and so but now he is a doing a
218 Y: Coach in full term
219 B: Coaching and then doing …
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220 Y: So that’s nice you guys work together
221 B: Yeah but now that he is … I don’t see him anymore its like we don’t work at the
same place, we take 2 different cars
222 Y: Really? Oh cause he is there until nighttime
223 B: Yes and I can’t wait I have to go pick up our kids and take them
224 Y: Yes, yes of course. So that task that you just did, how challenging was that one to
you, on a scale from 1 to 5?
225 B: Mm after I understood
226 Person interrupts
227 Y: Okay so you were saying.
228 B: I think that the hardest part to do was understanding the concept of the weighted
average trying to prove that, that was like trying to prove that with the equation, but
after
229 Y: How are you relating this to the weighted average?
230 B: Relating it because you have 2 different speeds going on with rabbit and so since
there are not consistent we can’t do the average like we normally would do, so we have
to get taken to account the different weights of the race that he is taking in going and
coming, so that’s how I am relating it to the weighted.
231 Y: Okay, what you are saying here is you have 6 meters per second and …
232 B: Yes, that’s the only way rabbit would win…
233 Y: So what’s your rational using those two, how do these 2 numbers related to weighted
average?
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234 B: How do these 2 numbers relate to weighted average, because when you take the
product of both of them which is what weighted average is and you divide it by 2, you
get a value cause we have like a … cause we are taking average over 2.
235 Y: Okay, good… your rational where you are coming from. So that was the part that
was a little bit more challenging for you, so how would you rate it from 1 to 5, how are
you rating this?
236 B: Mm I would say, cause it was hard but it wasn’t to the point that like I couldn’t
understand it, I just needed more time with it. So I would say like a 2.5.
237 Y: Okay, like half?
238 B: Like half and then once you get it like I was good to go.
239 Y: Okay.
240 B: So I would say 2.5.
241 Y: So what you are saying is cause it was
242 B: Cause I didn’t see it as mm I just saw like, I mean I knew that it didn’t make sense to
add them both and then divide them cause it doesn’t work out mathematically, so I
knew that I couldn’t go that way but I just didn’t like know the correct term for it.
243 Y: I see, okay.
244 B: And that’s what I struggled with, it was because I didn’t have a term to connect it
with. I knew the math behind it but as far connecting it with a term, I didn’t have that.
245 Y: Okay, how likely are you to use this one in your classroom?
246 B: This one?
247 Y: Yes.
248 B: Mm a 5
249 Y: Do you have that one?
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250 B: Mm I just think its very important for the kids to see that and since I know it now, I
feel comfortable with it I know that I feel confident to teach it to them.
251 Y: Okay, so why because you feel confident with to teach it to them, that’s why?
252 B: Yes.
253 Y: So task 3, this is the final one. Rabbit and turtle run at d meter over and back race
from a starting point to a tree which is d over 2 and then back to the starting point
again. Rabbit speed over are 1 meter per second and back are 2 meters per second turtle
speed over are 3 meters per second and back are 4 meters. Rabbit and turtle have equal
average speed, would rabbit win the race specify the conditions under which rabbit
could win.
254 B: Under the conditions that
255 Y: …rabbit win and specify the conditions under which it could win.
256 Y: Do you want to share anything?
257 B: Well, r1 is rabbit speed over… (pauses and reads Task 3 again in silence) and r2 is
rabbit’s speed back. R3 is turtle’s speed over and r4 is turtle’s speed back. So rabbit can
only win if these conditions are met.
258 B: … could win taking out all the numbers and rabbit would win under the condition
that his the product is the smaller, so if you go back to like our concrete example so if
we look at, lets say we have r1 here and r2 here, if this product lets say I’m just gonna
say lets put it to 36. So if the product is smaller the difference let me think of how to
say it correctly before I start speaking.
259 Y: Okay
260 B: Okay, let me think. Yeah under the conditions that we have r1.
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261 Y: What were you thinking?
262 B: What was I thinking? I was thinking that like a concrete way to explain it without
being …so I’m just gonna put the variables. I was thinking an example… under this
conditions because we want the speed to be less.
263 Y: If that is satisfied then the rabbit could win?
264 B: Yes.
265 Y: Why?
266 B: Because it has to go again with the weighted and it has to go again with
267 Y: So what did your variables represent?
268 B: What my variables represent mm the speed over and back.
269 Y: For one but for the other? I mean I see what you are doing, I just want to not make
assumptions and really know what you mean. So could you elaborate on this?
270 B: Let me think of how to say it correctly before I start speaking…I don’t want to
sound (then she made a facial expression of a dumb face).
271 B: Okay, so you have rabbit and turtle speed so you want that rabbit has mm that he is
mm that whatever values you choose for r1 and r2 that its going to be the product, so
the weighted average is going to be less than that of turtle, so that way his speed would
be faster and that’s my logic.
272 B: Rabbit would win under the condition that his the product is the smaller, so if you go
back to like our concrete example so if we look at, lets say we have r1 here and r2 here,
if this product lets say I’m just gonna say lets put it to 36.
273 Y: Why a 36?
274 B: Isn’t that the number we used in class?
275 Y: Okay so the product of rabbit should be higher than the product of the turtle?
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276 B: Right.
277 Y: Okay, alright how challenging was that one for you?
278 B: I would say the 2.5 because it just takes a while to mm just to tie* it back to your
comfort mode, getting stuck …with trying to explain it correctly.
279 Y: Okay, so 2.5 why?
280 B: Mm just to get like a, because if you have the variable part of it.
281 Y: Because we started off on 2 on the easiest task where everything was concrete and
then as we started giving values and variables if just becoming a little bit more difficult,
in spite of having all the variables we are sticking to 2.5.
282 B: Okay, are you gonna… for me?
283 Y: No… just for you, how difficult was it for you? When you work your space with
this?
284 B: Mm then I would say like a 3 to understand, but actually I would mm of course this
was easiest, then medium, then most difficult that I would say if I had to rank them. …
285 Y: So what number would you give to that?
286 B: Mm I would say like a 3 then.
287 Y: Okay.
288 B: I would say a 3.
289 Y: So you do believe that as it went up… as we moved down this was easy and then
more difficult and more difficult… for you. Why?
290 B: Because mm.
291 Y: Why is this ranked number 3?
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292 B: Because you are looking at it abstractly and not concretely, and I’m more I guess it
kind of has to go back with… at proofs. When you have a proof its like abstract and the
concrete is when everybody understands and then once you get the concrete done you
can build up and take your abstract and …your proof with the abstract. Does that make
sense?
293 Y: So as the level of abstraction increased did the difficult level increase with it?
294 B: Yes.
295 Y: Okay, that’s what you are saying?
296 B: Yes, …
297 Y: No, no I just don’t wanna assume anything.
298 B: Okay.
299 Y: So how likely are you to use this one in your classroom?
300 B: Mm a 5, I am gonna use it.
301 Y: …that as well, why?
302 B: Cause I think is good to challenge the kids.
303 Y: Okay because you do have the option of not using it and it will be fine.
304 B: Oh okay.
305 Y: I was there the first time when we sat down… it wasn’t imposed on you, so why did
you choose to leave it on your other?
306 B: I think its good to have like the kids to push them, you always want to challenge
them, to give them, to maximize their thinking level. I think as a teacher that’s why we
are here for, because if we are not doing that then we are not gonna help them grow.
307 Y: What do you think about the class so far?
308 B: I feel like the professor wants to us to come up with formulas. Like the harmonic
mean. I don't think I was ever taught this way.
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309 Y: Do you think that you have learned so far?
310 B: I am still trying to figure most things out. He expects us to find things out on our
own (talking about the professor). No one really teaches us how to do this. I kind of
have to look it up in a book.
311 Y: Okay, so what’s the… as you… that one. So what is the… that you are working on?
312 B: Instructional specialist.
313 Y: Math?
314 B: Yes.
315 Y: How much longer do you have?
316 B: I got …finished like in the summer time.
317 Y: Next year?
318 B: Yes
319 Y: Oh so its almost… so you’ll be graduating with Daniel?
320 B: And Kenji, we started together.
321 Y: Really?
322 B: And we’ve been taking classes together.
323 Y: Oh that’s nice, so you meet them here at the program?
324 B: Yes, I kind of knew them because we all work in the same district, but I got to know
them more when I came on board with the…
325 Y: …okay, so what are your plans when you finish that?
326 B: Mm I plan to just…
327 Y: Do you wanna go on?
328 B: I wanna go on probably I may have to take a break because of my kids.
329 Y: But you wanna go on?
330 B: I do wanna go on.
331 Y: For what?
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332 B: Uh I’m thinking maybe like, I’m not sure yet. I’m kind torn between going on to
getting a P.h.d in math education or getting like a P.h.d just like a instructional in math.
But I don’t think there is a program for that….
333 Y:… maybe not here but elsewhere or online or things like that. I don’t know a lot
about that. And as far as the classroom, you wanna stay in the classroom?
334 B: Mm I wanna try different things
335 Y: Yeah when you get your masters and all you will be qualified to move on.
336 Researcher: Why did you decide to do a Masters in Math Education?
337 B: I did it to be a better teacher. That is all. My reward is learning. My administrators
are not very understanding when I them I am leaving at 4:30 to school. They would
rather have me stay helping with detention instead of attending grad school.
338 B: Yes, I would probably will stay in the classroom just to get more experience with the
kids.
339 Y: How long has it been?
340 B: Mm its been 7 years.
341 Y: 7 years.
342 B: I wanna stay at least 10 years in the classroom with them.
343 Y: And then move on?
344 B: And then maybe move on to something different.
345 Y: Like what?
346 B: Mm probably maybe like going as a I would like to train and see if I could be an
instructional specialist with our district. But I wanna have that time in the classroom so
that way I know the classroom more and I am not just saying things and then people
would say “Oh, she’s been in the classroom that long.”.
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347 Y: It’s a while, 7 years is a while.
348 B: Yeah it’s a while.
349 Y: You know its something .
350 B: It is something, is cause we have some instructional specialist with the district that
will leave in 5 years, 3 years, and so its kinda like, I don’t know, the 3 years I mean I
don’t think its long enough to be given advise to teachers, I mean they know the books
behind it, I mean I respect the position and everything but other teachers don’t and so
they don’t take that word of the instructional specialist.
351 Y: Because of the experience.
352 B: Mm
353 Y: Or the lack of experience.
354 B: Yes, and so I think that can be an issue.
355 Y: Well its been like 3 years already…lasted in the same place so that’s nice.
356 B: Yes
357 Y: Which is unusual.
358 B: Really?
359 Y: I think so, most teachers quit after the 5
that but most teachers switch between school A to school B within a year or 2. So 7
years in one school seems good its an accomplishment.
360 B: Oh, thank you, we don’t have a high…level in math
361 Y: No? The entire education … doesn’t have a high retention rate. Districts don’t have a
high retention rate or schools.
362 B: Oh wow, okay.
363 Y: So
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364 B: We mm, when I got hired there were … math teacher that got hired with me and I
am the only one … and every year its been like that. We hire math teachers…
365 Y: Has it gotten easier for you?
366 B: It has, it has gotten a lot easier.
367 Y: …like doing your job?
368 B: Mm
369 Y: Has it always been geometry?
370 B: I was with algebra last year.
371 Y: Okay…
372 B: Yeah and that was harder I am having an easier…
373 Y:…
374 B: Yes this is the first year I taught the class, I always taught freshmen. Then I told my
principal that if she could give me the opportunity to …
375 Y:… sophomores?
376 B: Yes sophomores
377 Y: And you said… juniors as well?
378 B: Yes…
379 Y: And how do you like that change?
380 B: I like it cause they know me and
381 Y: Oh you taught them before?
382 B: Yeah I taught them before and even the juniors I had them as freshmen, so they all
knew me, they all knew my rules, so it was like really smooth, the first day of class I
was able to get right into the lessons, cause they knew my teaching style, I didn’t have
to spend time going over rules or what I expected because they already knew. So that
was nice, that was really nice I like that transition, I was worried because
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383 Y: And your first couple of years how were they?
384 B: It was very hard, honestly like my first year I don’t even know why I stayed that
long, mm I had gotten my vehicle my jeep got…it was just horrible.
385 Y: Why, why do you think that was?
386 B: I think maybe because I was too strict with the kids or something.
387 Y: Cause you were too stressed maybe?
388 B: I guess, stressed and mm they used to let the students go to the teachers parking lot,
other teachers not just me but I was very upset when that happened.
389 Y: Did you consider leaving?
390 B: Yes.
391 Y: Why did you stay?
392 B: Well, what made me stayed was mm I was on maternity leap and since I was on
maternity leap they had this thing cause I was on probation, I couldn’t it had to with my
contract because I was only there so many days I had to owed the school one more year
to be there at that campus because I didn’t have that many days, I thought it was weird
but you had to go back to that school because I wanted to transfer.
393 Y: So you were sick of it?
394 B: Yeah, cause I couldn’t I had to stay there so I was like okay, well I guess I’ll try one
more year.
395 Y: Oh… the first are the worst, I wanna think that for everyone that I have asked. For
me it was horrible. And to everyone I have asked the first is horrible. How was your
second year?
396 B: It was a lot better.
397 Y: And now?
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398 B: Oh its easy.
399 Y:…
400 B: But it was very hard my first year.
401 Y: So now you think you’ll stay in education?
402 B: Yes, I think I’ll stay in education.
403 Y:…the time? What were you thinking about
404 B: I was thinking like…
405 Y: Did you major in education?
406 B: No I majored in math.
407 Y: So you had like options.
408 B: Yeah I had options, so I was thinking probably like …different things
409 Y: Okay, alright well that’s the task 3. And I have just a little bit of demographics most
of it I already know, your name, your school , your …experience in teaching and that is
all Jannette
410 B: Okay
411 Y: You can go back to your babies now.
412 B: How many do you have?
413 Y: This is my first one
414 B: Oh, that’s even more exciting
415 Y: Mm it is very exciting, very exciting
416 B: And I bet mm that you can’t wait to meet your baby
417 Y: I know I’m anxious
418 B: When is your due date?
419 Y: Christmas day
420 B: Christmas day? Oh that’s exciting your baby might come before.
421 Y: Is that what happened to you?
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422 B: Yes, my first born came before.
423 Y: A lot before?
424 B: Like mm 2 weeks before, so I was like 38 weeks
425 Y: Oh okay
426 B: So that wasn’t too bad, my 2
came at 39
427 Y: Okay, was she bigger?
428 B: No, she wasn’t bigger she was a little one
429 Y: So that extra week didn’t…
430 B: No I didn’t I just… ready to meet the baby and anxious I … was hard cause you
wanna meet them and you are excited.
431 Y: Do you wanna have more?
432 B: Mm I would like to go through the experience again but I wouldn’t want to… is just
is very mm I mean I love it those are the best times, the baby move and it was just
wonderful, the doctor and they show the sonogram and you can hear the heartbeat, its
exciting. I don’t know if it happened to you but the first I heard my baby’s heartbeat I
was crying …
433 Y:… expecting to hear a heartbeat so I … cried I was really excited
434 B: Those are tears of excitement …
435 Y: No, I cried when they told me I was having a baby.
436 B: Oh yeah, that’s exciting that’s good. Mm
437 Y: I guess I would’ve cried if I didn’t hear a heartbeat. Cause I was expecting to hear
one.
438 B: Oh yeah yeah yeah
439 Y: Then I would’ve cried
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440 B: Yeah that’s true. Do I need to put the district or no?
441 Y: Uh why, is the …just so I don’t forget. So when are you planning on delivering, you
can deliver after today or whenever you want. …getting again with doctor s…. the 16
442 B:…
443 Y: Oh you have them here
444 B: Yes
445 Y: So you are starting from the 28
446 B: I can … those dates
447 Y: Because you are doing …like five minutes everyday correct?
448 B: Fifteen
449 Y: 15 minutes everyday
450 B: Yes
451 Y: I think that’s perfect because you’ll have enough time to do what else you have
planned and the presentation are not gonna take place until December
452 B: Okay and then we have to write a paper?
453 Y: I think you have to do a presentation only on what happened. Remember when he
talked about the expectations, is just a presentation on what, like how it went, like a
power point, how it went, how your students reacted, a little bit of the student work…
so you know how you are giving the pre-activity
454 B: Oh yeah
455 Y: The pre-test and then the how many do you have?
456 B: I have 12
457 Y: You have 12 activities and then the poster, right?
458 B: Yes
459 Y: So the student work you will be collecting it
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460 B: Okay
461 Y: And bring it back to class
462 B: Do you think that… because I have 170 students
463 Y: …that’s 100 and what?
464 B: 170 students
465 Y: Okay
466 B: So bring all that paperwork?
467 Y: If you want, you can do it for all your classes
468 B:… its probably best to just do it for one then…
469 Y:…
470 B: What would you recommend? Like just is this based upon like you, if it was you
teaching the class and this cause I am not really sure what to do, I know its up to me but
I’m not sure which way to go, I mean this guys they won’t get behind because I can
speed them up but I’m not sure what would be best.
471 Y: So I was reading Jannette, …taking a class with doctor v… and this is the kind of
situation where my job is to say that I am not here to give an opinion.
472 B: Oh okay
473 Y:… opinions, so its really your decision.
474 B: Okay
475 Y: What do you think you are gonna do?
476 B: I don’t know
477 Y: You can think about it and email me about it or email doctor …, to see me on it. You
have my email?
478 B: No, I don’t
479 Y: Let me give it to you
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480 B: This is yours?
481 Y: Yes and can I have your email on here
482 B: Yes
483 Y: I should have a spot for you, whichever one you check
484 B: Okay, I was gonna say I don’t know my email because my utep one is under my
maiden name, and I don’t remember, but I check this one.
485 Y: Whichever one you use. So think about it
486 B: Okay.
487 Y: What we need is to do the work for one of your classes
488 B: Oh so I wouldn’t have to bring them all in, just for one class right?
489 Y: If you do, I would say … if you don’t know then bring what you can bring.
490 B: Okay.
491 Y: But uh none of this things were imposed on you, the task themselves were not
imposed on you, if you wanna modify you can … the uh time frame isn’t imposed on
you everything is pretty much, this is you know the concept and we will like to … to be
delivered and it is up to you how you delivered, how you plan your lessons, how many
classes you give it to, you know the rest is all up to you. Mm so when you decide how
many classes you area gonna give it to or you know just let us know
492 B: Okay
493 Y: And then bring, we will need a student work
494 B: Okay, mm
495 Y: Whether it is from one of your classes or from all of your other classes, just
whatever it is that you do.
496 B: Okay, and then you probably know this cause you’re in the district too right now
how is it I guess when they evaluate …students write their ethnicity and all that.
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497 Y: Oh okay, I was about to tell you that
498 B: Cause I saw that under, I mean I’ll do it…
499 Y:… this is a private study …this is not the first time we do this with mm other districts
as well so if you have your students write their first name, last time we did it we coded
it, so students they don’t really write their name they came up with “el flaco” or you
know they came up with something and then that was their name, the bad thing about
doing that is that since there was no… they knew that recognized… and all that stuff
came out …so we are thinking this time around for as far as getting cleared in the
galleries and all that if we only have a first name it was still anonymous to if it is…and
ethnicity and everything you are not really …anything on the student you can also keep
a code for yourself and write student 1, student 2, student3 and we don’t need to know
the student’s name so you can keep that on your own, you know to if you are gonna do
it for a grade or whatever you are going to do that in your class.
500 B: And do we have to get mom and dad know or no?
501 Y: What I would give to you is that I would give to you a consent form, I would bring
that to you
502 B: That’s what I was concerned with because …we do project based learning and not
project sorry problem based learning and if the is something where we have to get the
kids to perform or do something like that we have to get consent otherwise mom or dad
will come back and they will come back to me thinking that their child was never
signed up for a picture or because I was able to show but
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503 Y: Because there is no student interaction here the IRB … a consent form and a… form
that had to be submitted but those consent forms the only thing they say is that the …
there is no student interaction we still needed to submit one here with the universityf,
and I did we don’t have one with Y… I have one with X, so with Y… how …the
observations would take place? Did we discussed that last time?
504 B: No
505 Y: Because X (the name of a school district) who said X (the name of a school district?
Adam said X so I will be observing Adam.
506 B: We didn’t say but you are allowed, I did ask my ap and he said you can come in at
any time, you can come and check in
507 Y: I will be observing …Kenji because Kenji is in an alternative school, so that’s
different you know because of the population that he has. But Daniel also X (a school
district) with Daniel its just visitors
508 B: And with mine too, you just go to the front office, you get a visitor badge you sign in
and then you, they send you to my room.
509 Y: Right if the observation because I am still seeing if I can go all of the 12 days
510 B: I know its much
511 Y: I know right but which is fine you know but if I’m not there observing you on all 12
days maybe I can be there on some of them but either way we see the student work
because I am not having any student interaction and not observing the students faces or
anything or maybe not even observing the students at all. What I am getting is the
students work but I am not getting students names
512 B: Okay
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513 Y: Then we should be okay on that
514 B: So I wouldn’t have to send a con…
515 Y: Because I am submitting on my IRB, an IRB is you know review board approval on
Y… but on there on the student consent form you are submitting one that says that
there would be no student interaction, no student …interaction whatsoever. What I am
getting is coded numbers so you can say, you can do it coded as you like as longs as I
think that is what we tell you. Do it in such way that your students know that you will
know who’s papers to which because if they know that oh the teacher won’t know
anyway they are not gonna take it …serious
516 B: No they won’t they are just gonna say oh free time
517 Y: Which is what happened last time that we did this, so I think Daniel was gonna do it
on a first name basis
518 B: Okay I am gonna do it on a first name basis
519 Y: If you wanna do it in you know because that could work you can only have one
Angel in one class and that Angel. So just write your first name
520 B: And you could do a last name too right?
521 Y: You could do a last name, a first name, and if you concerned about parents I would
even do numbers. So I would say that no student information whatsoever has been
disposed and it hasn’t. You know because if you bring me a paper saying student 1 did
this there is no way of me tracking who student belong to, so at the end anonymity is
still
522 B: Remember we said student id can be tracked huh?
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523 Y: That can be tracked, I would say something like coding your numbers or first name
or something that cannot be tracked back.
524 B: I just wanna make it easy to because I am gonna be counting it as a grade so I am
not looking at
525 Y: Because that year it was really easy for a teacher, he just mm you know I don’t know
a girl wrote Mary Poppins and someone else wrote superman and then batman, you
know whatever but then the work wasn’t serious work
526 B: Oh
527 Y: You know … really projecting what they knew so that’s the problem from doing that,
so maybe coding could work its just strategies that other people have used
528 B: And which one is justification did you tell the students, did you say I am doing a
study on this and
529 Y: No it wasn’t me it was just like this it was other teachers. Hi Alex I will be right with
you
530 B: Oh I am sorry its his time.
531 Y: Its oh, so teachers just said come up with a nickname write in on there and then turn
it in.
532 B: But we don’t have to tell the students okay we were doing a
533 Y: I have to tell you
534 B: Okay
535 Y: Because I am looking at your student work and I am interacting directly with you
and we are analyzing …for classroom purposes but
536 B: But we don’t need to tell that to the students
537 Y: … a teacher consent, I need a
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538 B: You don’t need student consent
539 Y: I need the university's consent looking at the legal aspect what I need, I need the
university’s consent which I got, I need your consent which you know I’ll bring next
time that I see you just the consent form, and I need district consent and I have
submitted something with Y… but it just takes a while to process
540 B: Oh okay
541 Y: But I don’t need parent consent, I don’t need student consent, because I am not
interacting with the students so there for I don’t need the parent consent
542 B: Okay, that’s the only thing that I am concerned with
543 Y: If I am gonna go and observe the students then that changes everything but I can’t
until I get this approved. And if I get it approved then what I can do … I can email you
because …review but that means nothing …it could take months
544 B: Okay
545 Y: So if I get that approved I can I will email you
546 B: So I can get to the students ….to give…
547 Y: …and the parent consent form okay I will email both of them to you
548 B: And those that say no
549 Y: As far as it is right now me just doing this with you and you bringing the work back
without me being in your room this is all we need.
550 B: Okay, and I mean just is just for like …with the students
551 Y: If I go …
552 B: Cause I had an issue last year with the students
553 Y: If I go and I sit down in your classroom even if I don’t interact with your students …
there is a way me tracking students back then I need that
554 B: Okay
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555 Y: But I will email you … so I can email you on that if that’s the case and I do get
approved to go and do that
556 B: Oh no …like see and tell me
557 Y: If I get approved to go and do that then because I know I can get the visitor’s pass,
with the visitor’s pass and …district why I am there you know because that could be an
issue. So if I do that, if I get the approval then I will email you and I will tell you okay
this or, and I will email you ahead of time this is the teacher I mean the student consent
form and the parent consent form
558 B: Okay
559 Y: So I will email you sometime next week or before that time comes I will wait before
that time comes, if I haven’t gotten it, I will tell you Jannette I haven’t gotten it so this
is it I just need your student work, if I do receive it the consent to go and observe then
560 B: That way I can give the parents
561 Y: If I receive it a week ahead of before the 28 then I will tell you Jannette I am clear to
go and observe so here is the teacher consent form, the student consent form
562 B: Okay
563 Y: Does that make sense?
564 B: Yes
565 Y: Because as far as to what I am doing right now, I don’t need nothing more
566 B: Okay
567 Y: But if I get approved, cause I know I can go in and get a visitor’s pass but that’s
cleared me with the school only, I still need to get cleared with the central
568 B: Okay
569 Y: You know
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570 B: Yes
571 Y: So, we are sticking to those dates right?
572 B: Yes I am
573 Y: Okay
574 B: I might tell you that cause I know we are doing testing a benchmark testing that we
have no control over, I’ll let you know and I will email you
575 Y: Sure
576 B: The date that we will
577 Y: Any modifications, anything that comes up just email me and let me give you my
email as well
578 B: Okay, you know I am gonna write it down
579 Y: ymvalverde@miners.utep.edu Thank you
580 B: Okay thank you, okay
581 Y: Thank you so much Jannete for your time
582 B: Thank you so much and that’s the only thing cause I had a parent last year come to
me mm for a project based on her daughter never consented to … she is in an pre-ap
course and I told her well this is part of pre-ap standards she said why I never signed
anything and so you signed the pre-ap agreement, you are signing to projects, you are
signing to everything so if your daughter chooses not to do this
583 Y: …what needs to be covered will be covered if I do go observe it will be because I
have the approval from…office otherwise I will not sit down in your classroom because
584 B: Okay, no not on my eyes because I am giving them this and I am gonna have
ethnicity and all that evaluated if I have to sent home a student because of the consent
form
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585 Y: Yes
586 B: That was the only issue of mine because of the what happened last year it was the
first time I taught pre-ap and I had never dealt with parents like that before
587 B: I mostly just deal with parents for conferences and its usually simple questions about
what we do in class
588 Y:…parents could be like that
589 B: …its crazy but thank you so much
590 Y: Thank you Jannette I will see you again on the 15
591 B: On the 15th
592 Y: So that would be the 15
593 B: Alright so on the 15
next Tuesday
594 Y: You are working on whatever it is you are doing and that’s all, I have other meetings
on that day
595 B: So the 15th
596 Y: And then we will meet again on …
597 B: Thank you so much
598 Y: Thank you we will stay in touch.

!
!
!
!
!
!
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APPENDIX F: THE GRADUATE MATHEMATICS CLASS
Fieldnotes
First Group Class Session
The class started at 5:00pm. I was at the 6th floor of the university’s college of
education.There were 6 students and the professor in the classroom. It was a small classroom
conference room with only one long wooden table and a white board. It was bright enough to
allow everyone to take notes during the session. The students sat in the following order:
Female student
Kenji
Jannette
Female student
Daniel
Adam

!

During fist day of the graduate mathematics class, the professor introduced me to the
class and described my role as a non-participant observer. He asked me to speak a little bit about
my research interests and my goal conducting the observations. At the end of the class, I handed
out a written description of the research and asked the teachers enrolled in the classroom to bring
the signed consent by the following class.
After my introduction, the professor greeted the class and began the lesson by giving
saying: “The better you learn, the more that you can translate it to student understanding” The
objective of the lesson was to provide to prepare teachers in order for them to create a lesson and
deliver it to their students. It was explained to the teachers that the intent of this was to translate
their own learning into the student learning. The expectations of the class were explained and the
timeframe was also given. Final presentations were expected to happen during the last two weeks
of that Fall semester. Students were expected to develop a lesson plan that would include
students’ pre and post assessments and present the results to the class during the last two weeks
of the Fall semester.

!

After the expectations were explained to students and a syllabus was handed out, students
were dictated the following problem:

!

Professor: There are 6 times more students than professors at the university. If x stands for
students and p for professors, write the relationship between p and s.Teachers were asked to
create an equation that would model situation.

!

Participants were given a small amount of time (about 2 minutes) to develop an equation based
on the information they were given. Students shared their equations on the board and discussed
them openly with the exception of a female student who claimed she did not have enough time to
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finish the problem. After about 2 minutes, the professor called time and collected all the
problems that students had completed.
After this introductory activity, participants were given a hand out titled “Pre-Test”. It
was the Rabbit and Turtle activity that consisted of three mathematics tasks that gradually
increased in rigor. Participants were asked to complete it. Then I made copies of it, and returned
it to them so they could review those concepts at home and present their methods of solving the
activities to the class the following week. The first class ended earlier than the rest. It mainly
served as an introduction to the course, to the research and to the expectations of the class.

!

2nd Group Class Session
During the second day of the graduate mathematics class, participants were introduced to
a Rabbit vs Turtle website where they could visualize the Turtle vs Rabbit race by giving Rabbit
and Turtle a speed. All teachers were expected to present their method for solving one same
mathematics task during that class session.
Adam, who was a developmental algebra teacher was the first one who volunteered to go
up to the board and explain the concepts to other participants in the class. He came up with his
very own method of explaining to students weighted averages without using quadratics. He
explained weighted averages using grades. It seemed to avoid challenge since he deviated from
the task by lowering the expectation changing the task to quiz grades rather than the rates. Then
Adam finished explaining his method, the professor explained ZPD by Vygotskian (zone of
proximal development) as a distance between what a child knows and his potential to know with
the help of a more knowledgable person vs ZAD (zone of actual development) which is a zone
that a child does not know yet. As the professor explained the concept on the board: all students
took notes. All but Jannette who appeared to be daydreaming and lost since Adam started
explaining math on the board.
The second person who volunteered to go up was Daniel. It was evident that he prepared
himself for the session and applied substitution for the rates of both turtle and rabbit. As Daniel
explained his methods, one of the female teachers shared a situation about her daughter. She
referred to free fall motion as not linear. It was not evident that she prepared for her presentation
or invested the time in the turtle-rabbit exercise but rather shared a personal experience. Her
example from her daughter was not relevant to weighted average which was the topic under
discussion.

!

Everyone participated in the discussion that Adam and Daniel had provoked with their proposed
methods for solving one same mathematics task. All except for Jannette. Finally, after a long
time of silence, Jannette replied to a question that the professor asked her. She nervously said
that the velocity of her classmate’s problem was a linear but did not give any supporting reason
of why the equation would be linear. When the professor involved Calculus she did not
participate anymore and seemed not to comprehend derivatives. Another classmate (female),
agreed that she was not knowledgeable about calculus and derivates used to find the graph of a
velocity. The professor continued to speak about instantaneous rates. He explained how he
isolated the distances in the weighted average rates. The professor expressed his concern about
teacher knowledge and their ability to transfer it to the students.
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As the professor wrote the formulas shown in the figure above to the class, Jannette made more
and more gestures of confusion. The professor elaborated on the product of the two rates by
applying conditions. Daniel seemed to understand how to apply the new given condition saying
that the condition represents that rabbit will not win the race. Finally the professor explained how
he concluded that Rabbit would not win the race.
Daniel and Adam had finished presenting to the class. Each one of them took about 15 min
presenting, and another 30min provoking a discussion with the class. After their presentations
were concluded, the professor gave the class a small break and asked them to return in ten
minutes.

!
10 minute break time
!

During the short break, everyone left the room except for Daniel and Jannette who seemed to be
good friends. During this time, Daniel explained to Jannette some of the concepts that he had just
explained. Jannette focused on taking good notes during the break, and ensuring she did not miss
anything by looking at Daniel’s notebook.

!
Class Resumed
!

Kenji was the third to go up and explain his method for solving the same Rabbit and
Turtle problem. Kenji seemed to embrace challenges. Unlike other participants, he did not take
his notebook to the board. He solved Tasks 1, 2, and 3 by assigning numbers instead of applying
an algorithm. Then, he also drew a quadratic equation expanding on the content. Kenji made
logic conclusions such as “since r1 and r2 cannot be the same, then this point in the graph is non
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existing”. A female student, Kenji, Daniel and the professor discussed weighted averages and
their applications. Jannette’s eyes opened wider as if she was scared about the conversation.
Because it was evident that she looked scared, the professor stopped and asked her: “Do you
understand this Jannette?” Then Jannette replied: “I do, I just need more time reviewing this.”.
She seemed intimidated and did not participate. Kenji continued with his explanation describing
how he would confront students allowing them to play with the numbers.

!

As Kenji explained his rationale for solving Tasks 1, 2, and 3 the, the professor explained
concepts like “cognitive conflict” and “cognitive disequilibrium.” He said to the class: “no
conflict, no learning”. The professor explained that students need to be confronted and conflicted
so they may learn. The professor said: “my objective for this concept study is to observe the
transform of what you know to what you transfer to your students”.
Then, he gave a new task to the class. This time the task contained no values, only variables.
When the professor gave this explanation, it initiated a discussion between Kenji and a female
student.

!

Kenji: Se puede factorizar
Female Student: En este caso lo puedes echar para afuera. Porque lo multiplicas? mira este es
mi resultado y mi condicion.
Kenji: Para que el conejo gane cualquiera de ellas tiene que ser mayor.

!

The conversation above was a passionate discussion about what conditions were necessary so
that Rabbit could stand a chance winning the race. Participants discussed, defended their points
of view, justified and explained to each other why they believed that their chosen methods were
most effective. Students debated if the bigger the distance between the two rates the rabbit will
continue to loose. Others debated if the product of the rates for rabbit has to be bigger than the
product of the rate of turtle for rabbit to win, in other words, the area of rabbit has to be bigger
than area of turtle. Adam claimed that a connection to slope could be made, which in a way they
were dealing with since arithmetic mean is usually associated with arithmetic progressions,
which are linear. What I heard from Adam’s explanation was rooted in arithmetic progressions
and not weighted averages.

!

Female Student: I started thinking... okay... there is nothing saying that anything is equal, i keep
picturing that you get this, you are going to get that....if turtle is to win, rate 2 has to be smaller
than rate 4. The distance between the 2 rates... the larger the distance the faster he will be.

!

As students were discussing and debating, Jannette asked Daniel for constant approval by asking
him: “I am okay right? I am doing this right, right?” When the professor noticed Jannette’s need
for constant approval, he explained the concept on the board one more time for her. But Jannette
did not listen. She was hearing but she was in shock. Her eyes were so wide opened, it seemed
like if she was watching a scary movie.
Jannette: I did not get to that part, I was trying to figure it out.
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Jannette: So if rabbit speed over is 4m/s and back 8m/s that would be four plus eight over two, so
ten over two, so five.
Other classmates chatter in disagreement.
Jannette: Just kidding! (she grabbed a pen an paper and quickly did the math by hand).
Jannette: I have not seen this in a long time. I don't know.
Jannette was mostly quiet all class long with the exception of her participation about Piaget and
the group where she plugged in numbers.

!

The fourth student who explained her methods for solving the same tasks was a female
student who because of her demographics could not be invited to the study. She went up to the
board and explained her condition for rabbit to win. She explained that she had to come up with
another relationship between r1,2,3,4 other than the sum. She came up with the product and
acknowledges that the bigger one area, the rabbit will win. Daniel decided to add that if the area
were to be bigger, then the distances would have to be smaller. The professor finally asked:
“Who will win the race?” “The one that has the higher weighted average rate!” “Which condition
will always work?”

!

Kenji added that it would be a condition that could always be applied will be the one that his
female classmate had just said since the other condition with the absolute value will be further
conditioned to not having two rates equal to each other.

!
Professor: The closer we get, under the conditions specified, is where we have the highest values.
!
Kenji: This time it is distance over speed so according to that, i have distance over….(the he
stops to perform an operations on the board that showed his values were equal to the values that
the other classmates had shown.

!

Professor: Ok lets do a little discussion teacher knowledge. Lets talk about things that can keep
extending our teacher knowledge. Last week we all knew that average is usually used as
synonym for arithmetic mean. and if we have x1 and x2 then A would be equal to (x1+x2/)2.
“that is what we knew last week. I am basing that on the discussion we have had and based on
your responses we see that average might be different since the weighted average that we spoke
about is slightly different.
Then the professor explained about harmonic mean.

!
-everyone in class took notes!
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The professor continued to explain on the board about harmonic mean, and geometric mean,
quadratic mean or square root mean, power mean, etc.

!
!

As the professor expanded on the idea of “means”, he explained the importance of not having
limited knowledge for teaching mathematics.

!

Professor: I want you to think about how would you come up with a lesson plans that will take
your students as far as you can. It is your task to convert your knowledge into a lesson plan that
will transfer knowledge into your students. Students will need to transition from arithmetic mean
to harmonic mean. How will you pre assess, post assess and what will you do in the middle?
After today's class, I will have individual “cognitive interviews with each one of you, in
preparation for your lesson plan.

!

There were about 20 minutes left in the class when the professor passed a sign in sheet around
the table. He indicated students in the class to write their name on the date they wanted to attend
to the individual meeting with him. He asked teachers to prepare a lesson that would expose their
students to similar concepts, while exposing them to a gradually increasing challenge.
The professor explained his expectations for the lesson that teachers would prepare and deliver.
Specifically, he explained the final product of the class: their reflections.

!

!

3rd and 4th meetings: Individual Meetings

Jannette. Jannette showed up to her individual meeting with her notes were all over the
place, she had many ideas but no concrete idea of what to deliver to students. She showed up
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empty handed to the meeting with no idea of what to do for lesson planning or delivery. Jannette
and the professor had a discussion about how to apply the geometry she learned about to her
class. She worried she would not be able to see a connection among means and geometry and
would not be able to explain to students due to admin conflicts and having to follow the district’s
curriculum. She had many questions.
Jannette: I have to follow my curriculum. I cannot deviate from the TEKS (Texas Essential
Knowledge and Skills). My administrators will not allow me to spend class time doing this.
Jannette: I have so many questions. I am lost.
Jannette began by asking a question of whether she should administer the same pre and post test
to students.
The meeting was barely getting started when they got interrupted by another student who came
early. The professor invited the other student to wait in the hallway and the meeting was
resumed.
The professor re-explained the expectation of the class (i.e. the lesson that she needed to develop,
the purpose of delivering that lesson, the importance of increasing her knowledge as a teacher,
etc.). Jannette left the meeting with a clear understanding of the expectations that she was being
held up to. She seemed anxious about the high demands that she realized she was begin held up
to. What was most important, she understood the importance that she increased her knowledge as
a teachers so that she could transmit this knowledge to her students.
During the learning stage Jannette remained very quiet and avoided participation. At that stage it
seemed that Jannette was exhibiting challenge avoidance behaviors. However, by the second
individual meeting (when Interview 1 was conducted), Jannette had prepared extensively and
demonstrated that although she did not have mastery on the topic during the initial learning
stage, she had embraced the challenge of the mathematical task she was assigned and prepared a
lesson that would guide her students into understanding and “internalizing” (as she would say)
the concepts of arithmetic , weighted and harmonic means.

!
!

Lorenzo. Because of Lorenzo’s hectic schedule, I met with him at the convenience of his
classroom. He had prepared a lesson plan using the template that he was accustomed to using at
his school. His lesson was vague, and did not offer much detail. Very much was left to
interpretation. When I asked Lorenzo about what he meant by “the handout” or “activities”, he
did not know with certainty what those words meant to him. He simply knew that he would
eventually select some problems from his textbooks (as he normally did) and assign them to his
students. Lorenzo was asked to revise his lesson and incorporate multiple elements that were
vital for a lesson (i.e. engagement activities, exploration activities, explanation activities, etc.).
Lorenzo agreed to revise the lesson. He asked for an additional week so he could have time to do
it again. After one week, we met again to discuss his revised lesson.

!

A week had passed an Lorenzo’s lesson had been revised. In his new lesson, Lorenzo did
not seem to address many of the concerns that had been brought up to his attention. The lesson
was written in a different format. It was no longer using his school’s template. Instead it was a
table that he had costume-made. Although his new lesson included more detail, it was still pretty
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vague. It was unclear what the students would actually engage in doing. He continued to refer to
the activities that students would do as “the activity” but there was no tangible activity to
analyze. The truth is, Lorenzo had not created it. Instead, he ended up using Task 1 as a pre-test,
Task 2 as an activity, and Task 3 as a post-test. I asked Lorenzo if he believed that his students
would perform well in these activities since the pre-test and the post-test were so different in
rigor. Lorenzo who presumed to be the teacher who embraced all challenges during the initial
learning stage. However, during the planning stage or first individual meeting Lorenzo’s
exercises were challenge-avoiding in nature the explanation of weighted averages to students.
Lorenzo remained only on arithmetic means and did not increase the rigor in his lesson planning
as he was expected to.Lorenzo seemed to deviate form the challenge during the learning stage by
bringing up topics unrelated to the lesson. Lorenzo believed that his students would struggle, but
did not modify his lesson to ease those concerns. He said he was ready to deliver his lesson.
Then, he gave me a calendar of the days when he planned to deliver his lesson. He also extended
his invitation to observe his classes for as long as I wanted. I accepted to do this. I visited his
class for almost every day for a period of 2 months. Sometimes, because life got in the way, I
visited him teaching another one of his classes, his tutoring sessions, etc. These observations
were nice because they provided me with valuable information about the way that Lorenzo
taught and also, minimized the effect that my observations had in him and in his students. He got
used to me, the students got used to me, and I got used to them too.

!
!

5th Group class session

During the fifth meeting with the participants, was after all teachers had been observed as they
delivered their lesson to their students. During this meeting, the professor focused on explaining
his expectations for the final product for the class.

!

Professor: This is how you translate your facing challenge and overcome challenges. I want to
see details of how this happens. I am not saying that I want 15 pages but I want a page or 2 with
as much detail on what you considered important in your lesson planning.
Another important component is your teaching, specifically how did your learning help you to
teach and what was any challenge that you faced in your teaching, why did you have those
challenges, is that because some gaps in your learning or other things that you overlooked in
your planning. The last component is student learning which will input misconceptions. Maybe
use one or two students that you felt had misconceptions on that activity and what did you do to
help them to overcome it. Did you have a student that had the same misconception that you had.
This would be very important to include. Include descriptions of pre and post and analysis of
student work into your report. Any highlights in student work. If you have a student aside from
the one that you feel had the same challenge that you did that would be the case to highlight. If
you had a student that had a significant effort to overcome a challenge. I want to see
quantitatively how did they perform on the pre test compared to the post test. I want to emphasize
cases where you can highlight student success. Cases where you can show that the student
embraced the challenge and put enough effort into understanding the concept of weighted
average.
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!

It was a cloudy day after work. Everyone was present at the meeting. It had been a long time
since the participants had seen the professor who had recently come back from a three week long
trip to Russia.

!
Professor: I want you to synthesize the two endpoints: your learning and student learning.
!

Unlike Jannette did in previous classes when she had been quiet and reserved, she was now
asking for clarification. She was also more opened to making comments like the one below:
Jannette: I think it is very important that students take ownership of their learning. If a student
wants to learn, he will eventually learn. And of course, I will be there to help.

!
The professor stood up and drew a diagram of his expectation on the board.
!

!

!
!

The professor explained an example of the parallelism between teacher knowledge and student
knowledge on a study 5 years ago.

!

Students asked when they were expected to bring to the following class meeting. The professor
explained that he expected to see student work and that each teacher would have 20 minutes to
present their work.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Graduate Mathematics Class Syllabus

!
College of Science- Department of Mathematical Sciences
!

Official Course Description:
Course focuses on what teachers can learn from mathematics education research and how to
bridge research and everyday mathematics in the classroom. Students develop a conceptual
discourse on research related to teaching and learning Algebra, curriculum, and assessment in
school mathematics.
Course Objectives
Strengthen the process for planning concept study via action research (e.g, concept study,
collecting and analyzing data).
Conduct/ replicate concept study via action research in an area related to teaching and learning
Algebra and Change.
Write a report for the conducted concept study.
Present and defend your concept study outcomes.

!

Meetings:
When: T 5:00pm-7:50pm
Where: Education Building and online

!

Instructor:
Dr. X, professor of Mathematics Education
Office: Education Building, Room X
Phone: XXX-XXXX
Email: xxx@xxx.com
Homepage: http://xxx.xxx.edu

!

Schedule of Classes:
The class will be structured as hybrid semi-independent study course with the following
structure:
First and las classes of the semester will be face to face meetings.
Last two classes will be devoted to concept study proposals presentation and defense.
There might be other face-to-face sessions/ conferences with individual or groups of students if
needed.
The rest of the class sessions will be an independent study component when you conduct /
replicate the concept study in your classroom and work on your proposal.

!

Grades determined by the usual cutoffs (90-80-70-60), based on two parts:
A. Concept Study Report (70%). Each student will conduct / replicate a concept study in the
mathematics classroom and submit a paper (12-15 pages). Student work and data will be
collected as evidence and will be attached to the report. Your report must be written in APA
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style (American Psychological Association, 5th edition) with appropriate and complete
citations, search www.apa.org.
B. Concept Study Proposal Presentation (30%). Each student / group of students will give a 30
min Power Point presentation on the conducted concept study.

!

Useful Links:
Search engine for articles in education: http://www.eric.ed.gov/
Search engine for papers in certain areas of mathematics education:
http://betterfilecabinet.com/cgi-bin/arume/pl
Search engine for papers in probability/statistics education: http://www.casueweb.org/research/
literature/
Search engine for scholarly work: http://scholar.google.com/
Journals that publish mathematics education research http://math.la.asu.edu/-hauk/arume/

!

Academic Integrity:
The instructor tusks that you understand and especially appreciate that cheating, plagiarism and
collusion in dishonest activities are serious acts, which erode the university’s purpose and
integrity. It is expected that work you submit will represent your own effort (or your group’s
efforts, if it is a group project), will not involve copying from or accessing unauthorized
resources or people (e.g., from a previous year’s class), and will appropriately acknowledge
(with complete citations) allowable references that you do consult. Also don’t resubmit work
completed for other classes without specific acknowledgement and permission from the
instructor. Violations are unacceptable and are required to be referred to the Dean of Students
Office for possible disciplinary action.

!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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APPENDIX G: INSTRUMENTS
Pre-test

!
Task-1. Rabbit and Turtle run a 80 meter “over and back” race from a starting point to a tree
(40m), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is 4 m/s and back is 8 m/s.
Turtle’s speed both ways is 6 m/s. Who will win the race and why?

!
!
!
How challenging was the Task 1 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 is the lowest
challenge and 5 is the highest challenge.

!
!
!
How likely will you use the Task 1 in your classroom? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 is
less likely, 5 is most likely. Explain why.

!
!
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Task-2. Rabbit and Turtle run a 80 meter “over and back” race from a starting point to a tree
(40m), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is r1 m/s, back is r2 m/s, and his
average speed is 6m/s. Turtle’s speed both ways is 6 m/s. Would Rabbit win the race? Why or
why not?

!
!
!
How challenging was the Task 2 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 is the lowest
challenge and 5 is the highest challenge.

!
!
!
!
How likely will you use the Task 2 in your classroom? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 is
less likely, 5 is most likely. Explain why.

!
!
!
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Task-3. Rabbit and Turtle run d meter “over and back” race from a starting point to a tree (d/2),
then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is r1 m/s and back is r2 m/s. Turtle’s
speed over is r3 m/s and back r4 m/s. Rabbit and Turtle have equal average speeds. Would Rabbit
win the race? Specify conditions under which Rabbit could win.

!
!
!
!
How challenging was the Task 3 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 is the lowest
challenge and 5 is the highest challenge.

!
!
!
How likely will you use the Task 3 in your classroom? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5. 1 is
less likely, 5 is most likely. Explain why.

!
!
!
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Post-test
Task-1. Rabbit and Turtle run a 80 meter “over and back” race from a starting point to a tree
(40m), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is 4 m/s and back is 8 m/s.
Turtle’s speed both ways is 6 m/s. Who will win the race and why?

!
!
!
!
How challenging was the Task-1 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 – lowest challenge, 5
– highest challenge). Explain why.

!
!
!
!
Have you used the Task-1 (or modification of the Task-1) in your teaching? If –yes, how
challenging was the Task-1 for your students? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 – lowest
challenge, 5 – highest challenge). Explain why.

!
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Task-2. Rabbit and Turtle run a 80 meter “over and back” race from a starting point to a tree
(40m), then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is r1 m/s, back is r2 m/s, and his
average speed is 6m/s. Turtle’s speed both ways is 6 m/s. Would Rabbit win the race? Why or
why not?

!
!
!
How challenging was the Task-2 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 – lowest challenge, 5
– highest challenge). Explain why.

!
!
Have you used the Task-2 (or modification of the Task-2) in your teaching? If –yes, how
challenging was the Task-2 for your students? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 – lowest
challenge, 5 – highest challenge). Explain why.

!
!
!
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Task-3. Rabbit and Turtle run d meter “over and back” race from a starting point to a tree (d/2),
then back to the starting point again. Rabbit’s speed over is r1 m/s and back is r2 m/s. Turtle’s
speed over is r3 m/s and back r4 m/s. Rabbit and Turtle have equal average speeds. Would Rabbit
win the race? Specify conditions under which Rabbit could win.

!
!
!
How challenging was the Task-3 for you? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 – lowest challenge, 5
– highest challenge). Explain why.

!
!
!
Have you used the Task-3 (or modification of the Task-3) in your teaching? If –yes, how
challenging was the Task-3 for your students? Rate it on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 – lowest
challenge, 5 – highest challenge). Explain why.

!
!
!
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Pre-test and Post-Test Grading Rubric
Category

!

Math Concepts and
Errors

Math Reasoning,
Diagrams and
Strategies

!

4
3
2
1
Explanation shows Explanation shows Explanation shows Explanation shows
complete
substantial
some
very limited
understanding of
understanding of
understanding of
understanding of
the mathematical
the mathematical the mathematical
the underlying
concepts used to
concepts used to concepts needed to concepts needed to
solve the
solve the
solve the
solve the
problem(s).
problem(s).
problem(s).
problem(s) OR is
not written.

Uses complex and
refined
mathematical
reasoning.

!
Diagrams and/or

sketches are clear
and greatly add to
the reader's
understanding of
the procedure(s).

!

Typically, uses an
efficient and
effective strategy to
solve the
problem(s).
Math
Communication,
terminology and
notation

Explanation is
detailed and clear.

!

Uses effective
mathematical
reasoning

Some evidence of
mathematical
reasoning.

Little evidence of
mathematical
reasoning.

Diagrams and/or
sketches are clear
and easy to
understand.

Diagrams and/or
sketches are
somewhat difficult
to understand.

Diagrams and/or
sketches are
difficult to
understand or are
not used.

!
!

!
!

!
!

Typically, uses an Sometimes uses an
effective strategy effective strategy
Rarely uses an
to solve the
to solve problems, effective strategy
problem(s).
but does not do it to solve problems.
consistently.

Explanation is
clear.

!

Explanation is a
little difficult to
understand, but
includes critical
components.

Explanation is
difficult to
understand and is
missing several
components OR
was not included.

Correct
Correct
terminology and
terminology and
notation are always
notation are
used, making it
usually used,
Correct
easy to understand
making it fairly
terminology and There is little use,
what was done.
easy to understand notation are used,
or a lot of
what was done. but it is sometimes inappropriate use,
not easy to
of terminology and
understand what
notation.
was done.

!

!
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!

Classroom Observation Protocol
Category

3

2

1

Relevance of
Questions
Asked

The teacher listened
carefully to the presenter
and asked several relevant
in-depth and factual
questions based on what
the presenter said.

The teacher listened to
the presenter and asked
a couple of relevant
factual questions based
on what the presenter
said.

!

The teacher did not
listen to the presenter
or did not ask any
relevant factual
questions based on
what the presenter
said.

Accuracy and
Relevance of
Discussion

The teacher can accurately
answer several questions
and it is evident that he/she
comprehends the material
being studied.

The teacher can
accurately answer a few
questions or it is not
very evident that he/she
comprehends the
material studied.

The teacher cannot
accurately answer
questions or it is not
evident that he/she
comprehends the
material studied.

Relevance of
Terminology

Correct terminology and
notation are always used,
making it easy to
understand what was done.

Correct terminology
and notation are usually
used, making it fairly
easy to understand what
was done.

There is little use, or
much inappropriate
use, of terminology
and notation.

Stay on Task

The teacher routinely
volunteers answers to
questions and willingly
tries to answer questions s/
he is asked.

The teacher volunteers
once or twice and
willingly tries to all
questions s/he is asked.

The teacher does not
willingly participate
or often deviates
from task.

Time and
Effort

Teacher used the class time
wisely. Much time and
effort went into attacking
the problem. It is clear the
teacher attempted to solve
the problem until he/she
succeeded.

Little effort went into
attacking the problem.
It is not clear that the
teacher attempted to
solve the problem until
he/she succeeded.

Little to no effort
went into attacking
the problem.

!
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APPENDIX H: IRB PROPOSAL
Investigation Title: Mathematics Teachers Disposition toward Challenge and its relation to their
Students’ Achievement
Investigators
PI: Yirah Valverde, M. Ed,
Co-PI: Dr. Mourat Tchoshanov
Hypothesis, Research Questions, or Goals of the Project
Purpose of the Study
IRB Research Proposal: Teacher Avoidance of Challenge
A common obstacle that modern educators face when teaching mathematics is the students’ fear
and anxiety towards the abstraction that characterizes this subject. Students in the high school
mathematics classroom are often characterized by an individual’s lack of drive to continue facing
an obstacle. This is commonly rooted in past failures in the subject matter; cultural background,
etc. The purpose of this study is to determine whether their teachers’ disposition towards
challenge is another contributing factor. We wish to find if the students’ lack of willingness to
face a mathematical challenge is modeled and learned from their instructors and to determine
whether teachers’ disposition to confront challenge is related to students’ disposition to face a
mathematical challenge. We wish to determine if teachers’ disposition to challenge plays a role in
the students’ belief that no matter what they engage in, the outcome of a situation will not
respond accordingly. Lynn Grimes (1991) elaborates on this construct by stating: “This
overreaction to failure may be related to individuals' perceptions that personal outcomes are
independent of the response.” (Grimes, 1981). Given the definition, it is imperative that we seek
the cause and possible solutions to this complication that affects students across the board.
Identifying the internal and external teacher contributing factors to this syndrome is critical if we
are to improve both the learning of the individual and the quality of our current educational
system. This is a problem that affects not only mathematics teachers at the elementary level but
at all mathematics levels.
Background and Significance:
Avoidance of challenge could be acquired throughout a long period of time or after only one
traumatic experience. It has been shown that learned or conditioned avoidance of challenge
becomes a stable characteristic in the teacher once it is acquired. I shall discuss the development
of avoidance of challenge more in detail later on. Instruments have been developed to determine
the extent to which a person has developed avoidance of challenge and which areas of teaching it
impacts (Fincham, Hodkods, & Sanders, 1989). General life stress and evaluation anxiety are
concerns that affect teachers’ performance. Emotion is an indispensable part of cognitive
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activities, such as mathematical problem solving. Teachers who experience emotions such as
anxiety when confronted with the need to apply their mathematical knowledge have difficulties
explaining and delivering information. Avoidance of challenge is a response mechanism built up
by individuals who lack motivation to face an obstacle simply because they do not excel easily.
Avoidance of challenge affects individuals from all ethnic backgrounds and pervades all aspects
of a person’s academic environment. It is then essential for the current debate that we further
study the effect this has on our students.
The attribution theory has been studied extensively and has led to a valuable understanding of
avoidance of challenge when faced with a mathematical problem (Bosh & Bowers, 1992). This
theory has been proven successful through several studies by establishing a direct influence
between an individual’s perception of a certain situation and the individual’s consequent
reaction. Understanding what attributions are made by the mathematics teacher with regards to
his or her success or failure in a subject is an important step in identifying the psychological
reason behind such problem. I will presently explore this theory and its implications for the
future of this disorder.
Attributions are defined as “the internal explanation individuals devise to explain their success or
failure at a given task” (Grimes, 1981). Understanding a person’s beliefs and expectations about
performing in a task helps us identify educators who suffer from this condition. According to the
theory, a person’s response to failing appears related to whether they attribute their success to
factors under their control [the internal locus of control] such as effort or attitude or to factors
beyond their power to change [the external locus of control] such as luck, IQ level, and ability
(Grimes, 1981). It is our belief that educators and students who avoid challenge tend to believe
that they have no control over the outcome of their performance on a given subject. This belief
de-motivates them and drives them to give up whenever confronted with a mathematical problem
or a subject in which they have a prior experience of failure.
The same reactions take place in an evaluation environment where, coupled with test anxiety, the
teacher’s perceptions become blurred and distorted (Georgiou, Starvrinides, & Kalavana, 2007).
Teachers who avoid challenge are characterized by, “their tendency to attribute failure to external
factors rather than effort, tend to show decrements in performance following failure” (Fincham,
Hodkods, & Sanders, 1989). This personal construct in regards to intellectual obstacles can
easily trigger anxiety during an examination; this unpleasant emotional state during a test
situation in turn leads to poor lesson delivery results. The idea of being evaluated in general
produces speech anxiety, social anxiety, and test anxiety (Fincham, Hodkods, & Sanders, 1989).
Teachers who suffer from a high evaluation anxiety become easily discouraged, tasks become
easily distorted, experience difficulty concentrating, and sustaining motivation (Fincham,
Hodkods, & Sanders, 1989). Teachers who suffer from anxiety, self degenerate themselves
instead of attributing failure to a lack of effort. The greater one’s coping ability, the greater one’s
ability to adjust to situations where they are evaluated such as those encountered in schooling
and teaching (Gersten, Chard, Jayanthi, Baker, Morphy, & Flojo, 2009). Lack of effort, anxiety,
and inconfidence are important variables in teachers’ performance. Educators who experience an
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unpleasant emotional state while delivering their lesson produce students who perform poorly
(Fincham, Hodkods, & Sanders, 1989). Research shows that teaching anxiety is related to low
student performance (Montgomery & Rupp, 2005).
Research Method, Design, and Proposed Statistical Analysis:
In order to investigate teachers’ disposition towards embracing mathematical challenges and their
students reaction, we will administer a survey to high school teachers and students in X city.
Participants (teacher and student) will be those high schools, teachers, and students who
voluntarily agree to participate in survey completion. We will also conduct lesson delivery
observations. It is a goal of the research team to have a large enough sample to be representative
of a cross-section of the population demographically. A letter of intent and permission to conduct
the survey will be secured, as well as, informed consent/assent from participants.
Surveys will be analyzed using descriptive statistical methods as well as qualitative methods,
such as, analysis by finding themes through careful examination of data through a theoretical
lens of positioning theory and disposition descriptors. The survey consists of open- ended
questions, multiple choice questions and metaphorical prompts. To analyze the information
collected in the survey, a coding sheet will be created, where data will be organized in related
coding categories. Analysis and coding of data will be done initially from the hard copy surveys
and then entered into a password protected spreadsheet for further analysis. Hard copy surveys
will be scanned and stored in a password protected file. Hard copy surveys will be retained for
one year in a secure, locked cabinet. At the end of one year, hard copy surveys will be destroyed.
Later stages of analysis will include revisions of coding to create themes and extend analysis to
demographic comparisons. Findings will be based on prevalent themes that arise most frequently.
Strategies for validating findings include the use of three sources of data (question, and
metaphors) for triangulation of data; triangulation is about “finding the multiple perspectives for
knowing the social world” (Marshall & Rossman, 2006, p.204). Marshall and Rossman (2006)
further state, “Data from different sources can be used to corroborate, elaborate, or illuminate the
research in question (Rossman & Wilson, 1994)” (p. 202). Identification of and accounting for
biases in interpretation enhanced the credibility of the data collected and data analysis. Marshall
and Rossman (2006) state “The qualitative researcher’s challenge is to demonstrate that the
personal interest- increasingly referred to as the researcher’s positionally – will not bias the
study” (p.30). Participant review and confirmation of data (i.e., member checking) will function
Teacher Avoidance of Challenge as the external auditor of the accounts; Marshall and Rossman
(2006) identify this construct as “confirmability” (p.203).
Human Subject Interactions
We anticipate having approximately 4 mathematics teachers (and their respective students) from
local high schools in good health and of different sex and ethnic background volunteer for the
study. The participation in the study will be voluntary and in order to avoid coercion or undue
influence we will ask each participant to complete and sign assent and consent forms. We will do
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all we can to protect participants’ rights and welfare. We expect the human subject involvement
in this project to begin in early May 2014. The time-frame for participant involvement will be
limited to the time required to complete the survey. Once participants have completed and
submitted the survey, no additional involvement will be required.
Some of the potential participants (and/or parents) are likely to be more fluent in a language
other than English (e.g., Spanish), hence consent, assent and survey forms will be translated into
Spanish and into other languages, as necessitated. Both English and the other language versions
of the form will be provided, with one language on one side of a page and the other language on
the opposite side of the page. This translation will be completed after IRB approval of the study.
Recruitment of the participants will be done in the summer of 2014. There search sample will
include middle school students taking mathematics courses and high school teachers of
mathematics. Participants (teacher and student) will be those middle schools, teachers, and
students who voluntarily agree to participate in survey completion. It is a goal of the research to
have a large enough sample to be representative of a cross-section of the population
demographically. A letter of intent and permission to conduct the survey will be secured from X
High School, as well as, informed consent/assent from participants. Individuals, who agree to
participate, and return the signed consent form and survey by the specified timeline, will be the
participants in this study.
Selection of the Participants- Purposeful Sampling:
Given the nature of our study, we will employ mixed methods (quantitative and qualitative). In
addition to making sure that the testing conditions are standardized, it is also essential to ensure
that our pool of participants is the same. When choosing our participants, we will use a stratified
random sample. Teacher participants will be categorized into different strata and randomly
selected from the strata. This will require randomly selecting participants from different subsets
of the population:
-Teacher preparation: Major (field of study), level of education, years of teaching experience.
-Anxiety/Stress coping skills. Example: Ability to adapt.
-Ethnicity
Such subsets have been developed based on a through review of the literature. This sampling
technique will be used with the intent of highlighting specific subgroups within the population.
This will ensure that we obtain adequate amounts of each population subgroups.
Due to the nature of the study and source of participants, a letter of intent and permission to
conduct the survey will be secured X High School, as well as, informed consent/ assent from
participants. A signed letter of consent will be required prior to data collection. Participants under
the age of 18 will require parent/guardian signature in order to participate. No photography or
videotaping will be used in this study. Moreover, the identity of the participants will not be
known to the researchers; all survey instruments will be pre-coded to insure confidentiality and
anonymity. Basic demographic information requested is included in the survey to facilitate
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disaggregation of the data. It will be made clear that return of the signed letter of consent as well
as a completed survey will indicate the individual’s voluntary intent to participate in the study.
Participants will be asked to complete a survey consisting of three sections: open-ended
questions, and mathematics content-related questions. The survey completion time is estimated
to take 30-45 minutes.
The privacy and confidentiality of the participants will be respected at all times. Surveys will be
coded to maintain confidentiality and pseudonyms of schools and school district will be used
when reporting data. Each survey will be assigned a generic number code and will use only that
code on his/her work. No names will be revealed in order to protect the privacy, confidentiality
and anonymity of the participants.
Every effort will be made to keep data confidential; surveys will only be accessible to the
research team during the time of this study and will be permanently deleted or destroyed when
the study is completed (not to exceed three years from the onset of the study). All data and
scanned surveys will be stored in electronic, password protected files, as well as, hard copy
surveys stored in a locked cabinet in X room, giving only the researchers access to the data.
X’s College of Education will be providing access to office space, computers, printers, and
printing expenses for the extent of this study. In addition, Doctoral credit for an independent
study course will be provided as well as in-kind guidance and contributions from faculty
advisors. X High School will provide access to schools, teachers and students for survey data
collection purposes.
No potential risks are involved due to the safe research method used in this study. Participants
will be asked to respond to the survey that carries a simple procedure. It is presupposed that
participants at the high school grade levels have previous experience with survey completion.
College and career readiness benefit of this study is to explore possibilities of recruiting more
qualified mathematics instructors and thus, improve the delivery methods in the mathematics
classroom. Even though school districts make large monetary investments in the advancement of
mathematics instruction, the number of students avoiding mathematical challenges, including
choosing mathematics as a career are increasing.
Pedagogical and instructional practice benefit of this study is the gaining of knowledge of
student and teacher relation with respect to avoidance of challenge which may inform
mathematics instructional practice decisions, which may in turn provide instructional
environments conducive to higher levels of student engagement and content mastery.
All documents included with this request will be submitted to X High School for approval. Upon
receipt of the X High School IRB approval letter and letter of collaboration those documents will
be included in the X IRB packet.
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